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ABSTRACT
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) has entered into a
partnership with the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) to
identify the competencies necessary to effectively function in
executive management positions within Navy Medicine and, once
the specific competencies are identified, design and conduct
a customized, cost effective, executive development program to
improve the management competencies of senior Navy Medical
Department executives. As part of the needs assessment
process used to identify these competencies, a survey
instrument was mailed to 720 senior officers within Navy
Medicine to identify their current level of skill and their
perception of the required level of skill in eight management
activity groups. The purpose of this thesis is to provide an
initial analysis of the survey responses and identify any
gaps, or deltas, between the current level of skill reported
by the respondent and the required level of skill for their
current position with respect to the respondents corps, rank,
and organizational position cohorts. The results indicate
that the responses vary by cohort with the gaps between
-irr'qnt and required skills directly related to rank, 0
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I • INTRODUCTION
Health care in the United States, both governmental and
private, is undergoing a period of dynamic change. As the
complexity of health care delivery continues to grow, health
care executives are struggling to control rapidly rising costs
and achieve quality standards while meeting the needs and
demands of health care consumers. This complex and dynamic
environment is also influenced by changing societal views on
quality and individual entitlement, and governmental initia-
tives directed at controlling costs and improving delivery
standards. As a result, health care executives must
constantly expand and refine their leadership and managerial
effectiveness to meet these mandates for change.
Senior Navy Medical Department executives are not exempt
from the requirement to improve their skills in meeting this
changing environment. While many Navy health care executives
have strong backgrounds and educational credentials in health
care administration, the internal labor market inherent to
military organizations, and the Navy Medical Department, has
historically promoted direct care and ancillary care providers
(e.g., physicians, nurses, pharmacists, medical technologists)
into positions of increased leadership and management
responsibilities. The question implied by this process
concerns the extent to which the previous education, training,
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and experience of these medical department officers prepares
them for the rigors of managing a dynamic and complex health
care system.
The Department of the Navy Medical Blue Ribbon Panel (BRP)
addressed this question when it delivered its 1988 report
concerning the issues facing Navy Medicine into the 1990s and
concluded that "Peacetime assets and management of the Navy
Medical Department have not maintained the capability to treat
the [beneficiary] population in Navy facilities. Accordingly,
patient workload has [increasingly] shifted from in-house Navy
care to the Civilian Health and Medical Plan for the Uniformed
Services (CHAMPUS)." (Blue Ribbon Panel:p. ES-3) Citing the
decreased in-house capabilities, rapidly increasing health
care costs, and line Navy criticism of Navy Medicine's process
for developing medical department officers for command and key
billets, the BRP subsequently recommended that Navy Medicine
"develop leadership/management skills and training
requirements for a formal command development process, and
[formally] establish career paths for leadership positions
[that require] experience." (Blue Ribbon Panel:p. ES-12)
This mandate to establish a formal training program and
command development process had been addressed as early as
1982 when the Vice Chief of Naval Operations, as a result of
a Navy Inspector General report, directed that medical
department officers be given the opportunity to receive
leadership training at critical points in their careers.
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(Blue Ribbon Panel:p. 29) The immediate result was the
adoption of two Jhort courses (two weeks duration) that could
be tailored to meet the leadership and management requirements
of medical department officers. The first was the Leadership
Management Education and Training (LMET) course (now called
NAVLEAD) for division officers, department heads, and
Commanding Officers, while the second was to be a basic
management course for direct health care providers in "first
level" management jobs. (Blue Ribbon Panel:p. 29)
While it was anticipated that the LMET (NAVLEAD) program
would be a vehicle for the dex alopment of executive leadership
skills in Navy Medicine, weaknesses were immediately evident.
INET (NAVLEAD) proved to be an excellent vehicle to provide
basic (generic) leadership skills but failed to meet the
demanding requirements for executives in a complicated and
dynamic health care environment. The BRP attributed much of
the failure of the program to inadequate definition of the
knowledge, skills, and abilities required for each management
level within Navy Medicine. (Blue Ribbon Panel:p. 29)
Additionally, while emphasis has been placed on the completion
of LMET (NAVLEAD) and similar short courses (e.g., Management
Development Course [MANDEV] and the Strategic Medical
Readiness and Contingency Course [SMRCC]) these compete with
continuing education requirements specific to various
professional corps (e.g., graduate medical education [GME] for
medical officers), operational commitments, and the personnel
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requirements of the command in providing medical care to
eligible beneficiaries. The impact of such competition is
best summed up in the discussion in the U. S. Navy Medical
Department Officer Career Guide concerning the process of
formally assigning senior dental officers to executive
positions, which states: "Qualifications which establish
eligibility for administrative positions are obviously
numerous and often include prior leadership positions,
management training, and your performance record." (Career
Guide:p. 84) This statement, and similar statements
concerning the Medical, Medical Service, and Nurse Corps,
represents the practical problems associated with meeting
management and leadership training requirements in an
environment already heavy with clinical training requirements
essential for the delivery of quality medical and dental care.
This is further complicated by the diverse education and
training backgrounds of medical department personnel eligible
for command and leadership positions. Finally, a basic
management short course for direct care health care providers
in first level management positions was never adopted.
In addition to the LMET (NAVLEAD) and similar short course
training, executive development programs through private
institutions have also been used, on a limited basis, to
provide the requited management training. However, the BRP
noted in its report that it was difficult to evaluate the
effectiveness of such programs because of their recent
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implementation and the failure of the Navy Medical Department
to effectively manage such issues as, who should receive the
training, what selection criteria should be used, and the
specific career milestones such training should occupy.
Additionally, the programs have been used inconsistently
because of perceived shortages in personnel and training
resources. (Blue Ribbon Panel:p. 29)
Faced with the impediments in obtaining effective
executive development programs to meet the unique needs of
Navy Medical Department executive leadership, the Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery (BUMED) has entered into a partnership
with the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), Department of
Administrative Sciences, for the purpose of identifying the
competencies necessary to effectively function in senior
executive management positions within Navy Medicine. When the
required- competencies have been identified, NPS will then
propose, design, and conduct customized, cost-effective
executive development programs that will satisfy Congress"
demand that senior Navy Medical Department executives are
adequately prepared with the competencies necessary to manage
complex medical systems.
NPS has developed a two-step needs assessment approach to
identify the competencies required to effectively manage
complex Navy medical systems.
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1. A series of semi-structured interviews were conducted
with senior medical department executives at selected
facilities on both coasts. Completed in July 1992, the semi-
structured interviews provided the basis for identifying key
issues or competencies that were seen as important by the
interviewed executives. Their input was then used in the
development of a survey instrument, which was utilized to
I
assess the relative importance of the managerial issues and
skill areas of a larger population of senior executives within
Navy Medicine.
2. The survey questionnaires were developed and sent to
720 senior medical department executives to obtain the
recipients views or beliefs concerning the competencies and
values required to effectively manage Navy medical systems.
This thesis provides an analysis of the survey
responses necessary to complete, in part, the first phase
needs assessment of perceived skills required for effective
and efficient functioning as health care executives within
Navy Medicine. In specific, the interview process has
indicated that varied corpetency levels and perceptions of
needs exist across individual executives, but that nearly
everyone acknowledged they have significant "holes" in their
educational or knowledge preparation for future demands.
This thesis examines the survey results to ascertain the
validity of this assumption and will provide a self-reported
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"competency inventory" concerning executive management
capability, and by implication, management needs.
In presenting the analysis and subsequent discussion,
Chapter I provides an introduction with appropriate background
information, a review of literature pertinent to executive
development and the needs assessment process, and a discussion
of the semi-structured'interview process that resulted in the
development of the final survey instrument. Chapter II
presents the methodology utilized in the survey design and
implementation and provides an outline of the survey
population. Results and their analysis are presented in
Chapter III with conclusions and recommendations in Chapter
IV.
A. LITERATURE REVIZW
While physicians, nurses, dentists, and Medical Service
Corps officers demonstrate remarkable skills in the perfor-
mance of their specialties, it is widely recognized that these
skills do not readily translate into the managerial skills
necessary for the effective management of complex health care
facilities. As a result, while Navy Medicine readily promotes
highly intelligent and professionally competent individuals
into positions of executive management, an identifiable trend
of less than effective management has occurred throughout the
various commands. This paradox was eloquently described by
Peter Drucker in 1966.
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. people of high job effectiveness are conspicuous by
iheir absence in executive jobs. High intelligence is
common enough among executives. Imagination is far from
rare. The level of knowledge tends to be high. But there
seems to be little correlation between a person's
effectiveness and their intelligence, their imagination
and their knowledge. Brilliant people are often
strikingly ineffectual; they fail to realize that
brilliant insight is not by itself achievement. They
never have learned that insights become effectiveness only
through hard systematic work." (Drucker, p. 1)
Drucker goes on to state that effective executives are
bound together by common practices that make them more
effective than their peers. These practices remain the same
no matter where the individual works (e.g., government,
medicine, education, etc.) and his experience has shown that
regardless of the individual's intellectual capacity, without
the observation of these generic practices the executive will
fail to be effective in management. At issue here are not the
specific "practices" that Drucker outlines in his discussion,
but the fact that he considers effectiveness to be a habit, or
complex set of practices, and that habits or practices can
always be learned. (Drucker, p. 23) In other words, people
are not generally born effective leaders/executives, they are
normally developed.
The universality of management theories and principles was
further defined by Badaway (Badaway, pp. 11-12) in his
discourse concerning the development of managerial skills in
engineers and scientists. Badaway suggests that it is the
theories and principles of management that remain universal,
or generic, across occupational or organizational boundaries.
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However, because management deals with people and represents
an interdisciplinary field of endeavor (e.g., economics,
behavioral sciences, accounting, statistics, math, engineering
[production scheduling, materials handling]) there are few
concrete tools or techniques with which to actively practice
management. This lack of "hard" techniques reduces management
from a strictly scientific endeavor to what can be best
described as an "art." As such, while the theories and
principles remain universal, their implementation, or
practice, becomes highly individualized in response to the
cultural background, creativity, values, and judgement of the
individual manager. Again, the emphasis is that managers are
not born with specific "traits" that enable them to become
effective managers, but that they can develop the basic skills
and knowledge necessary to become more effective in their own
environment. Sheldon (quoted by Betson & Pedroja, p. 354)
supported this premise within the health care industry with
"0.. . there is not much difference between a manager in the
health field, whether he be a physician or not, and a manager
in industry."
The universality of management within health care is not
without its critics, however, their emphasis focuses on the
differences between the health care environment and that of
other industries, not the managerial skills that are necessary
to meet the specific challenges noted. This is best summed up
by Austin's five characteristics which make health care
9
unique: (1) individualized service, (2) professionalism, (3)
extreme complexity, (4) the wide range of delivery facilities,
and, (5) the financial reimbursement arrangements. (Betson &
Pedroja, p. 354) Austin's premise was that while one or more
of these characteristics would be found in any industry,
health care was the only industry in which all would be found
at once and therefore is unique. However, this does little to
support the premise that the basic management principles and
theories associated with health care differ from those of
other industries. It is the environment in which they are
applied that is different, not the principles and theories.
In accepting the premise that management is a learned
"art," the need to facilitate the acquisition of such
knowledge and its conversion into usable skills is evident.
This becomes increasingly important as intelligent and
competent health care providers are promoted out of the
clinical environment and into the management arena. If Navy
health care executives are expected to perform optimally in
any management role within the complex health care environ-
ment, appropriate management education/training must be made
available that targets the knowledge, skills, and abilities
(KSAs) necessary for success. Without a basic "tool kit" of
managerial skills, the health care provider transitioning to
management will be placed in a frustrating and difficult
position. Tom Peters provides the following insight:
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There is no more difficult transition in a career than one
from non-boss to boss; the second-toughest is to boss of
bosses. These passages should be marked by programs
commensurate with their significance. (Peters, p. 329)
1. Ezeoutive Development
What is immediately evident in the medical community
is the diversity of educational and training backgrounds.
Each community (physicians, nurses, dentists, ancillary care
providers, or administrators) brings to the workplace its own
unique paradigms through which it views both the delivery of
health care and the management of such delivery and its
support structures. If each community has different
backgrounds and paradigms, then it is reasonable to expect
that the executive development requirements for each community
would also differ to some extent. Additionally, with the
differences in paradigms that are manifested between the
communities, the development of a community specific, or
parochial, focus is a significant problem. This is
particularly true as the individual officers are promoted to
positions with a broader, or more institutional, focus.
Without appropriate executive development programs, this
transition becomes significantly more difficult as the newly
promoted officer attempts to manage a broader range of
institutional management issues with narrowly focused
management tools.
Selznick observed that "The executive becomes a
statesman as he makes the transition from administrative
management to institutional leadership." To accomplish this,
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executive must reassess their own tasks and the needs of the
organization to ultimately gain a greater concern for the
evolution of the organization as a whole. Ultimately the
senior executive develops into what can best be described
through the metaphors of Mintzberg's "Strategic Apex:"
(Mintzberg, p. 25)
a. A "Perimeter Player" who is concerned with the adapta-
tion and interaction of the organization to the changing
environment.
b. An "Interior Designer" responsible for the coordination
and smooth functioning of the internal operations within
the organization.
c. The "Leader of the Band" who is the keeper of organiza-
tional values and provides the strategic vision and
direction for the organization as a whole.
While these metaphoric roles are helpful in under-
standing the concept of executive leadership, they do little
in the way of defining the specific KSAs required to effec-
tively function as a senior executive. In his replication of
four studies conducted between 1948 and 1978, Agho identified
ten problem areas considered critical by hospital adminis-
trators in their daily tasks. (Agho, pp. 131-135) Agho's
results, presented in Table 1, provide a picture of the
generic issues associated with health care administration and,
by implication, the areas to potentially target in executive
development courses.
Sieveking, Nicholas, and Woods provide additional
support from their 1992 survey of 324 health care chief
12
TABLE I
PROBLEM ARE ASSOCIATED WITH HOSPITAL ADXINISTRATION
Problem Areas Ranking
Business and Financial Management 1
Working with the Medical Staff 2
Personnel Management 3
Providing Quality Medical Care 4
Physical Plant and Equipment 5
Departmental Functioning 6
Community Relations 7
Legal Aspects and Litigation 8
Governing Board 9
Affiliation with Other Institutions 10
Source: A. 0. Agho, "Problem Areas Faced by Hospital
Administrators," Hospital and Health Services
Administration 37:1 (Spring 1992): 10.
executive officers (CEOs). In their discussion they address
adeptness in interpersonal, strategic, planning, and leader-
ship processes while further defining with financial manage-
ment, marketing, negotiating, planning and development, data
and information systems management, and physician relations as
specific technical skill areas. Of special interest was their
assertion that the CEO serves as a "translator" of these
technical concepts for understanding by employers, community,
board, and medical staff. This translator role is in line
with their metaphor of the health care administrator as the
provider of business strategies who also ensures obligations
13
to patients are met and the quality of services improved. In
essence, they demonstrate a combination of business talents
and, in keeping with the basic health care mission, an
interest in basic human values.
These health care specific skill areas are also
supported and expanded on in Mann and Staudenmier's 1990
survey of the major trends in executive development identified
by seventy-seven senior executives of companies listed in the
Fortune 200 (U.S.) and Financial Post (Canada). (Mann and
Staudenmier, pp. 37-38) In identifying three major trends:
(1) building global capabilities; (2) merging learning and
work; and, (3) balancing common and individual development
needs, they provide a list of "top-rated" executive
development topics identified as essential for future
competitiveness in a global market. Table 2 outlines the
specific topics and provides a summary of the change between
the emphasis previously given to each topic and what is
anticipated in the near future, measured by the percent of
respondents who listed a strong emphasis on the topic in the
past against the percent of respondents who anticipate a
similar emphasis over the next four-to-five years. While
technical issues such as financial management, marketing, and
information systems are conspicuous in their absence, Mann and
Staudenmier's results provide insight into the increased
emphasis being placed on program planning and evaluation,
organizational behavior, human resources management, and
14
communications in rapidly changing and diverse organizational
environments.
TABLE 1I






Managing Human Behavior 22 73
Becoming Customer or Market 27 72
Oriented
Implementation of Business 23 70
Strategies
Managing Organizational Change 15 64
Developing and Formulating 28 62
Business Strategies
Team Building 22 61
Total Quality Control 25 58
Communications Skills 27 57
Interpersonal Skills 27 55
Source: R. W. Mann and J. M. Staudenmier, "Strategic
Shifts in Executive Development," Training and
Development, July 1991, 39.
The executive development requirements for health care
organizations can be summarized into two parts:
(1) Specific technical management issues associated
with financial management, legal issues, data and information
15
system management, and marketing are addressed to provide the
broad spectrum of skills necessary to function in complex
organizations.
(2) The strongest emphasis is on program planning and
evaluation, organizational behavior, human resources
management, and communication. This emphasis acknowledges
that one individual cannot be the repository for all technical
and organizational knowledge within the organization and must
rely on "subject matter experts' for much of the specific
technical information and issues. However, it is through the
use of the "softer" management skills that the effective
executive negotiates, cajoles, coordinates, and ultimately
molds the organization into a flexible and adaptable system to
meet the organizational mission and goals.
2. Realth Care Provider Specific Issues
In the Navy Medical Department there are two groups of
individuals who have the potential for advancement to senior
executive levels within Navy Medicine, health care adminis-
trators (HCAs) and direct health care providers. While the
HCAs of the Medical Service Corps can normally be expected to
have backgrounds in business of hospital administration and,
by inference, the same executive development requirements of
the majority of health care executives, the direct care
providers have a much different group of requirements. To
minimize the length of this chapter, the discussion of the
direct care providers will be limited to physicians and
16
nurses. In limiting the discussion the intent is not to
lessen the issues associated with dentists and ancillary care
providers but to provide examples from the two largest direut
provider groups that illustrate the issues associated with
executive development programs for direct care providers.
a. Physicians
According to the American Medical Association
master file, only three-to-four percent of the member
physicians report their primary activity as administration.
(Kindig, p. 1) While these numbers may appear small for such
a dominant portion of the medical community, they are not
surprising in light of the physicians' strong identification
with their profession. Kurtz, in his physician profile
developed for the American College of Physician Executives,
associated this strong identification to the cultural norms
and behaviors learned during the process of becoming a
physician and the subsequent practice of medicine. His
premise is that the behaviors and values that prove effective
in a physician's clinical practice tend to create conflict,
resistance, and tension when applied to a managerial role. In
developing this hypothesis, Kurtz identified the major
differences between physicians (clinicians) and managers
outlined in Table 3. These differences provide a graphic
illustration of the paradigms and values associated with each
group. (Kurt-z, p. 10)
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TABLE III
MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CLINICIANS IND XKMGERS
Clinicians Managers
Doers Planners, Designers
1:1 Interactions 1:N Interactions
Reactive Personalities Proactive Personalities
Require Immediate Accept Delayed
Gratification Gratification
Deciders Delegators
Value Autonomy Value Collaboration
Independent Participative
Patient Advocate Organization Advocate
Identification with Identification with
Profession Organization
Source: M. E. Kurtz, The Dual Role Dilemma (Tampa:
American College of Physician Executives, 1988), 10.
In analyzing the paradigms it is possible to
develop a macro-level understanding of the crucial differences
between the two approaches to health care. The physicians on
one side demonstrate an independent, "captain-of-the-ship"
approach to medical care in which they provide the decisions
that lead to immediate and measurable results in the patient's
clinical outcome. This autonomous, patient-ffcused role is in
direct conflict with the organizational identification and
group orientation associated with management professionals.
Kurtz associates this conflict between physician norms of
behavior and management norms, and the physicians strong
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identification with their profession, not the organizatinn, as
being instrumental in physician resistance to making the
transition from clinician to manager.
With the increased complexity of the health care
environment, this adversarial role of medicine against
administration is being challenged and Kurtz foresees
increased cooperation and collaboration between physicians and
management with many physicians becoming increasingly involved
in the executive management of health care organizations. To
facilitate this increased partnership in the medical
community, Kurtz outlines three steps: (Kurtz, pp. 8-9)
1. Strengthening the formal medical staff organization to
create a positive environment for increased participa-
tion in management issues.
2. The provision of training and educational opportunities
leading to the development of leadership and management
skills. This is particularly critical when the dearth
of management training in the physician career path is
considered.
3. The development of a common language, clearer communica-
tions systems, joint education and training programs for
physicians and administrators, and procedures to facili-
tate joint problem solving. Kurtz's premise is that
while the two groups share common goals and values
(e.g., the deli-very of quality health care in a timely
and economical manner) the real differences lie in how
these values and norms are communicated and the
methodology that is developed for their achievement.
Betson and Pedroja support Kurtz's analysis and
perceive the physician executive as filling a "boundary
spanning" role within a health care organization. In
specific, they define the roles of the physician executive as
including: (Betson & Pedroja, pp. 49-50)
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1. Functioning as the "champion of clinical integrity" in
ensuring that medical quality assurance receives system-
wide strategic importance regardless of fiscal and
management issues.
2. Provides the interface between the two cultures with the
clinical provider on one side and the business oriented
health care executive on the other.
3. Functions as a public interpreter who interacts with
external organizations concerning clinical and quality
issues.
4. Acts as a consultant who is integral in the design of
the various productivity evaluations essential for
effective management decision.
5. Functions as a partner with the business-oriented,
health care executive in system design and management to
facilitate the delivery of health care.
The focus of both Kurtz and Betson and Pedroja is
that the physician community has a high potential for becoming
health care managers. Citing the intelligence, discipline,
motivation to organize, altruism in their approach to the
delivery_ of medical care, and understanding of medicine and
its delivery, the implication is that the physician manager
would be uniquely qualified to forge an important executive
role within the organization. The primary constraint appears
to be the lack of training in the specific management skills
associated with health care executives. Betson and Pedroja
summarize the situation in saying: (Betson & Pedroja, p. 355)
"Most physician administrators agreed that formal education in
the area of management was advisable and that the demand for
physician administrators would increase."
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b. Nurses
While the paradigms associated with physicians
emphasize the autonomous and independent functioning of the
physician, the nursing paradigms tend to stress a holistic
view of the institution as a whole and the role of patient
care as the mission of the institution. Defined as the "point
person" for the patient by Eubanks, the nurse is seen as a
focus for the patient's care, interacting with the physician
in the direct provision of care and then providing the
necessary coordination, integration, and collaboration
necessary to ensure the diverse support services meet the
patient's needs. In accepting the "point person" role for the
nurse, it can be inferred that their impact can be seen across
much of a health care organization structure, not just in
nursing units, as they coordinate the delivery of services to
the patient. This impact can best be exemplified in Beyers'
discussion of nursing's relationship within Mintzberg's five
components of organizations:
it is clear that nursing fits into each component:
the strategic apex where the organizational mission is
decided, the technostructure where systems and formal
planning are designed, the operating core where nursing
practice takes place, the middle line where nurse managers
are responsible for divisions and units function, and the
support staff needed to make the system work. (Beyers, p.
35)
This impact is further emphasized when one
considers the resource allocation role of the nursing
services. Representing the single largest organizational
consumer of manpower, materials, and fiscal resources, the
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nurse and nursing administrator have signif icant control over
the allocation of scarce resources within the organization.
As such some measure of skills in human resource management,
financial. management, and materials management must be
demonstrated on a daily basis. However, nursing adminis-
trators acknowledge that a management skills gap, similar to
that experienced by physicians, exists within the nursing
profession. (Eubanks, p. 25)
As the comploxity of the provision of nursing
services increases with the complexity of medicine in general,
nursing education has increasingly emphasized the clinical
nature of the profession and limited the discussion of general
management, human resources management, and financial
management to continuing education or graduate education
programs in nursing administration or hospital/business
administration. Eubanks outlines the increased utilization of
advanced degrees, targeted on-the-job training (OJT)
developed, or purchased, by individual employers, and a strong
mentoring program as essential for meeting the additional
management training necessary to develop nurse executives
within an organization. (Eubanks, p. 26)
B. NEEDS ASSESSMNT
Regardless of their background and training, most managers
could probably find many ways to improve their performance.
Regrettably, this ad hoc approach to management development is
not economical in the use of time and resources. When the
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need for executive development is viewed against the daily
operating tempo of most organizations, the conflict between
executive development and organizational needs becomes
evident. The critical challenge becomes, as defined by Mann
anc Staudermier,
how to use executive education effectively as a tool
for achieving strategic goals and shaping companies'
cultures, while simultaneously attending to the strategi-
cally relevant needs of individual executives. (Mann &
Staudenmier, p. 39)
To ensure that the executive development meets both
organizational and executive development needs, an accurate
process for the identification of training requirements (needs
assessment) becomes vitally important. Without an accurate
methodology for such an identification process, it becomes
increasingly difficult to pinpoint the areas where improvement
of skills will produce the greatest organizational and
individual impact. In addressing the critical nature of the
needs assessment process, Peters states:
Treat your training (skill level) assessment as the
essence of strategic opportunity. If you don't spend as
much time on this assessment as on the evaluation of the
capital (hardware) budget, you have missed the point of
all ten of the prescriptions [for achieving flexibility by
empowering people]. (Peters, p. 329)
While a variety of approaches to needs assessments are
published, the three-step process outlined by McGhee and
Thayer in 1962 contains elements common to the majority of the
processes. In specific, a needs assessment should address
organizational analysis, operations (task) analysis, and
person analysis to be effective. (Muchinsky, p. 194)
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1. Three-Step Needs Assessment Process
a. Organizational Inalysis
Based on the analysis of the entire organization
with specific attention to organizational objectives and
allocation of scarce resources to meet established goals, this
process identifies the global organizational issues that would
benefit from executive development or training. In the case
of the needs assessment being conducted for the development of
an executive development program for BUMED, this step was
performed at the BUNED level through interaction between
BUMED, the Navy Inspector General, the Secretary of the Navy,
DOD, Congress, and the line community. The global executive
development requirements identified through this process
targeted senior executives in Navy Medicine (e.g., Commanding
Officers, Executive Officers, Directors, and individuals in
other senior executive positions) and provided the impetus for
the development of a program to meet their needs. As such,
the needs assessment process initiated by the NPS, Department
of Administrative Sciences focused on the remaining two steps
in the development of an executive development program to meet
the identified global requirements.
b. Task Analysis
Task Analysis targets the specific tasks necessary
for the effective accomplishment of a particular job or
executive skill. Addressing the functions of the position,
not the abilities of the incumbent, Task Analysis provides a
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broad range of information, including: the provision of
standards of performance with which to measure work output; an
identification of the specific tasks involved with the job
(essential for developing an effective training program for
the tasks); and the provision of an outline of the specific
performance levels required to accomplish each task.
Additionally, task analysis identifies the specific knowledge,
skills, and abilities (KSAs) that must be possessed or
developed for the job. In essence, the crucial elements of
job performance.
c. Person Analysis
Providing the link between the capabilities of the
incumbent and the specific skill requirements identified in
Task Analysis, Person Analysis is utilized to identify
individual training requirements and ultimately assist in the
decision concerning what type of training is required.
2. PNfl Needs Assessment Strategy
As noted in the introduction, NPS developed a two-step
needs assessment approach to identify the competencies
required to effectively manage complex Navy medical systems.
As a strategy, the approach and intent was to go out to the
field and identify first hand what key managerial issues and
skills were deemed important for effective and efficient
functioning as a health care executive. Operationally, semi-
structured interviews at selected Navy health care facilities
and survey methodology were used to identify the appropriate
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competencies and to establish which competencies were crucial
to the effective management of health care facilities. The
semi-structured interviews provided the basic identificaticn
of issues and their frequencies and were then utilized in the
construction of a questionnaire to obtain the views and
beliefs of current senior executives throughout the Navy
Medical Department concerning their current capabilities in
the competencies and values necessary to effectively manage
health care facilities (Person Analysis) and their rating of
the competencies required for the particular task (Task
Analysis).
C. SEKI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROCESS
In conducting the semi-structured interviews, the NPS
faculty teams pursued and realized many objectives, including:
(NPS Interim Report, pp. 2-3)
"The identification of the issues/competencies considered
important by individuals in the field who hold positions
of significant managerial responsibility. This input
became the cornerstone for the development of a survey
instrument to assess, in broader terms, the relative
importance of managerial issues and skill areas.
"* The provision of a mechanism to increase the level of
faculty expertise concerning Navy medical facilities and
the issues associated with Navy Medicine.
"* The identification of issues and competencies that could
best be addressed with a management development program.
"• The preliminary identification of who should receive
management education and the career milestones at which
it should be received.
"* The development of a tentative list of effective delivery
systems for such management education.
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It should be noted that, for the purpose of this thesis,
the following discussion will be limited to the issues or
competencies identified. Questions concerning career
milestones or executive education delivery systems are not
within the domain of this thesis.
1. Nethodology
In order to achieve broad coverage of the medical
treatment facilities with short time constraints, a core NPS
faculty team composed of twelve members with a broad range of
expertise in management topics was selected. The faculty
members were chosen primarily because of their experience in
interviewing and management curriculum development with the
intent of keeping the team intact and integrally involved in
later course design and development evolutions.
Semi-structured interviews were typically conducted by
two-person teams whose purpose was to facilitate discussion
and record responses. The teams visited eleven health care
facilities (four East Coast and seven West Coast) and
conducted a total of eighty interviews of senior health care
executives. After each interview, the interviewers prepared
a multiple page narrative of the interview sessions. Several
meetings were then held to determine an appropriate strategy
for identifying issues and skill areas from the narratives.
A subsequent item analysis produced a total listing of eighty-
five topics discussed across all interview sessions.
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2. Results
Once all issues were determined, the items were
clustered into related categories while maintaining both the
representation and intent of the original interview process.
This work resulted in the creation of eight major management
categories, which are listed below:
1. Financial/Resource Management
2. Program Planning and Evaluation
3. Decision Making/Problem Solving
4. Legal Issues
5. Operational Management Issues
6. Organizational Behavior
7. Personnel and Human Resources Management
8. Communications
Specific knowledge and skills topics within each major
category are listed in Appendix A. However, it should be
noted that the management skill areas reflect items that the
interviewees mentioned on their own accord. It is possible
that a more structured interview process would have produced
different results, but the purpose of the semi-structured
interview process was to create a situation in which the
interviewee was neither constrained nor directed by the
interviewer. The survey, which will be described in the
following chapters, was utilized to provide the opportunity
for everyone to rate all of the management skills identified.
Additionally, the interview results do not reflect an
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individual's current skill level or need for education in a
given area and some areas may have received less emphasis than
others due to the individual's lack of knowledge in the area.
Again, the perceived need for education was addressed in the




Analysis of the semi-structured interviews identified two
trends in the perceptions expressed by senior Navy Medical
Department executives:
1. Varied levels of competency in executive management
skills exist between individual executives.
2. The perception of what executive management skills are
required and their importance within the Navy Medical
Department also vary between individual executives.
Additionally, many of the health care executives inter-
viewed acknowledged that they have significant "holes" in
their educational background or experience, which leaves them
less prepared for positions of increased managerial responsi-
bility. The hypothesis under consideration in this thesis is
that the perceived gap between the executive management
requirements and the corresponding level of executive
management capability is valid and varies according to the
individual's health care community, rank, and organizational
position.
In specifics this thesis will address the following
questions:
1. What are the perceived executive management requirements
and corresponding level of perceived executive manage-
ment capabilities reported by the respondents?
2. What are the comparative trends in perceived executive
management requirements and capabilities between medical
comm•nities?
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3. What are the comparative trends in perceived executive
management requitements and capabilities reported by
rank?
4. What are the comparative trends in perceived executive
management requirements and capabilities t ported by
organizational position?
S. CONDUCT OF THE SURVEY
The survey was conducted through the use of a question-
naire, presented in Appendix B, developed by the NPS survey
team based on data obtained from the semi-structured interview
process. Following a review by BUMED and field testing at
Naval Hospital Long Beach and Naval Hospital Camp Pendleton,
the survey was mailed to 720 senior executives in Navy
Medicine, including: all incumbent Commanding Officers,
Executive Officers, and Directors; all officers currently
screened for Commanding Officer and Executi•,r Officer billets;
key health care executives in the operational forces and
headquarters commands; specialty advisors; and medical
department flag officers. A listing of these billets and/or
individual officers was compiled from the Commanding Officer/
Executive Officer screening, key personnel assignment, and the
specialty advisor lists provided by BUMED. Additional modifi-
cations were provided by the appropriate Bureau of Naval
Personnel assignment officers. Funding for the printing and
mailing of the questionnaire was provided for by BUMED through
NPS.
The survey consisted of a total of sixty questions
arranged under the eight major management categories
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identified through the semi-structured interview process. In
each qusstion the respondent was asked to rate the current
level of expertise in the subject and the perception of the
required need. In addition the respondent was asked to
complete non-identifying personal information. No attempt was
made to design the questionnaire so that returns could be
matched against the mailing list. A package was mailed to
each potential respondent with a cover letter, the question-
naire, and a pre-addressed return envelope. No return postage
was provided because of postal restrictions concerning metered
mail. However, use of official mail for returning the
questionnaires was authorized because of BUMED sponsorship of
the survey.
The cover letter (Appendix C), provided by the Surgeon
General, was intended to provide the motivation for the
completion and return of the questionnaire. Its primary
purpose was to emphasize the importance of the survey and to
suggest that timely response would be beneficial to the Navy
Medical Department as a whole. In addition to the Surgeon
General's cover letter, a one-page instruction sheet was
provided outlining the intent of the survey, emphasizing the
anonymity of all responses, and providing a single point-of-
contact telephone number, both DSN and commercial, for
respondents seeking additional clarification of any aspect of
the survey.
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The survey packages were mailed on 13-14 November 1992 and
questionnaires began arriving within five days. The majority,
approximately seventy-five percent of those returned, were
received within eighteen days with final receipts, for the
purpose of this thesis, received on 14 January 1993. A total
of 476, out of 720, were received. However, because thirteen
packages were returned as undeliverable, a total of 707 was
used as the basis for return accounting, providing a return
rate of sixty-seven percent.
C. SURVEY QUESTIONHAIUR
The survey questionnaire presented in Appendix B is
divided into two distinct sections: (1) Part 1 with eight
major management categories containing a total of sixty
managerial activity questions and a section dealing with
management education requirements for the major categories;
and, (2) Part 2 containing the demographics and management
education/training background questions. The intent of the
survey is to complete the second step of the two-step needs
assessment process developed by NPS and provide the task and
person analysis essential for the development of an executive
development program for Navy Medicine.
1. Managing a Military Medical Treatment Facility -
Part I
Part 1 of the survey questionnaire is designed to
measure three aspects of the respondent's perspectives
concerning executive management in Navy Medicine:
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1. Their current level of managerial skills for each of
the sixty managerial activities questions contained in
the questionnaire.
2. Their perception of the required level of skill for
each of the sixty management activities an executive
must have to function effectively in the respondent's
current role in Navy Medicine.
3. Given the scenario of a management education program
being developed for executives in their current
managerial role, the respondent was requested to
indicate the level of need they would attach to each
of the major managerial activity groups. However,
while the term "priority3 is used to describe the
assigned level of need, it should not be inferred that
the eight managerial activity groups are being ranked
against each other. The intent was for each activity
group to receive a rating indicating the level of
educational need within that group.
In providing their responses to the sixty managerial
activity questions, the respondents were requested to rate
their personal level of expertise and the required skill level
in a particular activity on a scale of "0" to "10" with "0"
indicating no knowledge or ability in an area, "I1 to "3" a
low level, "4" to "7" a moderate level, and "8" to "10" a
high level. In addition to allowing the respondents to
indicate their responses more precisely than would be possible
on a smaller scale (e.g., "0" to "40), the larger scale allows
for a greater range of responses (variance) to utilize in
subsequent analysis. The scale provided for the section
concerning management education is similar to the previous
scale but groups the responses by priority of need instead of
level of ability.
In developing the sixty managerial activity questions
for the questionnaire, the NPS team relied extensively on the
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results of the semi-structured interview process. Using the
eight major management groups identified through the semi-
structured interviews (Chapter I, p. 29) as major question-
naire categories, the NPS team analyzed the interview
responses to develop an additional listing of the three to
five most frequently mentioned skills under each management
group (Appendix D). Working groups subsequently modified and
supplemented the skills to develop a full range of potential
activity skills for each managerial group. At this point, no
attempt was made to limit the number of activity skills or
ensure a uniform presentation style. When the process of
identifying the activity skills was completed, a select
working group was formed to accomplish the task of condensing
the multiple activity skills developed by the various working
groups into the sixty skills used in the final questionnaire.
Additionally, the select working group was responsible for the
uniform presentation style used for each activity skill and
the overall questionnaire design. The questionnaire was then
presented to the full NPS team for final comment and
modification, then prepared for field testing prior to
mailing.
2. Managing a Military Medical Treatment Facility -
Tart XI
Part 2 of the survey questionnaire is designed to
provide two separate types of background information
concerning the individual respondent:
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1. Demographic data providing basic individual and job
experience information.
2. Management education/training background data indicating
prior education and training in management through
traditional undergraduate and postgraduate programs,
non-traditional civilian programs, and the various short
courses provided by the military. Additionally, any
affiliations with the various professional organizations
were requested because of the management development
requirements inherent to membership.
It is emphasized that the data collection and
collation was accomplished in the aggregate only and that no
attempt was made to identify individuals or individual
responses. The demographic and management education/training
data were utilized in the development of identifiable cohorts
to use in the comparative analysis of survey responses.
3. Field Testing
In order to ensure that the final survey questionnaire
would be clearly written and easily understood by the
respondents, a field test was conducted on 29 September 1992
and 01 March 1992 at Naval Hospital Long Beach, CA and Naval
Hospital Camp Pendleton, CA. During the field testing the
Commanding Officer, Executive Officer, and Directors for each
facility completed the questionnaire individually in the
presence of a two-person NPS team. Individual executives were
then requested to comment on each question as they answered
it, with specific attention given to ambiguous, confusing, or
misleading questions. Additionally, the executives comments'
and recommendations concerning potential additions or
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deletions to the various management groups were also
solicited.
Following the completing of the field testing, the NPS
team formally reviewed all comments and recommendation made by
the health care executives at Long Beach and Camp Pendleton,
modifying the proposed questionnaire as required. This
modified questionnaire was then forwarded to BUMED for final
review prior to formal implementation of the survey. With
minor modifications, the survey was mailed to the survey
population on 13-14 November 1992.
D. PREPMTION FOR MLY8SIS
Analysis of the survey was completed using the SAS
statistical package. All responses were numerically coded, in
the case of numeric or scaler responses, or input according to
an uniform coding system for answers with alpha characters.




The following section provides the frequencies of selected
responses to the survey questions. When the data file was
closed, for the purpose of this thesis, 476 surveys had been
returned and all surveys were sufficiently complete to be
included in the findings. However, every respondent did not
answer every question and missing data are listed as "." when
included in the following tables. Additionally, percents
columns on tables that do not total 100 are attributed to
rounding errors only.
1. Demographic and Noa-Zdentifying Personal Data
While the following data provide a general description
of the sUrvey population, the information is self reported
and, as a result, may contain errors that are not identifi-
able.
a. Rank
Table IV displays the respondents' reported ranks.
Three respondents (less than one percent) did not identify
their ranks. Additionally, while civil service grades are
indicated with the captain and coumander cohorts, the civilian
respondents represent only one survey response in each cohort.
The "other" rank cohort includes ten officers (lieutenants)
and one enlisted (HMCN). Consistent with the targeted
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population of "senior" Navy Medical Department executives,
87.9 percent of the survey respondents hold the rank of
commander, or civilian equivalent, and above with the captain
cohort representing 65.6 percent of the respondents.
TABLE IV










Table V displays the corps/designators reported by
the respondents. No differentiation was made between respon-
dents carrying the regular Navy designator and those carrying
reserve designators. Six respondents (1. 3 percent) did not
identify their corps/designator. The "other" cohort includes
two Supply Corps, two civilians (civil service), and one
enlisted member. While respondent anonymity has been
maintained throughout the analysis of the survey, it was
possible to develop aggregate corps/designator frequencies
during the survey mailing process. Gleaned from the
distribution lists provided by BUMED, these frequencies
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provide a baseline against which the measurement of response
rates within the survey population can be measured. As
outlined in Table V, the response rates for the four major
categories closely parallels the proportions evident in the
survey population.
TABLE V
SURVEY DEMOGRAPICS BY CORPS/DESIGNATOR: SURVEY RESPONSE RITES
Surveys Percent Responses Percent
Sent of Received of
Corps Designator (N=720) survey (n=476) Respondents
Medical 2100 244 33.9 154 32.4
Dental 2200 124 17.2 97 20.4
Medical 2300 269 37.4 164 34.5
Service
Nurse 2900 71 9.9 50 10.5
Other 12 1.7 5 1.0
-- -- 6 1.3
c. Organisational Position
Table VI displays the respondents' organizational
positions as reported by the respondents. Because of the
varied responses reported, the six cohorts displayed in Table
VI were built by condensing survey responses into like cate-
gories. Eight respondents (1.7 percent) failed to provide
their organizational position. Appendix E provides a
breakdown of the responses placed into each cohort. Again,
the responses are consistent with the targeted population of
senior Navy Medical Department executives with 65.5 percent in
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T]BLZ VI
SURVIY D]OG]1P•CS BDY ORG]IUATION]L PO8XTZON
Organizational Frequency kercoent
Position
Commanding Officer 97 20.4
Executive Officer 72 15.1
Director 143 30.0
Department Head 44 9.2




Commanding Officer, Executive Officer, or Director positions
within Navy medical facilities and 23.6 percent holding
positions of significant responsibility within the operational
Forces arid "Other" cohorts.
d. Commanding Officer/Ezecutive Officer Experience
Table VII displays the number of respondents
identifying experience (past or present) in Commanding Officer
and/or Executive Officer billets. Developed from the
respondents responses concerning their current position and
total months service in Conmanding Officer and Executive
Officer billets, 51.7 percent of all respondents indicate
experience as Co0manding Officers or Executive Officers.
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TABLE VII





CO/XO Experience 246 51.7
No CO/XO Experience 230 48.3
N=476
e. Commanding Officer Experience
Table VIII displays the number of respondents
identifying experience (past or present) in Commanding Officer
billets. Individuals with only Executive Officer experience
who were included in Table VII have been placed in the "no
experience" cohort for this table. However, while 91
respondents were moved to the "No Experience" cohort, 32.6
percent of all respondents indicate experience in Commanding
Officer billets.
TABLE VIII
SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS BY CO1ANDIXG OFFICER EXPRIENCE
ReportingCommanding Officer.
Experience Frequency Percent
CO Experience 155 32.6
No CO Experience 321 67.4
N-476
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D. SURVEY RESPONSES BY MANAGEMENT ICTIVITY GROUPS
Part I of the survey questionnaire (Appendix B) is divided
into eight management activity groups containing a total of
sixty questions concerning the respondent's current level of
knowledge in specific management activities and the level of
skill each perceives as required to perform in that
individual's present role within Navy Medicine. In addition
to the sixty questions concerning the managerial activity
skills, eight questions concerning the level of need the
respondent would attach to the provision of management
training in the eight management activity groups were also
included.
Representing 128 individual response opportunities for
each survey, the response frequencies provided in Appendix F
are varied and cumbersome to illustrate and analyze in their
current form. This is notably true when one is conducting the
initial analysis of such a large spectrum of data. As a
result, the analysis presented in this thesis will condense
the data into an alternative format that will facilitate the
initial identification of trends, which will reveal the
perceived executive management requirements and the current
level of perceived management capabilities reported by the
respondents. Utilizing the SAS Statistical package, the
following data functions were performed:
1. All responses were identified and grouped by the
management activity groups presented in the survey.
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2. The current level of skill reported for each question
was subtracted from the required level of skill reported
for the same question to establish the difference, or
delta, between the two skill levels.
3. Population mean values for the individual questions
concerning the current and required skill levels and the
deltas were provided.
4. A population mean value was provided for the survey
responses concerning the perceived need for management
education in each of the eight management activity
groups.
5. Aggregate mean values for each of the eight management
activity groups were developed. This was accomplished
by:
a. Adding the individual survey responses in each
category (current and required) to obtain a total
value for each category. This total was then
divided by the number of questions within the
category (e.g., seven for Financial/Resource
Management) to develop aggregate values for the
current and required questions within each
management activity group for the individual
respondent.
b. The aggregate value for the current skill
requirement within each management activity group
was then subtracted from the aggregate value of the
required skill level to develop an aggregate delta
for each group.
c. These individual aggregate values were then
processed through the SAS package to produce
aggregate mean values for the current, required,
and deltas for each management activity group.
The results of these data manipulations are presented in
Appendix G in the management activity group order established
by the survey questionnaire (Appendix B). A dictionary of
variable names is also provided in Appendix H to assist the
reader in identifying specific responses for evaluation.
The following analysis focuses on the aggregate values
developed from the raw data. In specific, the primary concern
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is with identifying and evaluating the differences, or deltas,
between the perceived level of skill required to do the job
and the current skill level reported by the survey population.
This emphasis on identifying and reporting the deltas is
congruent with the purpose of the survey for the following
reasons:
1. The stated goal of the survey instrument is to provide
a needs assessment on the task and person analysis
level. In essence, identifying what is considered
essential for the task, or job, at hand and then
identifying and matching personal skill levels essential
to that task. The measure of the training or
educational requirement being the difference, or delta,
between what is required and what skills the individual
has available.
2. The survey questionnaire relies on self-reported
perceptions of the required level of skills and the
respondent's current skills, or capabilities, in meeting
the required performance. While the respondent is
assumed to have a reasonable understanding of his/her
personal skill levels in relation to his/her current
role within Navy Medicine, the differences in what is
considered a required skill will vary from respondent to
respondent and will be dependent on the personal
paradigms they viewed the specific task through. While
some control over the variability of the required skill
levels can be obtained by grouping similar respondents
together (e.g., by designator, rank, or organizational
position), the difference between the respondent's
current skill level and the required skill levels are
based on the same paradigms and continue to measure
individual training needs relative to the respondents
current circumstances.
3. While the problem of self-inflation of the respondent's
current abilities, a "halo-effect," is a potential
issue, the ability of the NPS needs assessment process
to identify the incumbent's true performance is limited
by the lack of access to appropriate instruments for
measuring personal abilities (e.g., fitness reports) and
time constraints that preclude the use of other
measurement methods such as subordinate and supervisor
evaluations.
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Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the
aggregate deltas identified in Appendix G. The figure shows
that the lowest values are associated with the Organizational
Behavior (ORG) and. Communications (COM) management groups,
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Figure 1
Deltas Betveen Current and Required 8kills (Aggregate)
which are closely associated with the individual leadership
and personal interaction skills. As the deltas associated
with Manpower (MEM), Legal (LEG), Operations Management (OPM),
Decision Making (DEC), Programming, Planning, and Evaluation
(PPE), and Financial Management (FIN) are analyzed, a steady
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increase in the gap between current and required skills is
noted. Much of the increases can be attributed to the
increased technical complexity associated with these
categories and the availability of in-house "expert
assistance" in the form of comptrollers and department heads,
whose task it is to provide assistance and guidance concerning
the various operations contained in these categories. As a
result, the respondents report higher current skill levels, as
compared to the required skill levels, in the areas where the
skills can be perceived to be built through experience and may
not required formal training (e.g., writing, giving feedback,
listening effectively, building trust, etc.) for effective
performance. However, as the technical management skill
requirements rise, and expert support becomes increasingly
available, what is shown may reflect a trend to acknowledge an
increasing gap between the current level of skill and the
required level.
Figure 2 provides additional illustration of the relation-
ship between the current and required skill levels associated
with the survey responses. It is interesting to note that as
the gap between the current and required skills increases the
perceived skill level required for the job exhibits a steady
decrease. Communication and Organizational Behavior have the
highest aggregate skill levels and lowest deltas relative to
the other management skill groups. Again, the emphasis on
communications and organizational behavior is consistent with
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the personal interaction and individual leadership skills
associated with these activities. As the ability to utilize
"in-house experts" increases with the technical nature of the
management activity, the perceived need for higher levels of
personal expert knowledge is reduced. The implicit logic is
that senior health care executives respond to executive
leadership requirements in a manner consistent with
Hintzberg's "Strategic Apex" (Mintzberg,, p. 25) and the
executive skills outlined by Sieveking,, Nicholas, and Woods in
1992 and Mann and Standenmeyer in 1990. While technical
management issues associated with financial management,, legal
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issues, data and information management, and marketing should
be addressed to provide the broad spectrum of skills necessary
to function in complex health care organizations, the
strongest emphasis remains on the interpersonal skills
associated with organizational behavior, human resources
management, and communications. Recognizing that they cannot
be the repository for all technical and organizational
knowledge within an organization, the emphasis on the "softer"
management skills acknowledges their importance in
negotiating, cajoling, and coordinating to accomplish
organization goals.
C. BURYY RES]•P0SES BY IRDICIL[ COOOUNITEY, IMNK, MMD
ORGAINIZ= TONAL 1OSITION
The following sections provide additional analysis of the
survey results with respect to the respondent's reported
medical community (corps/designator), rank, and organizational
position. Again, the analysis will focus on the aggregate
values developed from the raw data to identify and evaluate
the gaps, or deltas, between the perceived level of skill
required and the current skills reported by the particular
cohort within the survey population. Data manipulation on
individual cohorts (e.g., Medical Corps) was consistent with
the techniques explained in the population analysis section.
Appendix I provides the results of these data manipulations in
management group order.
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I. Responses by Medical Community (Corps)
Table IX displays the population distribution utilized
in the analysis of survey responses by medical community.
TABL9 IX





Medical Service - HCA 93 21.9
Medical Service - AN 30 7.1
Nurse 50 11.8
N=424
The Medical, Dental, and Nurse Corps cohorts have remained
unchanged from those reported in Table V, however, for the
purpose of this analysis, the Medical Service Corps has been
divided into two separate communities based on subspecialty
codes reported by the respondents (Appendix J):
1. Health Care Administration -- including administrative
specialties in financial management, logistics, health
care administration, patient administration, and similar
activities.
2. Allied Health -- including such health care and science
specialties as biochemistry, physiology, psychology,
environmental health, physical therapy, pharmacy,
podiatry, and similar activities.
It should be noted that in defining the separate
Medical Service Corps cohorts, forty-one Medical Service Corps
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officers previously identified as responding to the survey
were dropped from the analysis, for the purpose of analyzing
responses by medical community only, because of failure to
provide a subspecialty code. No other method is available to
identify the two distinct segments of the Medical Service
Corps. However, to analyze the basic hypothesis that
differences between the current and required skills reported
by corps exist, including the administrative and allied health
segments of the Medical Service Corps, surveys which cannot be
accurately identified cannot be included. Additionally, the
five respondents included in the "Other" cohort were also
excluded because of the small cohort size.
Figure 3 provides a graphic representation of the
aggregate deltas identified in Table X. Initial analysis of
Figure 3 reveals overall trends consistent with those
demonstrated by the survey population. The lowest values
continue to be associated with Communication (CON) and
Organizational Behavior (ORG) with the deltas associated with
Manpower (HRM), Legal (LEG), Operations Management (OPW),
Decision Making (DEC), Programming, Planning, and Evaluation
(PPE), and Financial Management (FIN) indicating an increasing
gap between the current and required skills reported. Again,
much of the increases can be attributed to the increased
technical complexity associated with these categories and the
availability of in-house "expert assistance." Similarly, the
higher skill levels, as evidenced by lower deltas, are in
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TABLE X
AGGM0GATB MANS AND DELTAS BY DRSIGNATOR
Management Medical Medical
Activity service Service
Group Medical Dental NCR AE Nurse
FIN (R) 7.50 6.58 7.59 6.56 7.82
FIN (C) 4.94 4.29 6.85 4.45 4.39
Delta 2.56 2.29 0.74 2.11 3.43
PPE (R) 7.92 7.59 8.17 7.57 8.88
PPE (C) 5.98 5.74 7.32 5.97 6.47
Delta 1.94 1.85 0.85 1.60 2.41
DEC (R) 7.95 7.72 8.04 7.76 8.68
DEC (C) 6.35 5.96 7.22 6.55 6.42
Delta 1.60 1.76 0.82 1.21 2.26
LEG (R) 7.89 8.10 8.00 8.30 8.78
LEG (C) 6.41 6.85 7.55 7.08 6.64
Delta 1.48 1.25 0.45 1.22 2.14
OPM (R) 7.14 7.30 7.24 7.17 7.53
OPM (C) 5.33 5.65 6.83 6.11 5.04
Delta 1.81 1.65 0.41 1.06 2.49
ORG (R) 9.00 8.85 9.08 9.01 9.59
ORG-(C) 7.93 7.94 8.51 8.23 8.31
Delta 1.07 0.91 0.57 0.78 1.28
HRM (R) 8.28 8.04 8.12 8.23 8.94
ERN (C) 6.69 6.75 7.78 7.27 7.49
Delta 1.59 1.29 0.34 0.96 1.45
COX (R) 9.05 8.91 9.14 8.94 9.58
COm (C) 8.00 7.82 8.40 8.34 8.45
Delta 1.05 1.09 0.74 0.60 1.13
areas where skills can be perceived to be built through
experience and may not require formal training to be
effective. The general trend remains that when technical
management skill requirements rise, and increased technical
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Aggregate Delta* by Designator
In analyzing corps specific trends, it is immediately
evident that two cohorts, Nurse Corps (NC) and Medical Service
Corps-Health Care Administration (MSC-HCA), report gaps
between current and required skills that appear to differ
substantially from those reported by the Medical Corps (MC),
Dental Corps (DC), and Medical Service Corps-Allied Health
(MSC-AH). This is particularly evident in the Financial
Management, Program, Planning, and Evaluation, Decision
Making, Legal, and Operations Management activities, with the
means converging in organizational Behavior and Communica-
tions. As demonstrated in Figure 3, and outlined in Table X,
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the Nurse Corps consistently demonstrates the highest deltas
with the Medical Service Corps-Health Care Administration
demonstrating the lowest. Appendix K provides additional
support in showing that the variances of the aggregate means
between the NC and MSC-HCA are statistically significant at
the 0.05 level in all activity groups. The NC and MSC-HCA
cohorts also demonstrate consistently significant variances
with the other cohorts in the majority of the management
activity groups. However, the variances demonstrated between
the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, and Medical Service Corps-
Allied Health are not significant.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 provide additional illustration
concerning the relationship between the current and required
skill levels associated with survey responses by designator.
Again, -the trends associated with the Medical Corps, Dental
Corps, and Medical Service Corps-Allied Health demonstrate
remarkably similar patterns which provide little observable
variance. However, analysis of Figures 4 and 5 provide
significant insiIqht Irto tha. deltas associated with the Nurse
Corps and the Medical Service Corps-Health Care Administra-
tion.
In Figure 4, the Nurse Corps consistently assigns the
highest required skill levels to the management activity
groups. Additionally, as demonstrated in Figure 5, the values
assigned by the Nurse Corps to current skill requirements
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Mean Required Skills (Aggregate) by corps
Dental Corps, and Medical Service Corps-Allied Health. In
other words, the higher deltas associated with the Nurse Corps
may be attributed to the higher level of importance the Nurse
Corps assigns to required skills and it can be argued that the
current skill levels are consistent with those reported by the
other medical comunities. However, if it is assumed the
respondent has a reasonable understanding of his/her personal
skill levels in relation to his/her current role in Navy
Medicine, based on corps specific paradigms, the size of the
deltas may still provide a better measure of the corps
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current and required skill levels. This would also be
consistent with the management skills gap acknowledged by
nursing administrators in the more technically complex
management activity groups (e.g., Financial, Decision Making,
Program, Planning, and Evaluation) while the deltas remain
smaller in areas where nurse administrators have historically
done well (e.g., Communications and Organizational Behavior)
(Eubanks, p. 25).
The deltas associated with the Medical Service Corps-
Health Care Administration are similar in nature. However, in
this case the required skills illustrated in Figure 4 remain
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consistent with those of the Medical Corps, Dental Corps, and
Medical Service Corps-Allied Health while the current skills
illustrated in Figure 5 demonstrate consistently higher
levels. While graphically apparent, this higher level of
perceived current skills is not unexpected in management
activity groups that are consistent with the training and
experience of health care administrators when compared to
executives with predominantly clinical backgrounds.
2. Response by Rank
Table IV displays the population distribution utilized
in the analysis of survey responses by rank. All cohorts have
remained unchanged. Figure 6 provides a graphic representa-
tion of the aggregate deltas identified in Table XI. Initial
analysis of Figure 6 reveals overall trends reasonably
consistent with those noted in the previous analysis. The
lowest values continue to be associated with Communication
(COM) and Organizational Behavior (ORG) with the deltas
associated with Manpower (HRM), Legal (LEG), Operations
Management (OPH), Decision Making (DEC), Program, Planning,
and Evaluation (PPE), and Financial Management (FIN)
indicating an increasing gap between the current and required
skill levels increasing as the requirement for technical
management skills rises and increased technical support is
available.
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TABLE X1
AGGREGATE XNEAS AND DELTAS BY RANK
Management
aotivity Lieutenant
Group Admiral Captain Commander Commander Other
FIN 'R) 8.77 7.24 7.25 7.58 6.40
FIN (C) 7.64 5.23 5.08 4.84 4.10
Delta 1.13 2.04 2.17 2.74 2.30
PPE (R) 8.96 7.99 7.98 8.05 7,27
PPE (C) 7.90 6.35 6.26 -6.19 5.15
Delta 1.06 1.64 1.72 1.86 1.52
DEC (R) 8.72 7.99 7.88 8.07 7.23
DEC (C) 7.88 6.50 6.31 6.58 6.05
Delta 0.84 1.49 1.57 1.49 1.18
LEG (R) 8.73 8.05 7.99 8.32 7.76
LEG (C) 8.55 6.91 6.56 6.55 6.53
Delta 0.18 1.14 1.43 1.77 1.23
OPH (R) 8.25 7.26 7.04 7.44 7.09
OPM (C) 7.37 5.89 5.48 5.56 5.06
Delta 0.88 1.37 1.56 1.88 2.03
ORG (R) 9.67 9.05 8.99 9.08 8.21
ORG-(C) 9.36 8.22 7.91 8.03 7.25
Delta 0.31 0.83 1.08 1.05 0.96
HRM (R) 8.87 8.23 8.21 8.38 8.11
HEM (C) 7.92 7.10 7.06 7.12 6.44
Delta 0.95 1.13 1.15 3 26 1.67
COX (R) 9.76 9.07 9.10 9.01 8.45
COx (C) 8.98 8.17 8.05 8.05 7.51
Delta 0.78 0.90 11.05 0.96 0.94
In analyzing rank specific trends, the Admiral (ADM)
cohort demonstrates consistently lower deltas between current
and required skills than are exhibited by the other cohorts.
The obvious exceptions to these trends are the Communications
(COX) and Manpower (HEM) managPment activity groups where the
delta values are consistent with those of the other cohorts.
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However, as exhibited in Appendix K, the significant variances
are associated with the Legal Issues (LEG) management activity
group in which the Admiral (ADM) cohort's variance is
significant at the 0.05 level from the variance of Captains
(CAPT), Commanders (CDR), and Lieutenant Commander (LCDR).
The remaining cohorts, Captain, Commancser, Lieutenant
Commander, and "Other" (OTHER), demonstrate reasonably
consistent trends throughout the management activity groups
with the Lieutenant Commander cohort exhibiting a slight
variation through the Manpower (HRM), Legal (LEG), Operations
Management (OPM), and Decision Making (DEC) management
activity groups, however, these variances are not
statistically significant.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 provide additional illustration
concerning the relationship between the current and required
skill levels associated with survey responses by rank. In the
initial analysis, the Captain (CAPT), Commander (CDR), and
Lieutenant Commander (LCDR) cohorts demonstrate distinctly
similar patterns in both current and required skill levels,
while the Admiral (ADM) cohort demonstrates higher values in
both areas. Additionally, the "Other" (OTHER) cohort with the
junior respondents of this survey (lieutenants) demonstrates
smaller values in both areas, but most impressively in the
required skills. The higher values associated with the
Admiral cohort are consistent with what would bs anticipated
from senior executives who have held the multiple executive
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management positions necessary for selection to flag rank.
Additionally, higher required skill levels would also be
expected for such senior and select leadership positions.
While it can be argued that a similar trend could be expected
from senior Captain and Commander respondents, these cohorts
represent the gamut of organizational and career milestones
(e.g., senior Medical Corps officer in their first non-
clinical position or senior Medical Service Corps officers on
their third Commanding Officer tour) and, because of offset-
ting values, would be expected to measure lower than the
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and required skills noted in the "Other" cohort are also
consistent with what would be anticipated from junior officers
who are responding to survey questions based on what is
required in their current rank. As they gain rank the logical
assumption would be that the reported required skills would
also rise co-mensate with the additional responsibilities of
the new rank. Likewise it would be anticipated that the
current skill levels reported would also rise as the
respondent increased their experience levels within Navy
Medicine.
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3. Responses by Organizational Position
Tables VI, VII, and VIII display the population
distribution utilized in the analysis of survey responses by
organizational position. All cohorts have renained unchanged
and Appendix E provides a breakdown of the response placed in
each cohort.
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Figure 9 provides a graphic representation of the
deltas identified in Table XII. Initial analysis of Figure 9
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TABLE XXX
AGGREG&TB MEAN8 DND DELTAS BY ORGMZNI5TIONAL POSITION
ManagmentActivity
Group CO 10 DIR DR OPS OTHER
FIN (R) 7.28 7.31 7.57 7.69 6.92 6.64
FIN (C) 5.87 5.35 5.19 5.17 4.44 4.45
Delta 1.41 1.96 2.38 2.52 2.48 2.19
PPE (R) 7.98 8.22 8.10 7.90 7.35 7.78
PPE (C) 6.65 6.63 6.47 5.74 5.36 6.00
Delta 1.33 1.59 1.63 2.16 1.99 1.78
DEC (R) 7.94 8.13 8.07 7.79 7.63 7.86
DEC (C) 6.64 6.62 6.62 5.87 6.46 6.33
Delta 1.30 1.51 1.45 1.92 1.17 1.53
LEG (R) 8.27 8.41 8.06 8.17 8.07 7.67
LEG (C) 7.57 7.20 6.67 6.28 6.76 6.46
Delta 0.70 1.21 1.39 1.89 1.31 1.21
OPM (R) 7.29 7.56 7.30 7.26 6.84 6.94
OPM (C) 6.42 6.20 5.56 5.25 5.52 5.49
Delta 0.87 1.36 1.74 2.01 1.32 1.45
ORG (R) 9.18 9.21 9.03 8.79 9.08 8.87
ORG (C) 8.42 8.24 8.02 7.79 8.14 8.12
Delta 0.76 0.97 1.01 1.00 0.94 0.75
HRM (R) 8.34 8.35 8.38 8.19 7.98 7.95
HRM (C) 7.28 7.27 7.23 6.56 6.50 6.91
Delta 1.06 1.08 1.15 1.63 1.48 1.04
COX (R) 9.18 9.18 9.01 9.01 8.84 9.02
COx (C) 8.28 8.03 8.15 7.97 8.02 8.12
Delta 0.90 1.15 0.86 1.04 0.82 0.90
reveals overall trends reasonably consistent with those noted
in previous analysis. The lowest values continue to be
associated with Communication (CON) and Organizational
Behavior (ORG) with the deltas associated with Manpower (HRM),
Legal (LEG), Operations Management (OPM), Decision Making
(DEC), Program, Planning, Evaluation (PPE), and Financial
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Management (FIN) indicating an increasing gap between the
current and required skills reported. The obvious exception
to the overall trends appears to be the Commanding Officer
(CO) responses in Legal (LEG) and Operations Management (OPM)
where the values are lower than those reported by respondents
in all other categories. Additionally, as exhibited in
Appendix K, the variances associated with the Commanding
Officer cohort demonstrate significant (at the 0.05 level)
variance from those reported by Department Heads in the five
activities with the highest technical complexity (e.g.,
Financial Management, Program, Planing and Evaluation, and
Legal Issues). Some additional variance is also noted between
the Commanding Officer and Directors in Financial Management,
Legal, and Operations Management. In all technically complex
activities the Commanding Officers demonstrate lower gaps
between current and required skills than those demonstrated by
other cohorts with the deltas converging in Communications,
Organizational Behavior, and Manpower. However, this is
consistent with what would be expected from Commanding
Officers who have served in Department Head, Director, and
Executive Officer billets as career development milestones
before becoming Commanding Officers. The basic assumption
would be that the lower deltas demonstrated by the Commanding
Officer would be attributable to the significent level of
experience required for selection to such a position.
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Figures 10 and 11 provide additional illustration
concerning the relationship between the current and required
skill levels associated with survey responses by
organizational position. However, the trends are not as
easily identifiable as in previous analysis by corps and rank.
However, the current and required skills reported by
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Commanding Officers and Executive Officers demonstrate a small
but consistent trend of being higher in the current skill
category while following the general trends exhibited by other
cohorts in required skills. Again, this may be attributable
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to the higher level of experience associated with the command
development process.
b. Responses by Commanding Officer and/or Executive
Officer Experience and commanding Officer
Zxperience
In the previous section a general trend was
discussed in which the Commanding Officer respondents
demonstrated a slightly higher level of current skill in all
areas when compared to the other, more junior, organizational
positions. The implicit logic appears to be that as the
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gains experience and knowledge in the managerial activities
associated with each increase in organizational position.
This is particularly true if the premise that each new
assignment is a "career development milestone" that prepares
the incumbent for the next step in the executive ladder toward
command is accepted as the norm in officer career development
within the Navy Medical Department. If it is, then the next
logical step is to compare the respondents with Commanding
Officer and/or Executive Officer experience against
respondents without such experience. Additionally, the
respondents indicating Commanding Officer experience should
also be compared with those who do not. In this manner, the
assumption that the required skills and current skill levels
for individuals with command level experience are higher than
those demonstrated by individuals in "career development"
positions can be evaluated.
Figures 12 and 13 provide a graphic representation
of the current and required means outlined in Table XIII with
deltas illustrated visually by the differences between the
current and required skills. However, the deltas associated
with Commanding Officer experience are consistently lower in
all areas while the No-Commanding Officer experience deltas
remain essentially the same as those shown for the No-
Commanding Officer and/or Executive Officer experience. In
both cases, Commanding Officer experience or Commanding
Officer and/or Executive Officer experience, the differences
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In both tables, the trends associated with required skills and
current skills are essentially mirror images. between the
respondents indicating experience and those indicating no
experience remain significant at the 0.05 level (Appendix E)
with the exception of Communications (COM). In summary, the
only discernable difference between the individuals with
Commanding Officer experience and those with Commanding
Officer and/or Executive Officer experience is a improvement
in the deltas between current and required skills for the
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Commanding Officer cohort. This. is consistent with the higher
only individuals with Commanding Officer experience. In the
case of the Commanding Officer and/or Executive Officer
cohort, while the cohort contains the same Commanding Officer
respondents, the additional Executive Officer respondents who
have no Commanding Officer experience would be anticipated to
report lower skill levels based on their more "limited"
experience in senior executive positions.
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TABLE XIII
COMBINED RMBiN AND DELTAS BY COMMUANDING OFFICER AND/OR
EXECUTIVE OFFICER EXPERIMECE AMD CO3MMANDING OFFICER EXPERIENCE
Xanag aent NO No
Activity CO/ZO CO/XO Co CO
.Group zzperience zzperience zzperience zzperience
FIN (R) 7.22 7.34 7.34 7.25
FIN (C) 5.69 4.62 6.12 4.72
Delta 1.53 2.72 1.22 2.53
PPE (R) 7.98 8.00 8;01 7.98
PPE (C) 6.65 6.01 6.95 6.05
Delta 1.33 1.99 1.06 1.93
DEC (R) 7.94 8.00 7.95 7.98
DEC (C) 6.72 6.24 6.95 6.26
Delta 1.22 1.76 1.00 1.72
LEG (R) 8.07 8.06 8.09 8.06
LEG (C) 7.36 6.27 7.66 6.44
Delta 0.71 1.79 0.43 1.62
OPM (R) 7.28 7.21 7.26 7.24
OPM (C) 6.33 5.21 6.57 5.42
Delta 0.95 2.00 0.69 1.82
ORG (R) 9.09 8.99 9.13 9.00
ORG (C) 8.39 7.87 8.65 7.89
Delta 0.70 1.12 0.48 1.11
HRM (R) 8.17 8.32 8.12 8.30
HR1 (C) 7.32 6.87 7.49 6.91
Delta 0.85 1.45 0.63 1.339
COM (R) 9.11 9.02 9.12 9.05
CON (C) 8.24 8.01 8.45 7.97
Delta 0.87 1.01 0.67 1.08
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IZC0INDUTONS
The primary hypothesis under consideration throughout this
thesis is that a gap between the perceived executive manage-
ment requirements and the corresponding level of executive
management capability exists within Navy Medicine and varies
across health care comunities, ranks, and organizational
positions. Having completed the initial analysis of the
survey responses, the following conclusions and recommenda-
tions are presented.
A. RZSUARCK CONCLUSIONS
1. The Perceived Executive Managent Requirements and
Corresponding Level of Perceived Nanagement Capabil-
ities Reported by the Respondents
The survey analysis presented in Chapter III
demonstrates a consistent gap between the current executive
management capabilities reported by the respondents and the
required level of executive management skill they perceive as
being required for an executive in their current positions.
This gap, or delta, is evident across all categories and
analysis of the, mean aggregate values indicates that the
current capabilities consistently fail to meet the reported
level of skill required for the position. The smallest gaps
between, current and required skills are reported in the
strongly interpersonal management activities of Comnunication
and Organizational Behavior while the more technically complex
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management skills of Financial Management, Decision Making,
Operations Management, and Program, Planning, and Evaluation
show the largest. Again, the emphasis on communications and
organizational behavior is consistent with the personal
interaction and individual leadership skills associated with
the two activities, skills that are utilized daily at all
levels of Navy Medicine in the provision of patient care. on
the other hand, as the ability to utilize the "in-house
experts" increases with the technical nature of the management
activity, the perceived need for higher levels of personal
knowledge is reduced.
As summarized in Chapter III, the implicit logic is
that senior health care executives respond to executive
leadership requirements in a manner consistent with
Mintzberg's "Strategic Apex" (Mintzberg, p. 25) and the
executive skills outlined in Sieveking, Nicholas, and Woods in
1992 and Mann and Standenmeyer in 1990. While a broad
spectrum of the technically complex management skills are
necessary to function in complex health care organizations,
the strongest emphasis remains on the interparsonal skills
associated with organizational behavior, human resources
management, and communications. As senior executives
recognize that they cannot be the "stbject matter experts" for
all the technical and organizational knowledge in an
organization, their emphasis on the "softer" management skills
acknowledges their importance in the negotiating,
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coordinating, and leading necessary to accomplish the
organizations goals.
2. The Comparative Trends in Perceived Bzeoutiv* Manage-
ment Requirements and Capabilities Between Medical
Communities
The Medical Corps, Dental Corps, and Medical Service
Corps-Allied Health cohorts demonstrated similar trends in the
survey responses and provide little observable variance.
However, the Nurse Corps reported significantly larger gaps
between current and required skills than those demonstrated by
all other health care community cohorts. While reporting
current skill levels similar to the other cohorts, these
larger gaps are directly related to the higher level of
required skills reported in each management activity in
comparison with the other cohorts. In other words, it can be
argued -that the current skill levels reported by the Nurse
Corps are consistent with those reported by the other health
care communities, and that the significance of the gaps should
be attributed to the higher level of importance the Nurse
Corps assigns to required skills. However, based on the
assumption that the individual respondent has a reasonable
understanding of his/her personal skill levels, based on corps
specific paradigms, in comparison to those required of their
position, the size of the gaps may provide a better measure of
the corps specific issues than one based strictly on the
comparison of current and required skill levels.
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The Medical Service Corps-Health Care Administration
cohort reported significantly smaller gaps between current and
required skills. In this case the required skill levels
remain consistent with those of the Medical Corps, Dental
Corps, and Medical Service Corps-Allied Health and the smaller
gaps are attributed to the higher current skill levels
reported by the cohort. However, this higher level of current
skills in management activity groups that are consistent with
the training and experience of health care administrators is
not unexpected.
3. The Comparative Trends in Perceived Executive Manage-
ment Requirements and Capabilities Reported by Rank
While the Captain, Commander, and Lieutenant Commander
cohorts demonstrated distinctly similar patterns in both
current and required skill levels, the Admiral cohort reported
higher values in both skill areas while also demonstrating the
lowest gaps between current and required skills for all rank
cohorts. However, the higher skill values of the Admiral
cohort are consistent with what would be expected in such
senior and select leadership positions and from the executive
development inherent in the process of selection to flag rank.
While it can also be argued that a similar trend could be
expected from the Captain and Commander respondents, these
cohorts represent the gamut of organizational and career
milestones and, because of offsetting values, would be
expected to measure lower than the Admiral cohort in
management activities.
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It is also interesting to note that the junior
respondents of this survey (eleven lieutenants and one master
chief) reported lower values in both current and required
skills, but most impressively in required skills. These lower
skill levels are consistent with what would be anticipated
from junior officers answering a survey concerning what is
required in their current position and rank. As they gain
rank the logical assumption would be that the reported
required skills would also rise commensurate with the
additional responsibilities of the new rank.
4. The Comparative Trends in Perceived Ezecutive Kanage-
ment Requirements and Capabilities Repurted by Organi-
zational Position
While the Commanding Officer cohort demonstrates lower
gaps between current and required skills, and higher current
skills, when compared to individual organizational position
cohorts, the significant comparison appears to be the
difference between respondents having Commanding Officer
and/or Executive Officer experience and those that do not.
The respondents having no experience as Commanding Officers
and/or Executive Officers consistently demonstrated larger
gaps between the current and required executive management
skills. However, the stronger skills associated with the
respondents who report command level experience are
attributable to the experience gained in attaining the career
milestones necessary for selection to such positions. The
implicit logic is that when the health care executive makes
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the transition from director, or another position of similar
responsibility, to Executive Officer/Commanding Officer
positions, they have developed a group of skills that set them
apart from the other cohorts and have made the transition from
the more parochial administrative management of a narrower
organizational structure to the statesman level of
institutional leadership.
5. additional Conclusions and Couments
It should be emphasized that the primary purpose of
the survey questionnaire was to provide the basic needs
assessment for executive development training requirements
within Navy Medicine on a task and personal basis. As a
result, it is through the analysis of the trends associated
with the gaps between the current and required skill levels
that the NPS team can highlight who would benefit from and
executive development program and at what point in their
career the most benefit could be derived. Accepting that the
gaps between the current and required skills decrease as the
individual gained rank, organizational position, and
experience, the logical outcome would be to develop a
targeted, modular, executive development approach that would
provide the appropriate education and experience early in an
individual's career. This intervention would logically
improve the managerial performance of the individual at an
earlier stage and, subsequently, enhance their ability to
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contribute to the overall success of Navy Medicine for a
longer period during their career.
B o BBCOMZNDATIONS
The following recommendations are made based on the
analysis provided in Chapter III and the conclusions provided
in this chapter:
1. While the aggregate means demonstrate consistent gaps
between the current level of skill and the required
level in which the current skill is the lower of the
two, the high and low values identified with the mean
values provided in Appendix I identify multiple negative
values. In other words, some respondents report having
higher current skills than are required for the job.
The identification of the trends associated with these
negative responses is recommended to assist in targeting
training needs.
2. In developing a modular approach to the executive
development program the grouping of like skill
requirements is integral to the successful development
of a training module. Further trend development using
factor analysis with greatly assist in the definition of
like groups that are applicable to the training process.
3. The analysis in this thesis was limited to the corps,
rank, and organizational position cohorts. Analysis
utilizing career lengths, time in Commanding Officer
positions, facility size, and other cohorts would
provide additional information for the identification of
executive development requirements and greatly assist in
the development of a training profile for Navy Medical
Department Personnel.
4. Additional analysis of such factors as the impact of
management. short course training on the management skill
levels should be pursued. Again, the use of factor




P3NMNCTAL MAN• GUEN Wber
Financial management 58 72
Budget processes 55 68
Contracting 38 48
Knowledge of civilian health care (trade
offs of alternative delivery systems) 22 27
Negotiation 18 23
Accounting 12 15
Third party payers 11 14
Allocate resources 9 11
TQL statistics 8 10
Statistics 8 10
Control systems 7 8
Alternative resources for service deliver 6 7
Cost-benefits analysis 6 7
PROGRAX PLANNING AND NVZLUTITON
Systems perspective within hospital, Navy
Medicine, and DoD 42 52
Strategic Planning 25 31
Analysis of customer needs 15 18
QA 12 15
Goal setting 7 8
Market analysis 6 7
Measuring program effectiveness/ 6 7
productivity
DECISION MAXING/PRO2LRM SOLVING
Decision making 25 31
Management information systems 25 31
Quantitative analysis 20 25
Participative decision making 17 21
Decision analysis 17 21
Computer skills/literacy, spread sheets 16 20
Problem solving 8 10
Risk assessment 3 3
PERT 2 2
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LEGAL ISSUES Number pe t
Legal issues 20 25
Military justice 20 25
Legislative processes 9 11
OPERATIONAL )IAGZXENT ISSUES
Material management/supply 12 15
Navy line needs 9 11
Facilities management 6 7
Hospital administration 6 7
Inventory 3 3
Environmental/safety issues ..2 2
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
People skills 40 50
Leadership 32 40
Teanbuilding 29 36
Develop and communicate vision 28 35
Coaching, teaching, developing, mentoring 23 28
Conflict management 23 28
Empowerment 20 25
Motivation 19 24
Generalist orientation (vs. parochialism) 19 24
Building trust 18 23
Paradigm busting, taking risks 18 23
Delegation 17 21
Management or organization theory 17 21
Managing change 16 20
MBWA 16 20
Group dynamics 16 20
Role/scope of CO/XO job 13 16
Knowledge of excellent practices in
civilian sector 8 10
Organizational structure 8 10
Ethics 8 10
Positive culture/climate 7 8
Counseling 5 6
Influence strategies 4 5
Theory Y 1 1
PERSONNEL AND KM1N RESOURCE KIJAGEME
Management of civilian & military personnel
according to regulations 48 60
Manpower planning/staffing 14 17
Labor relations 8 10
T&D planning 1 1
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CONK €CITION nfumber, aow
Communications 39 48
External communications, PR 37 46
Writing skills 22 28
Listening skills 21 26
Meeting Management 15 18
Networking 8 10
Giving feedback 7 8
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APPENDIX B
MANAGING A MIITARY MEDICAL TREATMENT FACIRl'I:
A SURVEY OF EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
This survey is designed to assess your perception of the knowledge and ability
required to effectively manage health care facilities, now and in the future. We will use
the results of the survey to design executive management education programs.
The survey is based on the views and beliefs of over 100 Navy Medical Department
executive managers, elicited through interviews and a pretesting process. As a result,
survey questions represent management knowledge and abilities that were most frequently
expressed as necessary for managing medical treatment facilities.
Your responses to this survey will become part of the aggregate of responses from
others currently serving in executive management positions throughout the Navy Medical
Department The combined results will allow us to quantify the importance of each
management skill area.
All information gathered by this survey will he collated, in the aggregate, fg
t -d pi @I n . The anonymity of each survey participant is assured since no need
exists, and no effort will be made, to identify the participants.
Please do the following:
1. Follow the instructions provided in the survey.
2. Complete this survey within fe (8) workng day&
3. Return your completed survey in the pre-addressed envelope provided
for that purpose.
f you have any questions, contact Adj. Research Professor Ken Orloff at (408) 648-3
or (DSN) 878-9.
TM* youx far TM~ tI opMmk8d2
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DIANAIGM A I#E1AR MEDICAL TREAMMN FAýflIT - PARE I
This survey has two purposesR Itsi designed to zawasrure
1) Your current leve of managerial sklds.
2) Your Perception of the reme level of smdl for an =111011121 k 70wW b
Using the scale, rate each of the bioWing managerial activitles in terms Of yow urren ofknowledge,
or ability. A *0 indicates that you have no knwledige or ability in thin area. A rating of 410 to '3r indcaes
a low level of knowledgre or ability, a rating of '4' to 'O' indicate a moderate leveland aradatin oTto '10'
Inicates a high level. Use the numbers Nf1khk a category to tindicate your position more preckiely. (Put
your ratings In, the colurmn labeled *Current Skidll Level.')
Then, using the same scale, irate the smm managerial activities In terns of the rwie ue fkoldr
or ability necessary to function effectively as an executive In, your role. (Put your rating in, the column
labeled 'Required Skdill Level.)
0 1 2 3 4 a 0 7 0 0 10
I I W--- L1~ i J W
NONE LOW LEVEL MODERATE LEVEL HIGH LEVEL
CURRENT SIDL LEVE REQUIRED SILL LEVEL IAC1JOU E ".[E j£
______ _______1. Izuepretin financial statsvmuas esg. OPTAR,
MEP. I(C2 190, etc.
________ ________ 2 Recognizing fnding sources and Unitatici of
that uses.
________~~~~ _____ 3 Eauating operating O&bM, and capital (OP~N)
bdesand mwilaodng thei excutioL
______ _______4. Kniowifg the resource nanaguxtw advantages
and drawbacks at alternatdve healilh came delivery
systm
_________~~~ ______5lazlniviing beefitskn third purty payer (eg.,
________ ________S. waking wit the PcourznNTW system (negotiatng.
cnacting, evhautin bide acquirfing goeand
________ ________7. Understanding cost-benefi aralysis teculque
-nlc or buy deocons, cos-effective trado-offa).
_______ _______ & Maaifnngf a planning proom: adng models; and
resthode 01 both strategic and b.sinso planning.
_______ _______ 0 Understndigr methods kc evabiating the
ebothunsesI and effcisacy of varlow programaw
____________~~ J______ .1 Evaluating and applyig mcrM analysi
strategies. Incld~ng nuthods to analyze caomw
11. Bnioyf quality krou~mc 3zincktwe and
methods
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MANAOINP A bMIFAZ bMDICAL TRATMn T ERG =JT - PART I
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 S 10
I W IJ W II I _
NONE LOW LEVEL MODERATE LEVEL HIGH LEVEL
12. Undesitandingt.- ofa
deprbins and hunodoi at nilutay ftvuznmnt
Let.h ,  the sysimspq;e- vp
_________ 13 Amosang the quality and ndimtu m~ of available
II. omtod= w~ head wit emygi PoblemL
_________14. Decidng the ad"t to vhich c~ms ahould be
kwclude ki decision umidug
_________ 1I. Ushng decision nuking -tew'n~qe~pwblaem
-oti appmacbin and medocb
_________ 16. Using nunAgenent Inoirdonu symumr
technologie to ache complex problana
_________ 17. USing Staidhol WWtolin planning fad day-today
_________ 18 UndwuuadlVng h swftmgh and mskimmm of
the staistica techiques tha aoiuptroU=e or quality
assixnce analyja ne moma* um
_________ 19 Undrau~tndn how hdnutbo wsytur ama
dedgued to set kfmnu*Ion need&.
_____ ~~~2(L AnaklySin ae/lunuva
Unliom Code of Iuliay itutic (UCUD.
_____ ~~2L Knowing wha non-judicil Imsunn az
swabalah mwda the UC&4J
- ~ _________ 28. knftiati apptaidaft acdow be UCMJ vi~olaio
2L Knwing adnmkdstfe mfleeandonaubm* gandl
___________ 3L Having a wockldg hnowlodge of bdebby, both
hoqita and prcam~m
_________2L Haying a auithig bnowblude of enkamWs
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M•AGNRnG A BM.YrTý NMEICAL T UM FAC• •T - PART I
0 1 2 a 4 a a 7 a 9 10
I ! I I I I I
NONE LOW LEVEL MODERATE LEVEL HIGH LEVEL
i27.l Understaing thet kact of OSM requirment
ani -oV operadons
2& Eal•u•t the meri a propoms to acquire new
_____ ___ ____ __2& Undertanding the opportuitites end iknttazlortx of
the DoD/DoN nmateris management system
30. Overeeuing eqipiant management programs
___________31. Ensuring proper mention of security
-uiocme fo th physical plant
32. Overseeing bfddlis management
________________33 Undestanding the Support roqukonent of the
_________ _________34. Developing and - nkuenflng a f~onr the
______ ______~35. Emnpoweuing WWdviuals and workgous
__________ __________3L. Dsekvelot a non-pmrocblalfge ralhe
____ ___ _ __ ___ ___37. Budidng trust
_____ ____ft Mansiging chenge.
_____~f ____ aMaaging oovilot.
______________ ____40. Building teamwork
____________________41. Dwekelptng a poeid v organzdational
_____ _____42. Modwaftn peopis:
__________4& Employing coardinatin acuwdiam (e.g.. twMn
task bross ad hoc work groups).
__________44. Developing subordinates:* onachng, teaching.
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MANAOINO A ?WYARHY MEICAL6 TRETMEN FACILIT - PART I
0 1 2 3 4 a 6 7 6 9 10
II I II III W ILL --- I-
NONE LOW LEVEL MODERATE LEVEL HIGH LEVEL
CUxmrM SK" LEM 43UW M
_______ 
________45. UnderstandIng the roie/sope of the job of
_____ 
_____46. Promotin kImiatlon and risk tealdng behavior.
______________47. bmangIng civilia permontneI according to
reguIatiorm and promeduree.
_______ 
~49 Managing nmlitary persnne according to
regulaions and procedure.
__________ __________49. Evaluaftl wanipower and stafftn needs.
______ ______ 
5~0. hmangOgla relations (un.im ziegotlatlor
gtievaes etcj -
_________ __________a5. Manakgtng niuiff-cullural diversity in the
________ ________ 
5. Enildin a cilnata that promotes ethical pratieso
in clinical and nunagsdal operatiorm..
_____~ __ _ 
5 hGiig -oitv and negative bessdbac
__ __5. Edeiveging eletie o ral presentatioins.
_____ _ _ _ _ 
_86, IUteirig elfectively.
________ _________ 
57 Building and nakntainin woridng and mpport
-ldnhp outside yoor k dwd L
______________88. Represeritin the orgadnition to ctemnml groups,
eag. public relations functions.
_________ ____ 
_____ 
9. Fosternga cilnuteof open cm
_____ ____G& Conducting nmetings elfectively.
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RNRIO A BMIdam'T UMDICML, UUMM FAC T - PART I
If a management education program wer to be developed for an emecutive In yew rde. what level of need would you
attach to providing education ki each of the following nanagerial activity groups. Ushi, the scale below, a rating of
"1a to 3" Indicates a very low level a rating of '4" to or indicates a moderate level, and a rating of V to "10W indicates
a very high leveL Us. the numbers within a category to IndUcate we precisely the level of need
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 10I, I i I I I I
VERY LOW PRIORITY MODERATE PRIORITY HIGH PHIORITY
~aniaVmcMangzlemnt
Program Planning and-Evaluation
Decision Ma-I:. b- Solvig
Opemtio Mamgernent Isue
•Behavior
Manpower and thanian Resource Mazuagaenurt
em -Me below zn addrosr u auurW he yu nay m.
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M8A8MG A MILUART MEDICAL TEhEN' FACLIT - PART 11
In addition to the 'managerial skiall evelr questionnaire you have just completed, please
provide the demographic data and management education information requested below.
This information is part of the data collection effort and will be collated, in the aggregate,
for stalbac1 use only. The anonymity of each survey participant is assured since no need exists
and no effort will be made to identify individuals participating in this survey.
I -ucttar.: Please check only those blocks that apply in your individual case and legibly
complete any other information in the underlined spaces provided for that purpose.
(1) o Data - blocks involving subspecialty codes should be completed -a&
where codes are formally assigned to you as an individual.
.(2) Magment E - check onIy those courses/programs you have
successfully completed.
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
1. Rank: 2. Gender:. 13 Iale 13 Female
3. Designator:. 0 2i.x El 23xx 0 Other
13 22zz C3 29ix
4. Subspecialties:
(List b) code if known)
5. Length of active commissioned service: Years_ Months-
6. Degreea completed: 0 Bachelors - Major
0 Maslers - Major
Z, Doctorate - Major
7. Current position/title
8. Facility Size: Beds (Set-up):
Outpatient Visits (Ou,.al):
Teaching Hospital: El Yes 0 No
Family Practice Residency Only 0 Yes El No
9. Time served in current position:
0 Less than 6 months 0 6-12 months 0 Greter than 36 months
O 12-24 months 0 24-36 months
10. Total months service (pat and present) in Commanding Officer billets:
Total months service (past and present) in Executive Officer billets:
11. Years in current geographical location:
12. Number of prior managerial positions:
(managerial = >50% of fts involved in managerial (non-clinical) tasks)
13. Years service in managerial positions:
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MA•RNW_ A •MILA•M _NEDIM• _TT FACRi.f - PART B
MANAGEMENT EDUCATION!RAVINNG BACIDROUND
DODPstarbuat Efdon ot==
"0 Armed Forces Staff College....-
"0 Industrial College of the Armed Forces
"0 Naval Postgraduate School
0 Financial Management
a Manpower Planning, Training, Analysis




"o Naval War College
0 Command and Staff
0 Naval Warfare
"O Marine Corps Command and Staff College






"0 Univ Wisconsin - Madison (MS Admin Medicine)
"0 Physicians in Management MPM) Series, ACPE
E3 Management Education for Physicians (M•), ACMGA
"0 Univ North Carolina - Kron Scholar Program
"0 Cornell Univ- Health Executives Development Program
"O Johnson & Johnson - Wharton Fellows Program for Nurses




., ~MANAGING A NNE'M• MEDICAL TREATMENT FACL - PART R
MEANAGEMEN EDUCATIONITRAINING BACKGROUND (cant)
,Servico Short Cotuaw
"0 Prospective Commanding Officer/Executive Officer
"O Interagency Institute for Federal Health Care Executives
"O Leader Development (LMET)
O Command
3 Senioro13 Intermediate
"O Strategic Medical Readiness and Contingency
O Management Development
"O Financial & Material Management
"O Patient Services Administration
o Plans, Operations and Medical Intelligence
o Manpower Management
o Professional Military Comptroller
O Senior Leaders Seminar (TOL)
0 Other
MA GEM CERTIFICATION/ FELOWSHIP






The*a you fa yo=r petl tam In dbh sb*dy. Rasulls wM fm an Itgrol part of rerch
alarm directed atIderntig th knowledge and sklls neded to effeatulyr manage health amre
hacdes, now armi In ti. Mores.
Please return your completed survey (both Parts I & II) in the envelope provided







DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
BUREAU OF MEDIONE AND SURGERY




From: Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
To: Senior Medical Department Officers
Subj: NEEDS ASSESSMENT FOR EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
Encl: (1) Survey: Managing a Military Medical Treatment Facility
1. Health Care, as a delivery system and a profession, is rapidly evolving to
accommodate changes in patient needs/demands, society's views on quality and
indMdual entitlement and (as society's advocate) government initiatives regarding
delivery standards and cost containment. Executive Managers are confronted with a
consistent need to expand and Ofine tune* their professions' skill and expertise in an
effort to maintain their effectiveness in the face of significant change. To that end,
BUMED in partnership with the Administrative Sciences Department, Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) has undertaken the development of an Executive
Management Education Program. You have been selected to participate in this
development process by completing the attached survey.
2. The challenges that lie ahead for health care in general, and Navy Medicine in
particular, will require enhanced levels of management knowledge and skill to close
the gap between present-day practices and those needed to lead the Navy's
healthcare organization into the 21st century. I am, therefore, determined that you
have the opportunity to acquire this foundation, which you would then build upon
through experience and continuing education.
3. For this reason, I am asking you to help define those management skills we must
possess in order to expand upon and maintain our effectiveness as medical
department executives. The enclosed survey was designed by the Administrative
Sciences Department, Naval Postgraduate School so you can provide that information
from your individual and highly-valued perspective. The impact of that which lies
ahead for Navy Medicine makes each and every response vitally important to the
process of identifying needs and designing innovative ways to provide quality
education programs.
4. Navy Medicine has entered a transformational era. Take this opportunity to identify
the skills and knowledge needed to meet our many challenges and succeed in our
mission. Your personal involvement is vital to our continued success. Thank you.
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AiPuMnX D
TER TIMU TO ]ZVI MOST UUTLY KUTIONMM SKILLS
FOR ZAc uMXLmT SKILL AREA
Percont of Total






Alternative Civilian Delivery Systems 27
Negotiation 23
Proaram Planning and Evaluation
Systems Perspective 62
Strategic Planning 31


















Coaching, Teaching, Developing, Mentoring 28
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Personnel and Human Resources Manaaement












Conumanding Officer Surgeon General
Commanding Officer
Officer-in-charge
Executive Officer Executive Officer
Director Director for Administration
Director for Ancillary Services
Director for Branch Clinics
Director for Base Operations
Director for Coordinated Care Policy
Director for Community Health Services
Director for Field Operations
Director for Health Services
Director for Logistics
Director for Medical Services
Director for Medical Programs
Director for Nursing Services
Director for Occupational Health
Director for Resources
Director for Resources, _Plans, & Policy
Director for Service Medicine
Director for Strategic Planning
Director for Surgical Services
Director Area Dental Labs
Assistant Director Medical Services
Assistant Director Nursing Services
Assistant Director Occupational Health
Department Head Department Head
Comptroller








Other Assistant CBR Defense
Assistant Chief Technical Operations
Anesthesiologist
Assistant Naval Inspector General
Assignment Officer
Assistant Plans and Analysis
BUMED Division Officer
Clinic Director
Chief Naval Dental Corps
Director Aerospace Medical Division/BUMED
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
Deputy Chief Medical Corps
Deputy Director/Non-Hospital
Director Dental Clinic
Deputy Director Nurse Corps
Director Health Care Planning/BUMED
Dental Officer
Director Officer Indoctrination School
Director Planning/BUMED
Director Professional Development!/BUMED
Director Radiobiology Research Institute







NSC Career Plans Officer/BUMED
Medical Services Officer
Nurse Corps Plans Officer
Navy Liaison OCHAMPUS






Special Assistant Headquarters Staff




Total Quality Leadership Coordinator
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hppMWIX 7
8MI-VZ RROPONS3 rREQONC DIBTIMBUTIONA
INTEP FINAN STATEKNTS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
CIQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 10 2.1 10 2.1
1 17 3.6 27 5.7
2 43 9.1 70 14.8
3 57 12.0 127 26.8
4 55 11.6 182 38.4
5 67 14.1 249 52.5
6 62 13.1 311 65.6
7 57 12.0 368 77.6
8 56 11.8 424 89.5
9 31 6.5 455 96.0
10 19 4.0 474 100.0
Frequency Kissing = 2
INTERP FINAN STATEKNTS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
RIQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 9 1.9 11 2.3
3 8 1.7 19 4.0
4 16 3.4 35 7.4
5 34 7.2 69 14.6
6 51 10.8 120 25.3
7 83 17.5 203 42.8
8 •152 32.1 355 74.9
9 66 13.9 421 88.8
10 53 11.2 474 100.0




C2QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 8 1.7 8 1.7
1 13 2.7 21 4.4
2 37 7.8 58 12.2
3 62 13.1 120 25.3
4 42 8.8 162 34.1
5 52 10.9 214 45.1
6 61 12.8 275 57.9
7 59 12.4 334 70.3
8 61 12.8 395 83.2
9 47 9.9 442 93.1
10 33 6.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R2QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 3 0.6 5 1.1
3 6 1.3 11 2.3
4 12 2.5 23 4.8
5 21 4.4 44 9.3
6 31 6.5 75 15.8
7 69 14.5 144 30.3
8 137 28.8 281 59.2
9 109 22.9 390 82.1
10 85 17.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C3QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 15 3.2 ,5 3.2
1 24 5.1 39 8.2
2 30 6.3 69 14.5
3 54 11.4 123 25.9
4 54 11.4 177 37.3
5 49 10.3 226 47.6
6 68 14.3 294 61.9
7 54 11.4 348 73.3
8 55 11.6 403 84.8
9 45 9.5 448 94.3
10 27 5.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R3QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 8 1.7 8 1.7
2 7 1.5 15 3.2
3 8 1.7 23 4.9
4 16 3.4 39 8.2
5 23 4.9 62 13.1
6 54 11.4 116 24.5
7 59 12.4 175 36.9
8 131 27.6 306 64.6
9 92 19.4 398 84.0
10 76 16.0 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
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RES MGMT ADV & DRWBK/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C4QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 25 5.3 25 5.3
1 18 3.8 43 9.1
2 -9 8.3 82 17.4
? 63 13.3 145 30.7
4 50 10.6 195 41.3
5 72 15.3 267 56.6
6 51 10.8 318 67.4
7 61 12.9 379 80.3
8 45 9.5 424 89.8
9 23 4.9 447 94.7
10 25 5.3 472 100.0
Frequency Missing = 4
RES MGMT ADV & DRWBK/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R4QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 20 4.2 20 4.2
1 7 1.5 27 5.7
2 13 2.8 40 8.5
3 15 3.2 55 11.7
t 14 3.0 69 14.6
5 19 4.0 88 18.7
6 28 5.9 116 24.6
7 52 11.0 168 35.7
8 122 25.9 290 61.6
9 92 19.5 382 81.1
10 89 18.9 471 100.0
Frequency Missing - 5
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MAX BEN FROM REIMBR/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C5QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 61 13.0 61 13.0
1 28 6.0 89 19.0
2 45 9.6 134 28.6
3 69 14.7 203 43.3
4 44 9.4 247 52.7
5 47 10.0 294 62.7
6 42 9.0 336 71.6
7 43 9.2 379 80.8
8 47 10.0 426 90.8
9 22 4.7 448 95.5
10 21 4.5 469 100.0
Frequency Missing - 7
MAX BEN FROM REIMBR/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
RSQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 37 7.9 37 7.9
1 4 0.9 41 8.8
2- 20 4.3 61 13.0
3 29 6.2 90 19.2
4 19 4.1 109 23.3
5 26 5.6 135 28.8
6 31 6.6 166 35.5
7 57 12.2 223 47.6
8 108 23.1 331 70.7
9 68 14.5 399 85.3
10 69 14.7 468 100.0




C6QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 28 5.9 28 5.9
1 37 7.8 65 13.7
2 42 8.9 107 22.6
3 71 15.0 178 37.6
4 61 12.9 239 50.4
5 62 13.1 301 63.5
6 46 9.7 347 73.2
7 53 11.2 400 84.4
8 47 9.9 447 94.3
9 16 3.4 463 97.7
10 11 2.3 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
WORK W/PROCURMNT SYS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R6QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 9 1.9 9 1.9
1 7 1.5 16 3.4
2 11 2.3 27 5.7
3 26 5.5 53 11.2
4 18 3.8 71 14.9
5 56 11.8 127 26.7
6 59 12.4 186 39.2
7 73 15.4 259 54.5
a 127 26.7 386 81.3
9 49 10.3 435 91.6
10 40 8.4 475 100.0




C7QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 14 2.9 14 2.9
1 25 5.3 39 8.2
2 34 7.2 73 15.4
3 47 9.9 120 25.3
4 48 10.1 168 35.4
5 57 12.0 225 47.4
6 67 14.1 292 61.5
7 52 10.9 344 72.4
8 58 12.2 402 84.6
9 41 8.6 443 93.3
10 32 6.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R7QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 6 1.3 6 1.3
1 7 1.5 13 2.7
2 9 1.9 22 4.6
3 10 2.1 32 6.7
4 22 4.6 54 11.4
5 27 5.7 81 17.1
6 46 9.7 127 26.7
7 62 13.1 189 39.8
8 136 28.6 325 68.4
9 70 14.7 395 83.2
10 80 16.8 475 100.0




C8QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 15 3.2 15 3.2
1 13 2.7 28 5.9
2 29 6.1 57 12.0
3 48 10.1 105 22.1
4 52 10.9 157 33.1
5 58 12.2 215 45.3
6 66 13.9 281 59.2
7 68 14.3 349 73.5
8 78 16.4 427 89.9
9 32 6.7 459 96.6
10 16 3.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R8QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
1 2 0.4 5 1.1
2 1 0.2 6 1.3
3 13 2.7 19 4.0
4 13 2.7 32 6.7
5 26 5.5 58 12.2
6 48 10.1 106 22.3
7 64 13.5 170 35.8
8 140 29.5 310 65.3
9 95 20.0 405 85.3
10 70 14.7 475 100.0




C9QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---------------------------------------------
0 5 1.1 5 1.1
1 8 1.7 13 2.7
2 26 5.5 39 8.2
3 36 7.6 75 15.8
4 49 10.3 124 26.1
5 60 12.6 184 38.7
6 71 14.9 255 53.7
7 73 15.4 328 69.1
8 82 17.3 410 - 86.3
9 44 9.3 454 95.6
10 21 4.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R9QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------------------------------
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 1 0.2 3 0.6
3 6 1.3 9 1.9
4 15 3.2 24 5.1
5 20 4.2 44 9.3
6 34 7.2 78 16.4
7 63 13.3 141 29.7
8 170 35.8 311 65.5
9 88 18.5 399 84.0
10 76 16.0 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
104
EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
ClOQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 23 4.8 23 4.8
1 15 3.2 38 8.0
2 30 6.3 68 14.3
3 52 10.9 120 25.3
4 63 13.3 183 38.5
5 64 13.5 247 52.0
6 62 13.1 309 65.1
7 59 12.4 368 77.5
8 63 13.3 431 90.7
9 28 5.9 459 96.6
10 16 3.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
RIOQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 6 1.3 6 1.3
1 2 0.4 8 1.7
2 3 0.6 11 2.3
3 9 1.9 20 4.2
4 19 4.0 39 8.2
5 35 7.4 74 15.6
6 40 8.5 114 24.1
7 73 15.4 187 39.5
8 136 28.8 323 68.3
9 88 18.6 411 86.9
10 62 13.1 473 100.0
Frequency Missing - 3
105
EMP IMPROV PRIN & MTHD/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C11QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 4 0.8 4 0.8
2 6 1.3 10 2.1
3 10 2.1 20 4.2
4 20 4.2 40 8.4
5 47 9.9 87 18.3
6 58 12.2 145 30.5
7 88 18.5 233 49.1
8 130 27.4 363 76.4
9 60 12.6 423 - 89.1
10 52 10.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
EMP IMPROV PRIN & MTHD/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R11QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 2 0.4 2 0.4
3 1 0.2 3 0.6
4 6 1.3 9 1.9
5 13 2.7 22 4.6
6 29 6.1 51 10.7
7 39 8.2 90 18.9
8 127 26.7 217 45.7
9 101 21.3 318 66.9
10 157 33.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
106
DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C12QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
1 2 0.4 5 1.1
2 7 1.5 12 2.5
3 20 4.2 32 6.8
4 20 4.2 52 11.0
5 21 4.4 73 15.5
6 50 10.6 123 26.1
7 49 10.4 172 36.4
8 113 23.9 285 60.4
9 101 21.4 386 81.8
10 86 18.2 472 100.0
Frequency Missing = 4
DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R12QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 1 0.2 5 1.1
2 2 0.4 7 1.5
3 8 1.7 15 3.2
4 2 0.4 17 3.6
5 17 3.6 34 7.2
6 24 5.1 58 12.3
7 36 7.6 94 19.9
8 118 24.9 212 44.8
9 95 20.1 307 64.9
10 166 35.1 473 100.0




C13QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 4 0.8 4 0.8
3 6 1.3 10 2.1
4 17 3.6 27 5.7
5 20 4.2 47 9.9
6 42 8.8 89 18.7
7 80 16.8 169 35.6
8 150 31.6 319 67.2
9 100 21.1 419 88.2
10 56 11.8 475 -100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R13QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 2 0.4 2 0.4
5 7 1.5 9 1.9
6 12 2.5 21 4.4
7 30 6.3 51 10.7
8 135 28.4 186 39.2
9_ 118 24.8 304 64.0
10 171 36.0 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKNG/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
CI4QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 1 0.2 1 0.2
3 1 0.2 2 0.4
4 11 2.3 13 2.7
5 16 3.4 29 6.1
6 43 9.1 72 15.2
7 57 12.0 129 27.2
8 140 29.5 269 56.8
9 112 23.6 381 80.4
10 93 19.6 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
108
INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKNG/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R14QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
2 1 0.2 2 0.4
4 1 0.2 3 0.6
5 5 1.1 8 1.7
6 18 3.8 26 5.5
7 42 8.9 68 14.3
8 113 23.8 181 38.2
9 128 27.0 309 65.2
10 165 34.8 474 -100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
DECISN MAKNG TECH/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
CISQUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 10 2.1 10 2.1
4 16 3.4 26 5.5
5 30 6.3 56 11.8
6 50 10.5 106 22.4
.7 83 17.5 189 39.9
8a 134 28.3 323 68.1
9 89 18.8 412 86.9
10 62 13.1 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
DECISN KAKNG TECH/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
RI5QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 2 0.4 2 0.4
4 2 0.4 4 0.8
5 10 2.1 14 3.0
6 15 3.2 29 6.1
7 53 11.2 82 17.3
8 127 26.8 209 44.1
9 123 25.9 332 70.0
10 142 30.0 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
109
USE MGMT INFO SYS TECH/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C16QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 6 1.3 6 1.3
1 13 2.7 19 4.0
2 32 6.8 51 10.8
3 51 10.8 102 21.5
4 48 10.1 150 31.6
5 77 16.2 227 47.9
6 71 15.0 298 62.9
7 77 16.2 375 79.1
8 51 10.8 426 89.9
9 25 5.3 451 95.1
10 23 4.9 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
USE MGMT INFO SYS TECH/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R16QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 4 0.8 6 1.3
3 3 0.6 9 1.9
4 11 2.3 20 4.2
5 20 4.2 40 8.5
6 43 9.1 83 17.5
7 73 15.4 156 33.0
8 144 30.4 300 63.4
9 88 18.6 388 82.0
10 85 18.0 473 100.0
Frequency Missing - 3
110
STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C17QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 13 2.7 13 2.7
1 15 3.2 28 5.9
2 29 6.1 57 12.0
3 49 10.3 106 22.3
4 58 12.2 164 34.5
5 72 15.2 236 49.7
6 59 12.4 295 62.1
7 83 17.5 378 79.6
8 53 11.2 431 90.7
9 21 4.4 452 95.2
10 23 4.8 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R17QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
1 2 0.4 5 1.1
2- 6 1.3 11 2.3
3 19 4.0 30 6.3
4 20 4.2 50 10.6
5 43 9.1 93 19.7
6 51 10.8 144 30.4
7 79 16.7 223 47.1
8 134 28.3 357 75.5
9 75 15.9 432 91.3
10 41 8.7 473 100.0
Frequency Missing = 3
i11
STRNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
CI8QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 21 4.4 21 4.4
1 17 3.6 38 8.0
2 31 6.5 69 14.5
3 52 10.9 121 25.5
4 65 13.7 186 39.2
5 73 15.4 259 54.5
6 57 12.0 316 66.5
7 67 14.1 383 80.6
8 43 9.1 426 89.7
9 25 5.3 451 94.9
10 24 5.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
STRNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
RI8QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 6 1.3 8 1.7
z 7 1.5 15 3.2
3 19 4.0 34 7.2
4 22 4.6 56 11.8
5 30 6.3 86 18.1
6 54 11.4 140 29.5
7 66 13.9 206 43.5
8 152 32.1 358 75.5
9 59 12.4 417 88.0
10 57 12.0 474 100.0
Frequency Missing 2
112
HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C19QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 13 2.7 13 2.7
1 22 4.6 35 7.4
2 35 7.4 70 14.8
3 59 12.4 129 27.2
4 62 13.1 191 40.3
5 81 17.1 272 57.4
6 60 12.7 332 70.0
7 58 12.2 390 82.3
8 46 9.7 436 92.0
9 21 4.4 457 96.4
10 17 3.6 474 100.0
Frequency Missing 2
HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R19QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 3 0.6 4 0.8
2 13 2.7 17 3.6
13 2.7 30 6.3
4 22 4.6 52 10.9
5 45 9.5 97 20.4
6 57 12.0 154 32.4
7 105 22.1 259 54.5
8 122 25.7 381 80.2
9 55 11.6 436 91.8
10 39 8.2 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
113
ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C20QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 2 0.4 4 0.8
2 7 1.5 11 2.3
3 23 4.9 34 7.2
4 26 5.5 60 12.7
5 38 8.0 98 20.7
6 57 12.0 i55 32.7
7 78 16.5 233 49.2
8 126 26.6 359 75.7
9 63 13.3 422 89.0
10 52 11.0 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R20QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------ -----------------------
3 3 0.6 3 0.6
4 2 0.4 5 1.1
5 16 3.4 21 4.4
6 26 5.5 47 9.9
7 47 9.9 94 19.8
8 143 30.1 237 49.9
9 112 23.6 349 73.5
10 126 26.5 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
114
KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C21QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 5 1.1 6 1.3
2 4 0.8 10 2.1
3 8 1.7 18 3.8
4 20 4.2 38 8.0
5 48 10.1 86 18.1
6 63 13.3 149 31.4
7 76 16.0 225 47.4
8 108 22.7 333 70.1
9 70 14.7 403 84.8
10 72 15.2 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R21QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 2 0.4 3 0.6
2 4 0.8 7 1.5
3 7 1.5 14 3.0
4 8 1.7 22 4.6
5 10 2.1 32 6.8
6 27 5.7 59 12.4
7 47 9.9 106 22.4
8 128 27.0 234 49.4
9 76 16.0 310 65.4
10 164 34.6 474 100.0




C22QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 8 1.7 9 1.9
2 9 1.9 18 3.8
3 22 4.6 40 8.4
4 25 5.3 65 13.7
5 38 8.0 103 21.7
6 66 13.9 169 35.6
7 65 13.7 234 49.3
8 89 18.7 323 68.0
9 71 14.9 394 82.9
10 81 17.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
PUNISHMENT UNDR UCMJ/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R22QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 5 1.1 7 1.5
2 6 1.3 13 2.7
S 10 2.1 23 4.8
4 11 2.3 34 7.2
5 15 3.2 49 10.3
6 35 7.4 84 17.7
7 54 11.4 138 29.1
8 117 24.6 255 53.7
9 72 15.2 327 68.8
10 148 31.2 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
116
INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C23QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 10 2.1 12 2.5
2 11 2.3 23 4.8
3 17 3.6 40 8.4
4 34 7.2 74 15.6
5 30 6.3 104 21.9
6 67 14.1 171 36.0
7 57 12.0 228 48.0
8 87 18.3 315 66.3
9 81 17.1 396 83.4
10 79 16.6 475 100.0
Frequency missing - 1
INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R23QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
0 5 1.1 5 1.1
1 3 0.6 8 1.7
2 6 1.3 14 3.0
S 7 1.5 21 4.4
4 12 2.5 33 7.0
5 11 2.3 44 9.3
6 31 6.5 75 15.8
7 50 10.5 125 26.4
8 112 23.6 237 50.0
9 75 15.8 312 65.8
10 162 34.2 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
117
ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR
Cumulativ. Cumulative
C24QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------------------------------
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 12 2.5 16 3.4
2 16 3.4 32 6.8
3 26 5.5 58 12.2
4 42 8.9 100 21.1
5 54 11.4 154 32.5
6 73 15.4 227 47.9
7 65 13.7 292 61.6
8 77 16.2 369 77.8
9 64 13.5 433 91.4
10 41 8.6 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R24QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 4 0.8 8 1.7
2 13 2.7 21 4.4
3 7 1.5 28 5.9
4 15 3.2 43 9.1
5 19 4.0 62 13.1
6 44 9.3 106 22.4
7 58 12.2 164 34.6
8 136 28.7 300 63.3
9 68 14.3 368 77.6
10 106 22.4 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
118
KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C25QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 5 1.1 9 1.9
2 11 2.3 20 4.2
3 16 3.4 36 7.6
4 36 7.6 72 15.2
5 53 11.2 125 26.4
6 68 14.3 193 40.7
7 85 17.9 278 58.6
8 89 18.8 367 77.4
9 63 13.3 430 90.7
10 44 9.3 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
The SAS System
KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R25QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 3 0.6 7 1.5
2 3 0.6 10 2.1
3 4 0.8 14 3.0
4 10 2.1 24 5.1
5 16 3.4 40 8.4
6 26 5.5 66 13.9
7 48 10.1 114 24.1
8 115 24.3 229 48.3
9 104 21.9 333 70.3
10 141 29.7 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
119
KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C26QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 5 1.1 5 1.1
1 6 1.3 11 2.3
2 18 3.8 29 6.1
3 31 6.5 60 12.6
4 59 12.4 119 25.1
5 56 11.8 175 36.8
6 71 14.9 246 51.8
7 72 15.2 318 66.9
8 91 19.2 409 86.1
9 35 7.4 444 93.5
10 31 6.5 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R26QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 4 0.8 6 1.3
2 4 0.8 10 2.1
3 6 1.3 16 3.4
4 15 3.2 31 6.5
5 25 5.3 56 11.8
6 34 7.2 90 18.9
7 55 11.6 145 30.5
8 122 25.7 267 56.2
9 98 20.6 365 76.8
10 110 23.2 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
120
IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C27QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 14 3.0 14 3.0
1 8 1.7 22 4.6
2 22 4.6 44 9.3
3 26 5.5 70 14.8
4 53 11.2 123 25.9
5 54 11.4 177 37.3
6 64 13.5 241 50.8
7 70 14.8 311 65.6
8 89 18.8 400 84.4
9 40 8.4 440 92.8
10 34 7.2 474 100.0
Frequency Missing 2
IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R27QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 15 3.2 15 3.2
1 8 1.7 23 4.9
2 5 1.1 28 5.9
3 5 1.1 33 7.0
4 11 2.3 44 9.3
5 15 3.2 59 12.4
6 30 6.3 89 18.8
7 63 13.3 152 32.1
8 140 29.5 292 61.6
9 84 17.7 376 79.3
10 98 20.7 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
121
EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C28QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
----------------------------------------
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
1 7 1.5 10 2.1
2 21 4.4 31 6.5
3 18 3.8 49 10.3
4 50 10.5 99 20.8
5 61 12.8 160 33.7
6 67 14.1 227 47.8
7 94 19.8 321 67.6
8 99 20.8 420 88.4
9 34 7.2 454 95.6
10 - 21 4.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
The SAS System
EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R28QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 2 0.4 6 1.3
2 1 0.2 7 1.5
3 5 1.1 12 2.5
4 12 2.5 24 5.1
5 22 4.6 46 9.7
6 47 9.9 93 19.6
7 76 16.0 169 35.6
8 162 34.1 331 69.7
9 83 17.5 414 87.2
10 61 12.8 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
122
OPP & LIM DOD/DON MATRL/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C29QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 16 3.4 16 3.4
1 18 3.8 34 7.2
2 36 7.6 70 14.8
3 45 9.5 115 24.3
4 61 12.9 176 37.1
5 59 12.4 235 49.6
6 83 17.5 318 67.1
7 51 10.8 369 77.8
8 63 13.3 432 91.1
9 21 4.4 453 95.6
10 21 4.4 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
OPP & LI33 DOD/DON MATRL/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R29QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 6 1.3 6 1.3
1 1 0.2 7 1.5
2 6 1.3 13 2.7
3 7 1.5 20 4.2
4 16 3.4 36 7.6
5 25 5.3 61 12.9
6 61 12.9 122 25.8
7 91 19.2 213 45.0
8 143 30.2 356 75.3
9 66 14.0 422 89.2
10 51 10.8 473 100.0
Frequency Missing - 3
123
OVRSEE EQUIP MGMT PRG/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C30QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 11 2.3 11 2.3
1 16 3.4 27 5.7
2 26 5.5 53 11.2
3 36 7.6 89 18.7
4 63 13.3 152 32.0
5 50 10.5 202 42.5
6 72 15.2 274 57.7
7 83 17.5 357 75.2
8 66 13.9 423 89.1
9 19 4.0 442 93.1
10 33 6.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
OVRSEE EQUIP MG4T PRG/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R30QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 7 1.5 7 1.5
1 4 0.8 11 2.3
2 7 1.5 18 3.8
3 11 2.3 29 6.1
4 16 3.4 45 9.5
5 43 9.1 88 18.5
6 74 15.6 162 34.1
7 102 21.5 264 55.6
8 126 26.5 390 82.1
9 43 9.1 433 91.2
10 42 8.8 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
124
ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C31QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 11 2.3 11 2.3
1 14 2.9 25 5.3
2 27 5.7 52 10.9
3 39 8.2 91 19.2
4 52 10.9 143 30.1
5 66 13.9 209 44.0
6 67 14.1 276 58.1
7 63 13.3 339 71.4
8 88 18.5 427 89.9
9 21 4.4 448 94.3
10 27 5.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R31QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 5 1.1 5 1.1
1 5 1.1 10 2.1
2 8 1.7 18 3.8
3 14 2.9 32 6.7
4 27 5.7 59 12.4
5 40 8.4 99 20.8
6 51 10.7 150 31.6
7 95 20.0 245 51.6
8 124 26.1 369 77.7
9 48 10.1 417 87.8
10 58 12.2 475 100.0




C32QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
0 24 5.1 24 5.1
1 13 2.7 37 7.8
2 26 5.5 63 13.3
3 41 8.6 104 21.9
4 43 9.1 147 30.9
5 71 14.9 218 45.9
6 65 13.7 283 59.6
7 67 14.1 350 73.7
8 74 15.6 424 - 89.3
9 26 5.5 450 94.7
10 25 5.3 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
OVRSEE FACILITIES MGMT/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R32QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---- --------------------------------------
0 13 2.7 13 2.7
1 10 2.1 23 4.8
2 9 1.9 32 6.7
3 20 4.2 52 10.9
4 15 3.2 67 14.1
5 43 9.1 110 23.2
6 48 10.1 158 33.3
7 86 18.1 244 51.4
8 130 27.4 374 78.7
9 58 12.2 432 90.9
10 43 9.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
126
KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C33QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 2 0.4 4 0.8
2 3 0.6 7 1.5
3 8 1.7 15 3.2
4 18 3.8 33 6.9
5 33 6.9 66 13.9
6 50 10.5 116 24.4
7 52 10.9 168 35.4
8 97 20.4 265 55.8
9 96 20.2 361 76.0
10 114 24.0 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R33QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0-2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 3 0.6 5 1.1
3 4 0.8 9 1.9
4 1 0.2 10 2.1
5 12 2.5 22 4.6
6 24 5.1 46 9.7
7 37 7.8 83 17.5
8 108 22.7 191 40.2
9 93 19.6 284 59.8
10 191 40.2 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
127
DEVLP & COMM COND VISN/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C34QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0- - -. 2- - - ----
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 2 0.4 4 0.8
3 8 1.7 12 2.5
4 23 4.8 35 7.4
5 14 2.9 49 10.3
6 47 9.9 96 20.2
7 81 17.1 177 37.3
8 136 28.6 313 65.9
9 76 16.0 389 81.9
10 86 18.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
DEVLP & COMM COMD VISN/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R34QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 1 0.2 3 0.6
2 1 0.2 4 0.8
3 3 0.6 7 1.5
4 4 0.8 11 2.3
5 7 1.5 18 3.8
6 15 3.2 33 6.9
7 33 6.9 66 13.9
8 90 18.9 156 32.8
9 96 20.2 252 53.1
10 223 46.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
128
IMPOWR IND & WORK GRP/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C35QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 3 0.6 3 0.6
3 6 1.3 9 1.9
4 5 1.1 14 2.9
5 13 2.7 27 5.7
6 37 7.8 64 13.5
7 58 12.2 122 25.7
8 125 26.3 247 52.0
9 110 23.2 357 75.2
10 118 24.8 475 -100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
IMPOWR IND & WORK GRP/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R35QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
2 2 0.4 2 0.4
3 5 1.1 7 1.5
4 1 0.2 8 1.7
5 3 0.6 11 2.3
6 11 2.3 22 4.6
7 31 6.5 53 11.2
8 95 20.0 148 31.2
9 98 20.6 246 51.8
10 229 48.2 475 100.0




C36QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------ 
--
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
1 2 0.4 5 1.1
2 1 0.2 6 1.3
3 3 0.6 9 1.9
4 11 2.4 20 4.3
5 5 1.1 25 5.4
6 37 7.9 62 13.3
7 54 11.6 116 24.8
8 125 26.8 241 51.6
9 107 22.9 348 74.5
10 119 25.5 467 100.0
Frequency Missing = 9
DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R36QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------------------------------- 
--
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
2 1 0.2 2 0.4
3 1 0.2 3 0.6
4 2 0.4 5 1.1
5 7 1.5 12 2.6
6 21 4.5 33 7.1
7 40 8.5 73 15.6
8 105 22.4 178 38.0
9 103 22.0 281 60.0
10 187 40.0 468 100.0




C37QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 2 0.4 2 0.4
5 14 3.0 16 3.4
6 18 3.8 34 7.2
7 45 9.5 79 16.7
8 114 24.1 193 40.7
9 132 27.8 325 68.6
10 149 31.4 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
BUILDING TRUST/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R37QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 2 0.4 2 0.4
5 3 0.6 5 1.1
6 4 0.8 9 1.9
7 19 4.0 28 5.9
8 67 14.1 95 20.0
9 85 17.9 180 37.9
10 295 62.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
MANAGING CHANGE/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C38QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---------------------- i------- -------------------
2 1 0.2 1 0.2
3 2 0.4 3 0.6
4 8 1.7 11 2.3
5 18 3.8 29 6.1
6 23 4.8 52 10.9
7 67 14.1 119 25.1
8 132 27.8 251 52.8
9 121 25.5 372 78.3
10 103 21.7 475 100.0




R38QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 2 0.4 2 0.4
5 1 0.2 3 0.6
6 11 2.3 14 2.9
7 15 3.2 29 6.1
8 71 14.9 100 21.1
9 112 23.6 212 44.6
10 263 55.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C39QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 1 0.2 3 0.6
3 2 0.4 5 1.1
4 8 1.7 13 2.7
5 25 5.3 38 8.0
6 44 9.3 82 17.3
7 66 13.9 148 31.2
8 138 29.1 286 60.2
9 102 21.5 388 81.7
10 87 18.3 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
MANAGING CONFLICT/RUQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R39QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 3 0.6 3 0.6
5 3 0.6 6 1.3
6 9 1.9 15 3.2
7 22 4.6 37 7.8
8 71 14.9 108 22.7
9 109 22.9 217 45.7
10 258 54.3 475 100.0




C40QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 4 0.8 5 1.1
5 17 3.6 22 4.7
6 31 6.6 53 11.2
7 55 11.6 108 22.8
8 ill 23.5 219 46.3
9 117 24.7 336 71.0
10 137 29.0 473 100.0
Frequency Missing = 3
BUILDING TEAMWORK/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R40QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 2 0.4 2 0.4
5 1 0.2 3 0.6
6 7 1.5 10 2.1
7 18 3.8 28 5.9
8 64 13.5 92 19.4
9 92 19.4 184 38.8
10 290 61.2 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C41QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 4 0.8 5 1.1
5 16 3.4 21 4.4
6 25 5.3 46 9.7
7 62 13.1 108 22.7
8 117 24.6 225 47.4
9 127 26.7 352 74.1
10 123 25.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R41QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 1 0.2 2 0.4
6 7 1.5 9 1.9
7 14 2.9 23 4.8
8 57 12.0 80 16.8
9 97 20.4 177 37.3
10 298 62.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C42QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------- ---
4 6 1.3 6 1.3
5 19 4.0 25 5.3
6 34 7.2 59 12.4
7 58 12.2 117 24.6
8 136 28.6 253 53.3
9 117 24.6 370 77.9
10 105 22.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R42QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------------------------------- •
2 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 3 0.6 4 0.8
6 6 1.3 10 2.1
7 16 3.4 26 5.5
8 68 14.3 94 19.8
9 93 19.6 187 39.4
10 288 60.6 475 100.0




C43QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 2 0.4 4 0.8
3 5 1.1 9 1.9
4 14 2.9 23 4.8
5 31 6.5 54 11.4
6 43 9.1 97 20.4
7 85 17.9 182 38.3
8 135 28.4 317 66.7
9 76 16.0 393 - 82.7
10 82 17.3 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
EMPLY COORD MECHNSM/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R43QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
2 1 0.2 2 0.4
3 3 0.6 5 1.1
4 1 0.2 6 1.3
5 5 1.1 11 2.3
6 15 3.2 26 5.5
7 45 9.5 71 14.9
8 114 24.0 185 38.9
9 113 23.8 298 62.7
10 177 37.3 475 100.0




C44QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
----------------------------------------------
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 6 1.3 7 1.5
5 17 3.6 24 5.1
6 29 6.1 53 11.2
7 61 12.8 114 24.0
8 127 26.7 241 50.7
9 99 20.8 340 71.6
10 135 28.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R44QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---------------------------------------------
2 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 2 0.4 3 0.6
5 4 0.8 7 1.5
6 10 2.1 17 3.6
7 29 6.1 46 9.7
8 84 17.7 130 27.4
9 85 17.9 215 45.3
10. 260 54.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C45QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
- ----------- - -
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 4 0.8 6 1.3
3 9 1.9 15 3.2
4 12 2.5 27 5.7
5 19 4.0 46 9.7
6 36 7.6 82 17.3
7 66 13.9 148 31.2
8 101 21.3 249 52.4
9 92 19.4 341 71.8
10 134 28.2 475 100.0
Frequency Kissing m 1
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UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R45QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 4 0.8 4 0.8
1 1 0.2 5 1.1
2 4 0.8 9 i.9
3 4 0.8 13 2.7
4 1 0.2 14 2.9
5 5 1.1 19 4.0
6 9 1.9 28 5.9
7 17 3.6 45 9.5
8 78 16.4 123 25.9
9 73 15.4 196 41.3
10 279 58.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
PROM INNOVT & RISK BEVR/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C46QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 2 0.4 2 0.4
3 3 0.6 5 1.1
4 12 2.5 17 3.6
5 25 5.3 42 8.9
6 46 9.7 88 18.6
7 67 14.1 155 32.7
8 126 26.6 281 59.3
9 80 16.9 361 76.2
10 113 23.8 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
PROM INNOVT & RISK BRVR/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R46QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 5 1.1 6 1.3
5 10 2.1 16 3.4
6 18 3.8 34 7.2
7 35 7.4 69 14.6
8 105 22.2 174 36.7
9 104 21.9 278 58.6
10 196 41.4 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
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MNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C47QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 7 1.5 9 1.9
2 17 3.6 26 5.5
3 30 6.3 56 11.8
4 32 6.7 88 18.5
5 54 11.4 142 29.9
6 77 16.2 219 46.1
7 85 17.9 304 64.0
8 86 18.1 390 82.1
9 45 9.5 435 91.6
10 40 8.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
MNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R47QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------- ---
0 8 1.7 8 1.7
1 1 0.2 9 1.9
2 2 0.4 11 2.3
3 5 1.1 16 3.4
4 5 1.1 21 4.4
5 13 2.7 34 7.2
6 22 4.6 56 11.8
7 64 13.5 120 25.3
8 135 28.4 255 53.7
9 107 22.5 362 76.2
10 113 23.8 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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The SAS System
MNG MIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C48QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 3 0.6 3 0.6
4 9 1.! 12 2.5
5 28 5.9 40 8.4
6 47 9.9 87 18.3
7 71 14.9 158 33.3
8 126 26.5 284 59.8
9 105 22.1 389 - 81.9
10 86 18.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
MNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R48QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---- ---------------------------------------
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 2 0.4 4 0.8
3 1 0.2 5 1.1
4 4 0.8 9 1.9
5 7 1.5 16 3.4
6 20 4.2 36 7.6
7 38 8.0 74 15.6
8 120 25.3 194 40.8
9 117 24.6 311 65.5
10 164 34.5 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C49QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
----------------------------------------
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 1 0.2 2 0.4
2 3 0.6 5 1.1
3 15 3.2 20 4.2
4 19 4.0 39 8.2
5 42 8.9 81 17.1
6 54 11.4 135 28.5
7 97 20.5 232 49.0
8 109 23.0 341 - 72.1
9 70 14.8 411 86.9
10 62 13.1 473 100.0
Frequency Missing 3
EVAL KANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R49QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------ --------
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 2 0.4 3 0.6
3 1 0.2 4 0.8
4 4 0.8 8 1.7
5 8 1.7 16 3.4
6 19 4.0 35 7.4
7 45 9.5 80 16.9
8 146 30.9 226 47.8
9 117 24.7 343 72.5
10 130 27.5 473 100.0




C50QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 34 7.2 34 7.2
1 21 4.4 55 11.6
2 30 6.3 85 18.0
S48 10 .1 133 28 .1
4 46 9.7 179 37.8
5 72 15.2 251 53.1
6 66 14.0 317 67.0
7 65 13.7 382 80.8
8 50 10.6 432 91.3
9 14 3.0 446 94.3
10 27 5.7 473 100.0
Frequency Missing = 3
MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R50QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 24 5.1 24 5.1
-1 5 1.1 29 6.1
2 9 1.9 38 8.0
3 13 2.7 51 10.8
4 9 1.9 60 12.7
5 31 6.6 91 19.2
6 39 8.2 130 27.5
7 76 16.1 206 43.6
8 116 24.5 322 68.1
9 79 16.7 401 84.8
10 72 15.2 473 100.0




C51QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 5 1.1 5 1.1
3 12 2.5 17 3.6
4 23 4.8 40 8.4
.5 43 9.1 83 17.5
6 48 10.1 131 27.6
7 84 17.7 215 45.3
8 123 25.9 338 71.2
9 70 14.7 408 85.9
10 67 14.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
MANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R51QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 7 1.5 7 1.5
1 2 0.4 9 1.9
2 3 0.6 12 2.5
3 3 0.6 15 3.2
4 6 1.3 21 4.4
28 5.9 49 10.3
6 22 4.6 71 14.9
7 62 13.1 133 28.0
8 115 24.2 248 52.2
9 102 21.5 350 73.7
10 125 26.3 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1 
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PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C52QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
3 2 0.4 2 0.4
4 6 1.3 8 1.7
5 17 3.6 25 5.3
6 32 6.8 57 12.0
7 55 11.6 112 23.6
8 125 26.4 237 50.0
9 97 20.5 334 70.5
10 140 29.5 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R52QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 1 0.2 3 0.6
2 1 0.2 4 0.8
3 1 0.2 5 1.1
4 3 0.6 8 1.7
5 7 1.5 15 3.2
6 12 2.5 27 5.7
7 30 6.3 57 12.0
8 75 15.8 132 27.8
9 83 17.5 215 45.4
10 259 54.6 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C53QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
--------- ----------------------------------------
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 4 0.8 5 1.1
5 11 2.3 16 3.4
6 19 4.0 35 7.4
7 58 12.2 93 19.6
8 131 27.6 224 47.2
9 131 27.6 355 74.7
10 120 25.3 475 100.0




R53QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---------------------------------------------
5 5 1.1 5 1.1
6 5 1.1 10 2.1
7 13 2.7 23 4.8
8 83 17.5 106 22.3
9 117 24.6 223 46.9
10 252 53.1 475 100.0
Frequency Missing 1
POS & NEG FEEDBACK/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C54QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
4 6 1.3 7 1.5
5 17 3.6 24 5.1
6 24 5.1 48 10.1
7 73 15.4 121 25.5
8 152 32.0 273 57.5
9 105 22.1 378 79.6
10 97 20.4 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
POS & NEG FEEDBACK/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R54QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
5 4 0.8 5 1.1
6 3 0.6 8 1.7
7 22 4.6 30 6.3
8 8" 16.8 110 23.2
9 123 25.9 233 49.1
10 242 50.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C55QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
------------------------------------------------
3 3 0.6 3 0.6
4 7 1.5 10 2.1
5 19 4.0 29 6.1
6 38 8.0 67 14.1
7 86 18.1 153 32.2
8 122 25.7 275 57.9
9 115 24.2 390 82.1
10 85 17.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R55QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 1 0.2 1 0.2
5 5 1.1 6 1.3
6 6 1.3 12 2.5
7 23 4.8 35 7.4
8 93 19.6 128 26.9
9 128 26.9 256 53.9
10 219 46.1 475 100.0




C56QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 1 0.2 1 0.2
3 3 0.6 4 0.8
4 3 0.6 7 1.5
5 17 3.6 24 5.1
6 30 6.3 54 11.4
7 61 12.8 115 24.2
8 144 30.3 259 54.5
9 91 19.2 350 73.7
10 125 26.3 475 -100.C.
Frequency Missing - 1
LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R56QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
----------------------------------
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
5 1 0.2 2 0.4
6 4 0.8 6 1.3
7 14 2.9 20 4.2
8 64 13.5 84 17.7
9 108 22.7 192 40.4
10 283 59.6 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
BLD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C57QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0-4----------
0 2 0.4 2 0.4
1 2 0.4 4 0.8
2 1 0.2 5 1.1
3 12 2.5 17 3.6
4 11 2.3 28 5.9
5 35 7.4 63 13.3
6 40 8.4 103 21.7
7 86 18.1 189 39.9
8 124 26.2 313 66.0
9 89 18.8 402 84.8
10 72 15.2 474 100.0
Frequency Missing - 2
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BLD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R57QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
2 1 0.2 2 0.4
3 2 0.4 4 0.8
4 1 0.2 5 1.1
5 7 1.5 12 2.5
6 11 2.3 23 4.9
7 36 7.6 59 12.4
8 106 22.4 165 34.8
9 127 26.8 292 61.6
10 182 38.4 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C58QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 1 0.2 1 0.2
1 2 0.4 3 0.6
2 2 0.4 5 1.1
3 13 2.7 18 3.8
4 18 3.8 36 7.6
5 30 6.3 66 13.9
6 35 7.4 101 21.3
7 75 15.8 176 37.1
8 126 26.5 302 63.6
9 83 17.5 385 81.1
10 90 18.9 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
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REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R58QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
0 3 0.6 3 0.6
3 4 0.8 7 1.5
4 9 1.9 16 3.4
5 7 1.5 23 4.8
6 18 3.8 41 8.6
7 36 7.6 77 16.2
8 110 23.2 187 39.4
9 117 24.6 304 64.0
10 171 36.0 475 -100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
CLIMATE OF OPEN COMM/CUR
Cumulative Cumulative
C59QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3 1 0.2 1 0.2
3 1 0.2 2 0.4
5 9 1.9 11 2.3
6 25 5.3 36 7.6
7 48 10.1 84 17.7
8 121 25.5 205 43.2
9 124 26.1 329 69.3
10 146 30.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
CLIMATE OF OPEN COMN/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R59QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-------------------------------------------
5 3 0.6 3 0.6
6 5 1.1 8 1.7
7 17 3.6 25 5.3
8 73 15.4 98 20.6
9 113 23.8 211 44.4
10 264 55.6 475 100.0




C60QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
4 7 1.5 7 1.5
5 17 3.6 24 5.1
6 39 8.2 63 13.3
7 80 16.9 143 30.2
8 141 29.7 284 59.9
9 102 21.5 386 81.4
10 88 18.6 474 100.0
Frequency Missing = 2
CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ
Cumulative Cumulative
R60QUES Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2 1 0.2 - 0.2
3 1 0.2 2 0.4
4 1 0.2 3 0.6
5 2 0.4 5 1.1
6 7 1.5 12 2.5
+7 23 4.8 35 7.4
8 99 20.8 134 28.2
9 124 26.1 258 54.3
10 217 45.7 475 100.0
Frequency Missing - 1
FINANCIAL/RESOURCE XGMT
Cumulative Cumulative
FINMGMT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
---------- C---------------------------------------
1 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 4 0.8 6 1.3
3 5 1.1 11 2.3
4 12 2.5 23 4.8
5 20 4.2 43 9.0
6 31 6.5 74 15.5
7 72 15.1 146 30.7
8 145 30.5 291 61.1
9 98 20.6 389 81.7
10 87 18.3 476 100.0
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PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL
Cumulative Cumulative
PROGRAM Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
-----------------------------------------------
2 4 0.8 4 0.8
3 2 0.4 6 1.3
4 10 2.1 16 3.4
5 22 4.6 38 8.0
6 33 6.9 71 14.9
7 84 17.6 155 32.6
8 146 30.7 301 63.2
9 105 22.1 406 85.3
10 70 14.7 476 -100.0
DECISION MAKNG/PROBIM SOLV
Cumulative Cumulative
DECISION Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 1 0.2 1 0.2
2 2 0.4 3 0.6
3 5 1.1 8 1.7
4 9 1.9 17 3.6
5 17 3.6 34 7.1
6 27 5.7 61 12.8
7 55 11.6 116 24.4
8 116 24.4 232 48.7
9 100 21.0 332 69.7
10 144 30.3 476 100.0
LEGAL ISSUES
Cumulative Cumulative
LEGAL Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
----------------------------------------------
1 2 0.4 2 0.4
2 4 0.8 6 1.3
3 -16 3.4 22 4.6
4 16 3.4 38 8.0
5 46 9.7 84 17.7
6 61 12.8 145 30.5
7 94 19.8 239 50.3
8 129 27.2 368 77.5
9 57 12.0 425 89.5
10 50 10.5 475 100.0




OPMGMT Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 3 0.6 3 0.6
2 3 0.6 6 1.3
3 7 1.5 13 2.7
4 18 3.8 31 6.5
5 48 10.1 79 16.6
6 43 9.1 122 25.7
7 125 26.3 247 52.0
8 135 28.4 382 80.4
9 63 13.3 445 93.7
10 30 6.3 475 100.0
Frequency Missing = 1
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR
Cumulative Cumulative
ORGNBEH Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
1 5 1.1 5 1.1
2 1 0.2 6 1.3
3 8 1.7 14 2.9
4 7 1.5 21 4.4
5 21 4.4 42 8.8
6 45 9.5 87 18.3
7 52 10.9 139 29.2
8 85 17.9 224 47.1
9 105 22.1 329 69.1
10 147 30.9 476 100.0
MANPOWER/HUMAN RES MGMT
Cumulative Cumulative
MANPOWER Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
--------------------------------------------- ---
2 3 0.6 3 0.6
3 3 0.6 6 1.3
4 8 1.7 14 2.9
5 18 3.8 32 6.7
6 36 7.6 68 14.3
7 75 15.8 143 30.0
8 107 22.5 250 52.5
9 101 21.2 351 73.7




COMM Frequency Percent Frequency Plrcent
1 3 0.6 3 0.6
2 4 0.8 7 1.5
3 8 1.7 15 3.2
"4 7 1.5 22 4.6
5 12 2.5 34 7.1
6 14 2.9 48 10.1
7 22 4.6 70 14.7
8 61 12.8 131 27.5
9 107 22.5 238 -50.0
10 238 50.0 476 100.0
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IPPENDIZ a
BywayT UBIONBU KWAN =R Dlaw"
FINANCIAL MANAGEMNT MEANS AM DELTAS
Variable Label M mom Std Dev Mi nima Maxima
ClGUES IulERP FINAN STATUISTS/OUR 474 5.3101266 2.480968 0 10.0000000
RIMJES INTEMP FINAN STATUENTSREQ 474 7.3902954 1.8408079 0 10.0000000
GIDELTA DELTA-IMERUP FINAN STATUSITS 472 2.067M96 2.5161181 -5.0000000 8.000000
C2QU.E RECOG SAWNU SOURCES/CU 475 5.728421 2.599074 0 10.0000000
R2uE REMo Fuimu SOURESjRE 475 7.9431579 1.7231761 0 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-RECOG RMING8 SOIRES 474 2.2130802 2.604373 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C3DES EVAL OPER & CAP KDGTs/CUR 475 5.4905W6 2.6619317 0 10.0000000
R3QUES EVAL apE A CAP UIDUTS/RE0 474 7.5738397 2.0624067 0 10.0000000
03DELTA DELTA-EVAL, OPER & CAP hIDGETS 473 2.0676533 2.7074M6 -6.0000000 10.0000000
C4UES RES NMUT AD'I DUWOILR 472 5.0741525 2.6294125 0 10.0000000
R4UES RES MUST ADV& DRIUIC/EQ 471 7.3354565 2.635670 0 10.0000000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RESWRCE MUST ADV & DRAWBA=K 470 2.2595745 2.7107666 -10.000000 10.0000000
c50UES MAX ON FROM REIRIOR/ 469 4.4200426 2.9432857 0 10.0000000
ASSUES MAX MEN FROM REINUR/REG 468 6.590290 2.9819150 0 10.0000000
OSOLTA DELTA-MAX -E FROM REIM 467 2.1691649 3.031889 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C69AE 15m1 W/pROOBNUET ITS/OR 474 4.567510 2.5758431 0 10.0000000
R60JES 15M1 1/PROCRIUNIT ITS/REQ 475 6.6968421 2.2819902 0 10.0000000
G6DELTA DELTA-W5RK V/PIORENNT SYSTEM 473 2.1395349 2.8473861 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C70ES WST4-EVFT AMAL TECIVOR 475 5.5368421 2.6914=5 0 10.0000000
hUES COST-UEMFT ANAL TECK/RE 475 7.3810526 2.22662M 0 10.0000000
Q70ELTA DELTA-COST/SENEFIT MNAL TECH 474 1.8523207 2.7107423 -9.000000 10.0000000
FINIWIT FINANCIAL/RESCSRCE MUST 476 7.9306723 1.7036878 1.0000 10.0000000
FIM=G AGGIEGATI--41NMCIAL/C 467 5.1710003 2.2300066 0.1428571 10.0000000
FINAU AGGREGATE--FINANIAL/k 46 7.279290 1.8127734 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINNCIAL 464 2.1012931 2.3315911 -5.5714286 9.5714M8
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALIITIGM MEANS AMS DELTAS
Variable LabeL N Mam Std Day Minima Maxima
CUSUS NAiNON PUNNING PROCS/OR 475 S.5936842 2.4617672 0 10.0000000
R&ME NANGNG PLANUING PROCS/REG 475 7.6547368 1.87546 0 10.0000m0
USHELTA DELTA-NANMAING PLANMINIG PCS474 2.0780591 2.3821534 -5.0000 9.0000000
C9QME NETBIS EVA]. PROGRAMS/OR 475 6.0273684 2.3005431 0 10.0000000
1901E5 METNDS EVAL PROGRAMS/ME 475 7.W%9737 1.6572990 0 10.000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METNDS EVAL PROGRAMS 474 1.8586496 2.230638 -6.0000000 9.0000000
CIOMIS EVAL A APWL MARKET MEAL/ORl 475 5.2715789 2.529979 0 10.0000000
RIOMES EVAL & APPL MARKCET AMUSALQU 473 7.477813 1.9925M9 0 10.0000000
GIODELTA DELTA-EVAI. & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 472 2.2076271 2.4940066 -6.0000000 10.000000
ClI iES Or IMPRW PRIM a XNTS/COR 475 7.21056 1.892141 1.0000000 10.0000000
RIIGIES Or INP1OY PRIM A MNDI/REO 475 8.5010526 1.505790 2.0000000 10.0000000o
QIIOETA DELTA-DOP IMPM PRIM a NT= 474 1.305972 1.9150254 -6.0000000 9.0000000
CI20ME DEPT & MIS NIL FAC/Ctl 472 7.578389 2.1420368 0 10.0000000
RI2UES DEPT & ROSC NIL FAC/NGQ 473 S.4803 1.8262M3 0 10.0000000
Q12META DELTA-OWT & PUEC NIL FAC 471 0.8407643 1.960252 -10.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRM PROGRM PLANNING & EVAL 476 7.9054622 1.551245 2.0000000 10.0000000
PMEAQ AAGREGATE--PIOGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 472 6.340M7 1.91510W 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/R 471 7.991062 1.4379002 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPUDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 469 1.6605544 1.840U"0 -4.8000000 7.4000000
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DECISION MAXIAG MEANS AND DELTAS
Variable Label N Mn Std 04ev Ninius Mnaximu
C13SIES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 475 7.7178947 1.6434231 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13QES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 475 8.7936842 1.1940261 4.0000000 10.0000000
013DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 474 1.0822785 1.6019222 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C140ES INCLD 0TNR DECSN NANG/CUR 474 5.1075949 1.5260339 1.0000000 10.0000000
R14@JES INCLO 0TNR DEC5 NAI GREQ 474 8.7320675 1.3077849 0 10.0000000
Q14KELTA DELTA-INCL OTNER DECSN WAKING 473 0.6300211 1.4557409 -8.0000000 7.0000000
CISQUES DECISM WAKNG TECHOCUR 474 7.6329114 1.6781940 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISUES DECISN MAIOIG TECH/REQ 474 8.5022755 1.3123 3.0000000 10.0000000
QIS5ELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 473 0.9556025 1.6313063 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C16GUS USE MNIT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 474 5.5590717 2.3277197 0 10.0000000
R16ONES USE NIT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 473 7.8773784 1.6842289 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q16OELTA DELTA-USE MUIT INFOR SYSTBI TECH 472 2.3220339 2.324%40 -4.0000000 10.0000000
C17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 475 5.4526316 2.4137M9 0 10.0000000
R17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 473 7.1501057 1.9895609 0 10.0000000
QI1DELTA DELTA-STAT-TOOLS IN DECISION WAXING 472 1.6949153 2.477571 -5.0000000 10.000000
C18"UES STRiNG WEANS STAT TECN/COR 475 5.2210526 2.53156W 0 10.0000000
AIlQUES STRUG WWAKS STAT TECHI/RE 474 7.210970 2.0792456 0 10.0000000
GlDELTA DELTA-STREINGTNS & IIEAK OF STAT TECNS 473 1.9936575 2.578837 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/COR 474 5.0949367 2.4124097 0 10.0000000
R19MES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 475 6.9873684 1.95838?9 0 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTENS ARE DESIGNED 473 1.9006342 2.4322732 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C20UES ANIALYZE RISK & ALT/COR 474 7.0928270 2.0552185 0 10.0000000
R2OQJES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 475 8.4084211 1.4073094 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 473 1.3234672 1.91532m -5.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION *AING/PROULN SOLV 476 8.3109244 1.6T7077 1.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREATE--EC NAKING/PRBLEI SOLV/C 471 6.4869958 1.6565865 1.8750000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MJKING/PROIBN SOLV/2 469 7.9688166 1.2218493 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PRU SOLV 467 1.485S460 1.6561450 -5.1250000 7.5000000
LEGAL ISSLES MEA AND DELTAS
Variable Label N NMon Sw Dev Minimu Mximu
C21SES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCOU/CUR 475 7.3204211 1.96926 0 10.0000000
P21QUES KNOV VIOLTN OF UOIU/REQ 474 8.3375527 1.799689 0 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCNU 473 1.042 2.148147 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C22OLES PINIS IT UNDR UNJ/CUR 475 7.1452632 2.2730195 0 10.0000000
R22IES PUNISUENT UNR LOU/RQ 475 8.0578o 7 2.0578746 0 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUIISl1NENT UIDER UC06 474 0.8997342 2.4283122 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UOU VIOLTN/OUR 475 7.120158 2.3476450 0 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT U0IU VIOLTNI/REQ 474 8.1561181 2.073931 0 10.0000000
023DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT hUN U10. 473 1.0317125 2.4617946 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C24IES ADNIN EP AUTN & PROC/ORU 474 6.451477 2.3745808 0 10.0000000
R21ES ADMIi SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 474 7.6708861 2.1471542 0 10.0000000
O24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTN & PROC 473 1.2301440 2.5344581 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C2MSES KNOW LIM NOP & PROF/COR 474 6.7637131 2.1671855 0 10.0000000
RMSES KNOW LIAO NOWP & PROF/REQ 474 8.225734 1.901840 0 10.0000000
OMUELTA DELTA-KNOW LIMR OF NOW & PROF 473 1.469546 2.2340600 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C2UES KOW ENVIRON IDPCT I15/OR 475 6.176421 2.260067 0 10.0000000
R26SQE KIOM ENVIRON DUCT l5/REQ 475 7.9200000 1.53553 0 10.0000000
026ELTA DELTA-NOW ENVIRON INPACT 19 474 1.7510549 2.393889 -8.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISNUES 475 7.2021053 1.09"8m 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAWC AGREGATE--LEGAL ISUMS/C 473 6.8357999 1.8620772 0. 10.0000000
L94M AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISKIS/R 472 8.067435 1.7036192 0 10.0000000
LESELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGRL IUES 471 1.229632 2.003541 -8.0000000 8.6666667
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OPERAT IONS MANAGEMENT ISSUES MANS AND DELTAS
Variable LabeL U M meu Std De Minium Maxima
C2"uES fINCT OSHA Rea NOSP OP/CUR 474 6.1139241 2.4674833 0 10.0000000
R27VUES IIMCT OSA REQ NOSP OP/REQ 474 7.6561181 2.3313958 0 10.0000000
Q27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSNA ON NOIP 473 1.5496829 2.5408036 -8.0000000 10.0
C28GUES EVAL PROP TO AUlR TEC/CUOR 475 6.2652632 2.1250847 0 10.0000000
R280ES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/REQ 475 7.6715789 1.7458609 0 10.0000000
G2EDELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AMN TECH 474 1.4135021 2.1959763 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C29fUES OPP & LIN Da)/DON aMTRL/CUR 474 5.3206751 2.4843091 0 10.0000000
R29QUES OPP & LIM 0W/DON MATIRT REQ 473 7.3446089 1.9016210 0 10.0000000
Q29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIM TO DOD/DON NATRL 472 2.021186 2.5101865 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C30QUES OtSEE EQUIP MUNT PRG/CUR 475 5.7263158 2.4513929 0 10.0000000
R30OWUES OVRSEE EQUIP MUNT PUBIREQ 475 6.9536842 2.0036786 0 10.0000000
Q30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP YNT PROGRAM 474 1.23417 2.3386659 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C31QUES ENSM EXEC SECRTY REo/OR 475 5.7452632 2.4340139 0 1O.0000000
R310.ES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 475 7.0.42105 2.1248339 0 10.0000000
Q31DELTA DELTA-EMSURE EIECUTION OF SEC NEQS 474 1.3059072 2.3267193 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C320AE$ OVRSEE FACILITIES NMT/CUR 475 5.5789474 2.5696170 0 10.0000000
R32MUES OVRSEE FACILITIES GMUSTU/E 475 6.8315789 2.3566614 0 10.0000000
Q32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MUNT 476 0.2962185 C.4570689 0 1.0000000
OPHNUT OPERATIONS MUST ISSUES 475 7.2042105 1.6745751 1.0000000 10.0000000
OPMAC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MUNT ISSUES/C 473 5.7892882 1.9674249 0.3333333 10.000000
O9MMi AGGQEGATE--OPERATIONAL MUNT ISUMS/R 472 7.2454096 1.6630116 0.6666667 10.0000
OPNOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MUNT !SSUES 471 1.457537= 2.0016162 -7.3333333 8.3
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AMD DELTAS
VariabLe LabeL N MNam Std Ow NMini NMxiu
C33UES GOM SUP REQ OP FOtC/CUR 475 7.8168421 2.0058276 0 10.0000000
R33ES KMV UP REQ OP FORC/REQ 475 8.6252632 1.6234677. 0 10.0000000
033DELTA DELTA:-KWO & SUPPORT OFF FORcS 474 0.8101266 2.0267301 -8.0000000 7.0000000
C34QLES DEVLP & COMM COSS VISE/CUR 475 7.7305263 1.796W794 0 10.0000000
R34QES DEVLP & COMM COSD VISE/REQ 475 8.837M947 1.5660681 0 10.0000000
034DELTA DELTA-EVELOP & COWCN W•I VISION 474 1.1118143 1.9019706 -8.0000000 7.0000000
C353JES IMPOW, IND & WORK Up/cuR 475 8.2252632 1.6035936 2.0000000 10.0000000
235JES INP•OR 130 & WORK GUP/RE 475 8.9536842 1.3756326 2.0000000 10.0000000
03SOELTA DELTA-ENPOIER INV & UMfK GROUPS 474 0.7299578 1.5817635 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C36UES DEVLP NOM-PARCNL PEIRSP/CR 467 8.2119914 1.7246091 0 10.0000000
R360U[S DEVI.P iON-PARCL PIMSP/REQ 468 8.7414530 1.4170239 0 10.0000000
G36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP MON-PAROCKIAL PERSPECTIVE 466 0.533348 1.6010418 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C37LES UILDING TRUST/CIR 474 8.6308017 1.3121568 4.0000000 10.0000000
R37UES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 475 9.3284211 1.0481713 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q3?DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 473 0.69767" 1.3370276 -5.0000000 5.0000000
C38QM MANAGING ChANGE/RCU 475 8.2357395 1.4823800 2.0000000 10.0000000
R380UES MANAGING CKANGE/REQ 475 9.2421053 1.0585775 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q38DELTA DELTA-MNAGING CHAIGE 474 1.0084388 1.5194067 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C39UES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 475 7.9684211 1.6099154 1.0000000 10.0000000
A39ME MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 475 9.1873684 1.1291349 4.0000000 10.0000000
G39OILTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 474 1.2215190 1.7165655 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C4AUE BUILDIN TEWORK/cUt 473 8.4270613 1.4553624 3.0000000 10.0000000
R4OMES BUILDING TEAMI0R/REQ 474 9.3270042 1.032=714 4.0000000 10.0000000
WIODELTA DELTA-WUILDING TEAMM 472 0.9025424 1.5068964 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C41IES DEVLP P0 ORGAN CLIAT/CR 475 8.4021053 1.4143612 2.0000000 10.0000000
R4IIUES OEVLP POS OGAN CLINAT/RES 475 9.3810526 0.9915566 3.0000000 10.0000000
041fELTA DIELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE OR ENVIRONMENT 474 0.9610127 1.4134030 -5.0000000 7.0000000
/42in5 MOTIVATING PEOPLE/COR 475 8.2526316 1.4820M 4.0000000 10.0000000
R420=E MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 475 9.3115789 1.0790M53 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q420ELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 474 1.0632911 1.4942464 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C43UAES EPLY COit IU UNSM/CUR 475 7.7200000 1.7500814 0 10.0000000
443GUES EMPLY COW3 MCSIUS/RO 475 8.7242105 1.3877642 0 10.0000000
043KELTA DELTA-*IPPLOT COOm NEC14NISNS 474 1.0084388 1.7142397 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C44OEU OMLP SUBOMItJATES/CUR 475 8.3573947 1.473507 3.0000000 10.0000000
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R44tJES DEVLP SUIROINATES/REQ 475 9.1157895 1.2209766 2.0000000 10.0000000
044DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUORDINATES 474 0.759M937 1.5226148 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C45MS IWRSTU ROLE CO & XO/OJR 475 8.0694737 1.8830284 0 10.0000000
R45UES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 475 9.0400000 1.6802652 0 10.0000000
Q45OELTA DELTA-•NDERSTANDIMG ROLE OF CO/XO 474 .0.9725738 2.2575424 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C46ONS PROM INNOIT & RISK BIvRIOD 474 7.9936709 1.6975= 2.0000000 10.0000000
446QUES PROM JINOYT & RISK 8NVR/REQ 474 8.7784810 1.38W914 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q4DELTA DELTA-PAN INMO. & RISK BEHAVIOR 473 0.784693 1.7196263 -5.0000000 7.0000000
ORDGBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 476 8.178571 1.1874 1.0 10.0000000
RGC A GREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL EHAVIORIC 463 8.13891 1.2480 4.0000 10.0000000
ORGAN AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 466 9.0396996 0.9749496 4.4M5714 10.0000000
ORGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 462 0.902428 1.2634297 -3.92M5714 5.4215714
MANPOWER NANABENENT/NRIN ISMES MEANS AND DELTAS
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minfu maximu
C472M NNG CIV PER BY AEG PROC/CUR 475 6.4821M 2.219304 0 10.0000000
R47"S NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 475 8.1221053 1.8707824 0 10.0000000
"Q0ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 474 1.6476793 2.144899 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C48QUES MG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CuR 475 7.9515789 1.576385 3.0000000 10.0000000
R43OUES IWC NIL PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 475 8.6273684 1.4819905 0 10.0000000
OA8ELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONUEL 474 0.6772152 1.7433740 -8.0000000 7.0000000
C49OES EVAL MANPWR STAF MEEDS/OUR 473 7.3213531 1.8928693 0 10.0
R49OWS EVAL MAWWE STAF NEEDS/REQ 473 8.47914 1.4350775 0 10.0000000
Q49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOIER STAFFING NEEDS 472 1.1610169 1.9649555 -8.0000000 7.0
CSOUES NMAGE LAMM RELATIONS/UR M7 5.1078224 2.669084 0 10.0000000
35005$ MANAGE LAIR RELATIONS/REQ 473 7.141690 2.5642215 0 10.0
Q50DELTA DELTA-ANAGE LAMOR RELATIONS 472 2.0487288 2.9177978 -7.0000000 10.0000000
03111.S MANG NULTI-CULT DIVISTY/OR 475 7.395780 1.8801605 2.0000000 10.0000000
R51US MAG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTT/REQ 475 8.0736842 1.96292 0 10.0000000
•iDELTA DELTA-MAHN NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 474 0.6814346 2.0162640 -9.0000000 7.00000
C5215S PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/OR 474 8.369789 1.5081587 3.0000000 10.0000000
3520U5S PROM ETHICm PRAC IN OPS/REG 474 9.0126582 1.4969433 0 10.0000000
Q52DELTA DELTA-PRONOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 476 0.4621849 0.499092M 0 1.0000o00
MANPOWER NANIqER/IUKAN RES MONT 476 8.1785714 1.6401678- 2.0000000 10.0000000
MAM8C A2;REGATE--MANPOWE. MONT/N ISSUES/C 471 7.0967261 1.5426891 2.0000000 10.0000000
MA AGGREGATE--NANPWQER MONT/H ISSUES/R 471 8.241614 1.4399150 1.0000000 10.0000000
NAIDELTA AGGIREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NONT/I ISSU 470 1.1507092 1.6599133 -7.6666667 6.1666667
CORIUICATRIONS ISSUES EANMS AND DELTAS
Variable Label N Neon Std iev Minium xaxima
C530ES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/OR 475 8.4652632 1.3231153 3.0000000 10.0000000
R53SUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/EEQ 475 9.22736M 1.0140825 5.0000000 10.0000000
053DELTA DELTA-URITING EFFECTIVELY 474 0.7637131 1.3866899 -5.0000000 7.0000000
CS40JES POS & MEG FUEDBACK/CM 475 8.20631m 1.3899739 3.0000000 10.0000000
R54QUES P06 & NEC FEEDSACKfREQ 475 9.176841 1.09 0 0 10.0000000
QS40ELTA DLTA-POS & MEG FEEDSA= 474 0.97738 1.5212682 -10.0000000 7.0000000
CSSUES DELVE EFF ORAL PIES/OR 475 8.0484211 1.488z278 3.0000000 10.0000000
R550158 DELV EFF ORAL PRES/Q 475 9.07M47 1.087 526 4.0000000 10.0000000
05SOELTA DELTA-OILV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 474 1.031656 1.6142372 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C5605 LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/OR 475 8.284210 1.494456 1.0000000 10.0000000
R56E LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 47S 9.355789S 0.9534211 3.0000000 10.0000000
056DELTA DELTA-LIUTENING EFFECTIVELY 474 1.0738397 1.5890851 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CS7UUES OLD WRK &UlWRT RELTE/CUR 474 7.6244726 1.8444569 0 10.0000000
E57EUS soD wo & £SPIT R11.1/50 474 8.8101266 1.3428311 0 10.0000000
QSELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & UPPOET RELT 473 1.1881607 1.8204661 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CMOUES REP GRON TO EXTRNL EP/OCR 475 7.69g9474 1.9115182 0 10.0000000
158555 REP CROK TO EXTRNL GIP/St 475 8.6021053 1.614729 0 10.0000000
OMUTA DITA-RERESENT ON TO LAWN& ORPt 474 0.9050633 1.7918820 -6.0000000 8.0000000
039 , CLIMATE OF OPEN CONK/MA 475 8.5936842 1.3077028 3.0000000 10.0000000
S9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CONWREQ 475 9.2736842 0.9877104 5.0000000 10.0000000
QMLTA DLTA-CLINATE OF OPEN CONNNICATIONS 474 0.681436 1.2221 -4.0000000 5.0000000
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C609UES CUIXJCT MEETIEGS EFF/CUR 474 8.08"979 1.418f1 4.0000000 10.0000000
R60QIES COsXcCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 475 9.0526316 1.1359f99 2.000000 10.0000000
Q60DELTA DELTA-CONSSJCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 473 0.9682875 1.4932"c1 -1.0000000 6.0000000
COMM COMUUICATION 476 8.8067227 1.79954e9 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMMAG AGGREGATE--CWUSNICATIONS/C 473 8.1300211 1.1439991 4.7500000 10.0000000
CMAGM AGGREGATE--COISUJNICATIONS/R 474 9.0725211 0.8928350 5.2500000 10.0000000
CCSNELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CGRIUICATIONS 472 0.9435911 1.1638132 -3.7500I000 5.0000000
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APPENDIX x
DICTPIONARY IPOR XANS YA.LS V, ADILAS
CiQUES Question 1 - Current Skill
RIQUES Question 1 - Required Skill
QIDELTA Question 1 - Delta (Required-Current)
C2QUES Question 2 - Current Skill
R2QUES Question 2 - Required Skill
Q2DELTA Question 2 - Delta (Required-Current)
C60QUES Question 60 - Current Skill
R60QUES Question 60 - Required Skill
Q60DELTA Question 60 - Delta (Required-Current)
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NuANS FOR ALL GROUPS 0F QUESTIONS
BY DESIG 2 SPLIT OUT NSCAN, USCICAs
RAN i0, POSIT 1, KONCHO 1, ZONCHO 2
FINANCIAL MXANAEENT MEUAN AND DELTAS
------------- ---- DESIG2-0 I ----------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Nean Std Dev Minimm Maxfmu
ClGUES INTERP FINAM STATENUTS/OE 47 5.638297 2.3332M6 0 10.0000000
RIUJES INTERP FINAN STATENITS/REG 47 7.276597 1.8615343 - 2.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-IMTERP PINAN STATENUSIS 47 1.6382M7 2.4175583 -4.0000 7.0000000
C20WS RE00G P1808 OUCRCES/CUR 47 5.7659574 2.639M73 1.00001000 10.0000000
R2QU.ES: RECOG P13010 SOURCES/REG 47 7.68811 1.7706101 2.0000 10.0000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 47 1.9148m3 2.7012862 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C3UJES EVAL OPER & CAP IADGETS/CtlR 47 5.7021277 2.685635 0 10.0000
R30PAS EVAL OPER & CAP 0UDGTS/RE0 47 7.1910894 2.32M867 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP DIDGETS 47 1.489567 2.7256618 -3.0000000 7.001001000
C4QUES RES MOST MDV & DRUSC/CIR 46 5.3695652 2.42%4090 0 10.0000
R4QUES RES MNINT ADV & DRWNC/R 4 7.5217391 2.297236 0 10.0000000
Q4DELTA DELTA-RESOIRCE MOST ADV & DRAWBACKS 46 2.1521739 2.1803913 -2.0000000 7.0000
CSQES MAX BEN FROM REIM/lCW 45 5.60888889 2.77BY34 0 10.0000000
ESGES MAX BEN FROM REIM/REQ 45 6.6000000 2.6319713 0 10.0000000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX -IE PROM RNEIM 45 1.5111111 2.033422 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C6QUES WORK W/PROCUINT SYS/OUR 47 5.382977 2.3915903 0 10.0000000
R6UJES WORK W/PbO.URNNT SYS/REQ 47 6.9787234 1.8116694 3.0000 10.0000
OdDELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROCUIRENNT SYSTEM 47 1.5957447 2.6015010 -5.0000000 a.0000
C70AS COSf-VENPT ANAL TECN/03R 47 6.0638M9 2.4263432 1.0000000 10.0000
RTUES COST-DEVFT ANAL TECKMGM 47 7.3404255 2.1190297 0 10.00000100
07DELTA DELTA-COST/UENEFIT ANAL TECN 47 1.2765957 2.6515142 -- 4.0000000 7.001000100
P INNMOT FINANCIAL/RESOU*CE MUST 47 7.7672E340 1.6541932 4.0000000 10.0000000
FIN=IO AAIREGATE-4-PINMCIAL/C 45 5.6126984 2.1591635 2.0000000 10.0000000
FIN= AGOREGDTE-4-PINACIAL/ft 43 7.2285714 1.7600493 2.1428M7 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 45 1.61587M 2.2078504 -3.142171 6.7142857
.............................. DEI2O ..........................................................
Variabte Label N Mean Std Dev Minimus Maximum
ClUES INTERP FIVNA STATEMNTS/O.3 96 5.3333333 2.1553687 1.0000000 10.00000010
RINUES INTERP FIVNl STATUINTS/REG 97 7.5567010 1.33U2908 3.0000000 10.0000000
GlDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENTS 96 2.208=33 2.1221472 -2.0000 8.000100010
C20AE8 RECO MONSI SUItCES/OU.E 97 5.494844 2.3099M9 0 10.0000000
R20.115 RECOG FUNDNS SOURCES/REG 97 7.9381443 1.5056452 3.0000000 10.0000000
O2DELTA DILTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 97 2.4432M9 2.4578491 -4.0000 8.0000000
C3QIES EVAL OPER & CAP 1UDW9TS/O* 97 5.1134021 2.3711648 0 9.010000010
LIM$E EVAL OPER & CAP BUSGETS/UEG 97 7.2969691 2.0112442 0 10.000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP ISMETS 97 2.18M570 2.52623609 -4.0000000 8.001000010
C4UJS RES MUST MDV I ORBlIUE R 95 3.5684211 2.4609= 0 10.0000000
R4611 UtS MOST ADY & bUEK/ES 95 5.9157m9 2.977441 0 10.0000000
"DOELTA DELTA-REWORCE MUST MDV & DRAMRCKS 95 2.3473684 2.8574964 -5.0000000 9.0000000
CSEXS MAX -E PROS REIME/OR 93 2.3763441 2.34944M 0 8.0000000
35611 pmX mE FROS aUDER/RE 93 4.7526882 3.11252 0 10.00001000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX BEN PROM REIMI 93 2.37a3441 2.9485220 -2.0000000 10.0000000
C6SES, WORK V/PROURNMNT ITS/OUR 97 3.597938 2.2668=0 0 9.0000000
36UE6 WORK W/PROCURNT S18/REQ 97 6.0206186 2.4366104 0 10.000001010
QWDLTA DELTA-WORK W/PROCUREENT SYSTEM 97 2.4226804 2.6665 -3.00001000 9.000000
CVQUES COST-UENFT ANAL TIECU/R 97 4.4742268 2.4878571 0 9.0000000
RhUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECKURE 97 6.5567010 2.245=1 1.0000000 10.00000010
OT7KLTA DELTA-CWST/UENEFIT MANL TECH 97 2.0824742 2.490273 -3.0000000 7.00010000
PJNNOST PINAMCIAL/REUCURCE MOST 97 7.75277 1.500148 3.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE--PINANCIAL/C 92 4.2057143 1.815929 0.142871 8.0000000n
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FINA&M AGMRGATE--FINANIAL/R 93 6.5110652 1.7872424 1.5714286 9.714287
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -FINANCIAL 92 2.277950 2.103796 -2.142837 8.0000000
FINANCIAL MANAGEMNT NEANS AND DELTAS
--------------------- DESIG2-M----------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label Meun Stdl Off NMianm Neadam
ClGUES INTERP FINAN STATUENTS/O.3 153 4.6797386 2.4779384 0 10.0000000
RIQUES INTERP FINAlS STATENUTS/REQ 153 7.27450%6 1.9709579 0 10.0000
QiDELTA DELTA-INTER? FINAl $TAT ENNTS 152 2.5966842 2.5142241 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C2QLES RECOG FUSSES SOURCES/CUR 153 5.2352941 2.5359642 0 10.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUNSIG SOCuRtCES/REQ 154 7.6891169 1.81539767 0 10.0000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNSING SOURCES 153 2.6732026 2.5849516 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C3QUES EVAL OPEl & CAP EUDGETS/CUR 153 4.9738562 2.5467M2 0 10.0000
A30AJS EVAS. OM~ & CAP US.DETS/REG 153 7.6601307 2.0234266 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP SUDGETS 152 2.6776316 2.5903590 '-6.0000000 a.0000
CQUES RES MMT ADV & DIUBK/CUR 153 5.4901961 2.4668660 0 10.0000
R"JES; RES NGNT ADV- & DRIK/REQ 153 7.8431373 2.400960 0 10.0000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RESOURCE NOT ADY & DRAMEACKS 152 2.3684211 2.6834894 -7.0000000 a.0000
CSSJUES MAX ME FROM REISUR/O 153 4.7189542 2.7204332 0 10.0000
25QLIES MAX OEM FROM RtEINUR/REQ 153 7.2745096 2.6710612 0 10.0000
Q50ELTA DELTA-MAX - FROM REIM 152 2.5592105 3.0181209 -6.0000000 10.0000000
CiSES: WORK V/ UROOMIT SYS/O.E 153 4.2091503 2.429678 0 10.0000000
RiSES3 WORK W/PCROCWST SYS/REG 154 7.0194805 2.3050691 0 10.0000000
Q60ELTA DELTA-WORK U/PROCUREMENT SYSTEM 153 2.83613 2.877907 -4.0000 10.00000100
C7U.ES COST-SENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 153 5.2941176 2.6825026 0 10.0000000
RTSUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 154 7.4740260 2.2671224 0 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COST/BMNFIT ANAL TECH 153 2.2026144 2.947709 -9.0000 10.0000000
FINNGNT FINANCIAL/RSOURCE NGNT 154 7.8311688 1.796165a 1.0000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGUEGATE--FINMA IAL/C 153 4.9430M3 2.1619041 0.4285714 9.5714286
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIALIR 152 7.4953008 1.11270924 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 151 2.5629139 2.3466422 -4.5714286 7.81571429
---------DESIS2MsC AN.......................................................................
Variable Label - N Neem Stl Dov Minimum Naidmm
ClOSES INTERP FINAM STATEIUSTS/OUR 30 4.7000 2.7436647 0 9.0000000
RISUES INTERP FINAN STATUINTS/EQ 29 6.689452 2.2536232 2.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTER? FINRM STATENETS 29 1.8620690 2.06431 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C2QUES RECOG FUSSE SOUiRCES/CUIR 30 5.6000000 2.7342023 0 10.000000
R25.JES RECOG FUNSES SOURCES/REQ 29 8.1379310 1.5974117 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RMECOrS FUNDING SOURCES 29 2.1724136 2.5921463 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C3SES EVAL OPEN & CAP E11DGETS/O.3 30 5.06646667 2.7784061 0 10.0000000
R30555 EVAL OPEN & CAP hIVOETh/ME 29 6.696517 2.4836427 0 10.0000
413DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPEN & CAP EPDGETS 2P 1.6551724 2.3%45751 -2.0000000 9.000000
C44ME RES NUT MV & UUVJRc 30 3.3 w 2.856M32 0 10.0000000
MOSES RES MIT WDV & DRWNKRE 29 5.7586207 3.7095935 0 10.0000000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MIGHT ADV & DRAMBACKS 29 2.379G31 3.4477090 -2.0000000 10.0000000
CSSES MAX WN FROM REINWUR/C 30 2.6666667 2.7W3660 a 10.0000000
R5SUES MAX - FROM MIMER/REQ 29 5.068M65 3.8W974% 0 10.0000000
MBELTA DELTA-MAX - FROM REIIUR 29 2.3103448 3.6005758 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C64ME WORK Il/pROODUTM SYS/Cul 30 4.3000 2.4934397 0 10.0000000
160UE5 WORK M/PROCUMINT STS/REQ 29 6.44275 2.3M9994 0 10.0000000
06DELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROCUREMENT SYSTEM 29 2.2066966 2.99M617 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C7SES COST-DEIFT ANAL TECH/CUR 30 5.2666667 2.545222 ¶ .0000000 10.0000000
R7MUES COST-MUEFT ANAL TECH/REQ 29 6.894517 2.2574453 1.00000010 10.0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-COST/SENFIT ANAL TECH 29 1.6551724 2.943MO3 -8.0000000 9.00010000
FINNNIT FINANCIAL/RtESOURCE HIM 30 7.40000001 2.4438522 2.0000000 10.0000000
FINASC AGGEGATE--FINANCIALIC 30 4.4476190 2.22210 0.2857143 9.857429
FINMI AGQREGATE--FINANCIAL/N 29 6.5566M0 2.1797320 2.429M74 9.714285
FISSELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 29 2.0364M2 2.3719W6 -2.0000000 8.2857143
FINANCIAL MANAUEMNT NEANS AMS DELTAS
..-.-....-.. ----...Df5IGZ-MCjECA.-------.......--........----------------------------........
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Variable Label N Mean Std Oev Inium maximo
CIlUES INTERP FIRMl STATBEnS/CUR 93 6.8924731 2.1541788 2.0000000 10.0000
RIGJES INTERP FINAN STATENNTS/REG 93 7.419358 1.6702159 4.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FIKN STATENTS 93 0.52617 2.2678M -5.0000000 6.0000000
C20ES RECOG RUMONG SOURCES/CUR 93 7.2258065 2.2800125 2.0000000 10.0000000
R20MS RECOG FUNPiG SOURCES/REQ 93 8.0215054 1.6082565 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 93 0.7956909 2.1343930 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C30UES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CUR 93 7.1397849 2.2486295 1.0000000 10.0000000
R3SJES EVAL OPER & CAP BUWGETS/REQ 93 7.6909247 1.667134 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q30ELTA 1DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 93 O..591396 2.22369 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C4"UES RES MGUT ADV & DRWBIK/CUR 93 6.5806452 2.1984312 2.0000000 10.0000000
R4QUJES RES MIWT AWV & DRWBK/REQ 93 7.8817204 1.9384M522 0 10.0000000
"Q4DELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MONT AV & DRAIBACKS 93 1.3010753 2.509149 -10.0000000 6.0000000
CSQUES MAX BEN FROM REIU/CUR 93 6.569925 2.3792484 1.0000000 10.0000000
RSQUES MAX BEN FRON REINBR/REO 93 7.4731183 2.25827W6 0 10.0000000
0SDELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REIM 93 0.9032258 2.655115 -10.0000000 7.
C6QUES WORK U/PROCIU T SYS/CUR 93 6.3225806 2.2075035 0 10.0000000
R6QUES WORK W/PROCURHVT SYS/REQ 93 6.7956989 1.6782440 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q6DELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROUJREIENT SYSTEM 93 0.4731183 2.4741771 -7.00000 7.0000000
C7GUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 93 7.1935484 2.1430274 1.0000000 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-UENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 93 7.8709677 1.8191362 1.0000000 10.0000
QThELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 93 0.6774194 2.0224893 -7.000000 6.0000000
FINMGMT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONT 93 7.9677419 1.5495554 3.0000000 10.0000000
FIMAGC AGREGATE- -FIMANCIAL/C 93 6.8463902 1.8639670 2.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 93 7.59"700 1.2893823 2.4285714 9.8571429
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 93 0.7480799 1.8663648 -5.5714286 4.8571429
............................. DESIG..NC.....................................................................
--------------------- DESIG2=NC ---------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N MOW Std Dev Ninimu Maximu
ClUES INTElP FINAN STATENNTS/CUR 50 4.2200000 2.2793662 1.0000000 9.0000000
RISUES INTERP FINAN STATENNiTS/REQ so 7.8600000 2.1760290 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATEUITS 50 3.6100000 2.5932408 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C2SUES RECOG FUNIDNG SOURCES/CUR 50 4.6800000 2.743749 0 10.0000000
R20UES REC0G P1110G SOURCES/REQ 50 8.0800000 2.0287726 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-IECOG FUDING SOURCES s0 3.4000000 2.7105237 -2.0000000 10.0000000
C3OQUES EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS/CUR 50 4.7000000 2.9571774 0 10.0000000
93.WES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REO 50 8.3000000 2.2879453 0 10.0000000
ODELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 50 3.6000000 3.0505938 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C4UES RES NGNT ADV & DRWtK/CUR 50 4.6800000 2.2717430 0 10.0000000
R4UES RES NMNT ADV & ORWK/REQ 50 8.1800000 2.0867903 1.0000000 10.0000000
C4OELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MORT ADV & DRAWBACKS 50 3.5000000 2.4180444 -1.0000000 10.0000000
CSSJES MAX BEN FROM REIMBR/CUR 50 3.9600000 2.66,651 0 10.0000000
R.SUES MAX BEN FROM REIMR/RE 50 7.4400000 2.6966343 0 10.0000000
QSOELTA DELTA-NAX UIN FROM REIIUR 50 3.4800000 3.0320734 -2.0000000 10.0000000
C6QJES WORK W/PROCUIMIT SYS/CUR 50 3.6000000 2.6108096 0 9.0000000
EdGES WORK W/PROCUORP SYS/REG 50 6.7200000 2.806984 0 10.0000000
WODELTA DELTA-WORK I/PROOJRENENT SYSTEM 50 3.1200000 2.6622072 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C70ES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR s0 4.9000000 2.7866299 0 10.0000000
R7TJES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 50 8.1600000 2.1604968 2.0000000 10.0000000
QTDELTA OELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 50 3.2600000 2.6404236 -2.0000000 10.0000000
FINIGMT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONT 50 8.9000000 1.297564 4.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/C 50 4.3914286 2.1591817 0.1426571 8.0000000
FINAGR AGGREGATE-- FINANCIAL/R 50 7.8200000 2.0383271 2.0000000 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 50 3.4285714 2.2920630 -1.7142857 9.5714286
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS NiO DELTAS
-------------------- DES102mOTNER -------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label NI Mean ltd 0ev MXinu Maxima
CIQUES INTERP FINAN STATEWTS/CLO 5 6.2000000 1.71885• 4.0000000 8.0000000
RIQUES INTMP FINAN STATEIUTS/REO 5 7.6000000 2.1908902 4.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENNTS 5 1.4000000 1.3416408 0 3.0000000
C2CUES RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/CUR 5 7.2000000 1.6431677 5.0000000 9.0000000
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R2QUES RECOG RiUNO SOIRCES/REQ 5 8.4000000 0.5477226 8.0000000 9.000
02DELTA DELTA-R FUNDING SORCES 5 1.2000000 1.3038405 0 3.0
C34ES EVAL OPER & CAP I1DTS/CUR 5 6.4000000 2.68971 2.0000000 9.0000000
R30MS EVAL OPEN & CAP SU11TS/REQ 5 8.2I00000 1.482397 6.0 tO.0000
Q3ELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGTS 5 1.6000000 1.7844 0 4.0000000
C40SS US MIT ADV & DRUK/CUR 5 4.6000000 1.3416408 3.0 6.0000000
R4Q•ES RES MUST WV & DRWBKREO 5 7.6000000 1.1401754 6.0 9.000000
"DELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MOT WV & DRAWBACKS 5 3.0000000 1.5811388 1.0000000 5.0000000
CSQUES MAX B FROM REINSR/CIR 5 2.4000= 1.8165m 0 4.0
R5GIE3 MAX EN FROM REIMUR/REQ S 4.4000000 3.0495901 0 8.0000000
GSDELTA DELTA-MAX SEN FROM REIM 5 2.0000000 1.4142136 0 4.0000000
C60MS WORK VW/PROCANUT.SYS/JI 4 5.5000000 3.6%"55 0 8.0000000
IUES WORK V/PROOMNT SYS/me 5 6.6000000 3.9115214 0 10.0
QEELTA DELTA-MONK /PRWORM SYSTEM 4 1.0000000 1.1547005 0 2. 0
C7QUES COST-DENFT ANIAL TECH/CUR 5 5.8000000 3.4928496 0 9.0000000
R70AS COST-ENUF ANAL TECH/RIO 5 6.8000000 4.147288 0 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COST/DENEFIT ANAL TECH 5 1.0000000 1.0 0 2.0
FIINGIT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONTl 5 8.60000010 0.89"272 8.0000000 10.0
FINAGC AGGR TE*-FINANCIAL/C 4 5.5000000 2.1555182 2.2857143 6.8571429
FINAn AGGGATE--FINUCIAL/R 5 7.0857143 1.9836063 3.71427 8.85714n
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANIAL 4 1.42514 0.6172134 0.7142 2.2857143
PROGRAM PLANNING ANW EVALUAT ION HMES AN DELTAS
VariebLe Labet N MOW Std oe MnIma Maxim
COQUES HAMAN PLANNING PROCS/OR 47 6.1276S96 1.9849107 2.0000000 10.0000000
ROIES MANUG PLANING PROCS/REQ 47 7.8 1 1.809939 3.0000000 10.0
QSDELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANING PAM 47 1.340405 2.1797147 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C90UES MES.S EVAL PROGRAMS/OR 47 6.5957"7 1.8137108 2.0000000 10.0000000
R9ES! METIDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 47 7.7234043 1.5562235 4.0000000 10.0
09DELTA DELTA-METWDS EVAL PROGRAMS 47 1.1276596 1.7768685 -2.0000000 5.0000000
ClOQUES EVAI. & APPL MAUKE ANAL/OUR 47 6.12759 1.8952690 3.0000000 10.0000
RIOQUES EVAL & APL MARK ANAL/REQ 47 7.4255319 2.18 0 10.0
G100ELTA DELTA-EVAL & *191. MARKET ANALYSIS 47 1.297872 2.2058706 .3.0000000 5.0000000
C114 lES P iNPROV PRIM & MYS/CUR 47 7.3829787 1.738980 3.000000 10.0000000
RlIAIES UP INRov PRIN & MIS/REQ 47 8.2765957 1.7156M 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-EiP INPRO PRIM & MIS 47 0.89317 2.15975 -6.0000000 6.0000000
ClZUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CR 45 8.37777 1.655416 2.0000000 10.0000000
R12UE DEPT & RISC NIL FA/RE 8.4 a 1.9259000 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & RI NIL FM 45 0.1555556 1.6645441 -6.000000 4.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLAIING & EVAL 47 8.0851064 1.304503 4.00000001 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 45 7.00"44 1.424115 4.0000000 9.4000000
PPEAGR AAGREG -- I PROGRA PAN EVAL/R 45 7.9600000 1.3427245 4.0000000 10.0000000
PPDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PRO AM PLN & EVAL 45 0.9555556 1.6623581 -2.2000000 4.4000000
...........................................................................................................
Variabte Ld*L N MeAn Std o Miniu NMImU
COQUES MANUSS PLANNING PROCS/CUR 97 4.7319588 2.5475293 0 10.0000000
RO S NANGIG PLANNING PROCS;URE 97 7.0927 2.0365OB 0 10.0000000
QIOELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING 97 2.3608247 2.4714434 -5.000000 9.0000000
C90E S ENDI EVAL PROGRANS/CJR 97 5.5273 2.4199379 0 10.0000000
ROOM 111I70 EVAL PROGRAI /RU 97 7.4742268 1.744M5 3.0000000 10.0000000
QgDELTA DIELTA-METOS EVAL PROGRAMS 97 1.9484536 2.271465 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CIOGES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/OR 97 4.54698 2.4749605 0 10.0000000
RI S EVAL & APPI MARKET ANAL/REQ 97 6.9072165 2.3052588 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & I FL MARKET ANALYSIS 97 2.L36047 2.4%5263 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C1Ia! oP IROV PRIN MIS/CRm 97 6.900M 2.017074 1.0000000 10.0000000
311I5 UNP INPRN PRIM & NTIS/REQ 97 8.5051546 1.5077134 4.0000000 10.0000
QllDELTA DELTA-UP INPR PRIMI & T 97 1.5360625 2.0 -5.0000000 7.0000000
CI20E DET & RIC NIL FM/OR 97 6.91758 2.387 1 0 10.0000000
R12WO DUT & ISC NIL FACING 97 7.969m I.8868 0 10.0000000
QI2DELTA OELTA-DEPT & ISC NIL FAC 97 1.072169 1.97099 -3.0000000 7.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANING & EVAL 97 7.4536M 1.70155 2.0000000 10.00I0000
PPEABC AGGREGATE--PROGRA PLAN & EVAL/C 97 5.73B813 2.0119147 1.0000000 9.6000000
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PPEAGR AGGREGRTE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 97 7.59381" 1. 5284670 3.4000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL 97 1.8556701 1.9344967 -3.4000000 7.4000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AIN EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
--------------------- DESIG2vW----------------------------------------------------------------
S............................. DESI.2,,NC.....................................................................
Variable Label N Maun SWd 0ev Ninlmu Maxima
CSQUES NANUNG PLANNING PROCS/CUIR 153 5.1960784 2.4710397 0 1O.0000000o
RSUES KAM PLANNING PROCS/REQ 154 7.7272727 1.7942272 0 10.0000000
QDELTA DELTA-VMNAGING PLNNING PROCS 153 2.5620915 2.4382642 -4.0000000 9.0000000
c9SES METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 153 5.3921569 2.3176533 0 10.0000000
R9QUES METEDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 154 7.7597403 1.7454149 0 10.0000000
QgDELTA DELTA-NETEDS EVAL PROGRAMS 153 2.3921569 2.3148130 -4.0000000 8.0000000
CIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUiR 153 4.9281046 2.5780056 0 10.0000000
RIOGUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 152 7.5328947 1.9151462 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 151 2.5894040 2.5252631 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C11QUES EMP IMPIOW PRIM & NTHD/CUR 153 7.071895M 1.9571212 1.0000000 10.0000000
R1llIES EP IMPROV PMIN & NTrD/REQ 154 8.2077922 1.532S459 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-BP INPROV PRIM & NTID 153 1.1633967 1.9650148 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C12SJES DEPT & FUIC NIL FAC/CUR 153 7.3202614 1.9922666 2.0000000 10.0000000
R12SUES DEPT & FUEC NIL FAC/REG 154 8.3636364 1.6242371 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 153 1.0653595 1.9690807 -7.0000000 6.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 154 7.8531169 1.4860926 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAQC AGGRG -- PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 153 5.9816993 1.9249552 1.2000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 152 7.9210526 1.4655710 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 151 1.964238U 1.8951286 -4.8000000 6.6000000
S........................... D.....-... A......."..............................................................
----------......... DESIG2USCAH ---------------------------------
Variable Label N Near Std Dev Ninium Maxima
CSUES N USONG PLANNING PRO/CS/OR 30 5.5666667 2.5553640 0 9.0000000
RSQUES MAXONG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 29 7.1724138 1.9099171 1.0000000 10.0000000
QDEELTA DELTA-NMANAING PLANING PROCS 29 1.7241379 2.1859380 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C90IES METES PVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 30 6.1666667 2.5063139 0 10.0000000
R9GUUES NETEDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 29 7.5517241 1.5943249 4.0000000 10.0000000
QgDELTA DELTA-METHES EVAL PROGRAMS 29 1.5172414 2.6406261 -6.0000000 7.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 30 4.9000000 2.6568065 0 9.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 29 7.1034483 2.2888679 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 29 2.3448276 2.3796137 -2.0000000 8.0000000
CIIQUES EMP INPROV PRIM & NTrI/ORU 30 7.1666667 1.8769626 1.0000000 10.0000000
R1IQtES BMP I~I PRIM & NTNI/IEQ 29 8.5862069 1.5701966 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-IEP INPROV PRIN & NTID 29 1.5172414 2.3241080 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C1U2ES DEPT & FUiC NIL FAC/CUR 30 6.066667 2.9117282 0 10.0000000
RI2UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REG 29 7.4137931 2.U49508 0 10.0000000
O12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & RiSC NIL FAC 29 1.4827586 2.606261 -3.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PUANNING & EVAL 30 8.1000000 1.2689936 6.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGRE GATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 30 5.9733333 2.0176691 1.4000000 9.6000000
PPEAGR AIGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN A EVAL/R 29 7.5655172 1.6665353 4.2000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 29 1.7172414 1.9W9606 -2.2000000 6.2000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION NEANS AM DELTAS
Variabte Label N Maeun SWt 0ev Minima Naxlsu
CSSES MANG PLANNING PROCSOR 93 6.7096774 1.9256882 3.0000000 10.0000000
RIOMES NANGS PLANNING PROCS/REG 93 7.7741935 1.6754560 3.0000000 10.0000000
QSOELTA DELTA-NAMAGING PLA1INING PlOCS 93 1.0645161 2.0366557 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C9tUES METENS EVAL PROGRAMS/CR 93 7.19354M 1.7585695 4.0000000 10.0000000
Rt S METNDS EVAL PROGRAMS/RIQ 93 8.0860215 1.3323395 4.0000000 10.0000000
9DILTA DELTA-METEDS EVAL PROGRAMS 93 0.8924731 1.6776171 -4.0000000 5.0000000
CIOQSES EVAL & APPL KAMR• AIWNJ/C 93 6.5268817 2.0725504 2.0000000 10.0000000
RIOKUS EVAL & APPL MARKET AMAL/REQ 93 7.6129032 1.6354248 3.0000000 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & AWPL MARKET ANALYSIS 93 1.0860215 2.0411842 -2.0000000 7.0000000
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C1IUJES Br IMPROV PRIM & NTIS/CUR 93 7.6666667 1.5416911 4.0000000 10.00000
RIIUES EW INPROV PRIM & NTHD/REQ 93 8.7634409 1.2282707 5.0000000 10.0000000
GI1DELTA DELTA-Or INMIV PRIM & NTHO 93 1.0967742 1."51156 -2.0000000 i.O0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUIC NIL FAC/CUR 93 8.5161290 1.4492345 3.0000000 10.0000000
R12QUES DEPT & FURC NIL FAC/REQ 93 8.6344086 1.7244088 0 10.0000000
412DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUIIC NIL FAC 93 0.1182796 1.582920 -10.0000000 4.0000000
PROGRAM ORAM PULNING & EVAL 93 7.8817204 1.5382759 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLUN & EVAL/C 93 7.3225806 1.49473 4.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/R 93 8.1741935 1.1417157 5.0000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 93 0.8516129 1.399969 -3.2000000 4.0000000
S..............................DESIG.........................................................................
............... EI2W----------DS0N ----------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label M Neon Std Dev Minnmu aimm
CSOUES NAMGEG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 50 5.9600000 2.626DaS 0 10.0000000
RSQUES NAONGG PLANNING PROCS/REQ so 8.7000000 1.7756861 3.0000000 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-NANAGING PLANNING PROCS 50 2.7400000 2.2660764 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C9QUES lETNDS EVAL PROGRAIS/OUR so 6.2000000 2.3386722 1.0000000 10.0000000
R9UES TENDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 50 8.8000000 1.56"9216 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 50 2.6000000 2.2038927 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C1OSUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 50 4.8800000 2.7377929 0 10.0000000
RIOOUES EVAL & APPL MARKET AAL/REQ so 8.3800000 1.431021 4.0000000 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS so 3.5000000 2.6205623 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C1IQUES OrV IIPROV PRIM & NTID/CUR so 7.1600000 2.0737425 1.0000000 10.0000000
RiIQUES EIP IIPROt PRIM & NTID/REQ so 9.1000000 1.4880476 4.0000000 10.0000000
011DELTA DELTA-Or INPROV PRIM & NTHD 50 1.9400000 1.6710012 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C12WES DEPT & FUNiC NIL FAC/CIR 49 8.2448960 1.8988002 1.0000000 10.0000000
R120JES DEPT & FUNiC NIL FAC/RIO so 9.4200000 1.0707617 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 49 1.1836735 1.6415626 -2.0000000 5.0000000
PROGM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL so 8.5800000 1.5130723 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 49 6.4734694 1.9632855 1.4000000 9.6000000
PPEAGN AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/t 50 8.8800000 1.2440881 4.4000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 4.9 2.3918367 1.6837256 -0.8000000 6.8000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AM DELTAS
............................ DESIG2,OTMER ------------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label v NeOW Std 0ev Ninli Nmaxf
CM ES MAIG PLANNING PROCS/CR 5 5.2000000 3.114423 0 8.0000000
RMUES MAMNNG PLANING PROCS/REG 5 8.2000000 1.9235384 5.0000000 10.0000000
GSDELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 5 3.0000000 1.8708287 1.0000000 5.0000000
C9OUES METEDS EVAL PROGRAMS/OR 5 5.6000000 1.8165902 3.0000000 8.0000000
R9QUES METEDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 5 8.8000000 1.095451 8.0000000 10.0000000
G9DELTA DELTA-NETEDS EVAL PROGRAMS 5 3.2000000 1.6431677 2.0000000 5.0000000
C1OSDES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 5 4.6000000 3.1304952 0 8.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL. MARlT ANAL/RIO 5 8.0000000 2.3452079 4.0000000 10.0000000
GIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 5 3.4000000 2.3021729 1.0000000 7.0000000
ClIQUES Br INPROV PRIM & NDI/CUR 5 6.8000000 2.3874673 4.0000000 10.0000000
RIIUES Or IlPROV PRIM & NTID/REQ 5 8.2000000 1.0954451 7.0000000 10.0000000
GI1DELTA DELTA-Or IPROV PRIN & NTHD 5 1.4000000 1.5165751 0 3.0000000
C121MS DEPT & FUBIC NIL FACMC/R 5 6.2000000 1.923M84 4.0)000000 9.0000000
R1GUES DEPT & RISNC NIL FAC/REG 5 8.2000000 1.4527 6.0000000 10.0000000
12DELIA DELTA-DEPT & RUBIC NIL FAC 5 2.0000000 1.4142136 1.0000000 4.0000000
PROGRAM PROAM PLANING & EVAL 5 8.2000000 2.0493902 5.0000000 10.0000000
PPEASC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 5 5.6800000 2.1428952 2.4000000 8.4000000
PPFAGR AGGREGATE--PROGOAM PLAN & EVAL/R 5 8.2800000 1.2132601 6.6000000 9.6000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 5 2.6000000 1.2806248 1.2000000 4.2000000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
-............................. O- 0 ...................................................................
Variable Labet N Mean Std Dev Ninli Mxim.
CINUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 47 7.6595745 1.6188643 2.000000 10.0000000
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R13WJES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 47 8.6806511 1.1441037 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSDESS AVAIL INFO 47 1.0212766 1.3103163 -1.0000000 6.0000000
C14UES INCLD OTNI DECS1 MAUKG/CUR 47 8.1276596 1.3612178 5.0000000 10.0000000
R14UES INCLD OTHR DECSN NAIOK/IREQ 47 8.6595745 1.2384527 6.00000001 10.000000
Q14OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 47 0.5319149 1.4573810 -3.0000000 4.0000000
CISQUES DECISN NAKNG TECN/CUD 47 7.2765957 1.7532842 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECISM NAICMG TECH/REQ 47 8.3629787 1.3917957 5.0000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIIUES 47 1.1063830 1.9023332 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C16JES USE NGIT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 46 6.2391304 1.8279896 2.0000000 10.0000000
R16UES USE MSOT INFO SYS TEON/REQ 46 7.8695652 1.6813843 2.0000000 10.0000000
O16DELTA DELTA-USE MUST INFOR SYSTEM TECH 46 1.6304348 1.9477474 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C17SUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 47 5.680811 2.1172827 0 10.0000000
R17UJES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 47 6.7872340 2.0740233 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 47 1.1063830 2.0455045 -3.0000000 6.0000000
CiUJES STRUG YEAKNS STAT TECH/CUD 47 5.2340426 2.0769204 0 10.0000000
R18MUES STANG WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 47 6.7234043 2.3747048 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q180ELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 47 1.4893617 1.9209638 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C19QUES NO INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 47 5.2978723 2.0099199 2.0000000 9.0000000
R19WUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 47 6.9361702 1.8463154 0 10.00000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 47 1.6382979 2.2010426 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C20QIJES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUD 47 6.9148936 1.8746569 2.0000000 10.0000000
R2OUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 47 8.1489362 1.3347972 5.00000C3 10.0000000
Q20OELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 47 1.2340426 1.5493725 -2.0000000 6.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAjOIG/PROSLN SOLV 47 8.1276596 1.8251506 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKINSPROBLE• SOLV/C 46 6.5896739 1.3646487 2.6250000 9.7500000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 46 7.793783 1.1625575 4.5000000 9.7500000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 46 1.2038043 1.2781168 -1.1250000 4.0000000
S...............................ESIG...C......................................................................
--------------------- DESIG2zDC----------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Labet N Mean Std DOw Ninim Maxim
C13OLES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUD 97 7.2886598 1.8368835 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13SJES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 97 8.6391753 1.3164470 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 97 1.3505155 1.7442837 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C14QUES INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKNQ/CUE 97 7.79381"4 1.7966296 4.0000000 10.0000000
R14QDES INCLD OTM DECSN MAKNG/REG 97 8.6288660 1.3410163 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q14OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 97 0.8350515 1.6245539 -2.0000000 6.0000000
CISDES DECISN MAKNG TECH/CUR 97 7.1237113 1.8611026 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15QUES DECISN NANGi TECH/REQ 97 8.4226804 1.4848895 3.0000000 10.0000000
GISDE.TA DELTA-DECISM MAKING TECHNIQUES 97 1.2989691 1.7979441 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C16UES USE MUST INFO SYS TECH/CUR 97 5.2061856 2.3046065 0 10.0000000
R16QUES USE NMST INFO SYS TECH/EQ 97' 7.6804124 1.8059300 1.0000000 10.0000000
016DELTA DELTA-USE MUNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 97 2.4742268 2.3500567 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C17UJES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUl 97 4.8350515 2.4267623 0 10.0000000
R17QIUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 97 6.7422680 2.14220 0 10.00001010
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 97 1.9072165 2.7351206 -5.0000000 9.0000000
Ci8aES STRlS WEAKUS STAT TECN/CUR 97 4.2680412 2.3296793 0 10.0000000
R18QUES STRNG IEAKUS STAT TECH/REQ 97 6.7010309 2.0522597 0 10.0000000
GI8DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TEUCS 97 2.432997 2.5856463 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C19QES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUE 97 4.3814433 2.3382833 0 10.0000000
R19JES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 97 6.6494845 1.856904 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-MOW INFO SYSTEMS ME DESIGNED 97 2.2680412 2.4044900 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 97 6.8144330 2.1857965 2.0000000 10.0000000
R20OUES ANALYZE RIKS & ALT/[EQ 97 8.2577320 1.3012682 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 97 1.4432M99 2.0512652 -2.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAItOG/PR0LN SOLV 97 8.1752577 1.5343994 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECACC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROELEM SOLV/C 97 5.9639175 1.7182725 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--OEC MAKING/PROLU• S SOLV/R 97 7.7152062 1.2813443 4.3750000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 97 1.7512887 1.8255185 -2.0000000 6.7500000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
----............ DSGwC--------DEIZI ------------------------------------ v----------------- v------
Variable Labe N NMe "A Daw Minima Maxim
C13GUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 153 7.605229 1.6882503 3.0000000 10.0000000
R13UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 154 8.7727273 1.2341689 4.0000000 10.0000000
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Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 153 1.1372549 1.7625953 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C14GES INCLO OTHR DECS9 MAKS/OR 152 7.9671053 1.5111846 4.0000000 10.0000000
R14GiUES I10D OTHR DEC1 NAKNOG/RE 153 8.6013072 1.2842152 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 152 0.6381579 1.5969729 -8.0000000 6.0000000
C15GES DECISM NAKNIG TECH/CUR 152 7.4539074 1.6671299 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISUES DECISM AKOIG TECN/REQ 153 8.4901961 1.32864223 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q15ODELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 152 1.0394T77 1.6473200 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C16QUES USE PINGT INFO SYS TEl/CU/R 153 5.3529412 2.3409135 0 10.0000000
RI16AES USE MIRT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 153 7.9084967 1.6357820 2.0000000 10.0000000
QI16ELTA DELTA-USE NUT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 152 2.5394737 2.3582505 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 153 5.4117647 2.5765374 0 10.0000000
WINGES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REO 153 7.20644 1.9945962 0 10.0000000
T17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 152 1.7697368 2.5357586 -5.0000000 10.0000000
CISJES STRNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/CUR 153 5.1699346 2.6076579 0 10.0000000
RI8OES STENG WEAOSS STAT TECH/REQ 153 7.2745098 1.9906848 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q1aDELTA DELTA-STRENGThS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 152 2.0921053 2.7509306 -7.0000000 1O.0000000
C19OUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 153 4.8169935 2.4205S54 0 10.0000000
RI19UES NOV INFO SYS DESIUNED/REQ 154 6.9480519 1.9960491 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTENS ARE DESIGNED 153 2.1241030 2.6835764 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C20GUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 153 7.0261438 2.0621471 1.0000000 10.0000000
R29QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 154 8.3701299 1.436914 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q200ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 153 1.3464052 2.0879361 -5.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION MNAKNG/PROSIJ SOLV 154 8.1948052 1.8116469 1.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEN SOLV/C 151 6.3476821 1.6679512 1.8750000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PRONLEM SOLV/R 150 7.9525000 1.2606651 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 149 1.5922819 1.7803471 -5.1250000 6.3750000
S........................... .ESX.2-mCA. . . . . ......................... t.......................
......-..----.....DESIG2sMSC AN ------ --------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Nean Std Dev Ninimum Maxim
C13UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 30 7.7333333 1.484014 2.0000000 10.0000000
RI3UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 29 8.5517241 1.1827996 6.0000000 10.0000000
@13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 29 0.8965517 1.8773999 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C14JES INCLD OTHR DECSN NAKNG/CUR 30 8.0000000 1.4621666 3.0000000 10.0000000
R14GES INCLO OTHE DECSl NAKIG/REQ 29 8.6896M52 1.2277578 5.0000000 10.0000000
014OELTA DELTA-I=CL OTHER DEC3i MAKING 29 0.?386207 1.5272565 -1.0000000 7.0000000
CISSUES DECISH NAIQIG TECHA/CUR 30 7.9133333 1.460935 4.0000000 10.0000000
RiS5UES DECISN NAIMG TECH/REQ 29 8.6206897 1.1775821 6.00OGX-100 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 29 0.7586207 1.7455080 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C16GUES USE MOST INFO SYS TEC/CUOR 30 5.5333333 2.8006567 0 10.0000000
R160ES USE NMOT INFO SYS TECH/REG 29 7.27S8621 2.4333400 1.0000000 10.0000000
G16DELTA DELTA-USE NGMT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 29 1.8965517 2.3806486 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONSUOR 30 5.9000000 2.4544119 1.0000000 10.0000000
RIMSE$ $STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/RfEQ 29 6.7931034 2.289959 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 29 1.0000000 2.6726124 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C18JES STEMN EANOSS STAT TECH/CUR 30 5.4333333 2.6611293 0 10.0000000
RIM8UE$ STENO I6EAJOi STAT TECN/REQ 29 7.0344828 2.5562634 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTNS & UEAK OF STAT TECH$ 29 1.7241379 2.3889112 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C19QUES NOV INFO US DESIGND/CUR 30 5.2333333 2.5955311 1.0000000 10.0000000
R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 29 6.9655172 2.5562634 1.0000000 10.0000000
019DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 29 1.8965517 2.6096637 -S.0000000 8.0000000
C20O S ANALYZE RISK & ALT/OIR 30 6.6666667 2.4t16575 1.0000000 10.0000000
R2OMES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/RE. 29 8.1724138 1.7334723 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q200ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 29 1.6206897 2.6781363 -5.000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION 4NAKN,/PnoLN SOLV 30 8.4333333 1.5687318 4.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PtOULEN SOLV/C 30 6.5S41667 1.8493019 1.4750000 9.7500000
DECAOR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/POKSN SOLV/R 29 7.7629310 1.5502M37 4.5000000 10.0000000
DEC¢ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC RAKING/( O SOLV 29 1.318655 1.8950082 -1.8750000 7.5000000
DECISION RAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
--.-.....--- ..........- ESIG2*0..NSC N.A-.................................................................
Variable Label N Pean Std Dov Minimau Mexiw
C13NUl AS" AVAIL INFO/OUR 93 8.18279B 7 1.3017232 4.0000000 10.0000000
I1MUES ASE AVAIL INFO/RUG 93 8.7419355 1.0204776 6.0000000 10.0000000
C13DELTA DELTA-ANSNS AVAIL INFO 93 0.5591396 1.18378 -3.0000000 4.0000000
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C14QES INCLD OTHR DECSM MINl/CUR 93 8.5483871 1.33119W6 1.0000000 10.0000000
R14@UES INCLO OTHR DECSN NAIG/tREQ 93 8.7204301 1.48a527 0 10.0000000
Q14OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 93 0.1720430 1.0174954 -3.0000000 3.0000000
CISQUES DECISN MAKNO TECH/CUR 93 8.1182796 1.3581434 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15QUES DECISN NAiNS TECH/REQ 93 8.5483871 1.1564200 5.0000000 10.00000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 93 0.4301075 1.305488 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C16WJES USE NGUT INFO SYS TECH/OUR 93 6.2365591 2.1386599 0 10.0000000
R16OUES USE MNUT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 93 7.8279570 1.3880206 3.0000000 10.0000000
Qi1DELTA DELTA-USE MGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 93 1.5913978 2.0863769 -2.0000000 10.00000
C17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 93 6.1290323 2.112299 0 10.0000000
R170UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 93 7.2903226 1.671W946 3.0000000 10.0000000
017DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 93 1.1612903 1.9456148 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C18UES STUNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/CUR 93 6.4946237 2.1949728 0 10.0000000
R18BES STONG UF.NAS STAT TECH/REQ 93 7.4516129 1.8504766 0 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECUS 93 0.9569692 2.3215155 -10.0000000 5.0000000
C19SMS NOW INFO SYS DESIGNEDI/CUR 93 6.4301075 1.8673269 2.0000000 10.0000000
R19UES NOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 93 7.2795699 1.5629236 2.0000000 10.0000000
Ol9DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 93 0.8494624 1.8054641 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C2OWLES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUI 93 7.6451613 1.698113 - 3.0000000 10.0000000
R2OGUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 93 8.4408602 1.33890M 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q20DELTA DELTA-ANALYTZE- RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 93 0.7956989 1.3717582 -2.0000000 5.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAKNG/PROSLN SOLV 93 8.4838710 1.4935579 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 93 7.2231183 1.3481632 4.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/lPROLEM SOLV/R 93 8.0376344 0.9024771 5.7500000 10.0000000
DECWELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PROS SOLV 93 0.8145161 1.1436576 -2.12S0000 4.0000000
S............................. DE.iG2=NC........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ......................
--------------------- DESIG2=NC----------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Mean Std DOw Minimm Naxim
C13QJES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 50 8.0000000 1.5779087 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 50 9.5200000 0.9739463 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSESS AVAIL INFO 50 1.5200000 1.3437687 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C14NJES INCLD OTUt DECSN NAING/CUR so 8.4200000 1.3863769 6.0000000 10.0000000
R14GJES INCL OTiR DEC1 1AMG/REQ 50 9.4800000 0.8628382 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECO1 MAKING 50 1.0600000 1.1677643 0 4.0000000
C15=UES DECiS. MWAG TEC/CUR 50 8.4200000 1.4720526 5.0000000 10.0000000
RISWUES DECISN NANiG TECH/REQ 50 9.4400000 0.8843307 6.0000000 10.0000000
015QELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 50 1.0200000 1.3013337 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CI6MIES USE NUGT INFO SYS TECN/CUR 50 5.0000000 2.4074714 0 9.0000000
R160UES USE MUNT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 50 8.5400000 1.4 05 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE NGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 50 3.5400000 2.1779039 0 8.0000000
C17MES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 50 4.9o60000 2.3603009 0 9.0000000
RIU7ES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/RREQ 49 8.0408163 1.7790351 3.0000000 10.0000000
17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 49 3.0408163 2.4406214 -2.0000000 9.0000000
CI8UES STRUG WEA.NS STAT TECNICUA 50 4.6400000 2.6707791 0 10.0000000
R18F. STUNG IErMOS STAT TECH/REQ 50 8.0200000 1.997891 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECIS 50 3.3800000 2.3113738 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C19@QES NOW INFO SYS DESIINED/CIR 50 4.5600000 2.6585250 0 10.0000000
R19SUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 50 7.3200000 2.359668 1.0000000 10.0000000
019DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 50 2.7600000 2.254790M -1.0000000 9.0000000
C20OES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 50 7.3400000 2.0762014 0 10.000000
IZOQUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ so 9.2200000 1.250148 5.0000000 1O.0o00000
ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 50 1.8800000 1.5602196 -1.0000000 6.0000000
DECISION DECISION PAING/PROSLN SOLV 50 8.6600000 1.7912486 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROLEN SOLV/C SO 6.4200000 1.6756738 2.2500000 9.3750000
DECAG• AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PRONLEN SOLV/R 49 8.6760204 1.1695236 4.8750000 10.0000000
DECOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PROS SOLV 49 2.2576531 1.4262258 -1.0000000 5.7500000
DECISION NAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
...-........... E12ONR----------DEI2TE ---------------------------------------------------------
Varfabte Label N Mewn Std Day Minims Maxim
C13SES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 5 7.4000000 2.073641 4.0000000 9.0000000
R130US ASSESS AVAIL INFO/RUG 5 8.6000000 0.89"4272 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 5 1.2000000 1.6431677 0 4.0000000
C14GlES ICI D OTNt DECS1 NIA•Il/OR S 7.6000000 1.1401754 6.0000000 9.0000000
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R14aUES INCLD OTGo DECS1 NAKNQ/REQ 5 8.4000000 0.5477226 8.00000001 9.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 5 0.8000000 0.8366600 0 2.0000000
C15MES DECISN MAKNG TEC/OUR 5 7.6000000 1.5165751 6.0000000 9.0000000
RISSES DECISN NAKMG TECH/REQ 5 8.2000000 0.8366600 7.000000 9.0000000
QiSOELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIGUES 5 0.0 0.8442 0 2.0000000
C16AS USE NGIT INFO SYS TEt/CU/l 5 5.6000000 3.13049S2 1.0 9.0000000
R6IRS USE MONT INFO ISY TECH/REQ S 8.6000000 1.1401754 7.0000000 10.0000000
16DELTA DELTA-USE MONT INFOR SYSTEM TECH s 3.0000900 3.53SS39 0 9.0000000
C17OUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/OUR 5 6.0000000 2.3452079 2.0000000 8.0000000
R17MUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 5 7.6000000 0.54772 7.0000000 8.0000000
QI7DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 5 1.6000000 2.5099M01 0 6.0000000
ClIGIES STUNG IEAKS STAT TECH/CUR 5 6.0000000 2.549509B 2.0000000 8.0000000
R18UES STUNG WEAIOIS STAT TECH/REO 5 8.2000000 1.09544S1 7.0000000 10.0000000
G1iDELTA DELTA-STRE*ONS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 5 2.2 3.0331502 0 6.0000000
C19OJS HOW INFO SYS DESINED/CUR 4 5.2500000 3.8622101 0 9.0000000
R19JS HOW INFO SYS DESINE/REQ 5 6.6000000 1.816m 4.0 9.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-MOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIUE 4 1.2500000 2.2173558 -1.0000000 4.0000000
MOLES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 4 5.7500000 3.8622101 0 8.0000000
R20OWS ANALYZE RISK & ALT/R 5 7.6000000 1.5165751 5.0000000 9.0000000
Q20DELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 4 1.7500000 2.2173558 0 5.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAKOG/PROWN SOLV 5 8.8000000 1.095451 8.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/C 4 6.4687500 2.6187523 2.6250000 8.2500000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEN SOLV/R 5 7.9750000 0.6519202 7.3750000 8.8750000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SaOV 4 1.6562S00 2.072576" 0.3750000 4.7500000
LEGAL ISUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-------------------- DESIG2-1 ' -----------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Neon Std Dev Ninlu Maxim
C21QUE$ KNO VIOLTV OF UCNJ/CUR 47 7.5957447 1.9522515 4.0000000 10.0000000
R21QMIS KNOW VIOLTN OF LUCN/REG 47 8.1276596 2.0066955 2.0000000 10.0000000
2I1DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 47 0.5319149 1.9207230 -4.0000000 5.
C220A S PUNISIHINT WIDE UOJ/CUR 47 7.1702128 2.6401511 1.0000000 10.0000000
R22W.ES PUNIIISENT UIDE UOIJ/IEQ 47 7.7659574 2.2478276 1.0000000 10.0000000
022DELTA DELTA-PUNISIIIT UiDER OIUJ 47 0.595747 2.3466866 -. 0000000 7.0000000
C2SJES INITIATE ACT UCOJ VIOLTN/CUR 47 7.319148 2.4415460 2.0000000 10.0000000
R23WES INITIATE ACT UOIJ VIOLTN/REQ 46 7.9565217 2.0325850 1.0000000 10.0000000
G23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT NIDER LU¢O 46 O.56gS65 1.9641157 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C24•UES ADNIN SEP UTNI & PROC/Cl 46 6.8913043 2.1522935 2.0000000 10.0000000
R240ES ADWIN SEP AITN & PROC/REQ 6 7.3913043 2.1132204 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q24NELTA DELTA-MNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 46 O.S000000 2.0628996 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C25QJES KNOW LIAM NOSP & PROF/CUR 46 6.6956522 1.9761867 2.0000000 10.0000000
R25QE KNOW LIAB NOW & PROF/REQ 46 8.1 1.375 1.0000000 10.0000000
O25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAS OF 1019 & PROF 46 1.500000 1.84363 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C26UES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT IS/CUOR 47 6.1489362 2.0953232 0 10.0000000
2260UES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/URQ 47 7.76S9574 2.0131391 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q26OELTA DELTA-KINW ENVIRON IMPACT 155 47 1.6170213 2.0700052 3.000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 46 7.434M6 1.5441959 S.0000000 10.0000000
LIGAUC AGGREGAE-LEGAL ISSUES/C 45 7.0259259 1.92%= 2.6666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSM / 45 7.8814815 1.8663089 1.1666667 10.0000000
LESDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL IS• S 45 0.855556 1.742W63 -3.000000 S.8333
............................ DESI2oC --------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N men Std Dov NMnlm Maxim
C21I$S KNOW VIOLTN OF UOU/CUR 97 7.4125711 2.0091073 1.0000000 10.0000000
R2U1AS KNOW VIOLYN OF UCOI/RUQ 97 8.2371134 1.63l1S45 2.0000000 10.000G0
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF 5106 97 0.8247423 1.9S26174 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C22MAS PUNIIIIUNT UN I 6/JCUR 97 7.6195T 2.058738 1.0000000 10.0000000
R222R5 PUNISHMENT UIA UOIJ/ItE 97 8.0618557 1.8017031 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER LUO 97 0.44329 2.1113240 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C23OLES INITIATE ACT UOSJ VIOLIN/CR 97 7.5S67010 2.1014334 1.0000000 10.0000000
32355E INITIATE ACT UCUJ VIOLIN/HO 97 8.3814433 1.7762513 0 10.0000000
0ELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT WIDER UlU 97 0.6247423 2.2174M -9.0000 9.0000000
C24GUE WHIM SEP AUTN & PWOCOR 97 6.5257732 2.1315721 0 10.0000000
AMIN SP AUTH & PROC/RI 97 7.7S2SM 1.9041129 0 10.0000000
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Q24DELTA DELTA-AHMIN SEP AUTH & PROC 97 1.2268041 2.0691441 -7.0000000 7.00000100
C25QUES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/CUR 97 6.1340206 2.3435588 0 10.0000000
R25OLUES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/REQ 97 8.0721"9 1.9645155 0 10.0000000
Q2SOELTA DELTA-lOWu LIAB OF HOSP & PROF 97 1.9381443 2.1785624 -2.0000000 10.0000000
C2601ES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/CUR 97 5.8850515 2.3437879 0 10.0000000
R26QUES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/REQ 97 8.1237113 1.7336001 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 97 2.2886596 2.263656 -2.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 97 7.1958763 1.8122223 3.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 97 6.8470790 1.8439827 0.833333 10.00000100
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 97 8.1048110 1.538908 1.5000000 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 97 1.2577320 1.7952194 -5.3333333 8.6666667
LLGAL ISSUES MANS AND DELTAS
.---............ EI~W---------DEI2I --------------------------------------------------------
............................. •S[.. ..................................................................
Variable Label N Nean Std Day Mirimu Maxma
C21QUES KNOW VIOLTM OF UCMJ/CUR 153 6.6405229 2.1600877 0 10.0000000
R21WES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCOJ/REQ 153 8.0653595 1.8197496 0 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 152 1.3947368 2.3924769 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C22• Es PUNISHMENT UWDR UaMJ/COR 153 6.39868 2.458s V 0 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNSISIENT UNDR UCNJ/REQ 154 7.7012987 2.2784293 0 10.0000000
Q220ELTA DELTA-PUNISHIENT UNDER UCNJ 153 1.3006536 2.71M6895 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C230JES INITIATE ACT UOiJ VIOLTN/CUR 153 6.3006536 2.56259M8 0 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT uOW VIOLTN/REQ 154 7.8051948 2.2435905 0 10.0000000
23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 153 1.5032680 2.7220450 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C24QUES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CJR 153 5.7581699 2.4682887 0 10.0000000
R24QUES NMII SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 154 7.4025974 2.3305852 0 10.0000000
QZOELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 153 1.6405229 2.9527293 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIM HoSP & PROF/CUR 153 7.1372549 1.9869933 0 10.0000000
R25QUES KNOW LIA HOSP & PROF/REQ 154 8.4285714 1.8180545 0 1O.0000000
25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIs OF HOP & PROF 153 1.291176 2.3948474 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C26QJES KNOW ENVIRON IItCT ISS/CUR 153 6.2352941 2.4082225 0 10.0000000
226OWS KNOW ENVIRON IZICT ISS/REQ 154 7.8116883 2.09814S57 0 10.0000000
Q26OELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT IS$ 153 1.5751634 2.7040243 -1.O0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 154 6.9350649 1.9154526 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 153 6.4117647 1.9517254 1.1666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/t 153 7.8910675 1.7821114 0 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL IS SUE8 152 1.4550439 2.2994201 -8.0000000 7.0000000
............................ ES.........................................................................
------------------- DESIG2IISCýAN-----------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N Nean Std Dev Minim MNxim
C21MUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/CUR 30 7.6000000 1.8118885 4.O000000 10.0000000
R21QUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REO 29 8.8275862 1.1972876 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOUJ 29 1.3103448 1.3913880 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C22QUES PUNISHMENT UMOR UCMJ/ICU 30 7.7000000 1.7250687 5.0000000 10.0000000
RZ2QUES PUNISMN UNDR UCMJ/REQ 29 8.7586207 1.3270583 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUMISHNEiT UNDER UCNJ 29 1.1379310 1.432381 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C23QJES INITIATE ACT UONJ VIOLTN/CUR 30 7.7666667 1.7356969 3.0000000 10.0000000
R23UES INITIATE ACT UCPJU'VIOLTN/itQ 29 8.6896552 1.1983157 5.0000000 10.0000000
QMIELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 29 1.0000000 1.5118579 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C24QMES DNIN SEP AUITH & PROC/CUR 30 6.7666667 2.2388934 3.0000000 10.0000000
R24UES ADMIM SEP AUTH A PROC/RIO 29 8.1379310 1.7055401 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q24WELTA DELIA-ADHIN SEP AUTH & PROC 29 1.4482759 1.7845809 -1.0000000 6.0000000
C2SJES KNOW LIAO NOP & PROF/CUR 30 5.6333333 2.4842030 0 10.0000000
R25QUES KNOW LIAO HOSP & PROF/REQ 29 7.6896552 1.9658413 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2SELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAM OF HOSP & PROF 29 2.2068966 2.3661196 -1.0000000 10.0000000
C26OUES KNOW ENVIRON IICT ISS/CUR 30 7.333333 1.9561280 3.0000000 10.0000000
R26atES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/1EG 29 7.6896552 1.9105618 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT 1S$ 29 0.7586207 1.3796336 -2.0000000 5.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 30 7.3666667 1.6709141 3.0000000 10.0000000
LEQGAC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 30 7.0883333 1.5852227 4.1666667 9.83333
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 29 8.2988506 1.2851250 5.1666667 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSES 29 1.3103448 1.1484325 -0.1666667 4.6666667
LEGAL ISSUES MEANS AM DELTAS
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................................................ DESIG2sNSCNCA
Variabte Labet N Nean Std Dev Minimu maxiu
C21WJES KNOW VIOLIN OF UCNJ/CIUR 93 8.1612903 1.4691754 4.0000000 10.0000000
R2WUOES KNOW VIOLIN OF UCIJ/REG 93 8.397U 95 1.7884885 1.0000000 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-NOiW VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 93 0.2365591 1.8261259 -9.0000900 4.0000000
C220uES PUNISNIENT UNSR UCJ/CU* 93 7.9677419 1.6710555 3.0000000 10.0000000
R22MUES PUNISUE LDR UMIJ/REQ 93 8.13978U9 1.8858247 1.0000000 10.0000000
022DELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UIER UCIJ 93 0.1720430 1.9315665 -8.0000000 5.0000000
C23QLES INITIATE ACT UODJ VIOLTX/CUR 93 8.0537634 1.6963233 4.0000000 10.0000000
R23OES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLIN/REQ 93 8.1505376 2.1107707 0 10.0000000
Q230ELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 93 0.0967742 1.859495 -9.0000000 3.0000000
C24QMES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 93 7.397M95 2.0330946 1.0000000 10.0000000
R24.US ADIEN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 93 7.6129032 2.074612 0 10.0000000
Q24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 93 0.2150538 1.8168861 -8.O000000 3.0000000
C2SIUES KNOW LIAR HOP & PROF/CUR 93 7.258065 1.9117999 2.0000000 10.0000000
RI2SSES KNOW LIAM 4O9P & PROF/REQ 93 7.9677419 1.9022390 0 10.0000000
Q2SOELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAO OF NOSP & PROF 93 0.7419355 2.0898472 -7.0000000 8.
C260UES KUO ENVIRON INPM ISS/CUR 93 6.4731183 2.0514650 2.0000000 10.0000000
R26UES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/REO 93 7.7204301 1.9469351 1.0000000 10.0000000
026DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 93 1.2473118 2.1601928 -7.0000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 93 7.1935484 1.9238665 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 93 7.5465950 1.5091039 3.8333333 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 93 7.9962079 1.6470759 0.8333333 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 93 0.4516129 1.6051285 -7.6666667 4.6666667
.......................... DESIO2-.C ................................................................
Variabte Label N Neon Std Dev NiniA Naxima
C121JES IKNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/CUR 50 7.4000000 1.7023393 3.0000000 10.0000000
RZINtES KNOW VIOLIN OF UOSJ/REQ 50 9.2600000 1.6264397 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2IDELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIM OF UCNJ 50 1.8600000 2.1286194 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C22UES PWNISHIENT UNSR UCNJ/CR 50 6.7600000 2.2547908 2.0000000 10.0000000
R22SUES PUNISiNENT WR UCNJ/RtEQ 50 8.8000000 1.8294641 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISHNENT UNDER UCNJ 50 2.0400000 2.6569892 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C23QIES INITIATE ACT UCKJ VIOLTN/OLlR 50 6.6800000 2.5269163 1.0000000 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UOLJ VIOLTN/REQ 50 8.8200000 2.0472979 2.0000000 10.0000000
G23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 50 2.1400000 3.0305250 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C2•ES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 50 6.2000000 2.6802376 0 10.0000000
UAUES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 50 8.5000000 2.0627899 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q24MELTA DELTA-ADNIMN SEP AUNT & PROC 50 2.3000000 3.1118601 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C250ES KNOW LIA NOSP & PROF/CUR 50 6.9600000 2.2084254 3.0000000 10.0000000
R250ES KNOW LIAR NOSP & PROF/REQ 50 8.8200000 1.9239627 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q02 LTA DELTA-KNOW LIAR OF NOSP & PROF 50 1.8400000 1.97277 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C260= KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT iS/OUR 50 5.8000000 2.196131 1.0000000 10.0000000
R26UES KNOW ENVIRON IMNPT ISS/REQ 50 8.4600000 1.8974742 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT IS2 50 2.6600000 2.3089003 -2.0000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL IlUES 50 7.7800000 1.7646182 2.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGaTE--LEGAL 4WUES/C 50 6.6366667 1.9298027 2.833 9.8333333
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 50 8.7766667 1.677459 2.5000000 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 50 2.1400000 2.1729005 -2.6666667 7.0000000
LEGAL ISUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.................... DESIG2.OTHER------------------------------- w-------------- *------------
Variable LabeL N Neon Std Day Minima Matxim
C21UEI KNOW VIOLIN OF UCNJ/CUR s 6.4000000 2.3021729 3.0000000 8.0000000
R210US KNOW VIOLIN OF UCNJ/REQ 5 7.4000000 3.7148351 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOSJ 5 1.0000000 4.9497475 -7.0000000 5.0000000
C22QUES PlNISHMlENI UDSR UCNJ/CUR 5 5.8000000 1.9235384 3.0000000 8.0000000
R2I.WES PUNISIMIEN UNSR UOSJ/REQ S 6.8000000 3.7013511 1.0000000 1O.0000000
Q22MELTA DELTA-PUNISHIENT UNDER UCMJ 5 1.0000000 4.35889M9 -6.0000000 5.0000000
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C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUR 5 5.6000000 1.8165902 3.0000000 8.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UCM0J VIOLTN/REQ 5 6.8000000 3.7013511 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER 1106J 5 1.2000000 3.9623226 -5.0000000 5.0000000
C24JES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 5 4.6000000 2.7018512 1.0000000 8.0000000
R24QUES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 5 7.0000000 3.7416574 1.0000000 10.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 5 2.4000000 2.5099601 0 5.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIAB NOSP & PROF/CUR 5 4.2000000 1.6431677 2.0000000 6.0000000
R25QUES KNOW LIAB HOW & PROF/REQ 5 7.2000000 1.9235384 4.0000000 9.0000000
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOl LIAO OF HOSP & PROF 5 3.0000000 1.4142136 2.0000000 5.0000000
C2MUES KO ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/CUR 5 4.4000000 1.6733201 3.0000000 7.0000000
R2QUES KNO ENVIRON IMPCT $SS/REQ 5 8.4000000 1.1401754 7.0000000 10.0000000
G26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 5 4.0000000 1.870=87 2.0000000 6.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 5 6.8000000 1.923538W 4.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 5 5.1666667 1.5184056 3.0000000 7.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 5 7.2666667 2.8809721 2.6666667 9.6666667
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 5 2.1000000 2.7121127 -1.5333333 4.6666667
OPERATIONS NANAGEMENT ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
----------- .......----------- DESIG2=' ' ....................................................................
variabLe Label N Mean Std Dev Mini. Maxim.
27QUES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/JR 46 5.9347826 2.1540883 0 10.0000000
27QJES IMPCT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/REQ 46 7.6521739 2.1418309 1.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 46 1.7173913 2.1567779 -5.0000000 8.0000000
28UES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 47 6.2765957 1.9076747 3.0000000 10.0000000
28UES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 47 7.44.68085 2.1549590 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH 47 1.1702128 2.2488562 -3.0000000 7.0000000
29WUES OPP & LIM DOD/DON MATRL/CUR 47 6.1489362 2.5019881 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIM DOD/DON MATRL/REQ 47 7.2553191 2.1312181 1.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 47 1.1063830 2.1991505 -3.0000000 8.0000000
30MRES OVRSEE EQUIP MNMT PRG/CUR 47 5.9361702 2.6077164 0 10.0000000
30OUES OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/REQ 47 6.7872340 2.2930535 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP WITr PROGRAM 47 0.1510638 2.3217190 -4.0000000 6.0000000
31QLES ENSUR Ei(EC SECRTY REQ/CUR 47 6.446808M 2.204M19 2.0000000 10.0000000
31quES ENSUR EX)EC S•.R•TY REQ/REQ 47 7.1063830 2.3241085 1.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REGS 47 0.6595745 1.9591102 -4.0000000 6.0000000
32GUES OVESEE FACILITIES NONT/cuJ 47 6.0851064 2.2246620 2.0000000 10.0000000
32OUES OVRSEE FACILITIES WONT/REQ 47 7.0425532 2.4668008 1.0000000 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MONT 47 0.2765957 0.4521508 0 1.0000000
PH WT OPERATIONS MONT ISSUES 47 7.3617021 1.5662963 4.0000000 10.0000000
PMAGC AGGMSATE--OPERATIONAL MGNT ISSUES/C 46 6.1630435 1.5363575 2.0000000 9.333
PMAGR AGCaEGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/R 46 7.2173913 1.9388394 1.0000000 10.0000000
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -OPERATIONAL MGNT ISSUES 46 1.0543478 1.7427289 -3.6666667 6.83333
--------------------------------DEI~O ----------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------.... ESIG2-OC .....................................................................
Variabte Label N NMn Std Oev NIniu lMaxfw
27QUE$ IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 97 5.7628866 2.6250920 0 10.0000000
270UES IMPCT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/REQ 97 7.6391753 2.6028253 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA i0 NOSP 97 1.8762887 2.4206&79 -8.0000000 10.0000000
281UES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 97 5.8350515 2.0850680 0 9.0000000
28ES EVAL PROP TO A.U TECH/REQ 97 7.3711340 1.6975447 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO 'AMR TECH 97 1.53605 2.1018933 -3.0000000 8.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIM DOD/DON NATRLJ'OUR 96 4.9791667 2.2430204 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATRL/REQ 96 7.2500000 1.7711132 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 96 2.2708333 2.3055045 -3.0000000 9.0000000
30UES OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR 97 5.7731959 2.1090339 0 10.0000000
30MAES OVRSEE EQUIP MGNT PRG/REQ 97 7.1340206 1.6809525 0 10.0000
301ELTA OELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MNT PROGRAM 97 1.3608247 2.0472U26 -2.0000000 9.0000O00
31QUES ENUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 97 5.7113402 1.9200627 1.0000000 10.0000000
310US ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 97 7.2474227 1.8821028 1.0000000 10.000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC EROS 97 1.5360825 1.9582191 -3.0000000 6.000000
32JUE$ OYRSEE FACILITIES YWIfTCURQ 97 5.9587629 1.9638805 0 io.0000000
320UE.i OVISEE FACILITIES MONT/IEQ 97 7.2474U22 1.8931396 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NT 97 0.2886596 0.4554934 0 1.0000000
PifNT OPERATIONS lMONT ISSUES 97 7.381433 1.4665714 3.0000000 10.0000000
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PAC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MW ISSUES/C 96 5.6493056 1.6159100 0.833 8.6666667
PKAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NIGT ISSUES/It 96 7.3003472 1.4170M67 2.1666667 10.0000000
PHUELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MIST ISSUES 96 1.6510417 1.824727 -3.3333333 6.8
OPERATIONS MANAGEENT ISUES MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------------------- DES2 .....................................................................
Variabte Label N Meen Std 0ev Miniu NAxui
27uES IMPCT OSHA REG HOSP OP/CUR 153 6.1437908 2.4100074 0 10.0000000
27OUES INPCT OSHA REQ HOW OP/REQ 154 7.52S9740 2.2027W15 0 10.0000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOWP 153 1.3790850 2.8423640 -8.0000000 10.000
28UES EVAL PROP TO A9UR TECH/CUR 153 6.2026144 2.1684322 0 10.0000
28MIES EVAL PROP TO AGR TECH/REQ 154 7.7857143 1.5295105 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQU TECH 153 1.5816993 2.3525305 -8.0000000 8.0000000
29OES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 153 4.6339669 2.2761684 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REQ 153 7.3333333 1.9364917 0 10.0000000
290ELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DWO/DON NATRL 152 2.6644737 2.6217230 -6.0000000 9.0000000
30GUES ORSEE EQUIP Nr Pw/CUR 153 5.1503268 2.4649417 0 10.0000000
30WES OYRSEE EQUIP MOW PRG/REQ 154 6.9740260 2.0609917 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MGOT PROGRAM 153 1.8169935 2.4533487 -6.0000000 8.0000000
31uES E ISUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 153 5.0392157 2.5388620 0 10.0000000
31GJES ENSu E(EC SECETY REQ/REQ 154 6.7272727 2.29592 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSUIE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 153 1.6797386 2.4188231 -6.0000000 8.0000000
32OUES OVlSEE FACILITIES NMNT/CUR 153 4.8235294 2.534M850 0 10.0000
32QMES OVRSEE FACILITIES NT/REQ 154 6.532M75 2.4579306 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MONT 154 0.2532465 0.1362899 0 1.0000000
PIGNT OPERATIONS MNST ISSUES 154 7.0974026 1.6159721 1.0000000 10.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MNNT ISSUES/C 153 5.3322440 2.01740 0.3333333 10.0000000
PHAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGMT ISSUES/I 153 7.1394336 1.7151349 0.6666667 1O.00o0000
PNDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MUST ISSUES 152 1.7872807 2.1681687 -5.1666667 7.1666667
C............................ DEsi02x _M ...................................................................
VariabLe Label 4 Mean Std Dev Minmu Maxiu
27uES INPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 30 6.4333333 3.2767029 0 10.0000000
27WUES IIMCT OSHA REQ NOW OP/RE 29 6.9310345 3.32663M3 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON NOP 29 0.6206897 2.7569884 -6.0000000 10.0000000
28OES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/CUR 30 7.0000000 1.9652147 2.0000000 10.0000000
2NUES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 29 7.8620690 1.6631325 4.0000000 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-RVAL PROP TO AWE TECH 29 0.9655172 2.1294325 -3.0000000 7.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MAT1UJCUR 30 5.3666667 2.6714755 0 10.0000000
29•MS OPP & LIN SOD/DON NATRL/aEG 29 7.1724138 2.0366107 2.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DO/DO NATUL 29 1.9655172 2.1294325 -2.0000000 9.0000000
30QUES OVRSEE EQUIP MUST PRG/CEU 30 5.7666667 2.3879W 0 10.0000000
300UES OVSEE EQUIP NMNT PRO/REQ 29 7.0689655 1.7714206 2.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NGNT PROGRAM 29 1.44A8279 1.9380609 -2.0000000 8.0000000
31OES ENSUE EXEC SECRTY ItEo/UR 30 6.3 2.6695387 1.000000 10.0000000
31.Es ENSUEM EXEC SECTlY REq E 29 7.2068966 2.1276968 2.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURIE EXE[CTION OF SEC REt$ 29 1.0000000 1.7928429 -2.0000000 7.0000000
32WES OVSEE FACILITIES NMST/Oli 30 5.7666667 2.8123292 0 10.0000000
32UES OYUSEE FACILITIES NUT/RIEQ 29 6.7586207 2.385299M 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSE FAC MONT 30 0.4000000 0.4962729 0 1.0000000
PHUST OPERATIONS YT ISSUES 30 6.8666667 2.0466(39 1.0000000 10.0000000
PHABC AGEGATE--OPRATIONAL UNST ISS/ES/C 30 6.1111111 1.9934439 1.5000000 9. 3
PNAlt AGGEGATE--WPERATIONAL MUST ISUES/t 29 7.1666667 1.6678567 2.8 10.0000000
PIDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -OPERATIONAL NUNT ISUES 29 1.183903 0 1.54518=5 -1.0000000 7.000000
OPERATIONS N UIENT ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
............. a..........................................................
Veriabte Label NI Mean lt'd we Minima NiAx
MMSE5 ICT ONA - NOW OP/OlE 93 6.3763W1 2.1864900 0 10.0000100
2701W ICT OUA IO 10Ol OP/MO 93 7.54(3871 2.0773145 0 10.0000000
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27DELTA DELTA-IWPACT OF OSA ON HOSP 93 1.1720430 2.1193911 -8.0000000 8.0000000
28MUES EVAL PROP TO AaE TECH/cuR 93 6.8817204 1.9607533 2.0000000 10.0000000
28SUES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 93 7.6344086 1.6536189 1.0000000 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO ADUR TECH 93 0.7526882 1.7172774 -7.0000000 5.0000000
29UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NMATRCUR 93 6.8924731 2.01333r 2.0000000 iv.v.o 00
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DOM NATRL/REQ 93 7.2688172 1.5889350 2.0000000 10.000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO ODj/DOI NATRL 93 0.3763441 1.8819161 -7.0000000 6.0000000
30QUES OVUSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR 93 7.0000000 2.0216223 1.0000000 10.0000000
30QUES OVRSEE EQUIP MWIT PRW/REQ 93 6.7849462 1.8406607 1.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MONT PROGRAM 93 -0.2150538 1.8873115 -7.0000000 4.0000000
31QUES ElSUR EXEC SECRTY REO/CJO 93 6.93548% 9 2.1254486 0 10.0000000
31QUES ENSSJR EXEC SECRTY REQJREO 93 7.0860215 1.9596801 2.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 93 0.1505376 1.9778460 -7.0000000 7.000000
321ES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGMT/CUR 93 6.9139785 2.2872801 0 10.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGMT/REQ 93 7.0967742 2.0326921 1.0000000 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MUNT 93 0.3763441 0.4870938 0 1.0000000
PHGNT OPERATIONS MONT ISSUES 93 7.1720430 1.6915625 2.0000000 10.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIOMAL MUlT ISSUES/C 93 6.833333 1.7125919 2.0000000 9.6666667
PMAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGMT ISSUES/R 93 7.2365591 1.5466425 1.3333333 10.0000000
PNDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MU ISSUES 93 0.4032258 1.5874893 -7.3333333 6.0000000
..................... ............................. .... .......................................................
.............................. DESIG2=IC .....................................................................
Variable Labet N NMn Std Dev minfu Maxi"
27UMS INPCT OSNA REG HOSP OP/CUR 50 6.3200000 2.4862068 0 10.0000000
270UES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 50 8.7000000 1.9298937 2.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IJMACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 50 2.3800000 2.389517Y -3.0000000 8.0000000
2WUES EVAL PROP TO AGJR TECH/CUR 50 5.8200000 2.3620296 1.0000000 10.0000000
28MES EVAL PROP TO AOUR TECN/REQ 50 8.0200000 2.2176472 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AGER TECN 50 2.2000000 2.3560604 -6.0000000 7.0000000
29UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 50 4.3400000 2.568315 0 10.0000000
29OMES OPP & LIM DOD/DON NATRL/REG 50 7.8800000 2.1819295 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 50 3.S400000 2.3229995 0 9.0000000
30UJES OVWSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR so 4.7800000 2.7277112 0 10.0000000
30QUES OVNS!! EQUIP MUST PRO/REG 50 6.8800000 2.5446222 0 10.0000000
300ELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MONT PROGRAM 50 2.1000000 2.4095897 -4.0000000 9.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/OCR 50 4.8600000 2.6186926 0 10.0000000
310UF. ENSU EXEC SECTY EQ/REQ 50 7.4600000 2.1590814 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSUE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 50 2.6000000 2.9067128 -3.0000000 9.0000000
320UE$ OVRSEE FACILITIES NOMT/CUR 50 4.1400000 3.0102546 0 10.0000000
32Q0S OVRSEE FACILITIES WNrT/REQ 50 6.2600000 3.1351203 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NGNT s0 0.2600000 0.4430875 0 1.0000000
PI4UST OPERATIONS MUNT ISSUES 49 7.3265306 2.0855430 1.0000000 10.0000000
PNAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NMNT ISSUES/C so 5.0433333 2.1922379 0.5000000 9.5000000
PW AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MUST ISSUES/R 50 7.5333333 1.9474386 1.833 10.0000000
PODELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NMUT IM31ES 50 2.4900000 2.1400537 -1.3333 8.3333333
S ............................. DESIG.a.TN.R ....................................................................OPERATIONS MANAAEENT ISSUES MEANS AN DELTA$
--------------------- DESIG~mOTNER--------------------------------------------------------------
Varfable Label N U NMeo Std Oev MinifMa Nwl
2705115 DUCT OVNA REQ MOW OP/OUR 5 4.8000000 3.11441W 2.0000000 10.0000000
27WEA INPCT OMNA RE OW OP/REQ S 7.8000000 1.4832397 6.0000000 10.0000000
271ELTA DELTA-IIUACT OF OSKA ON uNO 5 3.0000000 3.24037M3 -2.0000000 7.0000000
28MUES EVAL PROP TO AWE TECN/CUR 5 5.0000000 1.87082W7 2.0000000 7.0000000
280UEM EVAL PROP TO AGUE TECK/hu 5 8.2000000 1.0954451 7.0000000 10.0000000
28.LTA DKLTA-EVAL PROP TO AtUE TECH 5 3.2000000 1.6431677 2.0000000 6.0000000
29GUES OPP & LIN DOW ONi MATRL/CUE 5 5.4000000 4.1S93269 0 10.0000000
29UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATUL/REQ 5 7.4000000 2.7928480 4.000000 10.0000000
29.LTA DELTA-OPP& LIM TO D0/DON • ATRL 5 2.0000000 1.5811385 0 4.0000000
30U.5 OeaSEE EQUIP PUST PRO/=E 5 6.0000000 2.7386128 3.0000000 10.0000000
30GU5ES QW5 U EQUIP P IT PRO/RI 5 7.6000000 1.816M02 5.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DLTA-OERS EQ JIP MONT PRIOAM S 1.600000 1.5165751 0 4.0000000
3105M$ h USC MA K TY tNM /ORM S 4.6000000 1.1401754 3.0000000 6.0000000
31M ES UISUR EXC ECtTY MIt /R 5 6.4000000 1.1401754 5.0000000 8.0000000
31DLTA DELTAIA-E0E EXCUTION OF uC uR 5 1.8000000 1.0954451 0 3.0000000
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32QES OVRSEE FACILITIES M1GJT/COJ 5 5.0000000 1.4142136 3.0000no0 7.0000000
32O•ES OVRSEE FACILITIES ENIT/REQ 5 7.2000000 1.3038405 6.0000000 9.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NGNT 5 0.2000000 0.4472136 0 1.0000000
PM94T OPERATIONS MINT ISSUES 5 7.0000000 1.7320508 4.0000000 8.0000n00
PRAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/C 5 5.1333 1.8196459 3.1666667 6.8333333
PMNAGR AGGREGATE- -OPERATIONAL DIAT ISSUES/R 5 7.4333333 1.1401754 5.6666667 8.8333
PM)ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NGNT ISSUES 5 2.3000000 1.3406052 1.1666667 4.5000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. DESIG2 -.......................................................................
Variable Label N Nun Std Ow Nfnium Maximum
33uJES KIIO SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 47 7.7234043 2.0715687 3.0000000 10.0000000
33QUES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 47 8.2127660 1.7685190 2.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOU & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 47 0.4893617 1.9657097 -4.0000000 6.0000000
34OES DEVLP & COW COW VISN/CUt 47 7.6595745 1.6846700 4.0000000 10.0000000
34UES DEVLP & COIH COP) VISN/REG 47 8.5106383 1.8518186 1.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP &-COIM COIMAND VISION 47 0.8510638 2.0744693 -5.0000000 6.0000000
35OUES IMPOWR IND & WORK GRP/CUR 47 8.4468085 1.3801152 5.0000000 10.0000000
35QLES IPOWR IND & OR GRP/REQ 47 8.8085106 1.5271214 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPOWER INV & WOK GROUPS 47 0.3617021 1.7373835 -4.0000000 4.0000000
36OLES DEVLP NON-PARCIL PERSP/CIR 45 8.4222222 1.3397573 4.0000000 10.0000000
36CUES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 46 8.6521739 1.5234083 S.00 0 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 4S 0.2,44444 1.58732 -3.0000000 4.0000000
37UES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 47 8.805106 1.244856 5.00000o 10.0000000
37UES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 47 9.2978723 1.0817637 6.0000000 10.0000000
371ELTA DELTA-EUILDING TRUST 47 0.4893617 1.3330635 -3.0000000 4.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 47 8.4893617 1.3492726 5.0000000 10.0000000
38QUES MAMING CHANGE/REQ 47 9.2553191 1.1696912 6.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 47 0.7659574 1.4627664 -3.0000000 4.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 47 8.3404255 1.4931233 4.0000000 10.0000000
39QUES MAWING CONFLICT/REQ 47 9.2340426 1.2196358 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MAMAGING CONFLICT 47 0.8936170 1.6449401 -3.0000000 5.0000000
40CES BUILDING TEAM ORK/.CR 46 8.5652174 1.4552919 5.0000000 10.0000000
4OCJES WUILDING TEAIORKi/REQ 46 9.26086M 1.2725265 4.0000=00 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMWORK 6 0.6956522 1.5036188 -3.000000 4.0000000
4101ES DEVLP P0ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 47 8.5106353 1.3330635 5.0000000 10.0000000
41QWES DEVLP PO ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 47 9.3404255 1.02737?3 6.0000000 10.0
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROSIENT 47 0.8297872 1.4191110 -4.0000000 4.0000000
4-UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/JUR 47 8.2340426 1.6446589 4.0000000 10.0000000
42UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 47 9.1489362 1.5460851 2.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 47 0.9148936 1.6128531 -4.0000000 4.0000000
43UES EBPLY COOED NECHNS/CUR 47 7.9361702 1.5"0009 5.0000000 10.0000000
43JIES EMPLY COOKD NECHISN/REG 47 8.6382979 1.7745242 2.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COOi) CHANISMS 47 0.?721277 1.6"07169 -4.0000000 4.0000000
44GUES DEVLP SIUOEIMATES/CUR 47 8.3829787 1.3760876 5.0000000 10.0000000
"44UES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 47 8.9148936 1.4570636 4.0000000 10.0000000
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 47 0.5319149 1.5014640 -5.0000000 4.000000
45GES WJSRSTND ROLE CO & )O/CUR 47 8.5319149 1.4272361 6.0000000 10.0000000
45QUES UNDRSTIW ROLE CO & XO/CQ 47 9.0212766 1.4369255 5.0000000 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UMERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 47 0.4893617 1.530495 -4.0000000 4.0000000
"46UES PIO INNOVT & RISK SIVRCUR 47 8.2340426 1.4775533 5.0000600 10.0000000
46UES PRON IINOVT & RISK BINVtREQ 47 8.7446809 1.39046• 8 5.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PRON INNOW. & RISK BEHAVIOR 47 0.5106383 1.6923400 -4.0000000 3.0000000
RONBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 47 8.2765957 1.7900951 3.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL SEHAVIOR/C 44 8.3327=2 1.1347243 5.7857143 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGAMIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/R 45 8.9476190 1.1791518 4.6428571 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 44 0.6071429 1.3391002 -3.5714286 3.3571429
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. DESIG2cC .....................................................................
Variable Label i Mean Std Dev Minimnu Maimm
33OWS KNOW UP REG OP FORC/UI* 97 8.1340206 1.9876120 2.0000000 10.0000000
33QUS KIOW SWP REG OP FOEC/REU 97 8.4556701 1.3843597 3.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOiO & SUPPORT OPF FORCM 97 0.7216495 1.8695931 -6.0000000 6.0000000
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34UES DEVLP & COWN COW VISNCUR 97 7.5979351 1.7=33711 3.0000000 10.0000000
34@JES DEVLP & CONN COND VISH/REQ 97 8.6597938 1.2819792 5.0000000 10.0000000
34OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COWM COMAN VISION 97 1.0618SS7 1.7725595 -2.0000000 7.0000000
350ES IPOAt 1IND & WORK ORP/CUR 97 8.1134021 1.6948223 3.0000000 10.0000000
35SQUES IlgOr IND & WORK ORP/REQ 97 8.6804124 1.3810201 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-DEJOMER lIV & WORK GROUPS 97 0.5670103 1.6260075 -5.0000000 6.
36MUES DEVLP NON-PARCKL PERSP/CR 95 7.8526316 2.0575157 0 10.00000
36QLJES DEVLP NON-PARCUL PERSP/REQ 95 8.2736812 1.6849907 0 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 95 0.4210526 1.S199310 -4.0000000 5.0000000
37WES BUILDING TRUST/AJR 97 8.381"33 1.5575308 4.0000000 10.000000
370UES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 97 9.1237113 1.2437991 4.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILOING TRUST 97 0.7422680 1.4809791 -5.0000000 5.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CIANGE/CUR 97 7.88659 1.6575351 3.0000000 10.0000000
38IIES MAMAGING CHANGE/REQ 97 8.9381443 1.3214136 4.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-NAMAGING CHANGIE 97 1.0515464 1.7581426 -5.0000000 6.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 97 7.6907216 1.7100245 3.0000000 10.000000
39JES MANAGING CONFUL.CT/REG 97 8.8762887 1.3405357 4.0000000 10.0000000
390ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 97 1.1855670 1.9489842 -5.0000000 6.0000000
40QES BUILDING TEAJWORK/O.R 97 8.1443299 1.6582476 4.0000000 10.0000000
40QUES BUILDING TEAIUORK/REQ 97 9.2061856 1.1541424 4.0000000 10.0000000
400ELTA DELTA-BUILDING -TEAWMRK 97 1.0618557 1.8864342 -5.0000000 6.0000000
41WES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIPAT/CUJ 97 8.2886598 1.6263377 4.0000000 10.0000000
41OES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT'IREO 97 9.2061856 1.1174575 4.0 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIW. ORG ENVIROUNMENT 97 0.9175258 1.6562389 -5.0000000 6.0000000
42Q0ES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/OR 97 8.0103093 1.4964879 4.0000000 10.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 97 9.1752577 1.1274077 4.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-M4OTIVATING PEOPLE 97 1.1649485 1.7893226 -5.0000000 6.0000000
430JS EDPLY COOND MECHNSK/CUR 97 7.1340206 1.9452338 0 10.0000000
43Q•ES DMPLY COOND IECMMSI/REQ 97 8.3195876 1.5107007 3.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EJULOY COORD MECHANISMS 97 1.1855670 1.9328837 -4.0000000 7.0000000
"M•UES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 97 8.1752577 1.6202515 4.0000000 10.0000000
"44tJES DEVLP SWORDINATES/REQ 97 9.0000000 1.1814539 6.0000000 10.0000000
"D)ELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 97 0.8247423 1.5812067 -3.0000000 6.0000000
45QUES WJDRSTIM ROLE CO & XO/CUR 97 8.2474227 1.8542234 2.0000000 10.0000000
45QUES UWDRSTIN ROLE CO & X/REQ 97 9.0000000 1.7736497 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-WIDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 97 0.7525773 2.2127986 -10.0000000 8.0000000
"460JES PROM INNOW & RISK INVR/CUR 97 7.7525773 1.9633673 2.0000000 10.0000000
460ES PNOM INNOWl & RISK 8NVR/REG 97 8.6082474 1.4329217 4.0 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 97 0.8556701 1.8874017 -4.0000000 7.0
RONBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 97 8.0309278 1.8168976 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 95 7.9428571 1.4541629 4.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE- -ORGANIZATIONAL BEIHAVIOR/R 95 8.8541353 1.0650660 4.4285714 10.0000000
R5DELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 95 0.9112782 1.4011702 -3.9285714 5.4285714
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSMES MEANS AND DELTAS
S .............................. DESIG2-NC ...................................................................
VariabLe Labet N Me ltd D"' NMnin MExim
3303S KNOW UP RE* OP FORC/CUR 153 7.6209150 2.136790 0 10.0000000
33AS KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/NItG 154 8.7402597 1.4316917 1.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FOCERS 153 1.1111111 2.0408803 -6.0000000 7.00000
340UES DEVLP & COIN COW VISN/CUR 153 7.4575163 1.9701287 2.0000000 10.0000000
340UES DEVLP & COW COW VISN•IEQ 154 8.7662338 1.5916129 2.0000000 10.0000000
34OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COMM OWUWAS VISION 153 1.3071895 2.0688194 -8.0000000 7.0000000
35QUES INPOR lID & WORK GRP/¢UR 153 7.9346405 1.8484460 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QUE$ INPlWA IND & WORK aMP•/.Q 154 8.8766234 1.5138918 2.0000000 10.0000000
3SOELTA DELTA-IPOUGER INV & WORK GROUPS 153 0.9346405 1.6127502 -3.0000000 5.0000000
36WUS DEVLP NON-PARCUL PERSPICUE 153 8.0065359 1.8227247 0 10.0000000
363UES DEVLP NON-PARNL PERN/REQ 154 8.740259 1.3421532 3.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 153 0.7320261 1.623006 -2.0000000 9.0000000
37N38 BUILDING T1UST/OUR 153 8.6013072 1.1821816 5.0000000 10.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TEST/REQ 154 9.3181818 0.9681953 5.0000000 10.0000000
37SELTA DELTA-AUILDING TET 153 0.7124183 1.1278568 -2.0000000 5.000000
3NES MANAGING CANE/CUOM 153 8.1633967 1.4888070 2.0000000 10.0000000
3N8 S RMMING CA•SE/RE • 154 9.240297 0.99"7685 6.0000000 10.0000000
3UELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 153 1.0718954 1.460460 9 -2.0000000 7.0000000
39438 RAMA ING CONFLICT/CUR 153 7.7106497 1.648597 1.0000000 10.0000000
3943 RNAI NG CONFLICT/REQ 154 9.1885117 1.0692792 5.0000000 10.0000000
39DIELTA DLTA-IINMING CONFLICT 153 1.3921569 1.7138572 -4.0000000 9.0000000
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40OUES BUILDING TEAMSIOR/OL~t 153 8.2810458 1.5063791 3.0000000 10.0000000
40QUES BUILDING TENWORK/3REQ 154 9.240297 1.0419639 5.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-EUILDING TEANIORK 153 0.9607843 1.4275593 -3.0000000 6.0000000
41UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 153 8.2222222 1.474411 2.00U0000 10.0000000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/REQ 154 9.341558 0.9244668 6.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 153 1.1176471 1.5041223 -3.0000000 7.0000000
42OWS MOTIVATING PEOPLEAjUR 153 8.1503268 1.4316500 4.0000000 10.0000000
42UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 154 9.363636 0.8969331 6.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 153 1.2156863 1.39007 -2.0000000 6.0000000
43LUES EMI.Y CUnt XECNNSM/CUR 153 7.5555556 1.8349275 0 10.0000
430US EuPLY COOSD NECHNSM/REQ 154 8.7532468 1.3543041 0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-ENPLOY COORD MECHANISMS 153 1.1960754 1.7170156 -4.0000000 7.0000000
"GU4ES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUO 153 8.1045752 1.6106692 3.0000L0 10.0000000
44OJES DEVIP SUBWRDINATES/REQ 154 9.0584416 1.253688 2.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 153 0.9477124 1.5466043 -3.0000000 5.00
45QUES UIDtSTND ROLE CO & XO/CtR 1S3 7.5163399 2.1123215 0 10.0000000
45OUES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XOIREQ 154 8.8896104 1.7056679 0 10,0000000
45OELTA DELTA-UMOERSTANDING ROLE OF C0/1X 153 1.3660131 2.5822054 -10.0000000 10.0000000
4601US PROM IMNOVr & RISK BRVYt/CUR 152 7.78%737 1.7741021 3.0000000 10.0000000
460111 PRON INNOVT & RISK INVR/REQ 153 8.5490196 1.5215175 2.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PRON IKNOV. & RISK BHAVIOR 152 0.7500000 1.7838M95 -5.0000000 5.0000000
RGNEEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 154 8.0129870 1.9334923 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAMC AGGREGATE- -ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 152 7.9309211 1.2962205 4.4285714 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE- -ORGANIZATIONAL KHAVIOR/R 153 9.0018674 0.9210929 5.7857143 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 152 1.066723 1.2225267 -1.9285714 5.0000000
ORGANIZATIONAL SEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
A............................N.. .s._M ... .... .... ........ .............................
VariabLe LabeL Ni ean Std Day Minim. aIkma
33M.ES KNOlW SUP REQ OP FORC/CUO 30 7.9333333 1.5742176 4.0000000 10.0000000
33QUES KIOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 29 8.3448276 1.9689711 2.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOM & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 29 0.4827586 2.0287345 -4.0000000 4.0000000
340.ES DEVLP & 01W1 COND VISNI/CUR 30 7.6333333 1.8210140 1.0000000 10.0000000
340J1S DEVLP & COW6 COW VlSi/REQ 29 8.8965517 0.9390279 7.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COMM COMAND VISION 29 1.1379310 1.8655550 -2.0000000 7.0000000
35QUES IMPOUR IND A WORK GRP/CUR 30 8.4333333 1.1651057 6.0000000 10.0000000
350u1s IMPOW lND & UORK GRP/REQ 29 9.1379310 1.0255360 7.0000000 10.0000000
3SDELTA DELTA-EMPOlER INV & WOK GROUPS 29 0.7586207 1.2146479 -2.0000000 1..0000000
360AS DEVLP NOU-PARCNL PERSP/CUR 30 8.3000000 1.5789566 5.0000000 10.0000000
36UJES DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/REQ 29 8.4827586 1.1218827 5.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 29 0.2413793 1.7650501 -3.000000 5.0000000
37GUES W:LDwIN TRUST/CUR 29 8.5172414 1.2711269 6.0000000 10.0000000
37QM1S WUILDING TRUST/REQ 29 9.2758621 0.9597824 7.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-WILDING TRUST 28 0.7857143 1.6183472 -3.0000000 4.0000000
3861E8 MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 30 8.333 1.2129%69 5.0000000 10.0000000
385UES MANAGING CHANCE/REQ 29 9.1379310 0.8752199 7.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-NAAGING CHANGE 29 0.8620690 1.5288683 -2.0000000 5.0000000
39M.ES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 30 8.0666667 1.4840144 5.0000000 10.0000000
39GUES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 29 9.2068966 0.8185s02 8.0000000 10.0000000
39KELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 29 1.2068966 1.5207919 -2.0000000 5.0000000
4001S BUILDING TEAMSO/CUR 29 8.5862069 1.3233410 S.0000000 10.0000000
40C01S BUILDING TEANLCRKIMO 29 9.3448276 1.0090042 7.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAISORK 28 0.7837143 1.2868895 -2.0000000 4.0000000
41SUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 30 8.3000000 1.3169976 5.0000000 10.0000000
416UES DEVLP P06 ORGAN CLIMAT/REB 29 9.3103448 0.9674506 7.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONIENT 29 1.0M9655 1.3074248 -1.00000 4.0000000
421UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUl 30 8.4333333 1.3047218 6.0000000 10.0000000
420,1US MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 29 9.2413793 0.9507581 7.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 29 0.8620690 1.3555215 -2.0000000 4.0000000
43UE1 ENPLY COOED NECRSKI/CUR 30 8.1333333 1.5690• 5.0000000 10.0000000
43OUE1 IMPLY COOED MECUISM/lU 29 8.7586207 1.1848801 6.0000000 10.0000000
43DKLTA DELTA-WitOV COOED mECIAMIU 29 0.6696552 1.6712580 -2.0000000 5.0000000
44611ES O SUBOEDINATES/OR 30 8.5000000 1.25258S 5.0000000 10.0000000
4418 DEIVLP SUOtDINATES/RE 29 9.0344828 0.9813532 7.0000000 10.0000000
"44DLTA DELTA-99 OP SUNSgINATES 29 0.5862069 1.4272161 -2.0000000 4.0000000
45615 UDRSTUSD ROLE CO & XO/CUR 30 8.433332 1.9771685 2.0000000 10.0000000
454611 UINS111 SOLE CO & X0/REQ Z9 9.2758621 1.0985m 6.0000000 10.0000000
4S5MLTA DELTA-UMOIRSTANDING ROLE OF CWXO 29 0.6965517 1.M797437 -3.0000000 7.0000000
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46QUES PROM INNOVT & RISK 8VVR/CUR 30 7.9000000 1.6049492 4.0000000 10.0000000
46GUES PROM INNOVT & RISK B5NK/REQ 29 8.7241379 1.1306304 6.0000000 10.0000000
4WDELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 29 0.8965517 1.6332445 -2.0000000 S.0000000
RUBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 30 8a. 1.9419743 2.0000000 10.0000000
RUGMC AGGREGATE--ORGAUIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/C 28 8.2295918 1.16372" 5.2857143 10.0
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 29 9.0123153 0.824.120 7.4=85714 10.0000000
RA)ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 27 0. 3 1.2476037 -1.2857143 4.6428571
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-------------------- DESIG2wMSC-NCA-------------------------------------------------------------
S............ - ............... OSZS2.SC.CA ....................................................................
Variable LabeL IN Mean Std 0ev Ninimu Maximu
33WJES KNW SUP REG OP FORC/CUR 93 8.1505376 1.8293871 0 1O.00)0000
33OLES IJ SUP REG OP FORC/REG 93 8.2795699 1.9357371 0 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-IODW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 93 0.1290323 1.8721402 -8.0000000 5.o000000
344LES DEVLP & COlE O VISN/CU 93 8.3010753 1.2578877 6.0000000 10.0000000
34OUES DEVLP & COlW C0O VISN/REG 93 9.0645161 1.4280304 3.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COW CMSIND VISION 93 0.7634409 1.5561788 -4.0000000 4.0000000
35GUES IMPIG IMN & WRK GOP/CUR 93 8.5268817 1.2903606 5.0000000 10.0000000
35UES IlMPW 10 & WORK GRP/REQ 93 8.9569892 1.3344432 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPR INV & WORK GROUPS 93 0.4301075 1.4992596 -5.0000000 5.0000000
36UES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 92 8.8152174 1.1476622 5.0000000 10.0000000
36OLES OEVLP MONi-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 92 8.9565217 1.3499128 2.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 92 0.1413043 1.2005633 -4.0000000 3.0000000
37UES WILDING TRUST/CUR 93 8.7956909 1.2385049 4.0000000 10.0000000
37ES BUILDING TRS/REQ 93 9.3010753 1.1012340 S.000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 93 0.S053763 1.4417958 -4.0000000 4.0000000
38MES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 93 8.4838710 1.34W2106 4.0000000 10.0000000
38UES MANAGING CNANGE/REQ 93 9.3010753 0.9530836 6.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 93 0.8172043 1.3428250 -3.0000000 S.0000000
39MES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 93 8.2365591 1.4400925 4.0000000 10.0000000
39U.S MANAGING CONFLICT/REG 93 9.1720430 1.1384931 4.0000000 10.0000000
390ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 93 0.9354839 1.6405623 -4.0000000 6.0000000
40UWS BUILDING TEAM = K/CUR 93 8.7204301 1.2191015 4.0000000 10.0000000
40OUES WUILDING TEAMSORK/REQ 93 9.3548387 0.9165763 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEANORK 93 0.6344086 1.3252149 -3.0000000 4.0000000
410JES DEVLP POSORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 93 8.6881720 1.1700845 4.O000000 10.000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 93 9.3870968 1.1036723 3.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONIENT 93 0.6969247 1.3814371 -4.0000000 4.0000000
42UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 93 8.5483871 1.2555627 4.0000000 10.0000000
42JES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 93 9.2S80645 1.2238857 4.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 93 0.7096774 1.3954947 -4.0000000 S.0000000
43tLIES EMPLY COORi IECHNSM/CUOt 93 8.0752688 1.3532293 4.0000000 10.0000000
43MIES E.PLY CO0D IECHNSM/REQ 93 8.7849462 1.1214263 6.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EIPLOY COW9 MECHANISMS 93 0.7096774 1.4933231 -4.0000000 4.0000000
440UES DEVLP SUIORDINATES/aJR 93 8.6236559 1.2328297 5.0000000 10.0000000
44UES DEVLP SUB OIMATES/RE 93 9.2473118 1.1388010 4.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBOMRINATES 93 0.6236559 1.4439829 -4.0000000 5.0000000
45=E1 UNDRSTD ROLE CO & XO/CUlR 93 8.8602151 1.0993219 6.0000000 10.0000000
45olES UNDRSTIW ROLE CO & NO/REQ 93 9.2258065 1.4827195 2.0000000 10.I 1000O
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 93 0.3655914 1.6667134 -8.0000000 4.0000000
46GUES PROM llNOVW & RISK B3NV/CUOR 93 8.4623656 1.247250M 4.0000000 10.0000000
"4EOJES PROM iNNOVT & RISK 3NVWREQ 93 8.9139785 1.212757S 4.0000000 10.0000000
46MDLTA DELTA-PRON INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 93 0.4516129 1.4559931 -5.0000000 4.0000000
RINUEi ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 93 8.27959 1.9746524 1.0000000 10.0000000
ROAGO AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 922 8.5054348 0.9451920 6.0714286 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL IEHAVIOR/A 92 9.0838509 0.9587599 5.4285714 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 92 0.5784161 1.1163558 -2.71428M7 3.14M571
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEAS AM DELTAS
.-.............. tl~K-----------DtI~U --- -----------------------------------------------------
Variable Label M momn Std Dev "fnInlamii Maximii
335US EM SIUP NO OP Pr0C/CUR 50 7.1800000 2.0373051 2.0000000 10.0000000
33GES ON UP WeI OP FPC01/REQ so 9.0000000 I.S386185 4.0000000 10.0000000
3DELTA DELTA-1NOiM & SUPPORT OPF FOPMS1 s0 1.8200000 2.2102729 -2.000fl 00 7.00000
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34QJES DEVLP & COW COND VISH/CUR 50 7.6600000 2.0702953 0 10.0000000
340JES DVL.P & COW COW VISM/REQ 50 9.3200000 2.0347993 0 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COWl CONIAND VISION 50 1.4600000 1.9713250 -6.0000000 6.0000000
35QUES IMPOU IND & WORK GRP/CUR 50 8.5000000 1.4880476 3.0000000 10.0000000
35GUES tNPO1ll IND & WORK GRP/REQ 50 9.7800000 0.5454824 8.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-BPOMIR INV & WORK GROUPS 50 1.2800000 1.429142 0 7.0000000
36OES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 47 8.2127660 1.8170230 3.0000000 10.0000000
3601S DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 47 9.5319149 0.8035536 7.0000000 10.0000000
36OELTA DELTA-DEVEOP NON-PAROCIIAL PERSPECTIVE 47 1.3191489 1.8545641 -2.0000000 7.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 50 8.8800000 1.349299 5.0000000 10.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 50 9.9200000 0.3404679 8.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-UILDING TRUST 50 1.0400000 1.244741 0 4.0000000
38JES MANAGING CKANGE/CUR 50 8.4200000 1.5530089 4.0000000 10.0000000
38"UES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 50 9.7800000 0.5454824 8.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 50 1.3600000 1.5354319 0 5.000000
39QIES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 50 8.2400000 1.63585 4.0000000 1O.0OC0000
39Q0S MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 50 9.7400000 0.564021 8.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 50 1.5000000 1.4742691 0 5.0000000
40OUES WUILDING TEANWORK/CRJ 50 8.7200000 1.2623270 6.0000000 lO.0000000
40QJES BUILDING TEMSRK/REQ 50 9.8600000 0.4522055 8.0000000 10.00000
400ELTA DELTA-WUILDING TEAMIORK 50 1.1400000 1.3402711 -2.0000000 4.0000000
41QLES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 50 8.6600000 1.2874591 5.0000000 10.0000000
410UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 50 9.9200000 0.3404679 8.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROIiENT 50 1.2600000 1.3523977 -1.0000000 5.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 50 8.4400000 1.4165206 5.0000000 10.0000000
42OUIES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/RlE 50 9.7400000 0.5646021 8.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 50 1.3000000 1.2494897 0 4.000000
43UES EMPLY COOW IECNMSI/MJR 50 8.2400000 1.744957 3.0000000 10.0000000
43QUES EMPLY COORD NECdNsM/REQ so 9.3600000 1.2249115 3.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COOD 1EClMNISMS s0 1.1200000 1.7099946 -4.0000000 6.0000000
"4,4JES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 50 8.9400000 1.1677643 6.0000000 10.0000000
44QUES DEVLP SUOEDINATES/REQ 50 9.5400000 1.1642638 5.0000000 10.0000000
"DOELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES s0 0.6000000 1.5118579 -4.0000000 4.0000000
45QUES UWDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/CUR so 7.3800000 1.9680095 1.0000000 10.0000000
45QU1S UWIRSTMD ROLF CO & XO/REQ 50 9.2800000 2.0607112 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/lO 50 1.9000000 2.4681646 -8.0000000 9.0000000
46QUES PROM IMNOVT & RISK BNVR/CUR 50 8.1400000 1.6338144 4.0000000 10.0000000
46OUES PROM INNOVT & RISK BHVR/REQ 50 9.6800000 0.9570362 4.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PRON INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 50 1.5400000 1.5414014 -2.0000000 5.0000000
RGNBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 50 8.7400000 1.7590582 3.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL UEHAVIOR/C 47 5.3130699 1.1672050 5.1428571 9.9285714
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL NFHAVIOR/IR 47 9.5911854 0.6151197 7.0714286 10.0000000
RGODELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 4? 1.2781155 1.1578245 -0.8571429 4.5000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
..-.--.-..-.. -.--..-DESIG2mOTHER -------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Labet N Mlean Std 0ev Minia Maximu
33UES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/OER 5 8.0000000 1.2247449 6.0000000 9.0000000
3300S KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 5 8.8000000 0.8366600 8.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KOWO & SUPPORT OPF FORCES S 0.8000000 0.8366600 0 2.0000000
3411S DEVLP & COIN COWD VlSK/CUR 5 6.8000000 1.3038405 5.0000000 8.0000000
340US DEVLP & COMM COWD VISN/REG 5 8.2000000 2.0493902 5.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COW COMMAND VISION 5 1.4000000 2.4083189 -2.0000000 4.0000000
35QUES I IPO N DI & WORK GRP/CUR 5 7.6000000 0.8944272 6.0000000 8.0000000
35OUhS INPGO IND & WORK GRP/REQ 5 8.6000000 0.8944272 8.0000000 10.0000000
3SOELTA DELTA-EMPOiER INV & WORK GROUPS 5 1.0000000 1.4142136 0 3.0000000
36U1S DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.0954451 6.0000000 9.0000000
36Q.S DEVLP NON-PARCEL PERSP/REQ 5 8.6000000 0.8944272 8.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP MON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 5 0.8000000 1.6431677 -1.0000000 3.0000000
37053 BUILDING T1RT/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.095451 6.0000000 9.000)000
37UES BUILDING TRUST/EQ 5 8.8000000 0.8566600 8.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELIA--WILDING TRT 5 1.0000000 1.4142136 0 3.0000000
380ES MANAGING C1ANGE/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.095451 6.0000000 9.0000000
38UE 1 MIANAGING CHANGE/REQ 5 9.2000000 1.0954451 8.0000000 10.0000000
380ELTA DELTA-MA1NAIN CHANG 5 1.4000000 1.6733201 0 4.0000000
39QUE1 MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 5 7.000000O 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.0000000
3905M MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 5 9.4000000 0.8944272 8.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 5 2.4000000 1.6733201 0 4.0000000
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40U[S BUILDING TEANWOWCUR 5 7.8000000 1.095"51 6.000000 9.0000000
40 SS BUILDING TMMOEK/REGQ S 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMWORK 5 1.2000000 1.3038M 0 3.0000000
41QUES DEVLP PO ORGAN CLINAT/OCU 5 7.8000000 1.095451 6.0000000 9.0000000
41QUES DEVLP P06 ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 5 9.2000000 1.095"51 8.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG EINVIRONENT 5 1.4000000 1.6733201 0 4.0000000
42QES NOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.095"51 6.0000000 9.0000000
42UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 5 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 5 1.2000000 1.3038405 0 3.0000000
43QUS IMPLY COORD IECNUM/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.095451 6.0000000 9.0000000
43QUME EIPLY COOID ECNSN/REQ 5 8.8000000 0.8366600 8.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COOED NECHANISMS 5 1.0000000 1.4142136 0 3.0000000
44GUES DEVLP SUBORDIUATES/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.0954451 6.0000000 9.0000000
440UES DEVLP SUBO9 ) IMATES/REQ 5 8.8000000 1.3038405 7.0000o000 10.0000000
"44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUIBOEDINATES 5 1.0000000 2.0000000 -2.0000000 3.0000000
45ORES UNmlSTiD ROLE CO XO/CUR 5 7.2000000 1.923538 4.n0000000 9.0000000
45ORES UINRSTND ROLE CO & )X/REQ 5 7.4000000 2.6076810 3.0000000 10.0000000
45OELTA DELTA-UIMDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 5 0.2000000 3.7682887 -6.0000000 4.
46MUES PROM INNOVT & RISK B1VR/CUR 5 7.0000000 1.4142136 5.O00MMO 8.0000000
46MUES PROM INNOVT & RISK BIVR/REh 5 8.2000000 1.095451 7.000000( 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PIOM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 5 1.2000000 1.6431677 -1.0000000 3.0000000
RGNIEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 5 7.4000000 1.5165751 5.000000 9.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/C 5 7.5714286 1.0594569 5.7857143 8.5000000
RGAR• AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 5 8.7142857 0.7440238 8.1428571 9.8571429
RG0ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL SEHAVIOR 5 1.1428571 1.4436702 -0.3571429 3.2857143
NANPOIER NANAGEXENT/HRN ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
............................. DESIC2"' '....................................................................
VariabLe LabeL N Mean Std 0ev Minima Maxiu
47WUES MG91 CIV PER BY EEG PROC/CUR 47 7.1276596 1.9517776 2.0000000 10.0000000
470M5 HUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 47 8.2127660 2.3306667 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 47 1.0851064 2.5692986 -6.0000000 7.0000000
48UES NNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/OUR 47 8a.808 1 1.364950 4..o000000 10.0000000
48QJES .mG NIL PER BY REG PROC/IREQ 47 8.5744681 1.4853587 4.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 47 0.1063830 1.8086031 -5.0000000 S.0000000
49QUS EVAL NMAPIA STAF NEEDS/CUR 47 7.3404635 1.7726987 3.0000000 1O.00000o0
49UES EVAL MANP* STAF NEEDS/REQ 47 8.1702128 1.7485292 1.000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 47 0.8297872 2.1601042 -6.0000000 4.0000000
5OJES IMNAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CR 46 5.3913043 2.9998390 0 10.0000000
50UES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 46 7.1956522 2.8876716 0 10.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 46 1.8043478 3.1736384 -4.0000000 9.0000000
51JES NANG IULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 47 7.3617021 1.8815527 2.0000000 10.0000000
51QUES NANG NILTI-OULT DIVISTY/REC 47 7.6806511 2.6218678 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MANAGE MU.TI-OULT DIVERSITY 47 0.3191489 1.9286105 -4.00000 5.0000000
52UES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/OR 46 8.2608696 1.5977037 3.0000000 10.0000000
52QUES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPW/REQ 46 8.6304348 2.2740927 0 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PRONOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 47 0.3617021 0.485687 0 1.0000000
ANPOIER NANPOlER/IUIAN RES MWMI 47 8.1914894 1.5271214 4.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGIRECATE--MANPOWER MVT/HEM ISSUES/C 46 7.3333333 1.4869605 3.666667 10.0000000
ANMAO AGUEGATE--MNPtOER NGNT/NM ISSUES/t 46 8.0833333 1.841600 1.0000000 10.0000000
ANDIELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- NANPOWER NGrIT/H ISSl 4 0.7500000 1.8226117 -18333333 3.8333333
-............... I~D:-----------DI2C ----------------------------------------------------------
Vsrlibe LabeL N 1Wam Std Dev NMniu AMim
471JES MG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 97 5.6597938 2.0508464 1.0000000 10.0000000
470UES MW CIV PER BY RES PROC/REQ 97 7.7113402 1.8982880 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-RANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 97 2.051544 2.1083719 -6.0000000 8.0000000
48005 MG NIL PER BY REG PROC/OUR 97 8.0412371 1.478•390 4.0000000 10.0000000
48UES MIG NIL PER BY REE PROIC/RE 97 8.7422680 1.3638056 4.0000000 10.0000000
4,D[LTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 97 0.7010M09 1.415480 -6.0000000 4.0000000
49uES EVAL NMNPUR STAF MEEDS/OR 97 7.278350M 1.836554 3.0000000 10.0000000
49001U EVAL NAIPUW STAF NEEDS/REI 97 8.4948454 1.2426761 4.0000000 10.0000000
49KLTA DELTA-EVAL NANPOE STAFFING NEEDS 97 1.216498 1.653448 -2.0000000 5.0000000
SO• ES MANAGE LAM RELATIONS/COR 96 3.7708333 2.4101205 0 8.0000000
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500UES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 96 6.2500000 2.6596399 a 10.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 96 2.4791667 2.6949433 -5.0000000 10.0000000
51UES MANG MILTI-CULT DIVtSTY/CUR 97 7.3711340 1.7097733 3.0000000 10.0000000
510JES MANG NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 97 8.1134021 1.4921760 4.0000000 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-NANAGE MULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 97 0.7422680 1.7966010 -6.0000000 6.0000000
52GUS PRN ETHICi. PRAC IN OPS/CIR 97 8.4432990 1.5136123 4.0000000 10.0000000
520UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 97 8.9690722 1.3264627 3.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 97 0.514639 0.523570 0 1.0000000
ANPOIER NANPOItR/HUMAN RES NGHT 97 8.1649485 1.5524202 3.0000000 10.0000000
ANAUC AGGREGATE--MANPIER MINT/HAN ISSUES/C 96 6.753U722 1.4096607 3.5000000 9.6666667
ANAGR AGQREGATE--MANPWOER NGMT/NIR ISSUES/IR 96 8.0434028 1.2021532 4.1666667 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOER INT/HRN ISSU 96 1.2899306 1.3803646 -2.0000000 5.1666667
MANPOWER MANAGEMENT/HAN ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------- ..---------- DESIG2.NC ---------------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe LabeL N Mean Std Dev Miniu Maxima
47TUS MUG CIV PER ZY REG PROC/cR 153 5.8104575 2.4353527 0 10.0000000
47QUEs NN5 CIV PER BY RE-G PRC/REQ 154 8.2012987 1.8091267 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 153 2.3921569 2.5629837 -7.0000000 9.00010000
48QJS MUG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 153 7.4052288 1.6836595 3.000ooo 10.0000000,
48QIJES ING NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 154 8.5779221 1.4809574 2.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 153 1.1633987 1.8829481 -8.0000000 7.0000000
490US EVAL NANPWR STAF NEEDS/CUR 153 6.8366013 1.9916190 0 10.0000000
49WUES EVAL MANPUR STAF NEEDS/REQ 154 8.5129870 1.4562779 0 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 1S3 1.6666667 2.0390916 -5.0000000 7.0000000
50OUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 153 4.8366013 2.5941673 0 10.0000000
50QES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 154 7.3896104 2.45298n2 0 10.0000000
500ELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 153 2.5686275 2.9686181 -7.0000000 9.0000000
S5116S MANG NULTI-OCULT DIVRSTY/CIR 153 7.0849673 1.9666553 2.0000000 10.0000000
5162S NANG IULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 154 7.9805195 1.9917174 0 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE MULTI-OALT DIVERSITY 153 0.8888889 2.1750849 -9.0000000 6.0000000
522ES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 153 8.1895425 1.5293258 3.0000000 10.0000000
52011s PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 154 8.95065 1.3648087 4.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 154 0.4805195 0.5012505'- 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER NAPOWER/NHUIAN RES MWST 154 8.1493506 1.6872551 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE- -MANPOWER MINT/HRN SUtES/C 153 6.69389 1.621M 2.000000 10.00000oo
ANAGt AGGREGATE--KANPUOER NINT/HN ISSUES/R 154 8.2759740 1.4284407 2.6666667 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NGNT/liN ISSU 153 1.5795207 1.6892207 -5.0000000 5.1666667
S............................. .s......• ....................................................................
-------------- S------C-AN-----------....--..-.--...-....... ..................................
VariabLe LabeL Ie Noe Std Dbv NMinu Nfaxifm
475UES MING CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 30 6.7666667 2.1764149 2.0000000 10.0000000
47011U5 MI CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 29 8.4137931 1.1500696 6.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 29. 1.7586207 1.8058471 -2.0000000 7.0000000
4806ES MG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 30 8.1666667 1.5331584 4.0000000 10.0000000
48QUES MING NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 29 8.7931034 1.1141720 6.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-NANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 29 0.6896552 1.2846191 -2.0000000 5.0000000
49011S EVAL KANPUR STAF NEEDS/CUR 30 7.4666667 1.7564332 3.0000000 10.0000000
49GULES EVAL MAWNR STAF NEEDS/REG 29 8.4137931 1.1807153 5.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL NANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 29 1.0344828 1.6362579 -2.0000000 6.0000000
50QUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/OUR 30 5.2000000 2.6961019 0 10.0000000
50JS61 HMA LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 29 6.7241379 2.4333480 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 29 1.6896552 3.0484592 -5.0000000 10.0000000
51GUS ANSG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 30 7.5666667 2.0457413 2.0000000 10.0000000
510UES NANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 29 8.0000000 2.1213203 1.0000000 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 29 0.5172414 1.9387162 -S.0000000 6.0000000
521UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 30 8.466667 1.569830= 5.000000 10.0000000
52QUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 29 9.0344828 1.2672456 4.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PRONOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 30 0.4333333 0.5040069 0 1.0000000
ANPOIER MANPOIERI/USAN RES IONT 30 8.1333333 1.7167197 4.0000000 10.0000000
ANAC AGGREGATE--MANPOIER M /INR/AN lS.JES/C 30 7.2722222 1.6108369 3.0000000 10.0000000
ANMAG AGOAEGATE--HANPUOER /INTlN ISSUES/t 29 8.2296851 1.2021919 4.1333333 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- NANPQER NGMIT/lN I136l 29 1.0517241 1.4814350 -1.6666667 6.1666667
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MANPOWER MANAGEIET/NW ISUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.................... DESIG~wNSCHCA-------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N Nan Std Dev minima Maxima
470UES MUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 93 7.7204301 1.5348530 4.0000000 10.0000000
47OJES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 93 7.9677419 1.8618108 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 93 0.2473118 2.0937584 -7.0000000 5.0000000
4801S HNMG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 93 8.376341 1.3902923 5.0000000 10.0000000
48SiUS PUG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 93 8.3333333 1.555'281 1.0000000 10.0000000
48OELTA DELTA-HANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 93 -0.0430108 1.6412745 -8.0000000 5.0000000
49QUES EVAL MAMPR STAF NEEDS/CUR 92 7.8478261 1.5040954 4.0000000 10.0000000
490JES EVAL NANPUE STAF NEEDS/REQ 92 8.2065217 1.4183882 1.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 92 0.3586957 1.8432027 -8.0000000 4.0000000
SOUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 93 6.5483871 2.233716 0 10.0000000
50QUES KANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 93 7.2580645 2.3026602 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 93 0.7096774 2.4653276 -7.0000000 6.0000000
510UES MANG NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 93 7.8279570 1.815538 3.0000000 10.0000000
510.ES HANG NULTI-CULT- DIVRSTY/REQ 93 8.0107527 2.0296424 0 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 93 0.1827957 2.0480438 -9.0000000 5.0000000
52QUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 93 8.4838710 1.3957459 5.0000000 10.0000000
52QUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 93 8.9139785 1.7109361 1.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 93 0.4516129 0.5003505 0 1.0000000
AMPOWER MANPOWER/NIJMAN RES MONT 93 7.9247312 1.6761535 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--MANPOWER MGMT/lRM ISSUES/C 92 7.784203 1.2892289 4.6666667 10.0000000
ANAMR AGGREGATE--NANPiOER MGlT/HRM ISSUES/R 92 8.1159420 1.4679605 1.00000 10.0000000
AiDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MNOT/ON ISSU 92 0.3315217 1.5457008 -7.6666667 3.1666667
S...............................DES....lIC......................................................................
------ DSG C-------------------------------------------- EI=N...................................
Variabte Label N Nean Std Dev Minima Maxima
47JES MNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 50 7.1000000 1.7871423 3.0000000 10.000000
4701S MNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 50 8.7400000 1.7821106 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 50 1.6400000 2.0972285 -8.0000000 7.0000000
4W•US NNG NIL PER BY REG POC/CUR 50 8.0600000 1.5440472 5.0000000 10.0000000
48QUES N0 NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 50 9.0200000 1.7201092 0 10.0000000
4SDELTA DELTA-MNAGING NIL PERSONNEL so 0.9600000 1.7491689 -6.00000 5.0000000
49QUES EVAL MANMI STAF NEEDS/CUR 50 7.8600000 2.1477088 1.0000000 10.0000000
49QES EVAL KMM STAF NEEDS/REQ 50 9.1600000 1.4193991 3.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 50 1.3000000 2.1404749 -5.0000000 6.0000000
500S1 MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/OUR 50 5.6200000 2.3723750 0 10.0000000
509UES KMA LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 50 8.1400000 2.39O0426 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 50 2.5200000 2.8373601 -6.0000000 8.0000000
51lOES NANG NULTI-CULT DIV.STY/CUR 50 7.6400000 1.8599978 3.0000000 10.0000000
51QUJES NA NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 50 8.8800000 1.6738078 3.0000000 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MNAMGE MJLTI-CULT DIVERSITY 50 1.2400000 1.8245491 -3.0000000 7.0000000
520U5S PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/JUR 50 8.6800000 1.4061091 5.0000000 10.0000000
52Q5S PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 50 9.7200000 0.6712766 7.0000000 10.0000000
S2DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS so 0.4600000 0.5034574 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER NANPOIER/MNJIAN RES NUT 50 8.8600000 1.4847524 4.0000000 10.0000000
AACC AGGREGATE--NNPOWER NT/HRM ISSUES/C 50 7.4933333 1.4305383 4.5000000 9.6666667
ANAMR AGGREGATE--NAPUR NGMT/HUN ISSUES/i 50 8.9433333 1.4160603 3.333 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MGKT/IlI 1iUU 50 1.4500000 1.5722401 -3.0000000 5.333333
MANPOWER MANAGENMNT/HIM ISSUES WAN AND DELTAS
............................. DESIG02OTNER ...................................................................
Variable Label N Na Std Oew Minimua Naxim
47W5 PRO CIV PER BY REG PROC/OUR 5 6.0000000 2.494897 3.0 9.0000000
47.1 NNG CIV PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 5 7.8000000 1.48397 6.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 5 1.8000000 2.2803509 -1.0000000 5.0000000
481E$ PIS NIL PER BY REQGPROC/OR 5 7.8000000 1.6431677 5.0000000 9.0000000
48IUES NNG NIL PER BY REG PR0C/REQ S 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSOINEL 5 1.2000000 1.3038405 0 3.0000000
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49QUES EVAL KANPUR STAF NEEDS/CUR 4 6.7500000 2.6299556 4.0000000 9.0000000
49QUES EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 4 8.7500000 0.9574271 8.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 4 2.0000000 3.1622777 -1.0000000 6.0000000
5OQUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 5 4.0000000 2.0000000 2.0000000 7.0000000
SOQUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 5 6.4000000 3.7815341 0 10.0000000
5ODELTA DELTA-NAMAGE LABOR RELATIONS 5 2.4000000 4.1593269 -3.0000000 a.
51QUES MANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 5 6.2000000 1.3038405 5.0000000 8.0000000
S101ES NANG NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 5 7.4000000 0.89272 7.0000000 9.0000000
S1DELTA DELTA-NANAGE MJLTI-CULT DIVERSITY 5 1.2000000 1.9235384 -1.0000000 4.0000000
52.UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUUR 5 7.2000000 2.1679%3 4.0000000 10.0000000
520UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 5 8.6000000 0.8WA272 8.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PRNOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 5 0.2000000 0.4472136 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER NANPOWER/UIMAN RES NGNT 5 7.4000000 2.1908902 4.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--NANPE 1NUT/IHRN ISSUES/C 4 6.1666667 1.7533038 4.3333333 7.6666667
ANAGR AGGREGATE--MANPWOER NGUT/NRN ISSUES/It 4 8.0000000 1.3810892 6.3333333 9.5000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NGNT/MRM ISSU 4 1.8333333 2.7250552 -1.3333333 5.1666667
COIMNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. DESIG2=• f --------------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N Mean Std Dev Ninimm NMaxium
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 47 8.2765957 1.4551577 5.0000000 10.0000000
R53GUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 47 9.0638296 1.Z30442 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 47 0.7872340 1.7059508 -5.0000000 4.0000000
C546QES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 47 8.3404255 1.4784921 4.0000000 10.0000000
RS4QUES P05 & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 47 9.0638298 1.2230442 5.0000000 10.0000000
QS4DELTA DELTA-POS & NEG FEEDBACK 47 0.7234043 1.7029658 -5.0000000 5.0000000
CSSQUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 47 8.2340426 1.4327348 4.0000000 10.0000000
RSQUES DELVR EFF ORAL PIES/REQ 47 8.9148936 1.3804503 4.0000000 10.0000000
OSSOELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 47 0.6808511 1.6695011 -4.0000000 5.0000000
CS6QJES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 47 8.3617021 1.3896003 4.0000000 10.0000000
R56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 47 9.2340426 1.067560S 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q56DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 47 0.8723404 1.3770956 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C57QUE$ M U) 1ORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUO 47 7.6170213 1.8945367 0 10.0000000
RSA7JES BD WORK & SJPIT RELTN/REG 47 8.4680851 1.7674726 3.0000000 10.0000000
QS7DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPORT RELAT 47 0.8510638 1.8530671 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C581QES REP ORG0 TO EXTRIL RP/CUR 47 7.7659574 2.0Z39069 0 10.0000000
RO8QUES REP C TO EXTRNL GRP/REG 47 8.2765957 2.3003036 0 10.0000000
Q58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL URPS 47 0.5106383 1.9966119 -5.0000000 4.0000000
C59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN OMW/CUR 47 8.7446809 1.2418094 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN 00Sh(/REO 47 9.3191489 1.1814947 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COIKUNICATIONS 47 0.5744681 1.3309800 -4.0000000 3.0000000
C60QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 47 8.3191489 1.3530382 S.0000000 10.OOOoO)
R6OWES CONiDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 47 9.0000000 1.6550319 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q600ELTA DELTA-COlDJCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 47 0.6808511 2.0862530 -7.0000000 5.0000000
CCow COMMUNICATION 47 9.0425532 1.7931930 2.0000000 10.0000000
CCMAGC AGGREGATE--COSUNICATIONS/C 47 8.2074468 1.1159895 5.3750000 10.0000000
CONAIR AG REGATE--CC €6UN ICATIONS/R 47 8.9175532 1.1356012 5.2500000 10.0000000
CO14ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COSUJNICATIONS 47 0.7101064 1.3571235 -3.7500000 3.5000000
S.............................. DE..G2-DC....................................................................
....-........... 0SGxC----------DEI2D ---------------------------------------------------------
Variable LabeL N MNO Std Dev Pintm" Maximu
....... o............. . .........--..... o.. ........ ....... * . .. .. ... * .. o ... ................. . ..... ... m . ..
C53aUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 97 8.2886596 1.4430M70 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53GUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REI 97 9.1340206 1.1051854 5.0000000 10.0000000
0Q3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 97 0.8453608 1.5366373 -3.0000000 5.00n0000
CS4SES POS & NEG FEEDBAWCUR 97 8.1340206 1.3040711 5.0000000 10.0000000
351Q41S POS & REG FEEDBACK/REG 97 9.1134021 1.0495663 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q54OELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 97 0.9793814 1.38428=2 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CSSQJES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 97 7.5773196 1.5931824 3.0000000 10.0000000
t55QU0S DELVE EFF ORAL PRS/REQ 97 8.9072165 1.1372708 S.0000000 10.0000000
Q55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 97 1.3298969 1.7661260 -3.0000000 7.0000000
CS6GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 97 8.1958763 1.3278991 5.0000000 10.0000000
t5601UES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 97 9.30927" 0.93%M 6.0000000 10.0000000
QSENLTA DELTA-LISTENIN EFFECTIVELY 97 1.1134021 1.4059123 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C574ES RD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CIU 97 7.3092784 1.8048593 2.0000000 10.0000000
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R57QUES BiD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 97 8.5670103 1.1806356 5.0000000 10.0000000
4S7DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 97 1.2577320 1.6411273 -3.0000000 5.0000000
CSMUS REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 97 7.0515,64 2.0123118 1.0000000 10.0000000
R58QUES REP t1GO TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 97 8.1752577 1.6138096 0 10.0000000
O580ELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 97 1.1237113 1.9698653 -6.0000000 8.0000000
CS9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CO4/CUI 97 8.4329M97 1.4993555 3.0000000 10.0000000
R59UJES CLIMATE OF OPEN CONIVREQ 97 9.1340206 1.0065294 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN CUOMNICATIONS 97 0.7010309 1.3003601 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C600 ES CODUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUI 97 7.5670103 1.5268924 4.0000000 10.0000000
160QLUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 97 8.9072165 1.0112129 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q60DELTA DELTA-COMIDCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 97 1.3402062 1.5538031 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CoIw COaMUNICATION 97 8.8144330 1.5964146 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COWMUNICATIONS/C 97 7.8195876 1.2020719 4.8750000 10.0000000
COMN AGGREGATE--COIINUICATIONS/R 97 8.9059278 0.8864634 5.8750000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CO UIMICATIONS 97 1.0863402 1.2045596 -1.6250000 4.2500000
COIIMUNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. DESIG2 --NC ............................................- .......................
VariabLe LabeL N Neon Std Dev Kin!" 1axiu
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 153 8.444444 1.3469697 3.0000000 10.0000000
R UEs3 S WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 154 9.1883117 1.0892792 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WIdTING EFFECTIVELY 153 0.7385621 1.3463950 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CS4OUES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 153 7.9150327 1.5515176 3.0000000 10.0000000
RS•4OES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 154 9.1296701 1.2351142 0 10.0000000
QS4ELTA DELTA-POS & REG FEEDBACK 153 1.2091503 1.783SSO -10.0000000 7.0000000
CSSUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 153 7.9869281 1.4999427 3.0000000 10.0000000
R550UES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/VEQ 154 9.058416 1.0112893 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q55OELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 153 1.0653595 1.5289883 -2.0000000 7.0000000
CS6CUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 153 8.1503268 1.6810525 1.000000 10.0000000
R56QJES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 154 9.2727273 1.0619548 3.0000000 10.0000000
OSIDELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 153 1.117"471 1.8243282 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C57IES BLi WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR 152 7.4868421 1.996624M 0 10.0000000
R57GUES BID WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 153 8.8431373 1.4423922 0 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-WILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 152 1.3486842 1.9403689 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CSMES REP aRIN TO EXTRNL /CUP R 153 7.5555556 2.0611982 1.0000000 10.0000000
R58OLES REP ORGM TO EXTRNL GRP/REG 154 8.6103896 1.6221977 0 10.0000000
G5DELTA DELTA-R'PRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 153 1.0457516 1.840122S -4.0000000 7.0000000
C59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN. COME/OR 153 8.4313725 1.3217050 5.0000000 10.0000000
R59QJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COPE/REQ 154 9.2272727 1.04648925 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN OOINUiNICATIOiS 153 0.7905497 1.2174909 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C60WUES CONDJCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 153 7.9934641 1.4349800 4.0000000 10.0000000
R60MJES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 154 9.0649351 1.1528613 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q60DELTA DELTA-COMDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 153 1.0653595 1.4941694 -3.0000000 6.0000000
CONN COMMUNICATION 154 8.707792 1.8468320 2.0000000 10.0000000
CONAGC AGGREGATE--CON4UNJICATIONS/C 152 8.0049342 1.1964297 4.7500000 10.0000000
COPAGR AGGREGATE--COMIUNICATIONS/R 153 9.0506536 0.9289565 5.6250000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMMUNICATIONS 152 1.0394737 1.1691946 -1.7500000 4.7500000
S............................ .ES.,-..._.. ..................................................................
.-.............---------- DEI2~.A -------------------------------------------------------
Varioble LabeL N Mean Std Dev Minu Maeximu
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 30 8.4333333 1.35%5507 4.0000000 10.0000000
RS3aIES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 29 8.9310345 0.9975339 7.0000000 10. 0
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 29 0.5517241 1.4537195 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CS4,UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 30 8.4000000 1.3025175 5.0000000 10.0000000
RE5UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 29 9.0689655 1.0667385 6.0000000 10.0000000
G54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 29 0.7241379 1.5328906 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C55GUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUE 30 8.3333333 1.3978637 5.0000000 10.0000000
R550UES DELVR EFF ORAL P11S/REQ 29 8.9310345 1.0327161 6.0000000 10.0000000
SSDELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 29 0.6551724 1.6534782 -3.0000000 5.0000000
C56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 30 8.3666667 1.2994252 5.0000000 10.0000000
R560UES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 29 9.2068966 0.9775812 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q5SDELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 29 0.8965517 1.3975700 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C57EUE 38. WORK & SUIPRT RELTN/CUR 30 8.0666667 1.7790360 1.0000000 10.0000000
R57YES AUD WORK & SUIlT RELTN/REG 29 8.8275862 1.3111872 6.0000000 10.0000000
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Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 29 0.8275862 1.8335945 -1.0000000 9.0000000
CS8QUES REP ORON TO EXTRUL GRP/CUR 30 7.9666667 1.6501480 5.00001000 10.0000000
RS8QUES REP OROG TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 29 8.5172414 1.5950972 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 29 0.6206897 1.32056 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C59EUES CLIMATE OF OPEN C064/CUR 30 8.7000000 1.2905492 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CC=l/REQ 29 9.1379310 1.0255360 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COSUJNICATIONS 29 0.4827586 1.2427127 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C600QES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 30 8.4333333 1.3308886 6.0000000 10.0000000
R60QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REG 29 8.8620690 1.0597890 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q6ODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 29 0.4827586 1.1218827 -2.0000000 3.0000000
Cowl COMMJNICATION 30 8.7000000 2.2151516 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AbGREGATE--COJMICATIONS/C 30 8.3375000 1.1400573 4.7500000 10.0000000
CONAGR AGGREGATE--COleIUNICATIONS/R 29 8.9353•8 0.9411362 6.6250000 10.0000000
COMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COIIUNICATIONS 29 0.6551724 1.1899201 -1.2500000 5.0000000
CO•UJNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-----....................... DESIG2=SC CA ................................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Ninium Maxiu
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 93 8.7526882 1.0999596 5.0000000 10.0000000
R53QJES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 93 9.3763"1 0.7359404 8.0000000 10.0000000
053DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 93 0.6236559 1.1412615 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C54rJES POS & NEG FEEDBACK/CUR 93 8.3870968 1.2071549 5.0000000 10.0000000
R54.UIES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/UREQ 93 9.1612903 0.9474258 S.0000000 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 93 0.7741935 1.2347243 -3.0000000 4.0000000
C55OES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 93 8.4408602 1.306OZ. 4.0000000 10.0000000
R5SQUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 93 9.2258065 0.9794523 5.0000000 10.0000000
55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORA' ,ESENTATION 93 0.7849462 1.5169296 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C56SES LISTENING EFFECTIV.I,Ocr 93 8.3440860 1.5071902 3.0000000 10.0000000
R56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 93 9.3870968 0.8474034 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q56ELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 93 1.0430108 1.6610236 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C570.ES OLD WORK & SUPRT RELTI/CUR 93 7.9139785 1.5226972 3.0000000 10.0000000
R57QUES B3D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 93 8.7956989 1.2296972 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 93 0.8817204 1.6930129 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C58GUES REP ORGA TO EXTRNL GRPICUiR 93 8.2150538 1.5240782 3.0000000 10.0000000
R58MUES REP ORGN TO EXTRUL GRP/REQ 93 8.8817204 1.2234081 4.0000000 10.0000000
QS8DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 93 0.6666667 1.6038902 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C59WiES CLIMATE OF OPEN COW/CUR 93 8.7741935 1.1527758 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59QJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COIM/REQ 93 9.2688172 0.8614924 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUIICATIONS 93 0.4946237 1.1852688 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C60GUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 92 8.3152174 1.2918115 5.0000000 10.0000000
R60QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 93 9.0322581 0.9606566 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q6ODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 92 0.7173913 1.2866695 -3.0000000 4.0000000
COW COMMUNI CATION 93 8.79-6989 1.8448468 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COMIU1CATIONS/C 92 8.3994565 0.9693516 6.1250000 10.0000000
COMMG AGGREGATE--COHNLNIICATIONS/R 93 9.1411290 0.7214272 7.2500000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMMUNICATIONS 92 0.7377717 1.0637412 -2.0000000 3.2500000
S................................ESI.2.......................................................................
................ DSG=C----------DSGC -------------------------------------------------------
Variable LabeL N Mean Std Dev Minfmu Maxima
C53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 50 8.5000000 1.2330483 5.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REG 50 9.6000000 0.6388766 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q53OELTA DELTA-URITING EFFECTIVELY 50 1.1000000 1.2657175 -1.0000000 4.0000000
CS54UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 50 8.7400000 1.0843977 7.0000000 10.0000000
R54UES POS & KEG FEEDBACK/REQ 50 9.6200000 0.7795865 7.0000000 10.0000000
QS4DELTA DELTA-POC & MEG FEEDBACK 50 0.8800000 1.1364104 -1.0000000 3.0000000
C5SGJES DELVR EFF ORAL PRIES/CUR 50 8.0200000 1.5049578 4.0000000 10.0000000
R55QUES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 50 9.4600000 1.0343094 6.0000000 10.0000000
QSSOELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 50 1.4400000 1.5670068 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CS6JES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 50 8.7600000 1.3180072 5.0000000 10.0000000
R56IUES LISTENING EFFECTIVFLY/REQ 50 9.8400000 0.4677344 8.0000000 1O.0000000
QS6)ELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY s0 1.0800000 1.3223356 0 5.0000000
CS7SES BW WORK & SUP9 T RELTM/CUR 50 7.8800000 1.9654153 3.0000000 10.0000000
R57WJES B3D WORK I& EUPRT RELTiN/RE 50 9.5400000 0.8134000 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q57K.LTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 50 1.6600000 1.9336969 0 7.0000000
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C58wUES REP ORGM TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 50 8.2000000 1.6035675 4.0000000 10.0000000
RS8GUES REP CRON TO EXTRNL SRP/REQ 50 9.2800000 1.2292677 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q5aDELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 50 1.0600000 1.6142225 -2.000000 6.0000000
Cs9gJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COSSVCUR 50 8.9200000 1.1752551 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59SJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COQM/REQ 50 9.7600000 0.5910903 8.0000000 10.0000000
059DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUNICATIONS 50 0.8400000 1.07589m5 -1.0000000 4.00o0000
C6QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 50 8.5600000 1.2480188 6.0000000 10.0000000
R60IEOS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REG 50 9.5000000 1.0151907 5.00000 10.0000000
Q610ELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 50 0.9400000 1.0956314 -1.0000000 4.000000
COMM COMMNIICATION 50 9.0400000 1.7838276 3.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COSMUMICATIOUS/C 50 8.4475000 1.0467668 6.1250000 10.0000000
COMAGA ASGREGATE--COWUN.IICATIONS/i 50 9.5750000 0.6045111 7.5000000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CCNMUNICATIOMS 50 1.1275000 0.9908671 -0.1250000 2.8750000
COhMhNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
............................. DESIG2OTNER .................................................................
Variable Label N Nean Std Dev Minimum Maxima
C53QUES IWITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 5 8.8000000 1.095451 8.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REG 5 9.0000000 1.4142136 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 5 0.2000000 1.095451 -1.0000000 2.0000000
C54QMS POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 5 7.4000000 1.5165751 5.0000000 9.0000000
R54UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 5 9.4000000 0.8944272 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 5 2.0000000 0.7071068 1.0000000 3.0000000
CSSUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 5 8.6000000 0.894272 8.0000000 10.0000000
RSSQUES DELVR EFF ORAL PIES/REQ 5 8.8000000 1.30385 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 5 0.2000000 1.0954451 -1.0000000 2.0000000
CS6SUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 5 7.0000000 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.0000000
R56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 5 9.4000000 0.8942 8.0000000 10.0000000
QSOELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 5 2.4000000 1.1401754 1.0000000 m 4.0000000
C57UES BILD WORK & SUPRT RELTNI/CUR 5 7.4000000 1.1401754 6.0000000 9.0000000
R5 5UES B5D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/IEQ 5 8.6000000 0,5472M26 8.0000000 9.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-WILD WORKING & SUPPORT ESLAT 5 1.2000000 1.095451 0 3.0000000
C5NUES REP ORSM TO EXTUNL GSP/CUR 5 7.8000000 1.3038405 6.0000000 9.0000000
R58QUES REP ORGN TO EXT.NL GSP/REQ 5 8.2000000 0.8366600 7.0000000 9.00000
QOSELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 5 0.4000000 1.5165751 -1.0000000 3.0000000
C590JES CLIMATE OF OPEN COWCUR 5 8.0000000 0.7071068 7.0000000 9.0000000
R5UES CLIIMATE-OF OPEN COMl/REQ 5 9.0000000 1.000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
059DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMUNICATIONS 5 1.0000000 0.7071068 0 2.0000000
C60OIUS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 5 7.8000000 0.4472136 7.0000000 8.0000000
R60QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 5 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q6O0ELTA DELTA-CONDJCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 5 1.2000000 1.095451 0 2.0000000
COHN COSUIiCATION 5 8.0000000 0.7071068 7.0000000 9.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COSUIICATIONS/C 5 7.8500000 0.7974569 7.0000000 8.7500000
COAKR AGGREGATE--COUMUIICATIONS/R 5 8.9250000 0.8551316 7.8750000 9.7500000
COINELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COIUJNCATIONS 5 1.0750000 0.83197181 0.3750000 2.5000000
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS AND DELTAS
-........................... RA.K1n# .8 ................................................................
Variable Label N MOaW Std Dev NinIu Maxit
CdOUES INTERP FIRM STATEiIITS/CUR 3 4.6666667 2.5166115 2.0000000 7.0000000
R1QUES INTERP FIRAM STATEMNTS/REG 3 7.0000000 2.6"57513 4.0000000 9.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-INTERP FN1*1i STATEJUTS 3 2.3333333 0.5773503 2.0000000 3.0000000
C2.UES RECOG FUMONG SOURCES/CUR 3 5.3333333 1.5275252 4.0000=00 7.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUNDMG SOURCES/REQ 3 7.0000000 2.6457513 4.0000000 9.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 3 1.6666667 2.5166115 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C3MES EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS/CUO 3 6.0000000 1.0000000 5.0000000 7.0000000
R3S$ES EVAL OPER & CAP iUDWETS/REG 3 5.6666667 2.0816660 4.0000000 8.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP NIUDGTS 3 -0.3333333 1.1547005 -1.0000000 1.0000000
C4A 8 RES MOST • WV & DAItWCU 3 4.0000000 2.6457513 2.0000000 7.0000000
R4E$S US NMNT ADV & DRUK/REG 3 6.6666667 3.055505 4.0000000 10.0000000
"4OELTA DELTA-RESOURCE NMT ADV & DRAUAMC 3 2.6666667 0.577303 2.0000000 3.0000000
CS6ES MAX MEN FROM IEIA/CUR 3 4.6666667 1.5275252 3.0000000 6.0000000
ASSES MAX BEN FROM REIMA/RhE 3 7.333 3.0550A0S 4.0000000 10.0000000
QSDELTA DI,.TA-OMX RN FROM KIlM 3 2.6666667 3.2145503 -1.0000000 5.0000000
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C60MES WORK W/PROCLUMT SYS/COR 3 5.0000000 1.0000 4.0000000 6.0000000
R60 S WORK Id/PUCORIUT SYS/REQ 3 6.3333 2.0816660 4.0000 a.0000
QiCELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROOJREIENT SYSTEM 3 1.33 ¶ .154100 0 2.0000
CTUES COST-BEN FT ANAL TECN/OJR 3 6.6666667 1.1547005 6.0000 a.0000
R7'SES COST-lEN FT ANAL TECH/RE 3 6.6666667 3.0550M0 4.0000 10.0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 3 0 2.0000000 -2.0000000 2.0000
FINVANST FINANCIAL/RESCLECE MUST 3 7.66"667 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0000
FINAGC AGGRGATE--FINANCIAL/C 3 5.1904762 1.4591956 4.1U28571 6.8571429
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/U 3 6.6666667 2.5767141 4.0000000 9.142M71
FRIWELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 3 1.4761905 1.4021364 -0. 14M71 2.2857143
...-............ A~wW----------ANlD ---------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N oman Std Dev Minima Maxisma
clams INTEUP FINAN STATEPIMTS/CUR 10 8.1000000 1.7288M0 5.0000000 10.0000
RIQSES IIITEP FINAN STATEMNTS/UEQ 10 8.9000000 1.4491377 6.0000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTEUP FlEAN STATIOMIS 10 0.8000000 2.0439613 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C2SES RECOG FWUNNG. SOURCES/CUR 10 8.0000000 1.4907120 6.0000000 10.0000000
32555S RECOG FUWMG SOURCES/REQ 10 8.9000 1.1005049 7.0000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA. DELTA-RECOG FLAWING SOURCES 10 0.9QOOOM 1.59513i5 *2..00C*&= 3.0000030
C30MS EVAL OPER & CAP EBiGETS/CJR 10 8.5000000 1.4337209 6.0000000 10.0000000l
R3QLES EVAL CPUR & CAP BUWGETS/UE 10 9.2000000 1.0327956 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q30ELTA DELTA-EVAL CPUR & CAP WGETS 10 0.7000000 1.8287M2 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C4QUES RES MINT ADV & DMWUK/R 10 7.7000 2.2135944 3.0000000 10.0000000
R4SES RE MST MofAV & ORMA/NE 10 9.3000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
04KELTA DELTA-RESOURCE NMUT ADV & DRAWBACKS 10 1.6000000 2.0110804 0 6.0000000
C50MS MAX BEN FROM REISR/OM 10 7.2000 2.0439613 3.0000000 10.0000000
R56115 MAX BEN FROM REINER/REG 10 8.7000000 1.56M012 5.0000000 10.0000000
OS5KLTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REINOR 10 1.5000000 2.368M78 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C6SES WORW /PROCIUST STS/OUR 10 6.0000000 1.8657419 3.0000000 8.0000000
MOMES WORK W/PROCflISIT SYS/REQ 10 7.4000000 1."646452 5.0000000 10.0000
Q6DELTA DELTA-WORK W/PIOOJREIUNT SYSTEM 10 1.4000000 2.2211108 -2.0000000 6.0000000
ClOSES COST-3ENFT ANAL TECH/OUR 10 8.0000000 1.4142136 5.0000000 10.0000000
R76113 CIOST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 10 9.0000000 1.0540926 7.0000000 10.0000
O7DELTA DELTA-COST/DENEFIT ANAL TECH 10 1.0000000 1.2472191 -1.0000000 3.0000
FIESUS FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MUST 10 8.700000 1.0593499 7.0000 10.0000
FINACC AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/C 10 7.6428571 1.1591106 5.8571429 9.2857143
FINAG AGGEGATE-- FINANCIAL/U 10 8.77428 0.M803116 7.0000000 9.8571429
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 10 1.1285714 1.44393 -1.2857143 3.142871
FINANCIAL MANAWIMENT MEANS AND DELTAS
.-.............. AK=AT----------ANlCT --------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N MNOW Std Dev Minisma Maximam
ClOSES INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/CUR 310 5.370977 2.3430257 0 10.0000000
R1@.JhS INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/REQ 311 7.39S4964 1.8598939 0 10.0000000
ClDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATEMETS 309 2.0194175 2.3712862 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2.tES RECOG P1*3G SOURCES/OUR 311 5.9003215 2.4938052 0 10.000000
UZUS RECIOG SADM SOURCES/REQ 312 7.9711538 1.7539%8 0 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FIWDING4SOJRCES 311 2.06613 2.483811 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C3SES EVAL CPUN & CAP DGXETS/OJR 311 5.6623794 2.4948656 0 10.0000000
33U.1S EVAL CPUR & CAP MAGETSUREQ 311 7.6237942 2.1349503 0 10.0000000
O30ETA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP UOETS 310 1.9548M8 2.6214004 -6.0000000 8.0000000
C40JE U1S MNST AMV & DRWBK/OR 308 5.0616183 2.6841481 0 10.0000000
3461 U15 MNOT AMV & DRUBK/REG 308 7.2526 2.7692158 0 10.0000000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RESORCE MUST AV & DRAWBACKS 307 2.1966971 2.676969 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C541XS MIX BEM FROM REIMER/R 306 4.2843137 2.9433252 0 10.0000000
35611 MAX BEN PROM REIR/4REQ 306 6.4509804 3.0286959 0 10.0000000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX OEN FROM REINE 305 2.1672131 2.9303719 -6.0000000 10.0000000
ClUES WORK W/PROOJURNT IT/OUR 310 4.6064516 2.5030642 0 10.0000000
MGME WORK V/PROOMSST IT/REQ 312 6.6217949 2.3444343 0 10.0000000
Q6DILTA DELTA-WORK W/PbOMPREEENT SYSTEN 310 2.0258065 2.682746 -5.0000000 10.0000000
CMJES COST-IENFT ANAL TECH/OUR 311 5.4469453 2435290 0 10.0000000
3705* COST-SENU ANAL TECH/RO 312 7.2660256 2.26M1679 0 10..0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-COST/UENEPIT ANAL TECH 311 1.8295820 2.6126046 -9.0000000 10.0000000
FINNUT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MINT 312 7.9102564 1.6566025 1.O000006 10.0000000
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FIMAGC AGGREGATE--FIMAIICIAL/C 304 5.2039474 2.1354170 0.14M871 10.0000000
FIMAGR AG GRE GATE--FIMANCIAL/R 30S 7.Z351288 1.889533 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 302 2.0293283 2.2381330 -4.5714286 8.00001000
--------------------- RAKg1DR --------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N 6W ~ Std Dev Minion. Maximo.
CIGLES INTERP FINAN STATENTS/CUR 96 5.16667 2.65M376 0 10.0000
RIOLES INTERP FINAN STATEDUITS/REG 96 7.3750M0 1.310193 3.000000 10.0000000
GIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAl STATEISETS 96 2.2083333 2.923288 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2U2S RECOG FUNIDNO SOURCES/CUR 96 5.5416667 2.7257M0 0 10.0000000
RUMJE RECOG FIMNDN SOURCES/REQ 96 7.8854167 1.728166 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 96 2.343750 2.8684422 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C30AJS EVAI. OPER & CAP IWDGETS/CUR 96 5.1770833 2.8022352 0 10.0000000
R3QUES EVAL OPER & CAP BUOGETS/REO 96 7.4166667 2.0399518 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP SUDGETS 96 2.2395a33 2.9549060 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C4QIES RES NIDST AV & DRIWBKJCUR 96 4.9687500 2.4211921 0 10.0000000
R4GJES RES NMUT -ADV & DRWBK/REQ 96 7.2395=3 2.5823074 0 10.0000000
04DELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MUSTf ADY & DRMACKS 96 2.270633 3.0658704 -10.0000000 10.0000000
CSQUES MAX BEN FROM RETMWURJR as 4.5052632 3.0172331 0 10.0000000
0SGES MAX BEN FROM REIBR/REa 95 6.6210526 3.018M09 0 10.0000000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM EFIMER 95 2.115789 3.4328301 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C6QUES WIORK W/PROCWURNT SYS/CUR 9 4.4479167 2.710097 0 10.0000000
R6QUES WORK UIPR0CURNT SYS/REQ 96 6.6979167 2.1770080 2.0000000 10.0000000
06DELTA DELTA-SIOUX 1/PROCURBIENT SYSTEM 96 2.2500000 3.2927352 -7.0000000 10.0000
C7QUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 96 5.6979167 2.8621662 0 10.0000000
RQU.ES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 96 7.5520033 2.1169481 0 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COST/DENEFIT ANAL TECH 96 1.8S41667 3.17%4955 -8.0000000 10.0000000
FIDIUST FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MGMT 96 7.9479167 1.8027452 1.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/C 95 5.0796M9 2.3965089 0.1428571 10.0000000
FINAiIR AGGREGATE--FIANACIAL/R 95 7.2496241 1.7151680 2.14M871 10.0000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 95 2.1699248 2.6919812 -5.5714286 9.57'14M8
FINANCIAL MANAG1EMET MEANS AND DELTAS
Variable Label N Meon Std Dev Miniftm Maximin
CIOUES INTERP FINAl STATEIUTS/CUR4 4.6818182 2.7430481 0 9.0000000
RiQUES INTERP FINAM STATENMTS/REQ 43 7.2558140 1.7333291 3.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINMA STATEMINTS 43 2.488721 2.4531039 -3.0000000 7.00001000
C20A S RECOG FWUNDG SOURCES/CUR4 4.8666 2.8168175 0 9.0000000
Am$E RCO FWNDUG SOURCES/REQ 43 7.883720 1.5767553 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 43 2.9302326 2.693867 -2.0000000 9.0000000n
C3SES EVAL OPER & CAP 8UOGETS/CUR 44 4.7727273 3.0105523 0 10.0000000
R3SiES EVAL OPER & CAP 3LIDQTS/REQ 43 7.5348637 1.6067386 2.0000 10.0000000
M3ELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGTS 43 2.6511628 2.6266375 -3.0000000 8.0000000
CASES RES MUST AMV & DR%1BKCUR.4 5.1366 2.5112853 0 10.0000000
RQUES RES MONT MDV & DRURK/REQ 43 7.9302326 1.6958682 2.0000000 10.0000000
"QOELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MONT MDV & DRAMRCKS 43 2.7209302 2.2288752 -1.0000000 8.0000000
CSSES MAX SEN FROM RkEIMMtAR/= 4.6818182 2.7515131 0 10.0000000
RSSJES MAX SEN FROM REUR/REQ 43 7.441860 2.2918315 2.0000000 10.0000000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REINER 43 2.6511628 2.8940310 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C60J5 WIORK WPR~OOJUINT ITS/CUR 44 4.3833 2.8219728 0 9.0000000
R60UES WIORK VPROCURIUIT ITS/RE -43 7.3953488 1.788094 3.0000000 10.0000000
QEDILTA DELTA-WIORK W/PROCJRENENT SYThEf 43 3.0465116 2.8946049 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C70I COST-UEMFT ANAL TECH/CURt 44 .383 2.5288 0 10.0000000
R.'SJES COST-BENF'T ANAL TECH/REQ 43 7.6046S12 2.105992 2.0000000 10.0000000
O7DELTA DELTA-COS/SENEFIT ANAL TECH 43 2.2325581 2.5055862 -3.0000000 7.0000000
FINNONT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONT 44 7.9545455 1.9523932 2.0000000 10.0000
FINAC AGGREGATE--FIMANCIAL/C 44 4.8441558 2.3491646 0.2857143 9.1428571
FINAUS AGGREGATE--FIMANCIAL/Rt 43 7.5780731 1.4076542 4.4285714 9.0571429
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 43 2.6744186 2.1192178 -1.0000000 7.4285714
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Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Ninium Iexlun
...................... o...... .................. ....+..... .-.....+o ... +..+ .+.+.*.........+ ..+*..+ .. +++++
C1GUES INTERP FINAN STATENNTS/CUR 11 5.0000000 2.863S642 1.0000000 9.0000000
RiQUES INTERP FINAN STATEMUTS/REQ 11 6.6363636 1.50151"4 4.0000000 9.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTEtP FINAN STATBINTS 11 1.6363636 3.4430431 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C2Q0ES RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/CUR 11 4.0000000 2.6832816 1.0000000 8.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUMIIG SOURCES/REQ 11 7.2727273 1.4206273 5.0000000 9.00000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 11 3.2727273 3.4085454 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C3OUES EVAL OPEt & CAP UIRDGTS/CUR 11 3.3636364 3.0090772 0 9.0000000
R39UES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REQ 11 6.7272727 1.6787441 5.0000000 10.000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL ORPE & CAP BUDGETS 11 3.3636364 3.2946237 -1.000)000 9.0000000
C4SES RES MONT AOV & DRUk/CUR 11 4.0000000 2.6832816 0 8.0000000
R4,UES RES MINT ADV & DRUK/RE 11 6.5454545 2.5831623 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q40ELTA DELTA-RESOJRCE MNT ADV & DRAWUACKS 11 2.S454545 3.1420896 -1.0000000 10.0000000
CSUES MAX BEN FRIO REINBiR/CUIR 11 3.8181818 3.1246818 0 9.0000000
RSUES MAX BEN FROM REINBR/REQ 11 5.0909091 3.5903912 0 10.0000000
0SOELTA DELTA-MAX OEM FROM REIMBIR 11 1.2727273 3.4377583 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C6SUES WORK W/PROO.JRMNT SYS/CUA 11 3.8181818 3.1565228 0 8.0000000
R6QUES WORK W/PROCURSIT SYS/REQ 11 5.5454545 3.1420896 0 10.0000000
Q61ELTA DELTA-WORK WPROCUREMENT SYSTEN 11 1.7272727 3.5239441 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C70UES COST-BENFT AMAL TECH/O.I 11 4.7272727 3.2277208 0 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-BEMFT ANAL TECH/REQ 11 7.0000000 2.7928480 0 10.0000000
07DELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 11 2.2727273 3,0030288 0 9.0000000
FINMNGT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MWIT 11 7.6363636 1.7 77258 4.0000000 10.0000000
FINAWC AGGREGATE- -FIMAMCIAL/C 11 4.1038961 2.5047636 1.1428571 7.7142857
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 11 6.4025974 1.7294781 3.7142857 9.4285714
FINIDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FIMANCIAL 11 2.2987013 2.9921356 -1.0000000 8.2857143
PROGRAM PLANNING AN EVALUATiON MEANS AND DELTAS
---.----------....--------- RANKl&. ................................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev NMniam NMaxium
CSQUES NAMGNG PLANNING PR8CS/CUR 3 6.0000000 3.4641016 2.0000000 8.0000000
RPQUES NAMIMG PUNNING PROCS/REG 3 7.0000000 2.6457313 4.0000000 9.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-NMAAGING PLANNING PROCS 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
C9QUES INTHDS kVAL PROGRANS/CUR 3 6.6666667 0.5773503 6.0000000 7.0000000
R9OUES MIETHDS EVAL PROGR AMS/ REQ 3 7.6666667 3.2145503 4.0000000 10.0000000
09DELTA DELTA-NETIDS EVAL PROGAMS 3 1.0000000 2.6457313 -2.0000000 3.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL &APt. MARKET ANAL/CUR 3 6.6666667 1.5275252 5.0000000 8.0000000
R105*ES EVAL & APPL MARKET AMAL/REQ 3 6.6666667 2.3094011 4.0000000 8.0000000
GIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 3 0 1.0000000 -1.0000000 1.0000000
C11UES UVP IWROV PRIM & NTD/OJCR 3 7.6666667 2.5166115 5.0000000 10.0000000
R11ES UP IIWAOV PRIN & NTIS/REQ 3 7.3333333 3.0550605 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-UNP I~PIK PRIM & NTIO 3 -0.3333333 2.0816660 -2.0000000 2.0000000
C12OUES DEPT £ FUC NIL FAC/CUR 3 7.6666667 0.5773503 7.0000000 8.0000000
R12MUES DEPT & FUiC NIL FAC/REG 3 8.6666667 2.3094011 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUMC NIL FAC 3 1.00000000 2.6457513 -2.0000000 3.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 3 8.3333333 2.0816660 6.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 3 6.9133333 1.5534907 5.2000000 8.200m000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 3 7.4666667 2.6807649 4.4000000 9.4000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 3 0.5333333 1.4047338 -0.8000000 2.00100000
------ AKA --------------------------------------------- .....................................S.............................. RANIImA,,MI ...................................................................
Variable Label N MM Stdl Dev Mininm NMaxl
CSSUES PMAEI PLANMING PROCS/CUR 10 7.AO00000 1.349971 6.0000000 9.0000000
R $UNS MANS1 PUNNING PROCS/REG 10 9.0000000 0.9428090 8.0000000 10.0000000
GODELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 10 1.6000000 1.4298407 -1.0000000 4.0000000
CQUES SlTNOS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 10 7.2000000 1.3165612 5.0000000 9.0000000
195*E$ NETIDIO EVAL PROSRAMS/REG 10 8.7100000 0.8272. .0000000 10.0000000
M9DELTA DELTA-MTO EVAL PROGRAMS 10 1.5000000 1.5092309 -1.0000000 4.0000000
ClOQ1ES EVAL & APPL MARKT ANAL/CUR 10 7.2000000 1.6865481 S.n000000 10.0000000
RIOQUEO EVAL & APPL MARUM ANAL/REQ 10 8.6000000 0.9660918 7.0000000 10.0000000
IODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 10 1.4000000 1.5055453 0 4.0000000
CI 1QlJ UOP I~RO PAIM i NTID/CUR 10 8.4000000 0.827U40 7.0000000 10.0000000
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R11lUES ENP IMPROV PRIM & NTID/REQ 10 9.0000000 0.8164966 8.0000000 0.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-SWP IIPROV PRIM & NTID 10 0.6000000 1.1737878 -1.0000000 3.0000000
C12UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 10 9.3000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
R12UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 10 9.5000000 0.7071068 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 10 0.2000000 1.1352924 -2.0000000 2.0000000
PROGRAN PROGRAM PLANNMIG & EVAL 10 8.5000000 0.7071068 8.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 10 7.9000000 0.8602325 6.6000000 9.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/R 10 8.9600000 0.65b:6181 8.000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 10 1.0600000 1.1197m -1.0000000 2.6000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
-..-------- ......------------- RANCl=CAPT ------------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Nan Std 0ev Niniu MaxuI
CNSES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CJR 311 5.6141479 2.378W637 0 10.0000000
RSUJES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 312 7.6891026 1.8933315 0 10.0000000
Q8DELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING R 311 2.0900322 2.3164761 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C9QUES METNDS EVAL PROGRANS/CUR 311 6.0160772 2.2979090 0 10.0000000
R9gQES METIDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 312 7.8685897 1.7270125 0 10.0000000
WDELTA DELTA-IETIDS EVAL PROGRAMS 311 1.8649518 2.1822805 -4.0000000 8.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 311 5.2411576 2.4,65311 0 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 310 7.4548387 1.9974W62 0 10.o0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 309 2.2038835 2.4229392 -6.0000000 10.0000000
CIIUES SW INPROV PRIM & NTiD/CUR 311 7.2958199 1.8270235 1.0000000 10.0000000
RI11UES ESP I•tROV PRIM & NTID/REQ 312 8.5000000 1.5755365 2.0000000 10.0000000
011DELTA DELTA-SW IMPROV PRIM & NTHD 311 1.2186495 1.8536205 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 308 7.5551948 2.1492076 0 10.0000000
R12UWS DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 310 8.3483871 1.8973446 0 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 306 0.801981 1.91•B19 -7.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 312 r.9134615 1.4794014 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEACC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 308 6.3512987 1.8565050 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGt AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/It 308 7.9857143 1.4930208 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 306 1.6392157 1.7890829 -4.8000000 7.4000000
S ............................... i.t.l..it....................................................................
---------------------- RANKIECDR --------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Labet N mean Std Dev mininu Maxi
CSoES MANG PLANNING PROCS/CUi 96 5.5104167 2.4920708 0 10.0000000
RUSES MANGNS PLANNING PROCS/REQ 96 7.5208333 1.9027911 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q8DELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 96 2.0104167 2.6297680 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C9QES NETIDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CURt 96 6.0520833 2.2728132 0 10.0000000
R9QUES NETNDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 96 7.8750000 1.6108187 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETiS EVAL PROGRAMS 96 1.8229167 2.4920708 -6.0000000 9.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL & APPI. MARKET ANAL/CUR 96 5.0937500 2.5673174 0 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL KMARKT ANAL/REQ 96 7.489533 2.0672626 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 96 2.3958333 2.7814391 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C1lQUES ESW IIPROV PRIM & NTS/CUR 96 6.9895833 2.1545291 1.0000000 10.0000000
RIlQUES ESP INPROV PRIN & NTID/REQ 96 8.5937500 1.3024521 5.0000000 10.0000000
G11DELTA DELTA-ESP INPROV PRIM & NTIH 96 1.6041667 2.0544133 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C12QSE DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/QIR 96 7.6770833 2.00751M9 3.0000000 10.0000000
R12UJES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 96 8.4166667 1.9121036 0 10.01000000
Q12KELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 96 0.7395833 2.1287748 -10.0000000 6.0000000
PROGWA PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 96 7.8020833 1.8502904 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 96 6.2645833 1.9339613 1.4000000 9.8000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 96 7.9791667 1.3763351 3.8000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 96 1.7145833 1.9089685 -3.2000000 6.8000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------- RANKULCOR ---------------------------------
Veriable Lsbot N Mean Std Dev Ninium NaxIm
CSE1 NAIMGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 44 5.4318182 2.8805501 0 1O.0000000
MUES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REG 43 7.6976744 1.5512650 3.0000000 10.0000000
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GBDELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 43 2.3488372 2.5249585 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C9QES NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 44 5.8181818 2.5542735 0 10.0000000
R90LES NETHS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 43 7.790077 1.3897266 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETIDS EVAL PROGRAMS 43 2.0697674 2.0283156 -2.0000000 7.0000000
ClOQJES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 44 5.5454545 2.864190 0 10.0000000
RIOGUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 43 7.7209302 1.6231302 3.0000000 10. 0
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 43 2.2558140 2.6012179 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C11QUES oIP IRAOV PRIM & NTHD/CUR 44 6.7954545 1.8749207 2.0000000 10.0000000
R11GUES EMP IINPov PRIM & NTND/REQ 43 8.348872 1.5100256 3.0000000 i0.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-OIP INPROV PRIM & MTHD 43 1.6279070 2.1159626 -6.0000000 7.000000
C12UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 44 7.3409091 2.4959799 1.0000000 10.0000000
R12UES D0PT & FUNC NIL FAC/REl 43 8.697674 1.1450696 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 43 1.4186047 2.049768M -3.0000000 5.000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 44 8.0000000 1.5249857 3.0000000 10.0000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 44 6.1863636 2.3233487 1.4000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 43 8.0511628 1.1356500 5.6000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 43 1.9441860 1.9597500 -2.0000000 6.6000000
-.............................--RAN OTHER ..................................................................
Variabte Label N Mean Std 0ev Miniua Maxima
CM8JES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CiR 11 4.6363636 2.9418609 0 8.0000000
RSQUES NANGMG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 11 6.6363636 2.2922795 1.0000000 9.0000000
GQDELTA DELTA-MNAGING PLANNING PROCS 11 2.0000000 2.5690465 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C90MES NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 11 5.7272727 2.5725827 1.0000000 10.0000000
R9QUES NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 11 7.4545455 1.0357255 5.0000000 9.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 11 1.7272727 2.7236339 -2.0000000 6.0000000
CIOGUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 11 4.4545455 2.9107950 0 7.0000000
R10OJES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 11 6.2727273 2.6866674 0 9.0000000
1O0DELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 11 1.8181818 2.3159526 -1.0000000 6.00000
C11QUES SIP IMPARO PRIM & NlP/CR 11 7.1818182 1.47093M4 5.0000000 10.0000000
RI1SUES OrP INPROW PRIM & MTHD/REQ 11 8.1818182 1.0787196 6.0000000 10.0000000
Gl1DELTA DELTA-UNP INPROV PRIX & NTWH 11 1.00O0000 1.7320M08 -1.00000 5.0000000
CI2QUES DEPT & FUiC NIL FAC/CUR 11 6.7272727 2.1019471 3.0000000 10.0000000
R12QUES DEPT& FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 11 7.8181818 1.5374122 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 11 1.0909091 2.5081685 -1.0000000 7.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRANMPLANNING & EVAL 11 7.545,545 1.5075567 5.000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 11 5.7454545 1.981467 2.4000000 8.8000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 11 7.2727273 1.3748388 4.8000000 9.4000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 11 1.5272727 2.1415373 -0.6000000 6.2000000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
-........................... -lRAN t ................................................................
VariabLe Label N Mean Std oev Minimu Maximu
C13QUMS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 3 7.3333333 0.5773503 7.0000000 8.0000000
R13OUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 3 8.0000000 2.6457513 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 3 0.6666667 2.5166115 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C14UES INCLO OTNo DECSU NAIOG/OCR 3 7.3333333 0.5773503 7.0000000 8.0000000
R14QUES INCLD OTNE DECSN MAKIo/REQ 3 8.6666667 1.5275252 7.000000 10.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSi MAKING 3 1.3333333 1.S27252 0 3.0000000
C150tJS DECISH KAM TECH/CUR 3 8.3333333 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
R15OUES DECIi MNG TECH/REQ 3 8.0000000 2.0000000 6.0000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECONISUES 3 -0.3333333 2.086160 -2.0000000 2.0000M0
C16SUES USE NGIT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 3 5.6666667 2.5166115 3.0000000 8.0000000
R16•JS USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/REG 3 7.333 3.0550505 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE MUST INFOR SYSTEM TECH 3 1.6666667 0.5773503 1.0000000 2.0000000
C17iUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 3 6.666667 1.1547005 6.0000000 8.0000000
i17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/RIO 3 6.6666667 2.3094011 4.0000000 8.0000000
017DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 3 0 2.0000000 -2.0000000 2.0000000
C18WUES STN IGEAIS STAT TECH/COR 3 6.0000000 1.0000000 5.0000000 7.0000000
RISQUES STEMS VEAKNS STAT TECH/RIEQ 3 6.6666667 2.3094011 4.0000000 8.0000000
018DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECiS 3 0.6666667 3.2145503 -3.0000000 3.0000000
C19QUES NOW INFO SYS DESIGD/CUOR 3 4.6666667 1.5275252 3.0000O00 6.0000000
R19GUES NOW INFO SYS DESIGNEW/REG 3 7.0000000 2.6457513 4.0000000 9.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-00W INFO SYSTEMS AE DESIGNED 3 2.3333333 1.1547005 1.0W0,J0 3.0000000
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C20QES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 3 6.3333333 1.5275252 5.0000000 8.0000000
R2O2ES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 3 7.6666667 2.5166115 S.0000000 ¶0.
020DELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 3 1.3333333 2.0816660 -1.0000000 3.0000000
DECISION DECISION AG/PROBL SOLV 3 8.3333333 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PRO•BE SOLV/C 3 6.5416667 0.6884463 5.8750000 7.2500000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROSLEM SOLV/R 3 7.5000000 2.2946950 4.8750000 9.1250000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 3 0.9583333 1.6971177 -1.0000000 2.0000000
S.............................. ... I.i. .....................................................................
------- AK.D-------------------------------------------- AK3 ..................................
Variabte Label N Neow Std Dev MInima Moima
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/OR 10 8.9000000 0.9944289 7.0000000 10.0000000
R13OUES ASSESS AVAIL INFOfREQ 10 9.4000000 0.6992059 8.0000000 10.0000000Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 10 0.5000000 1.3540064 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C14OUES INCU) OTHIR DECSN MAKNG/CUR 9 9.44444" 0.5270463 9.0000000 10.0000000
R14UES INCLU OTHR DECSN MAKNG/REQ 9 9.2222222 0.9718253 8.0000000 10.0000000Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 9 -0.2222222 1.2018504 -2.0000000 1.0000000
C15QUES DECISi NAKNG TECH/UR 10 8.1000000 1.1005049 7.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECISN MAKNOG TECH/REQ 10 8.9000000 0.8755950 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 10 0.8000000 1.3984118 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C160UES USE MGMT INFO SYS TECHOAR 10 6.9000000 1.8529256 5.0000000 10.0000000
RI6UES USE MOTT INFO SYS TECHl/REQ 10 8.8000000 1.0327956 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE NGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 10 1.9000000 1.9119507 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C17GUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 10 7.1000000 1.8529256 5.0000000 10.0000000
R17QES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 10 8.7000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
QI7DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 10 1.6000000 1.646W452 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C18QUES STYNG EAKNS STAT TECH/CUR 10 7.2000000 1.8135294 5.0000000 10.0000000
R18QUES STRNB WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 10 8.2000000 0.9189366 7.0000000 10.0000000
Gl1DELTA DELTA-STRENGTlS & lEAK OF STAT TECHS 10 1.0000000 1.4142136 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C19QUES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/OCR 10 6.6000000 2.3664319 4.0000000 10.0000000
R19OUES NOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 10 8.2000000 1.1352924 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOVi INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 10 1.6000000 1.7763883 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C20OES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/UR 10 8.3000000 1.2516656 6.0000000 10.0000000
R20QUES ANALYZE RIK & ALT/REQ 10 8.8000000 0.7888106 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q2ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 10 0.5000000 1.1785113 -2.0000000 2.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAKNG/PROBLM SOLV 10 8.7000000 0.6749486 8.0000000 1O.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 9 7.8750000 1.3607213 6.3750000 10.0000000
DECo R AGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROB.M SOLV/R 9 8.7222222 0.6925321 8.0000000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKIWN/PRO SOLV 9 0.8472222 1.2465229 -2.0000000 2.1250000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
..-.--........... RAKNAT----------RAKCP - -----------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std DOw Mininu Maxiam
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFOICUR 311 7.7427653 1.6096700 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 312 8.7724359 1.2740837 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 311 1.0321543 1.6061158 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C14@UES IKCLD OTHR DECS1 MAKN/CUR 311 8.1672026 1.5484701 1.0000000 10.0000000
RI4IES INCLD OTHR DECSN MANG•/REQ 312 8.7532051 1.3679"11 0 10.0000000
QI0OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECIN MAKING 311 0.588U24 1.4605769 -8.0000000 6.0000000
C1SQUE$ DECISN MAKUG TE/CUlR 310 7.6935484 1.6836229 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15UES DECISN NAIG TECR/REQ 311 8.6109325 1.3606484 3.0000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECIiN MAKING TECHNIQUES 310 0.919348 1.5897974 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C16GhES USE MW INFO SYS TECI/CUR 310 5.619354 2.2548645 0 10.0000000
R16QUES UKE MOT INFO SYS TEN/REQ 310 7.8645161 1.76472W 1.0000000 10.n000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-UE PONT INFOR SYSTEM (ECM 309 2.2362460 2.2690421 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 311 5.4340836 2.30482 0 10.0000000
I172U3E STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 311 7.2636656 1.943609 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 310 1.8193548 2.3905720 -5.0000000 10.0000000
CIUES STUNG EAKUS STAT TECN/CUR 311 5.1318328 2.3620623 0 10.0000000
RIM8S STUN I iEAKS STAT TICK/REQ 311 7.2508039 2.065120 1.0000000 10.0000000
QISDLTA DELTA-STRENiYNS & WEAK OF STAT TECIS 310 2.1129032 2.4541415 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C19ES ON INFO SIn DEIUIED/CUR 310 5.0258060 2.3329590 0 10.0000000
R19fUES Now INFO SYS DESIGIED/REQ 312 6.8910256 2.003495 0 1O.O0000o0
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS, ARE DESIGNED 310 1.8612903 2.400M059 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C20JES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 310 7.1741935 2.0341689 2.0000000 10.0000000
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R20UES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 312 8.4391026 1.3968763 3.0000000 10.0
Q20DELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 310 1.2677419 1.89424 -5.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROSBL SOLY 312 8.3237179 1.6001452 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGRGAT--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 308 6.504054 1.600487 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEM SOLVA 308 7.991831 1.29%416 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 306 1.4851 1.6407065 -5.1250000 6.7500000
--..............................----- ....................................................................-
-------------------- RANKizCDR ---------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Labt N mom Std Dev Ninu Mmxiu
CI3JWS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/OR 96 7.6562500 1.5949138 4.0000000 10.0000000
R13JS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 96 8.9062500 1.0369807 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 96 1.2500000 1.450952S -2.0000000 6.0000000
C14QES INCLO OTHR DECSN MAING/OE 96 7.9375000 1."95916 4.0 10.0000000
R14MS INCLD OTNH DEC88 NAKNG/REQ 96 8.7187500 1.1671208 5.0000000 10.0000000
014ELTA DELTA-IMCL OTHER DEC88 MAKING 96 0.7812500 1.2831140 "-2.0000000 4.0000000
C15GLES DECISM MAKMG TECH/OR 96 7.4M7500 1.M7241 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15QES DECISM NAKMG TECH/REQ 96 8.5833333 1.186978 5.0000000 10.0000000
QI15ELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 96 1.1145833 1.7524106 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C16UES US MUST INFO SYS TECH/CUR 96 5.0312500 2.3 288 0 10.0000000
R16ES USE NMUT INFO SYS TEN/REQ 96 7.7604167 1.4849759 3.0000000 10.0000000
QIE1ELTA DELTA-USE NMT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 96 2.7291667 2.429M5 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C170JS STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CR 96 5.20M3 2.50818 0 10.0000000
R17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 95 6.8526316 1.8216688 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 95 1.6315789 2.7831279 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C18OMS STRNG WAlKS STAT TECH/CUR 96 5.26C4167 2.7385928 0 10.0000000
RlI•UES STANG WEAINS STAT TECH/REQ 96 6.M4167 2.161236 0 10.0000000
QIaDELTA DELTA-STREWTHS & WEA OF STAT TECHS 96 1.6250000 3.009337 -10.0000000 9.0000000
C19QUES NMI INFO SYS DESIGNED/OR 96 4.9375000 2.9=58 0 10.0
R19WS NOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 96 6.9687500 1.89788 1.0000000 10.0
Q19DELTA DELTA-NON INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 96 2.0312500 2.3817425 -3.0 8.0
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR % 6.9791667 1.946544 1.0000000 10.0000000
R20OIES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 96 8.485833 1.3058153 5.0000000 10.0000000
QODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERINATIVES 96 1.5104167 1.7471468 -2.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROBLM SOLY 96 8.3958333 1.8323363 2.0000000 10.0
DECASC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 96 6.3098M 1.6272736 2.1250000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 95 7.8776316 0.9779788 5.1250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 95 1.5697368 1.6427747 -2.1250000 6.1250000
S............................... .18L.. ....................................................................DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
--------------------- RAMKlmLCDR --------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Labet N Mean Std Day minim NMxiu
CI3QS ASSSS AVAIL INFO/OUR 7.5909091 1.8963635 2.0 10.000000
R13QS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 43 8.741860 0.9535154 6.0 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 43. 1.2093023 1.6840730 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C4lQES INCLD OTHI DECSN NAK G/CUR4 7.9545455 1.4619920 4.0000000 10.0000000
RI4UES INCLD OTHR DECSM MAXNG/REG 43 8.6511628 1.2127050 6.0000000 10.0000000
14O•ELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 43 0.741860 1.5598080 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C15UES DECIN MNAKN TECH/OUR 7.4318182 1.6760658 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECI5 NAIGG TECH/REQ 43 8.4651163 1.3156356 5.0000000 10.0000000
QI05 TA DELTA-DECIS MAKING TECHNIQUES 43 1.0930233 1.6008027 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C16UE IUE MUST INFO SYS TEC/CUR 6.0681818 2.5462944 0 10.0000000
R16GES USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 43 8.2093023 1.1661524 6.0 10.0000000
QI0DELTA DELTA-USE IRST INFOR SYSTEM TECH 43 2.2325581 2.3486259 -2.0000000 10.0000000
CI70E STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 5.7045455 2.906126 0 10.0000000
RI7UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 43 6.9069767 2.5053652 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 43 1.2790698 2.3535746 -4.0000000 6.0000000
CISES STING WEAMS STAT TECH/J 4 5.3181818 3.1066730 0 lO.0000000
R185*8 STUNS WEAlKS STAT TECH/REQ 43 7.5581395 2.0272234 3.0000000 10.0000000
GIODELTA DELTA-STENTS & EAK OF SAT TECH$ 43 2.3255814 2.4272356 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C19OWS NOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 4 5.6818182 2.6=250 0 10.0000000
R19QMS5 NOV INFO SYS DESIG NED /REQ 43 7.6976744 1.5665382 3.0000000 10.0000000
1019DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNE 43 2.1162791 2.804M36 .4.0000000 9.0000000
C20QUS ANALYZE RIK & ALT/CUR 6.8636364 2.2985426 0 10.0000000
320=8 ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 43 8.3255814 1.428%1 5.0000000 10.0000000
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Q2OELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 43 1.5348837 2.1530580 -2.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION NMAKNG/PROBLM SOLV 44 8.0681818 1.9929845 1.0000000 0.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PIOBLEM SOLV/C 44 6.5767045 1.9225966 1.8750000 9.7500000
DECASt AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/R 43 8.0697674 1.1047457 5.7500000 9.8750000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PROS SOLV 43 1.5668605 1.6064296 -1.75fVn000 5.3750000
t..... e................ ....... o .. ................. u ...... e.......e.. .. e ... t. te.... ..... .. e ............ t ...
-............................. ICWTHER ..................................................................
VariabLe La.L N Now Std Ow Mininm - ci.
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 11 7.009091 2.253043 2.0000000 9.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 11 8.2727273 0.6709 8.0000000 9.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 11 1.1818182 2.4007575 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C14GUES INCLD OTIR DECSN NAKNG/CUR 11 7.6363636 1.9632996 3.0000000 10.0000000
R14GUES INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKNG/REQ 11 8.1818182 1.3280197 6.0000i00 10.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 11 0.5454545 2.2962420 -1.0000000 7.0000000
CISQUES DECISM NAKNG TECH/CUR 11 7.5454545 1.7529196 4.0000000 10.0000000
RiSQUES DECISN MAICIG TECH/REQ 11 8.0909091 1.2210279 6.0000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISM MAKING TECHNIQUES 11 0.5454545 1.9679246 -1.0000000 6.0000000
C16QUES USE MUST INFO SYS TECH/CUR 11 5.1818182 3.0271499 1.0000000 10.0000000
RI6QLJES USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 11 7.2727273 2.4936282 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE MONT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 11 2.0909091 3.3303017 -1.0000000 9.0000000
C17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 11 5.2727273 2.7236339 1.0000000 9.0000000
R17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REO 11 6.1818182 2.2723636 1.0000000 9.0000000
017DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 11 0.9090909 3.2389673 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C18QUES STRUG iEAKDS STAT TECH/CUR 11 5.0000000 3.2249031 0 10.0000000
R18QUES STRNG WEAIdIS STAT TECH/REQ 11 6.8181818 2.4420558 1.0000000 10.0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAl OF STAT TECNS 11 1.8181818 3.0600059 -1.0000000 9.0000000
C19QUES NW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 11 4.8181818 2.9939333 0 10.0000000
R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 11 6.0000000 2.1908902 1.0000000 9.0000000
019DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 11 1.1818182 3.1565228 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 11 5.8181818 2.7136021 0 9.0000000
R2OQUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 11 7.0000000 1.9493589 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 11 1.1818182 3.3111382 -5.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PRO8LM SOLV 11 7.8181818 1.9400094 4.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 11 6.04S4545 2.3280039 1.8750000 9.5000000
DECALR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/R 11 7.2272727 1.2129744 4.6250000 9.3750000
DECOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MNAKING/PROB SOLV 11 1.1818182 2.6530428 -1.8750000 7.5000000
LEGAL ISSUES NEANS AND DELTAS
..-...--.----.---... RANd.'f . ..------------ .........----------..-----------
VarfiebLe Labt N Mew Std 0ev Minu maxiNE
C21QUS KOW VIOLTN OF UCOJ/ICU 3 8.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000 9.0000000
R21ULES KINOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 3 6.6666667 2.0816660 5.0000000 9.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-DOW VIOLLIN OF UCRJ 3 -1.3333333 2.8867513 -3.0000000 2.0000000
C22OUES PUNISENT 1DMR UJ/CUR 3 7.6666667 2.3094011 5.0000000 9.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHMENT UN03 UCMJ/REQ 3 6.3333333 0.5773503 6.0000000 7.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISNMENT WIDER UCOJ 3 -1.3333333 2.8867513 -3.0000000 2.0000000
C23QLES INITIATE ACT UCOJ VIOLTN/CUR 3 7.6666667 2.3094011 5.0000000 9.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ'VIOLTN/REQ 2 8.5000000 0.7071068 8.0000000 9.0000000
Q23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 2 -0.5000000 0.7071068 -1.0000000 0
C24MRS ADIN SEP AUTN & PROC/CUR 2 9.0000000 0 9.0000000 9.0000000
R24E ADMIIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 2 7.0000000 0 7.0000000 7.0000000
0240ELTA DELTA-AININ SP AUTH & PROC 2 -2.0000000 0 -2.0000000 -2.0000000
C25UJES KOW LIAO NOSP & PROF/CUR 3 7.0000000 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.0000000
I2SMUES KNOW LIAM NOP & PROF/REQ 3 8.0000000 1.7320508 7.0000000 10.0000000
O25OELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAO OF MOOP & PROF 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
C26IES IKNW ENVIRON IWCT iSS/CUR 3 S. 1.5275252 4.0000000 7.0000000
2264M D ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REQ 3 7.666666? 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-IOOW ENVIRON IMPACT IS$ 3 2.3333333 0.5773503 2.0000000 3.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 3 7.0000000 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.0000000
LEG•C AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSES/C 2 7.7500000 0.1178511 7.6666667 7.3
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL IMES$/it 2 6.8333333 0.2357023 6.6666667 7.0000000
LESGOLTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL IM5JES 2 -0.9166667 0.1178511 -1.0000000 -0.833
193
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VariabLe Label N Mean Std Dey Ninium Maximua
C21UES KOW VIOLTN OF UJ0t/CUR 10 8.5000000 0.9718253 7.00000O 10.0000000
t21OUS KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/REQ 10 8.800X000 0.7888106 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-ION VIOLLIN OF UC1J 10 0.3000000 0.8M32726 -1.0000000 2.0000000
C2201ES PUNISIIMENT UNDR UOiJ/CUO 10 9.0000000 0.816,966 8.0000000 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHIENT USIDR UCMJ/REO 10 8.7000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISHNENT UNDER UOIJ 10 -0.3000000 0.8232726 -2.0000000 1.00000X0
C230UES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUlt 10 9.0000000 0.9428090 8.0000000 10.0000000
R23LUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/REQ 10 9.0000000 0.9428090 8.0000000 10.0000000
QMDELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCMJ 10 0 1.0540926 -2.0000000 2.0000000
C240U.ES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 10 8.1000000 1.2866839 6.0000000 10.0000000
R24QUES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 10 8.1000000 0.87M5950 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 10 0 0.8164966 -2.0000000 1.000O000
C2SQUES KON LIAM NOP & PROF/CUR 10 8.8000000 1.0327956 7.0000000 10.0000000
R25QUES KNOW LIA HOSP & PROF/REQ 10 8.7000000 1.0593499 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q2MDELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAM OF HOSP & PROF 10 -0.1000000 0.8755950 -2.0000000 1.0000000
C26QUES KNOOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/CUR 10 7.9000000 1.7919573 4.0000000 10.0000000
R26QUES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REQ 10 9.1000000 0.8755950 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q26MELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT IS$ 10 1.2000000 1.6865481 -2.0000000 4.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 10 7.6000000 0.8432740 6.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 10 8.5500000 0.7578804 7.5000000 9.8333333
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/I 10 8.7333333 0.5942108 7.8333333 9.8333333
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 10 0.1833333 0.7835106 -1.8333 1.1666667
LEGAL ISSUES lEANS AID DELTAS
--------------------- RANKlsCAPT-----------------------------------------------------------
.............................. RAN....APT................................................................
VariabLe Label N Neen Std Day Miniu~i Maximu
C21QES KNKO VIOLTN OF UCMJ/CUR 311 7.4051447 1.96985 0 10.0000000
R21IES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 311 8.2926045 1.8720120 0 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 310 0.870%77 2.1352631 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C22LES PUNISHMENT WIDR UCNJ/CUR 311 7.2668810 2.2017946 0 10.0000000
R22"ES PUNI1UENT UMIDR L0UC./REQ 312 8.0000000 2.1696533 0 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISNMENT UNDER UCNJ 311 0.7331190 2.3994952 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C23QMES INITIATE ACT UCKJ VIOLTN/CUR 311 7.2926045 2.2029108 0 10.0000000
R23GUES INITIATE ACT UC0J VIOLTN/REQ 312 8.1698718 2.1607406 0 10.0000000
Q23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UC4J 311 0.8778135 2.4159129 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C2MJUES ADMIN SEP AUTO & PROC/CUR 311 6.5562701 2.2794774 0 10.0000000
R24UES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 312 7.6346154 2.2226155 0 10.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 311 1.0771704 2.4587880 -9.0000000 8.0000000
C25UES KNOW LIAO HOSP & PROF/CUR 310 6.7516129 2.1646425 0 10.0000000
R25QUES KNOW LIAM HOP & PROF/REQ 311 8.1672026 1.95048T 0 10.001000001
O2SDELTA DELTA-KNOll LIAB OF NOWP & PROF 310 1.4161290 2.1998230 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C26QUES KNOWl ENVIRON IPCT ISS/CUR 311 6.1575563 2.200649 0 10.0000000
t262UES KNOlW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REQ 312 7.9647436 2.0069110 0 1O.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 311 1.8070740 2.4325908 -8.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 311 7.2379421 1.8564554 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 310 6.9112903 1.8210379 0.833 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 310 8.0537634 1.8058831 0 10.0000000
LEODELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-LEGAL ISSUES 309 1.129498 1.9949339 -8.0000000 8.6666667
............................. RANI.l.C.R.................................................................
---..............RN~CR---------RA~uO -- ----------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Noew Std Dev NinimA Maximu
C210S KNOW VIOLTN OF UOIJ/CUR 96 7.1875000 1.8990995 1.0000000 10.0000000
R21QUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REO 96 8.4583333 1.7942403 1.0000000 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-KNOll VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 96 1.2708333 2.2547221 -9.0000000 9.00000001
C22•$S PUNISOMEXT UWID UCOJ/CUR 96 6.9062500 2.2668231 1.0000000 10.0000000
R22QMJ PUNWISENT UIDE UCNJ/REQ 96 8.1562500 1.9430206 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISINUENT WIE UOiJ 96 1.2500000 2.5214866 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C230UES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUIR 96 6.7812500 2.4417557 1.0000000 10.0000000
R230JES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/REQ 96 8.1041667 2.0182283 0 10.0000000
194
QMELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER U1NJ 96 1.3229167 2.5731193 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C24QES ACHIM SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR ,6 6.1041667 2.4125949 0 10.0000000
R24WES ACHIM SEP AUTN & PROC.'REQ 96 7.5416667 2.2660732 0 10.0000000
Q24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 96 1.4375000 2.6350372 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C250UES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/COR 96 6.4687500 1.9785860 2.0000000 10.0000000
R25OMIES KNOW LIAD NWIP & PROF/REQ 96 8.0833333 2.0502460 0 10.0000000
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAO OF NOWP & PROF 96 1.6145833 2.3141205 -7.0000000 7,0000000
C260UES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/CUR 96 5.9062500 2.2853222 0 10.0000000
R26QUES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/REQ 96 7.5937500 1.9659101 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q26OELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON 1I1UACT ISS 96 1.6875000 2.5102422 -7.0000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 96 7.0520833 1.8431654 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 96 6.5590278 1.7932588 1.6333333 9.3333333
LEGA"R AGGREGATE- -LEGAL ISSUES/R 96 7.9695833 1.6497054 0.83333 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 96 1.4305556 2.0381833 -7.6666667 7.0000000
LEGAL ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
------ .........--------------- RANKIzLCDR ---------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label - N Mean Std Dev Ninimn maxumm
C21QUES KNOW VIOLTN OF U14J/CUR 44 6.8409091 2.4485902 1.0000000 10.0000000
R21.QES KNOW VIOLIN OF UO4J/REQ 43 8.4651163 1.4532204 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF U06J 43 1.6976744 2.2311099 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C22OWES PUNISNNENT UNDR UOIJ/CUR 44 6.5000000 2.7744683 1.0000000 10.0000000
R22OUES PUMISIMENT UNR UCMJ/REQ 43 8.0930233 1.7568092 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2MELTA DELTA-PUNISIUEET UNDER UCNJ 43 1.6744186 2.5422237 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUR 4 6.3409091 2.9487339 1.0000000 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UOIJ VIOLTN/REQ 43 8.0232558 1.8833654 3.0000000 10.0000000
QZSDELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 43 1.7674419 2.6532748 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C24.JES ACHIM SUP AUTH & PROC/CUR 4 6.0227273 2.7994072 0 10.0000000
R24QUES AWHIM SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 43 8.2093023 1.5206224 5.0000000 10.0000000
QZ4DELTA DELTA-ADHIN SEP AUTH & PROC 43 2.2558140 2.8207819 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIAO MOW & PROF/Ciu 44 7.1590909 2.5694374 0 10.0000000
R2SQES KNOW LIME IIOSP & PROF/REQ 43 9.0000000 1.2344268 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q2SDELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAB OF NOW & PROF 43 1.9069767 2.5710286 -2.0000000 10.0000000
C26SUES KNOW ENVIRON IHPCT ISS/CUR 44 6.4545455 2.6628761 0 10.0000000
R26QUES KNOW ENVIRON lNgCT ISS/REG 43 8.1395349 1.6268783 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 43 1.7674419 2.1584519 -2.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 44 7.3636364 1.9179799 2.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 44 6.5530303 2.3268939 1.1666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 43 8.3217054 1.2383827 5.1666667 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 43 1.8449612 2.1551573 -1.6666667 7.0000000
.............................. AJ.l..TH..................................................................
.-.. ---..-....... AKnOHR---------RAIITE ---------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Nean Std Dev Minimu maximu
C21OUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/CUR 11 7.0909091 1.8140863 4.0000000 10.0000000
R210UES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 11 8.0909091 1.5135749 6.0000000 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCMJ 11 1.0000000 1.8439089 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C22QUES PUNISIMENT UNDR UCNJ/CUR 11 6.5454545 2.0670576 3.0000000 10.00100000
R22UES PUNISMENT UNDR UCKJ/REQ 11 7.7272727 1.7939292 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-PUNISINUNT UNDER UCNJ 11 1.1818182 1.7215215 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C23JLES INITIATE ACT U¢NJ VIOLTN/CUR 11 6.7272727 2.5334131 3.0000000 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT U10J VIOLTN/REQ 11 7.9090909 1.7002674 5.0000000 10.0000000
QZ3DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 11 1.1818182 2.48M672 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C24GUES WHIM SEP AUTN & PROC/CUR 11 6.0000000 2.9325757 1.0000000 10.0000000
R24QES AWHIM SEP AUTN & PROC/REQ 11 7.4545455 1.8635255 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2,DELTA DELTA-WNIN SEP AUTN & PROC 11 1.4545455 2.541555 -2.0000000 6.0000000
25UES KNOW LIM NOSP & PROF/CUR 11 6.1818182 2.1362669 1.0000000 9.0000000
R25SIES KNOW LIAM NOW & PROF/REQ 11 7.7272727 1.3483997 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIME OF NOSP & PROF 11 I.S554545 1.6949122 0 5.0000o000
C26JES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT IS/CUR 11 6.6363636 2.0135902 4.0000000 1O.0000000
226.UES KNOW ENVIRON IMIPCT IS$/RI 11 7.6363636 1.9632996 3.0000000 10.0000000
OZ6OELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT 1iS 11 1.0000000 2.0976177 -2.0000000 6.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 11 6.5454545 1.9164361 2.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAGC AMGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 11 6.5303030 1.5380691 4.6666667 9.833
LEGACI AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/It 11 7.7575758 1.4536613 5.3333 9.833
195
LEGOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 11 1.2272127 1.6587692 -0.5333333 4.6666667
OPERATIONS MNAAGEMENT ISSUES MEANS AND DELTA$
........................... RANKIl' ..................................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minimm Maximum
27OUES INPCT OSHA REG HOSP OP/AUR 3 6.6666667 2.3094011 4.0000000 8.0000000
27OES IMCT OSH REQ NOP OP/REQ 3 8.0000000 2.0000000 6.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 3 1.3333333 3.0550505 -2.0000000 4.0000000
28QU5 EVAL PROP TO A.UR TECH/UR 3 5.3333333 3.0550505 2.0000000 a.
28NES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 3 6.6666667 2.5166115 4.0000000 9.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO A£5. TECH 3 1.3333 0.5773503 1.0000000 2.0000000
295.U5 OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 3 4.6666667 4.0414519 0 7.0000000
29OIES OPP & LIN OO/DON NATRL/REQ 3 6.6666667 2.5166115 4.0000000 9.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/IDON NATRL 3 2.0000000 2.0000000 0 4.0000000
30SJES OVRSEE EQUIP NGNT PG/CUR 3 7.0000000 2.0000000 5.0000000 9.0000000
305.2S OVRSEE EQUIP NGMT PEG/REQ 3 6.6666667 1.5275252 5.0000000 8.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MWST PROGRAM 3 -0.3333333 1.5275252 -2.0000000 1.0000000
315US ENSUO EXEC SECETY REQ/CUR 3 7.0000000 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EX)EC SECRTY REQ/REQ 3 6.6666667 1.5275252 5.0000000 8.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 3 -0.3333333 1.527552 -2.0000000 1.0000000
32QJES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGNT/CUR 3 5.6666667 2.3094011 3.0000000 7.0000000
320UES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGNT/REQ 3 5.0000000 2.0000000 3.0000000 7.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NUGT 3 0.6666667 0.5773503 0 1.0000000
PMGHT OPERATIONS MNGT ISSUES 3 7.6666667 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0000000
P.AGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGNT ISSUES/C 3 6.0555556 1.0715168 4.8333333 6.8333333
PMAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NUST ISSUES/R 3 6.6111111 1.5485955 4.8333333 7.6666667
PN)ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NT ISSUES 3 0.5555556 0.5=53141 0 1.1666667
---------------------------------W~zJ ----------------------------------------------------------S.............................. RANIIADM ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Now Std 0ev Minium Maxim..
27UES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOWP OP/CUR 10 7.9000000 1.4491377 5.0000000 10.0000000
27QUES IMPCT OSA REG HOSP OP/REQ 10 8.7000000 0.9486833 7.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 10 0.8000000 1.4757296 -1.0000000 3.0000000
28E5 EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 10 7.6000000 1.1737378 6.0000000 9.0000000
28MJE EVAL PROP TO AGER TECH/REQ 10 8.4000000 0.8432740 7.0000000 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO A22 TECH 10 0.8000000 1.0327956 -1.0000000 2.0000000
295UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 10 6.8000000 1.3165612 5.0000000 9.0000000
295UE5 OPP & LIN DOD/DI) / 10 8.1000000 0.5676462 7.0000000 9.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON NATRL 10 1.3000000 1.4181365 -1.0000000 3.0000000
30QUES OVRS.E EQUIP MUST PRG/CUR 10 7.2000000 1.3165612 5.0000000 9.0000000
3OQUES OUVRSE EQUIP MONT PRG/REQ 10 7.8000000 0.7888106 7.0000000 9.00000O00
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NGNT PROGRAM 10 0.6000000 1.0749677 -1.0000000 2.0000000
315JES ESt;E EXEC sECRTY REQ/CUR 10 7.3000000 1.4181365 5.0000000 10.0000000
3152ES ENSUE EXEC SECRTY REQ/E•Q 10 8.3000000 1.0593499 7.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-EMSE! EXECUTION OF SEC RE1S 10 1.0000000 1.4907120 -1.0000000 3.0000000
32QU.S OVRSEE FACILITIES MGT/CUlt 10 7.4000000 1.3496971 5.0000000 9.0000000
32QU25 OVUSEE FACILITIES MUST/REQ 10 8.2000000 0.7888106 7.0000000 9.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MGUST 10 0.6000000 0.5163978 0 1.0000000
PMUST OPERATIONS MUST ISSUES 10 7.6000000 0.6992059 7.0000000 9.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/C 10 7.3666667 1.0387552 5.6666667 8.5000000
PKMA AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGNT ISSUES/R 10 8.2500000 O.4795188 7.5000000 9.0000000
PISELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -OPERATIONAL MONT ISSM&S 10 0.8833333 0.9062540 -0.5000000 2.0000000
OPERATIONS MNA3GEMENT ISMES MEANS AD DELTAS
.............................. RANKCAPT ....................................................................
Variable Label N aean Std Dev Mini•m maxim.u
275.1ES IMP OSHA W2 MOP OP/OCR 310 6.1161290 2.4134328 0 10.0000000
275UE3 INPCT OSHA WO HOOP OP/REQ 311 7.6913183 2.4325525 0 10.0000000
270ELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSNA ON MOW 310 1.5741935 2.562987 -8.0000000 10.0000000
25U52 EVAL PROP TO AGE TECH/CUOt 311 6.3665595 2.0432519 0 10.0000000
196
28NUES EVAL POP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 312 7.6666667 1.7599615 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH 311 1.2990354 2.1651117 -8.0000000 8.0000000
29"UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 310 5.3741935 2.3610880 0 10.0000000
29UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REQ 310 7.31935%8 1.9117960 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON NATML 309 1.9255663 2.3308267 -6.0000000 9.0000000
30GUES ORM EQUIP MUST PlCUR 311 5.85530 2.335200 0 10.0000000
30QLES OVRSEE EQUIP NMWT PIG/REQ 312 6.9038W62 2.1012287 0 10.0000000
3ODELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NGMT PROGRAM 311 1.0450161 2.1307047 -6.0000000 9.0000
31UES ENSUR EXEC SECItTY REG/CJR 311 5.8681672 2.2828921 0 10.0000000
31QUES ENSUt EXEC SECRTY RER/REL 312 7.1410256 2.1169921 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REOS 311 1.2700965 2.2852 -6.0000000 8.0000000
32OWES OVRSEE FACILITiIS NMT/CUR 311 5.7865659 2.3681801 0 10.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NNT/IREQ 312 6.89e2305 2.3390366 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-ONERSEE FAC NGNT 312 0.285256" 0.4522618 0 1.00000
POWT OPERATIONS NMUT ISSUES 311 7.2122186 1.6617068 1.0000000 10.0000000
PHAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NUT ISSUES/C 309 5.8910466 1.864191 0.5000000 10.0000000
PKAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONALM NMT ISSUES/R 309 7.2621359 1.74,6479 0.6666667 10.0000000
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -OPERATIONAL NGMT ISSUES 308 1.3598483 1.92459 -5.1666667 6.8333333
S .................... -.......... .1-......................................................................
VariabLe Label N NOn Std Dew Onimu Naximu
27MRS INPCT OSM REQ POSP OP/OJR 96 6.0104167 2.4729901 0 10.0000000
27UJES IIPCT OSNA REQ MOSP OP/REQ 96 7.3437500 2.4010003 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-INPACT OF OSHA ON NOSP 96 1.3333335 2.6464143 -8.000000 8.0000000
28WES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 96 6.0625000 2.3342417 1.0000000 10.0000000
2BUES EVAL PROP TO AGLR TECH/REQ 96 7.6041667 1.94387 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH 96 1.5416667 2.3347114 -7.0000000 7.0000000
2 8JES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CJR 96 5.0520833 2.7313763 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REQ 96 7.1979167 2.0836391 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OiP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 96 2.1458a 2.9312951 -7.0000000 9.0000000
30OUES OVRSEE EQUIP NMUT PRWCUOR 96 5.3958333 2.7586387 0 10.0000000
30OUES OVtSEE EQUIP MUST PRG/REQ 96 6.7916667 1.9266503 0 10.0000000
300ELTA DELTA-OUERSEE EQUIP MNGT PROGRAN 96 1.3958M 2.3264881 -7.0000000 9.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY RE.CUR 96 5.3125000 2.5927531 0 10.0000000
31QUES ENSUR E)EC SECRTY REQ/REQ 96 6.7083333 2.2048M91 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REGS 96 1.3958333 2.581224 -7.0000000 9.0000000
32GUES 0VISEE FACILITIES NWT/CUR 96 5.0208333 2.7946534 0 1O.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NMUST/REQ 96 6.5833333 2.4523530 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NMWT 96 0.3020833 0.4615715 0 1.0000000
PNQUS OPERATIONS WOT ISSUES 96 7.1562500 1.7907842 1.0000000 10.0000000
PNAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGNT ISUUS/C 96 5.4756944 2.1433965 0.83 9.6666667
PNMAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGMT ISSUES/R 96 7.0381944 1.65689 1.3 3 1O.o0000000
PISELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -OPERATIONAL MNET RNUES 96 1.5625000 2.2958655 -7.3 8.33
OPERATIONS MANAGE]ENT ISSUES NEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------- RANKlULCDR---------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Nean Std Oev Minimum Nxim.u
27QUES ICT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/CULR 4 5.8863636 2.9271457 0 10.0000000
27"ES INCT OSHA REQ NOW OP/REQ 43 7.7906977 1.7533388 2.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-INPACT OF OWA ON NOSP 43 2.0000000 2.3401262 -3.0000000 7.0000000
28UUS EVAL PROP TO MUR TECH/CUR 44 5.9772727 2.2065266 0 10.0000000
28UES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 43 7.9302326 1.3164T71 4.0000000 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AUIR TECH 43 2.0465116 2.092543U -2.0000000 8.0000000
29Q3ES OPP & LIN OD/DOND ATRL/CUR 44 5.5.4545 2.7318496 0 10.00001000
29NUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REG 43 7.8604651 1.4239682 4.0000000 10.0000000
290ELTA DELTA-OPP LIN TO DOD/DON NATRL 43 2.41860W7 2.9458005 -2.0000000 9.0000000
30UES OVtSEE EUIP MONT PR/CUR 44 5.4318182 2.525688 0 10.00 4000
301UES ORIEE EQUIP NMUT PRI/REG 43 7.4651163 1.7504943 4.0000000 10.0000000
300DLTA DELTA-OCERl •UIP MONT PtOGtMN 43 2.1395369 2.5409166 -3.0000000 5.0000000
31iES ENSU EXEC SECRTY REOcult 44 5.4772727 3.1437545 0 10.0000000
31QUES EW EC O ESCTY REQ/R1E 43 6.8604651 2.1885133 1.0000000 10.0000000
31DLTA DELTA-EMSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 43 1.483-721 2.6219957 -5.0000000 6.0000000
3NUE$ 01tEM FACILITIES MUST/CUR 44 5.0681818 3.1725401 0 10.0000000
3211ES OVlS!! FACILITIES NGNT/REQ 43 6.7209302 2.423354 0 10.0000000
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32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MGNT 4 0.2727273 0.4505106 0 1.0000000
PMGIOT OPERATIONS NGNT ISSUES 44 7.0227273 1.7585490 3.0000000 10.0000000
PNAGC AGGREGATE- -OPERATIONAL MNGT ISSUES/C 44 5.5643939 2.3496704 0.3333333 9.833
PNAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/R 43 7.4379845 1.2530609 5.0000000 lO.0000000
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--O1PERATIONAL MNGT ISSUES 43 1.9728682 1.96866 -1.1666667 7.1666667
------------------- RANKluOTHER ---------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N NMn Std Oev Miniam Maxi"
27QUES INPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 11 6.0909091 2.5477263 3.0000000 10.0000000
279ES IWPCT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/REQ 11 7.8181818 1.4709304 5.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-INPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 11 1.7272727 2.5334131 -1.0000000 7.0000000
28GUES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/CUR 11 5.3636364 2.2033033 2.0000000 8.0000000
28GUES EVAL PROP TO AQUJR TECH/REQ 11 7.0000000 1.1832160 5.0000000 9.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AUR TECH 11 1.6363636 2.9756588 -3.0000000 7.0000000
29OLES OPP & LIM DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 11 4.0909091 2.6250541 0 9.0000000
29OUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REQ 11 6.8181818 1.9908883 4.000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIM TO DOD/DON NATRL 11 2.7272727 2.5334131 0 9.0000000
30 SE$ OVRSEE EQUIP NGMT PRG/CUR 11 4.4545455 2.4642904 0 7.0000000
30QUES OVUSEE EQUIP MGOT PUG/REQ 11 7.0909091 1.3003496 4.0000000 8.0000000
30DELTA OELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NGMT PROGRAN 11 2.6363636 2.2922795 0 8.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 11 5.3636364 2.2922795 2.0000000 9.0000000
31UES ENSUR EXEC SECETY REQ/REQ 11 6.9090909 1.9211739 3.0000000 9.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENIWE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 11 1.5454545 2.5045413 -1.0000000 7.0000000
32OUES OVYSEE FACILITIES 1GlT/CUR 11 5.0000000 3.1304952 0 10.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGNT/REQ 11 6.9090909 2.5081685 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NGNT 11 0.2727273 0.4670994 0 1.0000000
PlOT OPERATIONS MNT ISSUES 11 7.6363636 1.4333686 4.0000000 9.0000000
PNAWC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/C 11 5.0606061 2.0713291 1.5000000 8.6666667
PIIAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MGNT ISSUES/R 11 7.0909091 1.1887520 4.8333 8.5000000
PM4ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NMT ISSUES 11 2.0303030 2.2271284 -0.5000000 7.0000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
--.-.--.--.-- .....--------- RANKI' .' .......................................--..........................
Variabte Label N Nean Std Iev mfniu Maxi.
33QUES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORCICUR 3 8.3333333 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
33OLES KOW SUP REG OP FORC/RE0 3 8.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000 9.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 3 -0.333 0.5773503 -1.0000000
0
34GIES DEVLP & COM COND VISN/CUR 3 8.3333333 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
34QU* DEVLP & CO•4 CON) VISN/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COIM COMMAND VISION 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
35QES IMPOWE IND & WORK GRP/CUR 3 8.6666667 0.5773503 8.0 9.0000000
35QUES INPOWR ID & WRK GRP/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-EWQIER iNV & WORK GRUPS 3 0.6666667 0,57?3503 0 1.0000000
36GES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 3 9.000Mfll 1.0000000 8.0 10.0000000
36UES DEVLP lON-PARCHL. PERSP/REQ 3 10.0000000 0 10.0000000 10.0000000
36OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
37OUES BUILDING TUSTI/CUR 3 9.3333333 0.5773503 9.0000000 10.0000000
37UES BUILDING TRUST/REG 3 10.0000000 0 10.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 3 0.6666667 0.5773503 0 1.0000000
38QLES MANGING CHANGE/CUR 3 8.3333333 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
39QUES NANGING CONFLICT/CUR 3 7.3333333 2.0816660 5.0000000 9.0000000
39UES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
390ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 3 2.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 3.0000000
40OUES BUILDING TEAMWORK/CUR 2 8.0000000 0 8.0000000 8.0000000
40Q)QES BUILDING TEAISORK/REQ 2 10.0000000 0 10.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-IWILDING TEAMWORK 2 2.0000000 0 2.0000000 2.0000000
41SU[S DEVLP P06 ORGN CLINAT/CUR 3 8.6666667 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
41UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/REG I 10.0000000 0 10.000o0000 10.000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE OR ENVIRONI•ENT 3 1.3333333 0.5773503 1.0000000 2.0000000
42SES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 3 8.0000000 1.732056 6.0000000 9.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
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42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 3 1.3 0.577350 1.0 2.0
43OMS EWLY COW ECN/ 3 7.6 7 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0
43UES EMPLY NE NSCISREQ 3 9.0000000 1.7320508 7.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY WORD NECKANISMS 3 1. 0.57 0 1.0 2.0000000
44GES DEVLP SUOIDINATES/CUR 3 9.• 0.5730 9.0000000 10.0000000
44ES OEVLP UBORINATES/REQ 3 10.0 0 10.0000000 10.0
44ELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUORDIATES 3 0.666667 0.5735 0 1.0
456S WRSTW ROLE CD & XNO/CR 3 8.• 0.5735 8.0000000 9.0000000
450AS UNDRSTND ROLE CO & NO/REQ 3 9.6666667 0.5r35 9.0000000 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/O 3 1.3 0.57730 1.0000000 2.0000000
46ts POW INNOVT & RISK BbR/OJ 3 7.0 1.0000000 6.0 8.0000000
46OWS POA Iimwr & RISK BNVW/REQ 3 9.0 1.0 8.0 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-P*N IMN!Y. & RISK SENAVIOR 3 2.0 0 2.0000000 2.0000000
RMlE ORGANIZATIOAL SEKAVIOR 3 8.666667 1.154700 8.0000000 10.0000000
RGAW C IEGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL ENAVIOR/C 2 8.1071429 0.4545686 7.78,7143 5.4285714
KAGR AGEGATE--ORSANIZATIONAL EIAVION/ 2 9.3571429 0.60605 8.9M714 9.M7143
RGDELTA AGGEGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR 2 1.25 0.1515229 1.14271 1.3742
ORGANIZATIONAL BEAVIOR ISSUES WEANS AND DELTA$
.... . A lA............................................. l=D-----------------------------------
Variabte Labet N Now Std Dw Miniam Mixia
33.ES KNW SUP REQ OP FOR/IC/R 10 9.4000000 0.432740 8.0 10.
33.ES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 10 9.4000000 0.69909 6.0000000 10.0
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPQRT OPF FORCES 10 0 1.0540 -2.0000000 2.0
3"UES DEVLP & COW COND VISl/OR 10 9.2000000 1.0327956 8.0000000 10.0
34aUES DEVLP & COW COW VISN/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.6749486 6.0000000 10.0000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COO COSIAND VISION 10 0.5000000 1.26995 -2.0000000 2.0000000
3505S I~ IND & WOR GRP/CUR 10 9.5000000 0.5270463 9.0000000 10.0
35GM3 IMP IND1 & WORK GRP/REQ 10 9.5000000 0.7071068 a.0000 10.0000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPUER INV & WOR GROUPS 10 0 0.9428090 -2.0000000 1.0000000
36055 DEVLP NON-PACHL PERSP/IR 10 9.4000000 0.8432740 8.0000000 10.0000000
36QE$ DEVLP NOM-PMCNL PERSP/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.6749486 8.00000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP . OIM-PAROCIIAL PERSPECTIVE 10 0.3000000 1.10 18 -20000000 2.0000000
37055 BUILDING TWT/OR 10 9.6000000 0.6992 8.0000000 10.000000
371ES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 10 9.000000 0.674946 8.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-UUILDING TOT 10 0.1000000 0.9929 -2.0000000 2.000000
38WES MANAGING CFANE/OR 10 9.2000000 0.9189366 8.0000000 10.0000000
38QES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.6749486 8.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-ANAGING CHANEG 10 0.5000000 1.26925 -2.0000000 2.0000000
39MAS MANAGING CONFLICT/OR 10 8.8000000 1.0327956 .0 10.0000000
3905S MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 10 9.600000 0.69925 8.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 10 0.8000000 1.2292726 -2.0000000 2.0000000
40RUES BUILDING TEANUORK/CJR 10 9.5000000 0.8496366 8.0000000 10.0000000
400UE BI WING TEAMTORK/REQ 10 9.8000000 0.6324555 8.000=0 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-IILDIM TEAMWORK 10 0.3000000 1.1595018 -2.0000000 2.0000000
410M DEVLP Poo ORGAN CLIMAT/OR 10 9.5000000 0.7071068 8.000000 10.0000000
4IUES DEYLP POO ORGAN CLIMAT/REG 10 9.7000000 0.67494M 8.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 10 0.200000 1.135M4 -2.0000000 2.0000000
4205 MOTIVATING PEOPLE/OUR 10 9.30 0.9486, 3 8.000000 10.0000000
42QIJE MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 10 9.80000001 0.6324555 8.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NMTIVATING PEOPLE 10 0.5000000 1.2625 -2.000000 2.0000000
43mLIS EMPLY COW NIECHNCS/O 10 9.1 0.9944289 8.0000000 10.0000000
43QM5 EMPLY CORD NECNUN/$RE 10 9.500000 0.70T1 8.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-ENIL ORD MOECANISM$ 10 0.4000000 1.1737878 -2.0000000 2.0000000
44 $ES DEVLP SUEOADINATES/UR 10 9.4000000 0.42740 8.00000 10.0000000
44OMS DEVI. IB&ORINATES/ E 10 9.6000000 0.699205 8.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SBORDINATES 10 0.2000000 1.0327956 -20000000 2.0000000
45058 UNRSTDES ROLE CO & NO/OUR 10 9.7000000 0.6749486 8.0000000 10.0000000
4SQUES ImmaSTND ROLE CID & NO/RtEQ 10 10.0000000 0 10.0000000 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNERSTAI INS ROLE Of CO/NO 10 0.300000 0.6749486 0 2.000000
46OES PROM INOVT & RISK INVCUR 10 9.5000000 0.84906 8.0000000 10.0000000
"4605 PROM INOVT & RISK BNYR/RE 10 9.7000000 0.6749486 8.0 10.0000
46DLTA DELTA-PROM IMNO• . & RISK BEAVIOR 10 0.2000000 1.0327956 -2.0000000 20000000
ROIEN ORGANIZATIONAL KNAVIOR 10 9.600M 0.699m 8.00 0 10.000000
RMC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZkTIONAL ENAVIOR/C 10 9.36427 0.6550 8.28743 10.0000000
AGAI AGIEGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL ENAVIOR/ 10 9.6714286 0.5152 8.2857143 10.0000000
RUELTA AIGEATE DELTA--ORGIZATIONAL UNAVIOR 10 0.3071429 0.9240120 -1.71=7 1.5714206
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ORGANIZATIONAL B•EAVIOR ISSIES WENIS AND DELTAS
-------------.-.----------.--- RANKIuCAPT --------------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Labet N Muan Std Ow Minnt YMaxim
33M KS OW SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 311 7.9742765 1.9107457 0 10.0000000
33ES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 312 8.703333 1.5,471770 1.0000000 10.0000000
330ELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 311 0.7299035 1.9321657 -6.0000000 7.0000000
3401ES OEVLP & COMMCOD VISE/CUR 311 7.8681672 1.724201 0 10.0000000
34GUES DEVI) & COW COW VISE/MQ 312 5.8108974 1.58959W. 0 10.0000000
34KELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COHN COIMMD VISION 311 0.9421222 1.7588103 -8.0000000 7.0000000
35U0S IMF IND & WORK GRP/CUR 311 8.3215434 1.5427726 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QJES INPGWR IN & WORK GRP/REQ 312 8.9839744 1.3333707 2.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-BIUOIER IEV & WORK GROUPS 311 0.6591640 1.4589782 -5.0000000 6.0000000
36GJES DEVLP NOE-PARCHL PERSP/IJEt 306 8.2679739 1.6134945 1.0000000 1O.0 000000
36UES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 307 8.7752443 1.3351603 3.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 306 0.5065359 1.495517 -4.0000000 9.0000000
37MLES BUILDING TRJST/OJR 311 8.6527331 1.2932769 4.0000000 10.0000000
3761S BUILDING TRUST/REQ 312 9.3365385 1.010662 4.0000000 1O.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDIEG TRUST 311 0.6816720 1.2945114 -5.0000000 5.0000000
38GES PANASING CHANGE/CUR 311 8.2797428 1.4730508 2.0000000 10.0000000
38GUES MANAGING CAWNE/REQ 312 9.2500000 1.05W5739 4.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 311 0.9678457 1.5172965 -5.0000000 7.0000000
391UES MANAGING CONFLICT/UR 311 8.0032154 1.5993916 1.0000000 10.0000000
39GUES MANANING CONFLICT/REQ 312 9.1634615 1.1630200 4.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 311 1.1575563 1.7627688 -5.0000000 9.0000000
4•01ES BUILDING TEASORK/CUIR 310 8.4935484 1.4340M825 3.0000000 10.0000000
40OUE BUILDING TEAMWORK/REQ 312 9.3461538 1.0153411 4.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-IUILDING TEAMWORK 310 0.8516129 1.502273 -5.0000000 6.
41OIES DEVLP P05 ORGAN CLIMAT/OUR 311 8.4630225 1.4065799 2.0000000 10.0000000
418UES DEVLP P05 ORGAN CLINAT/REG 312 9.4038462 0.9405399 4.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROIMENT 311 0.9389068 1.4321642 -5.0000000 7.0000000
4205 MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 311 8.3536977 1.3429544 4.0000000 10.000. 0
421UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 312 9.3205128 1.0015241 4.0000000 10.000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 311 0.9678457 1.4342340 -S.0000000 6.0000000
43GU15 EMPLY COOW NECHN/CUOR 311 7.6360129 1.6758596 0 10.0000000
43JU.S EMPLY COORD NECHNSM/REQ 312 8.7692308 1.3997986 0 10.0000000
43ELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD MECHANISM 311 0.9324759 1.6358701 -4.0000000 7.000000o
"441UES DEVLP SUWIRDINATES/CUR 311 8.4276527 1.4436964 4.0000000 10.0000000
"4.UES DEVLP SUBORDIXATES/REQ 312 9.0897436 1.2571176 2.0000000 10.0000000
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 311 0.6591640 1.5344132 -5.0000000 6.0000000
450UE5 tldSTiW ROLE CO & (O/CUR 311 8.2186495 1.8570978 2.0000000 10.0000000
450.1S UWOiRSTMD ROLE CO & XO/IEQ 312 9.0416667 1.7278300 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UWDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 311 0.8199357 2.2011114 -10.0000000 8.0000000
460.95 PROM IlNOT & RISK 8W/CUR 310 8.1032258 1.7091954 2.0000000 10.0000000
460UES PROM INIOWT & RISK BHVR/REO 311 8.8392283 1.3771891 2.0000000 10.0000000
46OELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 310 0.7322581 1.7411611 -5.000000 7.0000000
ROSBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 312 8.2884615 1.782406 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 304 8.2159305 1.2433215 4.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGE AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL UEHAVIOU/R 306 9.0546218 0.9694657 4.4285714 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 304 0.8369361 1.2507940 -3.9285714 5.428S714
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEAMS AND DELTAS
........ ft-------------•RM KI-OR -------------------------------- ---------------------------
Variobte Label N Mean Std DOw Minim" Maxi
330.15 KNOW SUP REQ OP FORClCUR 96 7.5729167 1.9668023 1.0000000 10.0000000
330JES KNOW UP REQ OP FORC/REQ 96 8.3125000 1.9963783 0 10.0000000
33ELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 96 0.7395833 2.267S96 -8.0000000 7.0000000
3401UA DEVLP & COMM COWS VISN/MR 96 7.3229167 1.8834168 1.0000000 10.0000000
340•UE OEVtP & CONM COND VISE/REQ 96 8.9270833 1.5440534 1.0000000 1O.O000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COMM CONNMAD VISION 96 1.6041667 2.1739083 -5.0000000 7.00000010
350M IMPON I0 & WORK GRP/CUR 96 7.9583333 1.5621622 3.0000000 10.0000000
3501• INPOUr IND & WORK GRP/REO 96 8.9062500 1.4731143 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-E9PNOER IV & WORK GROUPS 96 0.9479167 1.8771187 -5.000000 7.0000000
36011 DIVLP NOi-PARCUL PIEUP/CUR 95 8.15789%7 1.776416, 0 10.0000000
361ES 3 DVLP EON-PAMRCL PEINP/REQ 95 8.6631579 1.6282776 0 10.0000000
200
36dELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 95 0.5052632 1.7496120 -4.0000000 7.000000
370UES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 95 8.4842105 1.3672706 5.0000000 10.0000000
373ES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 96 9.3229167 1.010O845 5.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 95 0.8315789 1.4993093 -4.0000000 5.0000000
3MUES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 96 8.0208= 1.5422415 4.0000000 10.0000000
38MJES MANAGING CiANGE/REQ 96 9.2500000 0.9947229 6.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 96 1.2291667 1.6123155 -2.0000000 6.0000000
39MUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 96 7.7500000 1.7229106 2.0000000 10.0000000
39OJES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 96 9.2500000 1.0662280 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 96 1.5000000 1.7411430 -3.0000000 7.0000000
40OES BUILDING TE IORK/OCUR 96 8.2187500 1.48M2213 5.0000000 10.0000000
A WES BUILDING TEAIARKIREQ 96 9.3333333 1.0327956 4.000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-UUILDING TEAM= 96 1.1145833 1.6148638 -3.0000000 5.0000000
41OUES DEVLP POO ORGAN CLIMAT/COR 96 8.1562500 1.4017142 4.0000000 10.0000000
41SJES DEVLP POO ORGAN CLINAT/IEQ 96 9.3333333 1.184697M 3.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 96 1.1770833 1.6732873 -4.0000000 6.
42GIES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 96 7.8541667 1.5893009 4.0000000 10.0000000
42"S5$ MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 96 9.2604167 1.3474716 2.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 96 1.4062500 1.6516539 -4.0000000 6.0000000
43QES IMPLY fORD- IECHNSK/CUt 96 7.5312500 1.962560M 0 10.0000000
43GLES EIPI.Y COORD-NECHNS/IREG 96 8.6145833 1.4536328 2.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD MECHANISMS 96 1.0833333 1.9394338 -4.0000000 6.0000000
44ES DEVLP SU)ORDINATES/CUR 96 8.1145833 1.6017740 3.0000000 10.0000000
44QJES OEVLP SUBORDINATES/UEQ 96 9.2083=33 1.2218766 4.0000000 10.0000000
"44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 96 1.0937500 1.4873369 -2.0000000 s.0000000
4SSUES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/CUR 96 7.7187500 1.7574091 1.0000000 10.0000000
45SES UMDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 96 8.9M91667 1.8352064 0 10.0000000
45)ELTA DELTA-lWERSTAIOING ROLE OF CO/X0 96 1.2604167 2.4761804 -10.0000000 9.0000000
46JES PROM INNOVT & RISK BMW/CU 96 7.7187M00 1.5403562 4.0000000 10.0000000
46OES PRON INNVOT & RISK 8H1R/REQ 96 8.6562500 1.4713268 4.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PRON INlOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 96 0.9375000 1.7877507 -5.0000000 5.0000000
RGNEE ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 96 7.9270833 2.1484133 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL ENMAVIOR/C 94 7.9118041 1.2240470 4.7142857 9.9285714
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL lENAVIOR/R 95 8.9954887 1.0523020 4.6428571 10.0000000
RIDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 94 1.070274 1.3278002 -2.6428"71 4.5000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
................--.............. R 1LCDR - ----------------------------------------------- v.....................
VariabLe Label M NMn Std Dev Mfnmu mmaXl
335UES KNU SUP RM OP FORC/CUR 44 7.1363636 2.4739659 0 10.0000000
33QUS KN SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 43 8.7674419 1.4282392 5.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 43 1.6976744 1.9824814 -2.0000000 7.0000000
34 U8S DEVLP & COMM COWS VISN/CUR 44 7.4545455 1.9223840 2.0000000 10.0000000
34WES DEVLP & COWE COPW VlSN/REQ 43 8.7674419 1.6159504 3.0000000 10.0000000
34OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & CONN COIMIS VISION 43 1.3720930 2.058932 -4.0000000 7.0000000
35GUES 110 IND & ORK GP/CUR 7.972T72 1.9823481 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QUES I~UOIR 195 & WORK WRP/REQ 43 8.8139535 1.5622910 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-*POIER INV & WORK GROUPS 43 0.8837209 1.6505310 -2.0000000 5.0000000
36QES DEVLP NON-PARCIL PERSP/CUR 42 7.8M8024 2.2867847 0 10.0000000
36GUES DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/RE. 42 8.6"28571 1.4620638 5.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROC•IAL PERSPECTIVE 41 0.8292683 1.8695245 -2.0000000 8.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TIUST/CUR 44 8.6818182 1.3601082 4.0000000 10.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TUT/IRED 43 9.3953488 1.1575741 S.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-IUILDING TRUST 43 0.7441860 1.1566171 -2.0000000 4.0000000
38GJES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 4 8.4318182 1.4207389 4.0000000 10.0000000
38GES MANAGING CANGE/REQ 43 9.279069 1.1613945 6.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 43 0.8837209 1.1993908 -3.0000000 4.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUlR 4 8.2954545 1.4399539 4.0000000 10.0000000
390U15 MANAGING CONFLICT/RIO 43 9.3488372 0.9972276 7.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 43 1.0930233 1.359S159 -2.0000000 5.0000000
400US BUILDING TENOWJR 4 8.4318182 1.5310390 4.0000000 10.0000000
40OES BUILDING TEAMORK/REG 43 9.2325581 1.1513390 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-WUILDING TEANMRK 43 0.8372093 1.2711119 -2.0000000 4.0000000
41OWES DEVLP POO ORGAN CLIMAT/cU 44 8.4318182 1.4690248 4.0000000 10.0000000
414,M DEVLP POO ORGAN CLIVAT/RIQ 43 9.4186047 0.9058686 7.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROIENT 43 1.0232558 1.3360990 -2.0000000 S.O000000
429M MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 44 8.3181818 1.5061537 4.0000000 10.0000000
420455 MOTIVATING PEOPLE/K9G 43 9.4186047 0.9615575 6.0000000 10.0000000
201
42)ELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 43 1.1395349 1.5052511 -2.0000000 5.0000000
430.5S EMWLY CO1D NECHNSWCUR 44 7.3409091 1.6836171 4.0000000 10.0000000
43LES EMPLY COORD NECNiSN/REG 43 8.697674 1.16567n 5.0000000 10.0000000
43ELTA DELTA-Wt.OT COORD NECHANISMS 43 1.4186047 1.707819 -2.0000000 S.0000000
441UES DEVLP SUORSINATES/CUR 44 8.2500000 1.4487364 5.00000O 10.0000000
44RUES DEVLP SUWRINMATES/REM 43 9.1162791 1.0512872 7.000000D 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 43 0.9069767 1.5246226 -2.0000000 5.01000000
45MS IWRSTND RO CO & X/O 44 7.5909091 2.1706282 0 10.0000000
45QUES UNDRSTIS ROLE CO & XO/REQ 43 9.0697674 1.0778141 6.0000000 10.0000000
450ELTA DELTA-UNDERSTAMING ROLE Of CO/XO 43 1.5348837 2.1968466 -2.0000000 10.0000000
46WAS PRON INOMT & RISK 81VR/CUR 44 7.8409091 1.77A4583 3.0000000 10.0000000
460AES PROM INNOYT & RISK &KVR/REQ 43 8.674186 1.3578158 5.0000000 10.00000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INlVO. & RISK BEHAVIOR 43 0.8257209 1.4993539 -2.0000000 4.0000000
RGWIEK ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 44 7.7727273 2.0444324 1.00000 10.0
ROC MGEGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 42 8.0306122 1.1656207 4.642"571 10.0000000
RGAOR AGGREGATE- -ORGANIZATIOWI.L BEHAVIOR/I 42 9.0616327 0.8192209 7.0000000 10.00000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 41 1.0940767 1.0610737 -2.00000 2.9285714
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES NEAR$ AND DELTAS
.............................. RAUK1l 0TT UI --------------------------------------------------------------------.
VariabLe Label N Noe Std D Ninfm Maim• m
33WUES KNOU SUP REG OP FORC/CUR 11 6.6363636 2.5009089 3.0000000 10.0000000
33WES KNO SUP REG OP FORC/REQ 11 7.9090909 0.94387 7.0000000 10.0
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 11 1.27773 2.6866674 -3. 5.0000000
340JES DEVLP & COU CM VISE/CUR 11 7.0000000 2.2803509 3.0000000 10.00000
34QUS DEVLP & COW COWe VISN/REQ 11 8.1818182 1.4012981 5.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COMM CONIVAND VISION 11 1.1818182 2.6388703 -2.0000000 5.0000000
35QWS IMPOIR 10 & WORK UP/CUR 11 7.5454545 2.0670576 3.0000000 10.0000000
35GJES IMPUER IND & WORK URP/REQ 11 8.4545455 1.4396969 6.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPOR 1iV & WORK GROUPS 11 0.9090909 2.3001976 -2.0000000 5.0000000
365ES DEVLP iNo-PARCHL PERISP/CUR '1, 7.0909091 1.9211739 3.0000000 9.0C00000
36CA5S DEV•L NON-PACAL PSNW/E 11 7.636363 1.501514 5.00000001 WA00000
36DELIA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 11 0.5454545 2.5045413 -3.0000000 S5.000000
37015S BUILDING T123T/CU 11 8.0000000 1.3416408 6.00000O0 16.0000000
370UES BUILDING TMJST/REQ 11 8.3636364 1.3618170 6.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 11 0.363634 2.0135902 -3.0000000 4.0000000
385.5S RANMING CHANGE/CUR 11 7.1818182 1.4012961 S.0000000 9.0000000
385U.S MAGING CHANCE/REQ 11 8.3636364 1.20604S4 6.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 11 1.1818182 2.1362"9 -1.0000000 5.
39OWS NAMAGING CONFLICT/CJR 11 7.0000000 1.3416408 5.0000000 9.0000000
390M KAMMING CONFLICT/REQ 11 8.2727273 1.190874 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 11 1.2727273 1.9021519 -1.0000 5.0000
40Q5J5 BUILDING TEAMARK/CUR 11 7.4545455 1.3684763 5.0000000 9.0000000
4005 BUILDING TEANDORK/REQ 11 8.5454545 1.1281521 7.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-EILDING TEAMO 11 1.0909091 1.7501 -2.0000000 4.0
41ES DEV•L P06 ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 11 7.6363636 1.5 5.0000000 9.0000000
416UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/REQ 11 8.5S454545 0.9341967 7.0000000 10.0000000
4IDELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 11 0.9090909 2.0225M96 -2.0000000 4.0000000
420UES MOTIVATING POPLE/CUR 11 7.7272727 1.555050 5.0O00000 10.0000000
42ES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 11 8.6363636 1.1200649 7.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 11 0.9090909 1.7580961 -2.0000000 4.0000000
43OU5S EMPLY COORD NECHNSN/CUR 11 6.3636364 1.6292776 4.0000000 9.0000000
4305S IMPLY CORD NECNNUKSRE 11 7.7272727 1.2720778 6.0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COO1D ECNANISM S 11 1.3636364 2.2922795 -2.000000 5.0000000
44UES DEVLP UOMSINATES/CUm 11 7.7272727 1.2720778 6.0000000 9.0000000
4455 DEVLP SUBORD INATES/REQ 11 8.3636364 1.0269106 7.0000000 10.0000000
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP UBORDINATES 11 0.6363636 1.7477258 -2.0000000 4.0000000
450111 SISTS ROLE CO & 1O/CR 11 7.2727273 2.19503S7 3.0000000 10.0000000
456QE8 UiDRST ROLE CO & NO/RlQ 11 8.3636364 1.5666969 5.0000000 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UWBERSTANDING ROLE Of CO/XO 11 1.0909091 2.9139165 -3.0000000 7.0010000
46015S PRM INNOVT & RISK iNVE/CUR 11 6.8181818 1.7215215 4.0000000 9.0000000
4661ES PROM INNOW I RISK lNVR/RWQ 11 7.6363636 1.0269106 6.0000000 9.0000000
406ELTA DELTA-PRON INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 11 0.8181818 1.990682 -2.0000000 5.0000000
RONMEN ORGANIZATIONAL EHEAVIOR 11 7.4545455 1.8635255 4.0000000 10.0000000
IWAOC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL EHAVIOR/C 11 7.247532 1.4812996 4.6428571 8.7857143
ROM AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIORit 11 8.2142857 0.9465296 6.5714286 9.9285714
RIDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR 11 0.9675325 1.8MS692 -1.2657143 4.6428571
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MANPOWER WMMW/NRN ISSUES MEANS AMD DELTAS
----------------- RANKIng .1 ----------------------------------------------
Variable Label v Neen Std Dev Mini"m Maximu
47QUES NMG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 3 7.0000000 1.0000000 6.0000000 8.000000
47MUES MuG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 3 8.0000000 2.0000000 6.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-ANNGING CIV PERSONNEL 3 1.0000000 1.0000000 0 2.0000000
49QUES UN6 NIL PER BY RIEG POC/CUtR 3 8.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000 9.0000000
486AS NUG*NIL PER BY EG PROC/REQ 3 8.3333333 1.5275252 7.0 10.0
4SELTA DELTA-NAiNAING NIL PERSONNEL 3 0.3333 2.0816660 -2.0000000 2.0000000
490PES EVAL NAMPWR STAF NEEDS/CUR 3 7.6666667 1.527552 6.0000000 9.0000000
49QLES EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 3 8.0000000 1.7320 7.0000000 10.0
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPWER STAFFING NEEDS 3 0.3333333 2.0816660 -2.0000000 2.0000000
5S00.15 NAG LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 3 4.0000000 3.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000
SOUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 3 6.6666667 1.527M2 5.0000000 8.
SODELTA DELTA-MARIE LAO RELATIONS 3 2.6666667 1.5275252 1.0000000 4.0000000
510UES NANG NJLTI-OULT DIVRSTY/CUR 3 7.3333333 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0000000
51MES NANG NJLTI-CULT DIVSTY/REQ 3 7.3333333 2.5166115 5.0000000 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-NMANGE 1ULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 3 0 1.0000000 -1.0000000 1.0000000
52MUS PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 3 8.3333333 0.5773S03 8.0000000 9.0000000
52QUS PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REO 3 9.0000000 1.7320508 7.00000001 10.000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 3 0 0 0
0
AIPOWER NPOWER/NIJAN R S NMT 3 8.3333333 2.0816660 6.0000000 10.0000000
AGGREGATE--MANPOWER NMOT/HRN ISSES/C 3 7.0555556 0.21471 6.5000000 8.0000000
ANAGR AGGREGATE--NAJPUOER M /NTIHEM ISSUES/R 3 7.8888889 1.5752719 6.6666667 9.6666667
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MGNT/NM ISSU 3 0.8333333 0.7637626 0.1666667 1.6666667
S.............................. RANK1 .........................................................................
------ RNID-------------------------------------------- A1=D...................................
Variable Label N Nen Std w Minima Maximu
475.18 INS CIV PER BY EG PROC/CUR 10 7.4000000 1.4296407 5.0000000 9.0000000
470.ES INS CIV PER BY MG PROC/REQ 10 8.5000000 0.8496366 7.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-NANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 10 1.1000000 1.1005049 -1.0000000 3.0000000
48MES NO NIL PER BY MG PROC/C1E 10 8.4000000 1.66%52 5.0000000 10.0000000
48ES NIG NIL PER BY MG PROC/REQ 10 8.7000000 0.9486833 7.0000000 10.0000000
4ELTA DELTA-MANAING NIL PERSONNEL 10 0.3000000 1.2516656 -2.0000000 3.0000000
495.15S EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/CUR 10 7.7000000 1.4181365 5.0000000 9.0000000
49OWS EVAL NPW PAF NEEDS/REQ 10 8.8000000 1.0327956 7.0000000 10.0a00000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 10 1.1000000 1.491377 -1.0000000 3.0000000
505155 MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 10 6.5000000 1.4337209 5.0000000 8.0000000
50QU5S MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 10 8.5000000 0.8,96366 7.0000000 10.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 10 2.0000000 1.0540926 1.0000000 4.0000000
515UES NANG SJLTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 10 8.2000000 1.6193277 5.0000000 10.0000000
516UES NAING NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 10 8.9000000 0.5676462 8.0000000 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MANAGE WJLTI-CULT OIVERSITY 10 0.7000000 1.6363917 -2.0000000 4.000000
52QUES PRON ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/CUi 10 9.3000000 0.94863 7.0000000 10.0000000
52UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 10 9.8000000 0.4216370 9.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 10 0.7000000 0.4830459 0 1.0000000
AMPOWER NAMrPOWER/1UiAN RES MONT 10 9.0000000 1.0540926 7.0000000 1O.00)0000
MI GC MGREGATE--NANPOWER UINT/HRN tSSUE1/C 10 7.9166667 1.1526941 5.3333333 9.1666667
ANAM AGGREGATE--NANPW1E NGNT/HNR ISSUES/R 10 8.8666667 0.6001 7.6666667 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPER M /NTI/HM ISSU 10 0.9S50000 0.9783142 -0.8333333 3.1666667
MANPOM MANAGENENT/HUI ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-............... A uAT-----------RAKCP --------------- w-----------------------------------------
S.............................. .•T ............................. ,..........................................
Vriablee LabeL N Mlean Std Day Minima Maxim
470UES NNG CIV PER IY MG PROC/CUR 311 6.3987138 2.1103122 0 10.0000000
470155 NNG CIV PER IY MG PROC/REQ 312 8.038615 1.942M3 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-M0AGING CIV PERSONNEL 311 1.639M4 2.371650 -8.00000010 8.00000
480M NiG NIL PER IT REG PROC/CUI 311 7.94S3376 1.52407" 3.0000000 10.0000000
485.5E8 iNO NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 312 8.5865385 1.5628972 0 10.0000000
203
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 311 0.6366559 1.7761340 -8.0000000 7.0000000
49WUES EVAL iAMPWR STAF NEEDS/CUR 310 7.3645161 1.8202472 0 10.0000000
49SJES EVAL MANPW STAF NEEDS/REQ 311 8.4726688 1.46740M8 0 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOIER STAFFING NEEDS 310 1.1032258 1.8351977 -5.0000000 7.0000000
SOGUES MNAGE LUBR RELATIONS/CUR 309 5.1229773 2.6219149 0 10.0000000
50QES KMNAGE LABOR RELATIOMS/REQ 310 7.0419355 2.7035006 0 10.0000000
5GDELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABI RELATIONS 309 1.9255663 2.905082 -7.0000000 10.0000000
SlUMS MANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 311 7.4662379 1.8008918 2.0000000 10.0000000
51UES NANiG NULTI-CULT DIVWSTY/REQ 312 8.1891026 1.8390573 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-NAMAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 311 0.7202572 1.9581611 -9.0000000 6.0000000
52.UES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 310 8.3709677 1.5033282 3.0000000 10.0000
52MES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 311 9.0192926 1.3653361 2.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PRONOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN CPS 312 0.461S385 0.4993193 0 1.0000000
AiIPOIER MNPOk1ER/IU4AN RES NGMT 312 8.2243590 1.5676542 2.0000000 10.0000
NAGC AGGREGATE--NANPOER NGMT/HRN ISSUES/C 308 7.1033550 1.4821460 2.0000000 10.000000
ANAGM AGGREGATE--NANPlOER NGNT/RNR ISSUES/R 309 8.2254585 1.4700764 2.6666667 10.0000000
AMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- lMAPER MON~T/HAN ISSU 308 1.1206710 1.6023853 -5.0000000 5.1666667
S............................... .I•R .......................................................................
............... AX=D-----------ANCD ----------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minimum NIxImu
................... ...... ...... oe.. eo... e .. ........ en eee......•. •o.e e e . e.. m • ee . eee eoe e . • ee.. e .oo ..
47"JES MIUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 96 6.5520833 2.4011830 1.0000000 10.0000000
47QUES HIUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 96 8.1250000 1.9960487 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 96 1.5729167 2.6147146 -7.0000000 7.000000
480UES MMiG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CIR 96 7.9791667 1.6414318 4.0000000 10.0000000
48QUES MNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 96 8.6354161 1.4946909 1.0000000 10.0000000
4NIELTA DELTA-NAMAGING NIL PERSONNEL 96 0.6562500 1.6340336 -8.0000000 5.0000000
49QUES EVAL HAMPME STAF NEEDS/CUR 95 7.2210526 2.0842824 1.0000000 10.0000000
490UES EVAL NAMPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 95 8.4000000 1.5533081 1.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL 4NAIPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 95 1.1789474 2.3922701 -8.0000000 6.0000000
50UES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 96 5.0208333 2.8909265 0 10.0000000
S5CUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 96 7.1979167 2.4904863 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 96 2.1770833 3.012275 -7.0000000 9.0nn0000
Sl1UES MANC IWLTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 96 7.2395833 2.0557739 2.0000000 10.0000000
SIUES MANG NULTI-CULT DIVISTY/REl 96 7.89583 2.2500497 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MANAGE IULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 96 0.6562500 2.2703031 -9.0000000 7.0000000
52QUES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 96 8.3750000 1.4814644 3.0000000 10.0000000
52OQtS PRtOM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/lEQ 96 8.9687500 1.9109277 0 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 96 0.4583333 0.5008764 0 1.0000000
ANPOIER MANPOWER/IUMAN RES ONWT 96 8.0520833 1.7910291 2.0000000 10.0000000
AMAGC AGGREGATE--MAPOIER MONT/HIM ISSUES/C 95 7.0649123 1.6601459 3.1666667 10.0000000
AMAGR AOGREGATE--NANPUOER NGMT/HNM ISSUES/It 95 8.2070175 1.5840733 1.0000000 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NGMT/HRN ISM 95 1.1421053 1.8920276 -7.6666667 5.3333333
MANPOWER NANAGENNT/HRM ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. RANK1-LCDR -------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Mini" NaxMI"
471M5 lNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 44 6.6590909 2.6496440 0 10.0000000
47QUES HUG CIV PER BY REQ PROWJREQ 43 8.6511628 1.2702403 5.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-NAMAGING CIV PERSONNEL 43 2.0697674 2.4436053 -2.0000000 9.0000000
48.JS MUG NIL PER BY REG PROC/COR 4 7.9090909 1.776045 3.0000000 10.0000000
48WES US NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 43 8.9302326 1.0093692 7.0000000 10.0000000
4ODELTA DELTA-NAMAGING NIL PERSONNEL 43 1.0697674 1.7374769 -2.0000000 5.0000000
49OUS EVAL MANAPIt STAF NEEOS/CUR 4 7.3181818 2.0089651 2.0000000 10.0000000
49POES EVAL NAMPW STAF NEEDS/REO 43 8.6511628 1.1102063 6.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL NAMPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 43 1.3953488 1.9777276 -2.0000000 6.0000000
SOQUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 44 5.0454545 2.7530494 0 10.0000000
SOUES MNKAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 43 7.3953488 2.0718009 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-ANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 43 2.4651163 3.0106860 -6.0000000 9.0000000
51UJS MANS INULTI-CULT DIVISTY/CIR 4 7.3409091 2.0224689 2.0000000 10.0000000
SIGUES NANS MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REN 43 7.6046512 2.2901397 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MNAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 43 0.3255814 1.6"34709 -5.0000000 4.0000000
521SE PROM ETHICL PtAC IN OPS/CUR 4 8.454S455 1.5470083 4.0000000 10.0000000
52QUE4 PRON ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/RIEQ 43 9.0232558 13.03779 5.0000000 10.0000000
S2DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 44 0.5000000 0.5057805 0 1.0000000
204
ANPOWER NMAPOWER/JIUAN RES NONT 44 8.0000000 1.8172302 4.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--MAIPOiER N4T/HIN ISSUES/C 44 7.1212121 1.7055024 3.1666667 10.0000000
ANAGR AMGEGATE--NANMIORR MOGT/HN ISSUES/I 43 8.3759690 1.1121581 6.333 10.0000000
ANWELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- NANPOWER NGIT/ARN ISSU 43 1.3217054 1."617682 -1.6666667 4.0000000
---------------------------------RNimTR ---------------------------------------------------------
S.............................. . l..........................................................................
VarifabLe LabeL N Nm Std Dev Niniu~ Maxima
470UES NSNGCIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 11 6.5454545 2.6594600 2.0000000 9.0000000
47QES ING CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 11 8.0909091 0.963876 7.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-HAMMGING CIV PERSONNEL 11 1.545445 2.9787124 -2.0000000 7.0000000
4ISJES NIG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 11 7.6363636 1.9116865 4.0000000 9.0000000
48MES iNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 11 8.5454545 0.9341987 7.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MAMAGING NIL PERSONNEL 11 0.9090909 2.1658507 -2.0000000 5.0000000
49QUES EVAL KANPUR STAF NEEDS/CUR 11 6.5454545 2.2962420 3.0000000 9.0000000
49UES EVAL NANPUR STAF NEEDS/REQ 11 8.5454545 0.8201995 7.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 11 2.0000000 2.6832816 -1.0000000 6.0000000
SOQUES MANAGE R RELATIONS/CUR 11 4.7272727 2.5334131 1.0000000 9.0000000
50QUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 11 7.3636364 1.9632996 4.0000000 10.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-AMANGE LABOR RELATIONS 11 2.6363636 3.6680438 -4.0000000 8.0000000
SIQUES NAMG WULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 11 6.2727273 2.0045403 3.0000000 9.0000000
SiES NANG ULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 11 7.6363636 1.7477258 4.0000000 9.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-NANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 11 1.3636364 3.0421284 -5.0000000 6.0000000
52MUES PRON ETrICL PUAC IN OPS/OR 11 6.9090909 1.5782614 4.0000000 9.0000000
52GUES PRON ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 11 8.4545455 1.5075567 5.0000000 10.0000000
S2)ELTA DELTA-PIONOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 11 0.2727273 0.4670994 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER MANPOWER/IUMN RES NIWT 11 7.9090909 1.9211739 4.0000000 10.0000000
C AGGREGATE--NANPOWER NGNT/KRX ISSuES/C 11 6.4393939 1.8727175 3.0000000 9.0000000
ANAGR AGGREGATE--NANPOER MGNT/NDJ ISSUES/R 11 8.1060606 0.8105990 7.0000000 9.5000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPO•ER WF'/lM ISSU 11 1.6666667 2.505494 -1.6666667 6.1666667
CGI S1UICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
........................... RANglut ., ..................................................................
VariabLe Label N Mea Std Dev Nin~i.m Maxima
CS3SUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 3 7.3333333 1.5275252 6.0000000 9.0000000
RS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 3 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.n000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 3 1.6666667 2.309011 -1.0000000 3.0000000
CS4QtE POS & NEG FEEDBACK/CUR 3 7.3333333 1.1547005 6.0000000 8.0000000
RS4atES POS & NEG FEEDBACK/REQ 3 9.0000000 1.0000000 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q54OELTA DELTA-POS & KEG FEEDBACK 3 1.6666667 1.5275252 0 3.0000000
C55GUES DELVt EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 3 8.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000 9.0000000
RSSQUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 3 8.6666667 2.3094011 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q55ELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 3 0.6666667 1.5275252 -1.0000000 2.0000000
C560UES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 3 8.0000000 0 8.0000000 8.0000000
R56QIES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
QS6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 3 1.3333333 1.1547005 0 2.0000000
CSTUES BLD WORK & SUPlT RELTN/MUR 3 8.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000 9.0000000
R57QUES 31. WRK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 3 10.0000000 0 10.00000010 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 3 2.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 3.0000000
C58QUES REP ORON TO EXTRNL GUP/CUR 3 7.6666667 1.527M252 6.0000000 9.0000000
58UES REP OROi TO EXTRNL CRP/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL ORPS 3 1.6666667 0.5773503 1.0000000 2.0000000
C59OUS CLIMATE OF OPEN CQON/CUR 3 7.3333333 0,5773503 7.0000000 8.0000000
R59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN ChS/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
QS9DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COINUIICATIONS 3 2.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 3.0000000
COOUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 3 8.66667 0.5773503 8.0000000 9.0000000
R60OES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q6ODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 3 0.6666667 1.5275252 -1.0000000 2.0000000
cow COMMUiICATION 3 9.3333333 1.1547005 8.0000000 10.0000000
AGGREGATE--COMINICAT IONS/C 3 7.7916667 0.1909407 7.6250000 8.0000000
CONAM ACGREGATE--COMUNICATIONS/R 3 9.2500000 1.0897247 8.0000000 10.0000000
CON[ELTA AG GREGATE DELTA--CONJNICATIONS 3 1.4583333 1.0921119 0.2500o0 2.3750000
..............RAKADN----------------------------------------------------------
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VariabLe Lobel N NOW Std oev Niniu Maxi"
C53OES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CW 10 8.8000000 1.0327•56 7.0000000 10.0000000
RS3GES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REO 10 9.7000000 0.430459 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 10 0.9000000 0.99.4m289 0 3.0000000
CS.4ES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 10 8.7000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
RS4QUES POS & NE1 FEEDBACK/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.4830459 9.0000000 ¶0.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 10 1.0000000 0.8164966 0 2.0000000
C55QUES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CWR 10 8.8000000 0.9189366 7.0000000 10.0000000
R55QU1S DELVL EFF ORAL PIES/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.4830459 9.0000000 10.0000000
SSOELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 10 0.9000000 0.9944289 0 3.0000000
C56UES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 10 9.1000000 0.994289 8.0000000 10.0000000
R56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 10 9.900000 0.3162278 9.0000000 10.0000000
0S6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 10 0.8000000 1.1352924 -1.0000000 2.0000000
C57QJES LD RK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR 10 8.9000000 1.1005049 7.0000000 10.0000000
RSTVES 3OLD WORK & SJPIT RELTN/REQ 10 9.8000000 0.4216370 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD ORIKING & SUPPORT RELAT 10 0.9000000 0.99442 0 3.0000000
C58.UES REP CRON TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 10 9.3000000 1.0593499 7.0000000 10.0000000
RSOiJES REP ORON TO EXTRNL CUP/REQ 10 9.8000000 0.4216370 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q5DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL CRPS 10 0.5000000 0.7071068 0 2.0000000
CS9gES CLIMATE OF OPEN CU/OCUR 10 9.3000000 0.8232726 8.0000000 10.0000000
R59WgES CLIMATE OF OPEN COll/REQ 10 9.8000000 0.4216370 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN CWURICATIONS 10 0.5000000 0.8498366 0 2.0000000
C60GUES COIiCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 10 8.9000000 0.8755950 8.0000000 10.0000000
R6OUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 10 9.7000000 0.48304S9 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q600ELTA DELTA-COiDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 10 0.8000000 0.9189366 0 2.0000000
COIw COHINICATION 10 9.8000000 0.4216370 9.0000000 10.0000000
COMAG AGGREGATE--COMMJXNICATIONS/C 10 8.9750000 0.6313566 8.2500000 10.O000000
COMAGR AGGREGATE--COMIUNICATIONS/R 10 9.7625000 0.4016027 9.0000000 10.0000000
COMIELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CSIIMUICATIONS 10 0.7875000 0.5560s8 0 1.5000000
CONIIIICATIONS ISSAES MEANS AND DELTAS
--.............. A~uAT----------RIC T --------------------------------------------------------
S.............................. RNIK1-.APT...................................................................
VariabLe Label N Mem Std 0ev Ninimu Naxiu
CS3UJES RIRTING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 311 8.5305466 1.2718539 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 312 9.2051282 1.0376696 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q530ELTA DELTA-URITING EFFECTIVELY 311 0.6720257 1.3057523 -5.0000000 5.000000
CS4UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/WU 311 8.2443730 1.3765638 3.0000000 10.0000000
RS4QUES POS & NEG FEE)SACK/REQ 312 9.1889W4 1.1470891 0 10.0000000
G54•ELTA DELTA-POS & NEG FEEDOACK 311 0.9389068 1.5448554 -10.000000 7.0000000
CSSEUES DELVR EFF ORAL PIES/WEt 311 8.0675241 1.4586582 3.0000000 10.0000000
RSSUES DELVl EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 312 9.0512821 1.1300905 4.0000000 10.0000000
G55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 311 0.9807074 1.6262804 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CS60ES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/OUR 311 8.3311897 1.4711061 1.0000000 10.0000000
RS60ES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 312 9.342%9W7 0.9659210 3.0000000 10.0000000
SGIDELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 311 1.009643 1.5912777 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CS74ES BID WEK & SUPT RELT/CUOR 310 7.7516129 1.747740 0 10.0000000
RSTEJES OLD VOWO & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 311 8.8392283 1.26"8619 0 10.0000000
057DELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & SUPPOET RELAT 310 1.0838710 1.7064691 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CSUWES R&P COlN TO EXTRL UP/CW 311 7.6816720 1.908759 1.0000000 10.0000000
RS8OJS REP ORGN TO EXTRNL UP/REQ 312 8.5641026 1.6382W59 0 10.0000000
ROSELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL UrPS 311 0.8778135 1.7591759 -6.0000000 8.0000000
CHGUES CLIMATE OF OPEN C014/CUR 311 8.5980707 1.2835923 4.0000000 10.0000000
RS9guES CLIMATE OF OPEN COI1/REQ 312 9.288M 15 0.9723483 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLINATE OF OPEN COIMMUICATIONS 311 0.6881029 1.2401170 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C60GUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/0UM 311 8.080359 1.42922 4.000000 10.0000000
R60UES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 312 9.0833333 1.0993031 3.0000000 10.0000000
GMODELTA OELTA-COiDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 311 1.0000000 1.4300914 -4.0000000 5.0000000
cow COMIICAT ION 312 8.8750000 1.7012621 1.0000000 10.0000000
COIC AGUG•ATE--COU.IiICATIONS/C 310 8.16S7258 1.1182622 4.7500000 10.0000000
COMM AOMIEGATE-*-COMMIICATIONS/Rl 311 9.0707M95 0.8960149 5.2500000 10.0000000
COSDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--*¢ IUIICATIONIS 310 0.9020161 1.1433137 -3.7500000 4.S000000
.--....-..-.. awls----------------------------------------------------------
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Varlable Label N Mean Std Dev NMniu Maxoma
C53QUES WITING EFFECT IVELY/CUR 96 8.3645M 1.2741957 5.0000000 10.0000000
IS3JUES RITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 96 9.2083333 1.0752397 5.0000000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 96 0.8437500 1.4240648 -3.0000000 5.0000000
C54GJES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/OUR 96 8.1458333 1.4580386 4.0000000 10.0000000
R5S4UES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/ERE 96 9.2083333 1.0251230 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & REG FEEDBACK 96 1.0625000 1.5547042 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C550UES OELVE EFF MEAL PIES/CUR 96 7.8437500 1.6243420 4.0000000 10.0000000
RSSES DELVt EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 96 9.1145833 0.993341 5.0000000 10.0000000
SSDELTA DtLTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 96 1.2708333 1.6825993 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELYICUR 96 8.0625000 1.568187M 3.0000000 10.0000000
I56UES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 96 9.4375000 0.8683014 7.0000000 10.0000000
QS6DELIA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 96 1.3750000 1.6367490 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C57UES OLD WORK & SUPRT RELTi/CUIR 96 7.3958333 1.8265825 1.0000000 10.0000000
R57QES 31.D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 96 8.7708333 1.3493013 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 96 1.3750000 1.8764468 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C58QUES REP ORN TO EXTRUL UP/CUR 96 7.7916667 1.7646629 1.0000000 10.0000000
R58SES REP ORGN TO EXTUNL URP/REQ 96 8.7500000 1.3298199 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL URPS 96 0.9583333 1.9353589 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CS9OWJS CLIMATE OF OPEN COI4WCUR 96 8.6145833 1.3944989 3.0000000 10.0000000
RS9UES CLIMATE OF OPEN COINS/REQ 96 9.2916667 1.0148027 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLINATE OF OPEN COIJMNICATIONS 96 0.6770833 1.1470309 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C60MUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 96 8.1458333 1.4065947 4.0000000 10.0000000
R60OUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 96 9.0000000 1.2565617 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q600ELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 96 0.8541667 1.6668860 -7.0000000 6.0000000
COwS COMMUNICATION 96 8.6875000 1.8767974 2.0000000 10.0000000
COIAGC AGGREGATE--WON1UNICATIONS/C 96 8.0455729 1.1479558 5.1250000 10.0000000
COMAGR AGGREGATE--COIMUINICATIONS/R 96 9.0976563 0.8738156 5.6250000 10.0000000
COMILTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CONINUMICATIONS 96 1.0520833 1.1785733 -1.8750000 4.7500000
CONUNMICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------- RANKI=LCDR -------------------------------------------------------------
S.............................. RA.I.l.LCOR .. .. .. ...............................................
Variable Lab~el N Mean Stdi Dw Minima Maxima~
C53QUES WRITING.EFFECTIVELY/CUR 44 8.4090909 1.5449570 3.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 43 9.3953488 0.8205554 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 43 1.0232558 1.650518 -2.0000000 7.0000000
CS4GUES POS & lEG FEEDBACK/CUR 44 8.2045455 1.3043674 5.0000000 10.0000000
RS5GUS POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 43 9.0930233 0.9465213 7.0000000 10.0000000
G5RDELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 43 0.9302326 1.2610530 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C55QUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CR 44 8.3409091 1.3799761 5.0000000 10.0000000
I55GUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 43 9.2325581 0.8954171 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q55DIELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 43 0.9302326 1.3521649 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C56GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR ,4 8.3863636 1.4975314 3.0000000 10.0000000
RIS6ES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 43 9.3023256 0.8873418 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q5E0ELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 43 0.9534884 1.3793285 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CS?7FS 3LD WOR& SUPRT RELTN/CUR 44 7.1363636 2.2884026 0 10.0000000
R57i•ES 3L0 WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 43 8.5116279 1.8564186 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-WILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 43 1.4418605 2.2071564 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C58UES REP ORE1 TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 44 7.3409091 2.3121839 0 10.0000000
ESUES REP ORGl TO EXTRNL 1tP/REQ 43 8.4186047 2.0613514 0 10.0000000
Q58K8LTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL URPS 43 1.1395349 1.7536546 -4.0000000 6.0000000
CS9QU[S CLIMATE OF OPEN ClWCUR 4 8.5454545 1.3546568 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59QUES CLINATE OF OPEN CQNN/REO 43 9.1860465 0.9821215 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLINATE OF OPEN CIWNlNICATIONBS 43 0.67,4186 1.1280183 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C60QM COODUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 43 7.9534884 1.4301763 5.0000000 10.0000000
R6OUIES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 43 8.9767442 1.1849929 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q6ODELTA DELTA-CODOUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 42 1.0714286 1.5364333 -3.0000000 5.0000000
I= I COPMUMICATION 44 8.4090909 2.2754318 2.0000000 10.0000000
DIAGC AGGREGATE--C MIMUNICATIONS/C 43 8.0465116 1.2241443 5.2500000 10.0000000
CONAR AGGREGATE--COIUNICATIONS/R 43 9.0145349 0.9174277 6.5000000 10.0000000
COMIELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COIUJNICAT IONS 42 1.0029762 1.0867439 -2.0000000 3.3750000
-............--................. INUlOTNER ..................................................................
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Variable Label N Non Std Dev Ntnism Maximu
C53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 11 7.7272727 2.1019471 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53UEES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 11 9.0000000 0.7745967 8.0000000 10.0000000
QS30DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 11 1.27 3 2.0538213 -1.0000000 5.0000000
CS•UES POS & NEG FEUSBACK/CUR 11 7.4545455 1.8090681 5.0000000 9.0000000
RS4OUES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 11 8.5454545 0.9341987 7.0000000 10.0000000
QS04DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 11 1.0909091 2.1191765 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C55QUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 11 7.4545455 1.7529196 5.0000000 10.0000000
R55QUES DELVR EFF ORAL P1ES/REQ 11 8.4545455 1.1281521 7.0000000 10.0000000
QSSDELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 11 1.0000000 2.1447611 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CS6GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 11 7.8181818 1.8340219 5.0000000 10.0000000
RS6QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 11 8.72r7277 1.1037127 7.0000000 10.0000000
QU6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 11 0.9090909 2.2115400 -2. 5.0000000
CSQUES B3D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR 11 6.7272727 2.5334131 1.0000000 10.0000
RS7QUES OLD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 11 8.2727273 1.2720778 6.0000000 10.0000
Q57DELTA DELTA-WILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 11 1.5454505 3.1737560 -2.0000000 9.0000000
CS8UES REP ORG0 TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 11 7.3636364 1.689%4W0 5.0000000 10.0000000
RS8UES REP ORON TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 11 7.8181818 1.5374122 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q5BOELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 11 0.4545455 2.4642904 -3.0000000 4.0000000
C59QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CONN/C10 11 8.1818182 1.3280197 6.0000000 10.0000000
R59QES CLIMATE OF OPEN COhh/REQ 11 8.5454545 1.2933396 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUNICATIONS 11 0.3636364 1.9632996 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C60OLES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 11 7.3636364 1.50151" 5.0000000 9.0000000
R6OWES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 11 8.2727273 1.0090500 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q60DELTA DELTA-COMDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 11 0.9090909 2.0714510 -1.0000000 5.0000000
CONN COIMUNICATION 11 8.4545455 2.3393861 3.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COMMUIlCATIONS/C 11 7.5113636 1.6263980 4.7500000 9.3750000
COMAGR AGGREGATE--COINi ICATIONS/R 11 8.4545455 0.8482937 7.2500000 9.7500000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMMUNICATIONS 11 0.9431818 2.1362669 -1.2500000 5.0000000
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT NEANS AND DELTAS
------- ...-- .....----------- POSITlE' ............................................................
Variable Label N Neon Std Dev Ninfui Maxium
ClEUES INTERP FINAN STATEBNT$S/CR 8 4.6250000 1.7677670 2.0000000 7.0000000
RIAJES INTERP FINAN STATENNTS/REE 8 7.6250000 2.0658793 5.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENNIS 8 3.0000000 2.7255406 0 7.0000000
C2QUES RECOG FUONG SOURCES/CUR 8 4.8750000 2.5319388 2.0000000 9.0000000
R2WUES RECOG FUNDUG SOURCES/REQ 8 7.8750000 1.6420806 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 8 3.0000000 2.5634796 0 7.0000000
C3.ES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CUR 8 5.5000000 2.9277002 1.0000000 9.0000000
R3ES EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS/RE. 8 7.7500000 2.1213203 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 8 2.2500000 3.2841611 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C4UES ES NEST ADY & DRWIK/AUR 8 4.5000000 1.5118S79 3.0000000 7.0000000
R4MES RES MONT ADV & DAWK/REQ 8 8.1250000 1.4577380 6.0000000 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-ESOURCE NOT ADV & DRAWBACKS 8 3.6250000 1.9226096 1.0000000 7.0000000
CSGUES MAX BEN FROM REIMBR/CUR 8 3.0000000 1.85160•2 0 6.0000000
tSUES MAX MEN FROM REIMUR/REQ 8 6.6250000 2.6152023 3.0000000 10.0000000
QSOELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REIMSR 8 3.6250000 2.3867192 0 7.0000000
c6um$ WORK W/PtOCUfIw SY$/CUR 8 5.1250000 2.5319388 1.0000000 6.0000000
M16U WORK W/PROCURIMT SYS/nES 8 8.0000000 1.9272482 5.0000000 10.0000000
WOELTA DELTA-WORK WPROCURNMENT SYSTEM 8 2.8750000 2.4748737 0 8.0000000
CTQUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECN/CUR 8 5.5000000 2.5071327 1.0000000 9.0000000
17ME$ COST-IENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 8 8.0000000 2.3904572 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COT/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 8 2.5000000 2.3904572 0 6.0000000
FIMNGNT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONT 8 7.8750000 2.2951813 4.0000000 10.0000000
FINAUC AGGREGATE-*-FIANCIAL/C 8 4.7321429 1.86487M 1.8571429 6.8571429
FINAGE AGQREGATE--F! ANCIAL/R 8 7.7142857 1.5442926 5.7142857 9.8571429
FINDELTA AGGREGATE OELTA--FINANCIAL 8 2.9621429 2.3392176 0.2857143 6.7142857
.............................. POSITIO- ...................................................................
Variable LabeL N Nean Std Dev MiniA Maximum
ClamS INT10 P FINAN STATITS/¢Ut 97 6.2680412 2.3252037 1.0000000 10.0000000
115115 IT313 FIINAN STATINWTS/IE@ 97 7.6597938 1.5538031 2.0000000 10.0000000
208
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FIN3A STATENNTS 97 1.3917526 2.1484331 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C2SJES RECOG FUMN6 SOURCES/CUR 97 6.9587629 2.2216619 2.0000000 10.0000000
R20UES RECOG FUWDNG SOURCES/REQ 97 8.3402062 1.2961284 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 97 1.3814433 2.2241258 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C3MES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CIR 97 6.5567010 2.3002222 1.0000000 10.0000000
R3.LES EVAL OPER & CAP I5DGETS/REQ 97 7.8247423 1.8028352 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 97 1.2680412 2.1238500 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C4ES RES NGNT AWV & DRWBK/CUR 95 5.1789474 3.0211275 0 10.0000000
R4QUES RES NGNT A)V & DRUIREQ 95 6.7157895 3.3728047 0 10.0000000
C4dELTA DELTA-RESOURCE NIT ADV & DRAWBACKS 95 1.5368421 2.8389784 -10.0000000 9.0000000
CSGJES PAX DEN FROM REIRIO.R 94 4.5W51064 3.1704603 0 10.0000000
ISQUES MAX BEN FROM REINBR/REQ 94 6.0425532 3.3598352 0 10.0000000
OSOELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REIIBR 94 1.4574468 3.05738M -10.0000000 10.0000000
CWJES WORK V/PROCURNUT STS/CUR 97 5.2474227 2.3364455 0 10.0000000
R6MES WORK W/PROCURIT SYS/REo 97 6.8144330 1.7460067 2.0000000 10.0000003
G6OELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROCUHENET SYSTEM 97 1.5670103 2.5896719 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C7USES COST-BEN"F ANAL TECH/CUR 97 6.1134021 2.5243658 0 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-IEiFT ANAL TECH/REQ 97 7.4639175 2.0055229 0 10.0000000
2TDELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 97 1.3505155 2.5414941 -9.00000() 7.0000000
FINNINT FINANCIAL/RESOJRCE NMuT 97 7.8556701 1.4505006 3.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE--I•NANCIAL/C 94 5.8723404 2.1673934 1.2857143 10.0000000
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINAMCIAL/R 94 7.2765957 1.6065491 2.8571429 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 94 1.4042553 2.0701583 -3.2857143 8.0000000
FINANCIAL MANAGENENT NEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. POSIT14Di ...................................................................
Variebte LabeL N Hem Std Dev ini.l. Naxiu
CIGUES INTERP FIRM STATEUTS/CUR 43 5.2558140 2.5550419 0 9.0000000
RIQUJES INTERP FINAN STATENNTS/REQ 44 7.7045455 1.9238956 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENETS 43 2.4186047 2.4027024 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C20UES RECOG RUNDI SOURCES/CUR 44 5.5227273 2.8650958 1.0000000 10.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUNONG SOURCES/REQ 44 8.2500000 1.8442242 0 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 44 2.7272727 2.5732401 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C3UES EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS/CUR 4 5.2727273 2.7900457 0 9.0000000
R3QUES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REO 44 7.7300000 2.2112293 0 10.0000000
WDELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS 44 2.4772727 2.8077023 -4.0000000 8.0000000
CUESS ES NGNT ADV & DRK/¢UR 44 5.5000000 2.2874786 0 9.0000000
RPUES US NNT ADV & DRWKiREQ ,4 7.8863636 2.1804193 0 10.0000000
"D4UELTA DELTA-RESOURCE ENMT ADV & DRAACKS 44 2.3863636 2.9822413 -5.0000000 9.0000000
CSGUES NAX BEN FROM REIt/CUR 44 4.9090909 2.6920916 0 9.0000000
RSGtES MAX BEN FROM REIN/IREQ 44 7.5000000 2.4824969 0 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-NAX -EN FRO• RE16 44 2.5909091 2.8555795 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CMUES WORK N/PROCUINNT IS/CUR 44 4.4090909 2.6087347 0 9.000000
26UES WORK V/PROCIUNMT SYS/REQ 44 7.3181818 2.1433806 0 10.0000000
QdDELTA DELTA-WORK %I/PROOUREMENT SYSTEN 44 2.9090909 2.8839426 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C7TUES COST-ENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 44 5.0000000 2.7786562 0 10.0000000
RIUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 44 7.4318182 2.084457 0 10.0000000
QDELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECN 44 2.4318182 2.5735482 -2.G'00O00 7.0000000
FiNEIGT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MGMT 44 8.0000000 1.9047065 2.0000000 10.0000000
FINACC AGGREGATE--FINANUiAL/C 43 5.1694352 2.1966614 0.4285714 8.8571429
FINAGE AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 44 7.6915584 1.6841040 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -FIIANCIAL 43 2.5116279 ?L3182700 -2.4285714 7.7142857
.............................. PO$][TlqDIR...................................................................
..-.----..-....... PST~DR----------POIlI --------------------------------------------------------
Vitabte Label U Man Sw ow Ninm. NMximA
ClCUES INTERP FIPN STATENNTS/CUR 143 5.2307692 2.4686551 0 10.0000000
Rl1JES INTERP PlMMN STATEMNTS/REQ 143 7.4895105 1.7597500 3.0000000 10.0000000
QIDELTA OELTA-INTERP FINAM STATEIUTS 143 2.2587413 2.5693370 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2QUES IECOG SAWN SURCtS/CUR 143 5.3916084 2.6029100 0 10.0000000
EWES REC3 G FUNDIG SOURCES/REQ 143 7.9090909 1.6138009 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 143 2.5174825 2.6078245 -3.0000000 10.0000000
0JUE5 EVAL OPER & CAP EUGETS/O.R 143 5.1958042 2.7405632 0 10.0000000
135UES EVAL OPER & CAP EDGETS/REQ 142 7.6197183 1.8130042 0 10.0000000
WDELTA DELTA-EVAL OPEt & CAP 6305T$ 142 2.3873239 2.6573826 -3.0000000 10.0000000
209
C40JES RES MGMT ADV & DRWBIC/CUR 143 5.4125874 2.4302341 0 10.0000000
R4,UES RES MONT ADV & ONURIC/REQ 143 7.8531469 1.9426932 1.0000000 10.0000000
"Q4DELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MNGT ADV & DRAWBACKS 143 2.4405594 2.3274915 -4.000OOO 10.00.000
CSQUES MAX BEN FROM REIIMBCUR/ 143 4.9020979 2.8217333 0 10.0000000
RSUUES MAX BEN FROM REIUR/REQ 143 7.3706294 2.4600421 0 1O.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REIIBR 143 2.4685315 2.7547761 -3.0000000 10.0000000
C60JES WORK U/MPR0 NMT SYS/CUR 143 4.5874126 2.7071337 0 10.0000000
R60UES WORK W/PROCIRMMT SYS/REQ 143 6.9860140 2.1262478 0 10.0000000
Q6DELTA DELTA-IORK W/PROCUREBENT SYSTEM 143 2.3986014 2.8187997 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C7QUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 143 5.6223776 2.5805453 0 10.0000000
R7lES COST-BEEFT ANAL TECH/REQ 143 7.6503497 2.0904166 0 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COST/DENEFIT ANAL TECH 143 2.0279720 2.5173876 -5.0000000 1O.000000
FINMIGMT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MUST 143 8.0839161 1.5968396 1.0000000 10.0000000
F[JIAGC AGGREGATE- - F INANCI AL/C 143 5.1918082 2.2081312 0.1428571 9.8571429
FINAGR AGGREGATE- -FINANCIAL/R 142 7.5663986 1.5689316 2.1428571 10.0000000
FIINELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 142 2.3511066 2.1567347 -2.8571429 9.5714286
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------- POSIT1xOPS -------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Labl N Mea Std 0ev Ninima Maxima
CIQUES INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/CUR 16 3.4375000 2.8040150 0 9.0000000
RIUES INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/REQ 16 6.1250000 2.1252451 2.0000000 8.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS 16 2.6875000 2.8917987 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C2GUES DECOG FINDNG SOURCES/CUO 16 4.9375000 2.5421448 2.0000000 9.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUNDMG SOURCES/REQ 16 6.8750000 1.9958290 3.0000000 9.0000000Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 16 1.9375000 2.6196374 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C3QUES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CUR 16 4.5000000 2.732S202 1.0000000 9.0000000
R3WLES EVAL OPEN & CAP BUDGETSiREQ 16 7.0000000 2.0000000 2.0000000 10.0000000
03DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 16 2.5000000 2.494897 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C4QJES RES Nef ADV & DRIBC/CUR 16 5.1250000 2.8017851 1.0000000 10.0000000
R4G&S RES NMUT ADV & DIRiC/REG 16 7.4375000 2.3935678 1.0000000 10.0000000
"QD)ELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MONT ADV & DRAWBACKS 16 2.3125000 3.0269622 -2.0000000 7.0000000
CSQUES MAX DEN FROM REItMR/CUR 16 4.5000000 3.2249031 1.0000000 10.0000000
R5QUES MAX. BOO FROM REINSR/REQ 16 6.7500000 2.6457513 1.0000000 10.00000
QSDELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REINSR 16 2.2500000 3.2145503 -2.0000000 9.0000000
C6QUES WORK WIPROCURIWIT SYS/CUR 16 4.2500000 2.8635642 1.00000(0 10.0000000
R6OUES WORK W/PROOUIJIT SYS/REQ 16 7.1250000 2.3345235 2.0000000 10.0000000Q6DELTA DELTA-WORK V/PROCUREMENT SYSTEM 16 2.8750000 3.5939764 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C70IES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 16 4.3125000 3.0269622 0 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 16 7.1250000 2.1870833 2.0000000 9.OOOOCOO
07DELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 16 2.8125000 2.9713914 -1.0000000 9.0000000
FINMONT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MONT 16 7.1250000 1.5864005 4.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE-4-FINANCIAL/C 16 4.4375000 2.6328478 1.2857143 9.5714286
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 16 6.V196429 1.9642857 1.8571429 9.0000000
FIIDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 16 2.4821429 2.6587681 -1.4285714 7.0000000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S ...............------------- POSITluOTHER -----------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minim= Maimu
CCIGES INTERP FINAN STATEUNNTS/CUR 95 4.8736842 2.4111536 0 10.0000000
RIQUES I1TERP FINAN STATEMNTS/REQ 94 6.9468085 2.2112470 0 10.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENNTS 93 2.0322581 2.8147577 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2UES DEC00 FU11I0G SOURCES/CUR 95 5.2210526 2.4890353 0 10.0000000
R2MUES REC06 FUNQMG SO URCES/REQ 95 7.5578947 2.1817219 0 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 94 2.32978?2 2.9380276 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C3.uES EVAL OPEN & CAP KUDGETS/CUR 95 4.9894737 2.6113286 0 10.0000000
R34AS EVAL OPER & CAP IIDGETS/REQ 95 6.9263158 2.7492440 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPEN & CAP SUODETS 94 1.9148936 3.0958160 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C4"JES UES MONT ADV & DUK/CRI 95 4.2315789 2.3854730 0 10.0000000
R4JES RDES MAIT ADV & DIURKREQ 94 6.8191489 2.8092121 0 10.0000000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RrnDCE MONT ACV & DRAiBACKS 93 2.5913978 2.8939087 -7.0000000 10.0000000
¢SQJE$ MAX BEN FROM REIMIR/CUR 93 3.2473118 2.M394963 0 8.0000000
ASQUES MAX lEN FROM IRIMBR/REG 92 5.6739130 3.3066922 0 10.0000000
QSOELTA DELTA-NAX BEN FROM REIMBR 91 2.3956044 3.3694019 -8.0000000 9.0000000
CG04 S WORK /PIROCURMNT SY/1CUR 94 3.7872340 2.5053592 0 9.0000000
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R6QUES WORK W/PROCURIUT SYS/REQ 95 5.9157895 2.8346757 0 10.0000000
06DELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROUREMENT SYSTEM 93 2.1720430 2.9140725 -5.0000000 9.0000wn-
C7OUES COST-SENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 95 4.9157895 2.7547373 0 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 95 6.8736842 2.6627538 0 10.0000000
QTDELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 94 2.0000000 3.103934. -7.0000000 10.0000000
FINMEWT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE NGMT 96 7.9375000 2.0458559 1.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE-- FINANCIAL/C 92 4.4518634 2.0581671 0.1428571 8.7142857
FIMAGR AGGREGATE--FIMANCIAL/R 92 6.6444099 2.3202353 0 9.7142857
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FIMANCIAL 90 2.2047619 2.7052778 -5.5714286 8.2857143
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. POSIT1-XO ...............................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Ninim= NaxiUjo
CIlUES INTERP FIMAN STATEMNTS/CUR 72 5.2777778 2.3689436 0 10.0000000
RIQUES INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/REQ 72 7.4722222 1.5102674 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q1DELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENNTS 72 2.1944444 2.3234196 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C2QUES RECOG FUIDI)NG SOJRCES/CUR 72 5.8055556 2.6089709 1.0000000 10.0000000
R2IJES RECOG FUPDMG SOURCES/REC 72 8.0416667 1.4577380 4.0000000 10.0000000
02DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 72 2.2361111 2.4694931 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C30LJES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CUl 72 5.6527778 2.5737555 0 10.0000000
R3QLES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REQ 72 8.0000000 1.4917614 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q3DELIA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 72 2.3472222 2.7586W70 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C4UES IES MONT ADV & DRWCUR 71 5.1690141 2.8534967 0 10.0000000
R4QSES RES NGNT ADV & DR1B/REO 71 7.3521127 2.6784782 0 10.0000000
Q4•OLTA DELTA-RESOURCE NGNT ADV & DRAWBACKS 71 2.1830986 2.7323975 -4.0000000 10.0000000
CS0UES MAX BEN FROM REINR/CU 71 4.6056338 3.1869326 0 10.0000000
RSIUES MAX BEN FROM REIR/REQ 71 6.3802817 2.9197172 0 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REINBN 71 1.7746479 3.0900633 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C6UES WORK W/PROCUMNT SYS/CUJR 72 4.7361111 2.4321384 0 10.0000000
R6GUES WORK W/PROCURNNT SYS/REC 72 6.3750000 2.2534947 1.00000100 10.0000000
Q6DELTA DELTA-WORK U/PROCUREFNIT SYSTEM 72 1.6388889 2.8596540 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C7UES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 72 6.0138889 2.6563400 1.0000000 10.0000000
RTGUES COST-SENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 72 7.3611111 2.1838 31 1.0000000 10.0000000
0T7ELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANMl. TECH 72 1.3472222 2.7071097 -8.0000000 7.0000000
FINMGMT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE MGM1T 72 7.8611111 1.5501527 4.0000000 10.0000000
FINAGC AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/C 71 5.3480885 2.2847871 1.5714286 10.0000000
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 71 7.3078471 1.6814279 2.4285714 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 71 1.9597586 2.2943946 -3.8571429 7.8571429
PROGRAM PLANN ING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
-............................ POSITals ................................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minim. NMaxim
..................................................................... ..... .................................
CSQUES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 3 6.1250000 2.6958964 1.0000000 8.0000000
RUQ.ES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 8 8.1250000 2.2951813 3.0000000 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-NANAGING PLANNING PROCS 8 2.0000000 2.5071327 -1.0000000 7.0000000
C9QUES METHOS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 8 6.6250000 1.9226098 3.0000000 9.0000000
R9QUES METNDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 8 8.3750000 1.9226096 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-IETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 8 1.7500000 1.3887301 0 4.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 8 6.3750000 3.1594529 0 9.0000000
RIDOGES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 8 8.1250000 1.5526475 5.0000000 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 8 1.7500000 2.7645718 -1.0000000 7.0000000
ClIUES IMP IIPRWO PRIM & NTHD/CUR 8 7.5000000 2.3904572 3.0000000 10.0000000
R1l1QJES Or INPROV PRIM & MTHD/REQ 8 8.6250000 1.5979896 6.0000000 10.0000000
O110ELTA DELTA-*WP IIUOV PRIN & MTND 8 1.1250000 2.4164614 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 8 7.8750000 1.80772i5 4.0000000 10.0000000
R12QUIES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/RfC 8 9.1250000 0.9910312 8.0000000 10.0000000
012DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 8 1.2500000 1.5811388 0 4.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 8 8.5000000 2.0000000 5.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 8 6.9000000 2.1961004 2.2000000 8.6000000
PM.AGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 8 8.4750000 1.3812520 5.8000000 9.6000000




Variable Labet x MeOn Std Dev Mini. maxim
o........ .... .....- ........- .... o- ..... ...... . .....---- .................................. ....... . ......
CSQUES NANIGG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 97 5.9690722 2.2933491 0 10.00000
RaSES MANGM PLANING PROCS/REQ 97 7.5876289 1.=357139 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-KMNAGING PLANNING PROCS 97 1.618i567 2.1767871 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C9gQES IETHDS EVAL PROGRANS/CUR 97 6.3917526 2.069,036 2.0000000 10.0000000
R9QUES METUDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 97 7.79381"4 1.5807313 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETNDS EVAL PROGRAMS 97 1.4020619 1.9130026 -4.0000000 7.0000000
ClOQUES EVAL & APPI. MARKET ANAL/CUR 97 5.4536082 2.358563 0 10.0000000
RIOQJES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 96 7.3333333 1.9556486 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 96 1.8645w 2.1206741 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C1l1JES EMP INPROV PuNM & MmD/CUR 97 7.5154639 1.7024068 4.0000000 10.0000000
R11QUES EIP IWRIOV PRIM & MmND/REQ 97 8.8041237 1.2961415 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-ENP IMPROV PRIM & NTHD 97 1.2886596 1.6580533 -3.0000000 S.I000000
C12ULIES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 95 7.7473684 2.3245609 0 10.0000000
R12UES DEPT & RJNC NIL FAC/REQ 95 8.1368421 2.31382 0 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 9S 0.3894737 1.9694191 -10.0000000 5.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 97 7.8453608 1.A458288 4.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 95 6.6505263 1.7641750 3.2000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 94 7.9787234 1.33133M3 4.2000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 94 1.340425S5 1.6063931 -3.2000000 5.6000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. POSlTI-,DN . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N Mean Std 0ev Miniu NMaxu
CSOES MANGIG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 4 4.772 2.6401518 0 9.0000000
RSUES NANGN6 PLANNING PROCS/REQ 44 7.6590909 1.8036s50 0 10.0000000
QODELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 44 2.8863636 2.4985196 -2.0000000 9.0000XO0
C94MS METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 4 5.1590909 2.6931712 0 9.0000000
R9QuES NETDS EVAL PROGRANS/REO 4 7.7045455 1.8246318 0 10.0000000
QG9DELTA DELTA-METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 44 2.5454545 2.3273355 -2.0000000 7.0000000
ClOQJES EVAJ.. & APP. MARKET ANAL/CUR 44 4.5909091 2.8799078 0 10.0000000
RI0UES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 44 7.4318182 2.2245745 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EYAL & APPL KMA ANALYSIS 44 2.8409091 2.44"895 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C11IMES DIP IIROV PRIN & NTDiCUR 4 6.7727273 1.7502643 2.0000000 10.0000000
R1QMUES EW LIWPOD PRIM & NTID/REQ 44 8.0454545 1.4459976 5.0000000 10.0000000
QI1DELTA DELTA-SP INPROV PRIM & MTIS 44 1.2727273 1.8969208 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C12QES DEPT & aRc NIL FAC/CUR 4 7.4090909 1.9920561 2.0000000 10.0000000
R12CUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 4 8.6363636 1.1830373 5.0000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 44 1.2272727 1.7766396 -3.0000000 7.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLNNING & EVAL 4 8.2045455 1.1118715 5.0000000 10.0000000
PP.AGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 44 5.7409091 1.9606410 1.0000000 9.2000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 44 7.8954545 1.4006567 2.8000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 44 2.1545455 1.8611642 -2.2000000 7.4000000
S...............................PO......IR...................................................................
--------------------- P0SIT1nDIR--------------------------------------------------------------
Varlibte Label N Man Std Dev Mininm M"xi
CMUJES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 143 5.7342657 2.4464722 0 1O.00n)000
ROUJES NANONG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 143 7.7692308 1.7749918 1.0000000 10.0000000
QODELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 143 2.0349650 2.3086262 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C9gES NETNDS EVAL PROGRANS/CUt 143 6.1258741 2.14S6380 0 10.0000000
R9IUES NETDIS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 143 7.9660140 1.5518549 3.0000000 10.0000000
G9DELTA DELTA-IETNDS EVAL PROGRAMS 143 1.8601399 2.0542001 -4.0000000 7.0000000
ClOSES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 143 5.40594 2.512609M 0 10.000o000
RIOGUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 142 7.5704225 1.9728580 0 10.0000000
OIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 142 2.1267606 2.5288664 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C11IUES W IMNPROV PRIN & iTND/CiU 143 7.615385 1.70239Th 2.0000000 10.0000000
R11QUES I3P INPROV PRIM & mIr/REQ 143 8.5804196 1.4012700 5.0000000 10.0000000
O11DELTA DELTA-EMP INPRO PRIM & NTND 143 1.1188811 1.6250223 -5.0000000 5.0000000
ClMUES DEPT & RUE NIL FAC/ORJ 142 7.6690141 2.0692220 1.0000000 10.0000000
RISES DEPT & RC NIL FAC/MO 143 8.6083916 1.5746002 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 142 0.9366197 1.7952451 -6.0000000 5.0000000
212
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 143 7.755248 1.7450807 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 142 6.474,679 1.647921S 1.4000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 142 8.1014085 1.3853840 4.0000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 141 1.5985816 1.7187199 -4.4000000 6.0000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
----------. ----------. - ------. P0SIT1=OPS --------------------------------------------------------- ---------
Variabte Label N Neon Std Dev Niniu Maxfum
COQUES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 16 4.4375000 2.6575365 0 9.0000000
RSQUES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 16 7.1250000 2.5268259 0 10.0000000
4IDELTA DELTA-NANAGING PLANNING PROCS 16 2.6875000 2.6762847 0 9.0000000
C9OUES IUTIDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CJR 16 4.6875000 2.7256496 1.0000000 10.0000000
R9QJES NETHOS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 16 7.3125000 2.5223997 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 16 2.6250000 2.6551836 -1.0000000 8.0000000
CIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 16 4.6875000 2.6259919 1.0000000 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 16 7.1875000 2.5091499 1.0000000 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL &-APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 16 2.5000000 2.4494897 -1.0000000 7.0000000
CliUES EMP INWRtOV PRIM & MTrD/CUR 16 6.0625000 3.1298296 1.0000000 10.0000000
RIQUIES EiP IMPLW PRIM & KTNDIREQ 16 7.3125000 2.4143667 2.0000000 10.0000000
GlIDELTA DELTA-ENU INPROV PRIMN & MTH 16 1.2500000 2.463189 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C12QIES DEPT & FUWC NIL FAC/CUL 16 6.9375000 2.3228933 2.0000000 10.0000000
R12QIES DEPT & FUWC NIL FAC/REQ 16 7.8125000 2.6132674 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 16 0.8750000 2.2173558 -3.0000000 6.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNIN G & EVAL 16 7.8750000 1.20415"9 6.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN A EVAL/C 16 5.3625000 2.4540782 1.2000000 9.8000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 16 7.3500000 2.3771131 1.0000000 9.4000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 16 1.9675000 2.1083564 -0.8000000 6.4000000
-................------------ POSITIOTHER -----------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe LabeL N Men Std Dev Ninium Maxi
C8UES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 95 5.2000000 2.5830874 0 10.0000000
RaUES NANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 95 7.3894737 2.1202907 1.0000000 10.0000000
OGDELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 94 2.2765957 2.4203628 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C9WJES NETNOS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 95 5.6631579 2.5457956 0 10.0000000
R90UES METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 95 7.715789S 1.8081562 3.0000000 10.0000000
G9DELTA DELTA-NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 94 2.1382979 2.508s848 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 95 4.9368421 2.5880681 0 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 95 7.2421053 2.0870206 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 94 2.3829787 2.778977' -6.0000000 8.0000000
C1IGUES ENP INPROV PRIM & NTHOD/CUR 95 6.8105263 2.2469589 1.0000000 10.0000000
RlIQUES ENIP IMPROV PRIM & MTIND/REQ 95 8.2947368 1.4650081 4.0000000 10.0000000
QIIDELTA DELTA-EMP IMPROV PRIM & MITD 94 1.5638296 2.3967385 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 95 7.4105263 2.1412600 2.0000000 10.0000000
R12MJES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 95 8.2526316 1.6883104 3.0000000 10.0000000
012DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUWC NIL FAC 94 0.9042553 2.3328839 -7.0000000 7.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 96 8.0833333 1.6458347 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 95 6.0042105 2.0951776 1.4000000 9.8000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 95 7.7789474 1.5369142 3.4000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 94 1.8531915 2.1442949 -4.8000000 6.8000000
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AM DELTAS
---.............. PS~uO----------P5 10 ---------------------------------------------------------
VarWable Ldaet N Men Std Dov Minium Maxim
COQUES MANOMG PLANNING PROC/ 72 6.0277778 2.1752269 2.0000000 10.0000000
RaSiES MANGG PLANNING PROCS/REG 72 7.9305556 1.5951192 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q8DELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 72 1.9027M78 2.5072274 -4.0000000 8.0000000
CQUES NETIN• EVAL PROGRANS/CUR 72 6.5833333 1.9554906 2.0000000 10.0000000
Rt9WUES NETNS EVAL PROGRANS/ER 72 8.1111111 1.3589096 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETNDS EVAL PROGRAMS 72 1.5277778 2.373395 -6.0000000 6.0000000
ClONES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CJR 72 5.62S0000 2.3221964 0 10.0000000
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RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARET ANAL/REQ 72 7.819"44 1.7060488 3.00( 100 10.0000000
GIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 72 2.1944464 2.5042999 -2.0000000 10.0000000
CliQUES EiP IMIOV PRIM & NTMD/OUR 72 7.3194444 1.45182W5 4.0000000 10.0000000
RIIQUES OIr IMPROV PRIM & MTND/REQ 72 8.7361111 1.6271729 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q11DELTA DELTA-liP IMPROV PRIM & NTWH 72 1.4166667 1.9337623 -6.0000000 6.0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUWC NIL FAC/CUR 72 7.6111111 2.1133749 0 1O.O000000
R128.ES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 72 8.4861111 1.8839056 0 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FPC NIL FAC 72 0.8750000 1.9205156 -3.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 72 7.8055556 1.4106126 4.0000000 1O.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 72 6.6333333 1.6175096 3.2000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & kVAL/R 72 8.2166667 1.2630167 4.2000000 1O.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 72 1.$833 1.8491719 -2.4000000 5.4000000
DECISION MAKING NEANS AND DELTAS
-............................ p*SITI . ................................................................
VariabLe Lablt N Nan Std 0ev " MinimA Maxim
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL -INFO/CUR 8 7.8750000 1.7268882 4.0000000 9.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 8 9.25CW000 0.8864053 8.0000000 10.0
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 8 1.3750000 1.4078860 0 4.0000000
C14UES INCLD OTHl DECSSN MAKNG/CUR 8 8.0000000 1.0690450 6.0000000 9.0000000
RI4GUES INCLD OTHR DECSN NAINI/REQ 8 9.1250000 0.6408699 8.0000000 10.000. 0
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 8 1.1250000 1.1259916 0 3.0000000
C15QUES DECISM MANOG TECH/CUR 8 8.0000000 1.0690450 6.0000000 9.0000000
RISQJES DECISN NAIIG TECH/RFQ 8 8.5000000 1.6035675 5.0000000 10.0000000
QiSDELTA DELTA-DECISM MAKllhG TECHNIQUES 8 0.5000000 1.5118879 -2.0000000 2.0000000
C16DES USE MONT INFO SYS TECIV/CUR 8 5.5000000 2.1380899 2.0000000 8.0000000
RI6UES USE NMNT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 8 7.8750000 2.2951813 4.0000000 10.0000000
QIdELTA DELTA-USE MONT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 8 2.3750000 2.6692696 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 8 5.7500000 2.251933 2.0000000 8.0000000
RITUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/ItEQ 8 7.1250000 2.4164614 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q7lDELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 8 1.3750000 2.8252686 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C18QUES STRNG tWNK/S STAT TECH/CUR 5.2500000 1.6690459 3.0000000 8.0000000
R18UES STRNG WEAIOIS STAT TECN/REQ 8 7.6250000 1.8468119 5.0000000 10.0000000
018DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 8 2.3750000 2.1339099 0 7.0000000
C19QUES HO1 INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUO 8 4.0000000 2.0000000 1.0000000 7.0000000
R19UES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 8 7.2500000 2.3145502 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-IHO INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 8 3.2500000 3.2403703 -1.0000000 9.0000000
C209UES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 8 6.7500000 1.8322508 3.0000000 8.0000000
R20OUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 8 8.7500000 0.8864053 8.0000000 1O.0000000
G200ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 8 2.0000000 1.5118579 0 5.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAIOIG/PROBLN SOLV 8 8.8750000 1.1259916 7.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/C 8 6.3906250 1.3667%69 3.6250000 8.0000000
DECAGM AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/lt 8 8.1875000 1.3379735 6.3750000 9.7500000
DEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PROS SOLV 8 1.7968730 1.5467961 -0.1250000 4.50000
------------------------------OS1C ----------------------------------------------------------S.............................. POSlTI,,¢O ....................................................................
VariabLe Labet N Mean Std Dev Mnnlu NMaxlu
CI3UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUO 97 7.8550515 1.6052026 2.0000000 10.0000000
Ri13JES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REIG 97 8.7319588 1.27071193 5.000000 10.0000000
QI3DELTA DELTA-ASSESS AVAIL INFO 97 0.8969072 1.3653795 -2.0000000 6.0000000
Cl4UES INCLD OTHE DECSS MAKNG/CUIt 97 8.1752577 1.6266678 1.0000000 10.0000000
t14GUES INCLO OTHR DECS8 lMAXU/REG 97 8.7010309 1.4589162 0 10.0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSIO MAKING 97 0.5257732 1.1997637 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CISQUES DECISM NANOG TECH/CUR 97 7.5257732 1.7083910 3.0000000 10.0000000
tI5QUEX DECISN AMIOSG TECN/REQ 97 8.4742268 1.2997819 4.0000000 10.0000000
QISOELTA DELTA-DECISS MAKING TECHNIQUES 97 0.9484536 1.4388501 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C16UMS USE MUWT INFO SYS TECNH/OIt 96 5.5833333 2.5200947 0 10.0000000
tI6AJ USE MUIT INFO SYS TEC/REQ 95 7.8421053 1.72753 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE MUNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 95 2.2210526 2.1496113 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C17MS STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/OUS 97 5.764866 2.1103574 0 10.0000000
RItTGUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIOiiS/REQ 97 7.1958743 1.6995047 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 97 1.4329897 2.0458658 -3.0000000 8.0000000
CINUES SYRNMG KAIIS STAT TE11/CUlt 97 5.5463918 2.2454612 0 10.0000000
KIM=QUES STRING WAI STAT TECl/RE 96 7.1250000 2.0634667 0 10.0000000
GIDELTA DELTA-STREN•GTS & WEAK OF STAT TECOS 96 1.5520833 2.4055628 -10.0000000 6.0000000
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C190UES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 97 5.2474227 2.3230320 0 10.00000
R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 97 6.9072165 1.9315499 0 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 97 1.6597938 2.2121191 -5.000000 8.0000000
C200UES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 97 7.3298969 2.0702337 1.0000000 10.0000000
R20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 97 8.3814433 1.2200008 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q200ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 97 1.051546 1.6543575 -2.0000000 6.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAIOiG/PROSLN SOLV 97 7.9278351 1.8099691 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROSLEM SOLV/C 96 6.645313 1.5882306 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEM SOLV/R 95 7.9407895 1.1841487 4.5000000 10.0000000
DEWDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC NAKING/PbOS SOLV 95 1.2907895 1.3979518 -1.3750000 5.2500000
................. --- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------..
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. POSITlUON -----------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Mean Std Oev Mnimu Maxium
C13QSES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CU 44 7.3409091 1.5985921 4.0000000 10.0000000
R13QES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 44 8.7500000 0.9181630 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS-AVAIL INFO 44 1.4090909 1.4991188 0 6.0000000
C140JES INCLD OTUR DECSS MAKNG/CUR 44 7.8409091 1.3108347 5.0000000 10.0000000
RI4GUES INCLD OTHR DECSN MAN MG/REQ 44 8.6590909 0.963114.7 6.0000000 10.0000000
014DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN M4AKING 4 0.8181818 1.3855186 -3.0000000 4.0000000
CISUES DECISN MAKNG TECH/CL 44 7.0227273 1.5324192 4.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECISS MAKN] TECH/REQ 44 8.5227273 1.2847701 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 4 1.5000000 1.5476915 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C16QUES USE MHT INFO SYS TECH/CR 44 5.0227273 1.9705817 2.0000000 10.0000000
RI6QUES USE NGNT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 44 7.8863636 1.6313200 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE MORT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 4 2.8636364 2.3781066 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C17YQES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 44 4.7045455 2.22647/4 0 10.0000000
R17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIiONS/REQ 44 6.9318182 2.128095 1.0000000 10.0000000
017DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 44 2.2272?27 2.3611550 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C1I8ES STRNG .EAKNS STAT TEal/CUR 44 4.3863636 2.5354777 0 10.0000000
RIO8=ES STRNG WEAINS STAT TECH/REQ 44 6.7500000 2.2632041 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECHI 44 2.3636364 2.3236990 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C19QtJES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 44 4.2272727 2.1551845 0 8.0000000
R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 44 6.5909091 1.9085875 2.0000000 9.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 44 2.3636364 2.2934782 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZERISK & ALT/CUR /* 6.3863636 2.1589M24 2.0000000 10.0000000
R20UES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REO 44 8.2272727 1.4605452 4.0000000 1O.0000000
Q29DELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 44 1.8409091 2.1560427 -1.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROBLN SOLV 44 8.3636364 1.6993967 4.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM $OLV/C 44 5.8664773 1.4739496 3.0000000 9.5000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/R 44 7.7897727 1.1465230 4.3750000 9.6250000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 44 1.9232955 1.5800390 -1.375000 5.5000000
S...............................POSIT•4).lt................................................................... !
.................- OIIDR----------POIlI ---------------------------------------------------------
Variebte Label N Man Std Dev MNnimu Naxum•
C13OUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 143 7.7692308 1.6215638 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13GUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 143 8.8671329 1.1642429 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 143 1.0979021 1.5847632 -5.0000000 6.0000000
C,4OUS INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKlG/RCU 142 8.1619718 1.4123936 4.0000000 10.0000000
R14UES INCLD OTHR DECS5 MAXNG/REQ 142 8.7253521 1.277980 5.0000000 10.0000000
014•ELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECS8 MAKING 142 0.5633803 1.3179668 -4.0000000 4.0000000
CISOES DECISM NANIS TECH/CUR 142 7.9014085 1.5451129 3.0000000 10.0000000
RiSQUES DECISN MAKNO TECI/REQ 142 8.6971831 1.2547184 5.000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISU MAKING TECHNIQUES 142 0.7957746 1.3916607 -4.0000000 4.0000000
C16QUES USE MNGT INFO SYS TECN/CUR 143 5.6503497 2.3081568 0 10.0000000
R16UJES USE NMIT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 143 7.9930070 1.5983m 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q16DELTA DELTA-USE NGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 143 2.3426573 2.3679340 -4.0000000 10.0
CI7UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CR 143 5.5804196 2.47M2451 0 10.0000000
RMITUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 141 7.2127660 1.9228272 0 10.0000000
417DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 14.1 1.5957447 2.443885 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C18UME SRANG WEAIS STAT TEC/CUlR 143 5.4335664 2.6419142 0 10.0000000
RIMUES STRUG WEAKNS STAT TECN/IEQ 143 7.3776224 1.9055301 1.0000000 10.0000000
QI8DELTA DELTA-STRENIGTNS & WEAK OF STAT TECNS 143 1.940559 2.480277M -5.0000000 9.0000000
C19S5J NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 143 5.3706294 2.3696387 0 10.0000000
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R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 143 7.32167M 1.85609A 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 143 1.9510490 2.4790067 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C20UES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 143 7.1328671 1.9509397 0 10.0000000
R20GUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 143 8.3966014 1.5018292 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2ODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 143 1.2657343 1.8191123 -5.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAIKG/PROLM SOLV 143 8.2657343 1.8725258 1.00000001 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 141 6.6205674 1.6189731 1.8750000 9.7500000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 139 8.0656475 1.182730M 4.5000000 10.0000000
DECOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 139 1.4280S76 1.5792743 -4.5000000 S.75Or000
DECISION MAKING NEANS ANi DELTAS
--------.----- .....----------- POSIT1OPS -------------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe LabeL N Mean Std Dev Miniu Maximum
C13WS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 16 7.6250000 1.927865 4.0000000 10.0000000
R13US ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 16 8.6250000 1.25807 6.0000000 10.0000000
013DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 16 1.0000000 1.5491933 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C4IUES INCLD OTHR DECSN MAXNG/CUR 16 7.9375000 1.5692355 5.0000000 10.0000000
R140JES INCLD OTHR DECS1 MAKNG/REQ 16 8.5000000 1.3165612 6.0000000 10.0000000
014DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 16 0.5625000 1.3647344 -2.0000000 4.0000000
CiSQUES DECISM MAKON TECH/CO 16 7.5625000 1.8607794 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15WJES DECISM NAKNG TECH/REQ 16 8.5000000 1.2649111 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISi MAKING TECHNIQUES 16 0.9375000 1.6918924 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C16QUES USE MORT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 16 5.6250000 2.60443 1.0000000 10.0000000
R16gJES USE NGNT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 16 7.3750000 2.0936412 2.0000000 10.0000000
016DELTA DELTA-USE MUST INFOR SYSTEM TECH 16 1.7500000 1.9632633 0 7.0000000
C17CUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 16 5.4375000 2.8040150 0 10.0000000
RI7UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 16 6.6250000 1.9958290 2.0000000 9.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 16 1.1875000 2.2573953 -2.0000000 7.0000000
CISQES STRNG WEAIOIS STAT TECH/CUR 16 5.4375000 2.5552234 0 10.0000000
RI8UES STRNG WENOIS STAT TECH/REQ 16 6.8125000 2.2276669 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 16 1.3750000 2.6801741 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 16 5.1875000 2.7620946 1.0000000 10.0000000
R190JES NOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 16 6.4375000 2.4757154 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 16 1.2500000 2.5429641 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CAU 16 6.8750000 2.2766935 3.0000000 10.0000000
20GUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 16 8.1250000 1.781898 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q200ELTA DELTA-AJNALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 16 1.2500000 2.1134490 -2.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROBLN SOLV 16 8.0625000 1.2893797 6.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/C 16 6.4609375 1.9662647 2.1250000 10.0000000
DECAGE AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 16 7.6250000 1.4288690 4.0000000 9.3750000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 16 1.1640625 1.7551821 -1.0000000 6.1250000
S..............................POSI.l.oTHER...................................................................
-------------------- POSIT1sOTNER -------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Neon Std Dev Ninium Maximu
C13UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/OUR 95 7.6631579 1.8370335 2.0000000 10.0000000
Ri13UES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 95 8.6842105 1.3068002 4.0000000 10.0000000
013DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 94 1.0531915 1.7497589 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C14OUES INCLO OTNR DECSi MAUIG/CUR 95 8.0105263 1.7165945 3.0000000 10.0000000
R14UJES INCLD OTHR DEC9i MAKNG/REQ 95 8.6526316 1.4569600 2.0000000 10.0000000
QI04DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DEC" MAKING 94 0.6702128 1.7803485 -8.0000000 7.0000000
CiSQUES DECISN NAKRG TECH/CUR 95 7.5157895 1.8034433 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECISi MAWG TECH/REQ 95 8.3578947 1.4869345 3.0000000 10.0000000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISN AKING TEIICHIQUES 94 0.8?23404 1.9650736 -S.0000000 6.0000000
C16JES USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 95 5.4736842 2.4875952 0 10.0000000
R16SJES USE MGUT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 95 7.77891474 1.8860008 2.0000000 10.0000000
160E1LTA DELTA-USE MUT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 94 2.3617021 2.5730241 -3.0000000 9.0000000
C4'7JES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/OR 95 5.2947368 2.7361787 0 10.0000000
RIMQLES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 95 7.0736842 2.2514398 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 94 1.8191489 3.1003391 -5.0000000 10.0000000
CI8UE$ STRNG iKAiS STAY TECN/OUR 95 4.8947368 2.6556791 0 10.0000000
RISJES STENOO WEAEN STAT TECHR/EQ 95 7.1157895 2.3738969 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TEC1S 94 2.2659574 3.0871762 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C19WES NO INFO YS DESIGNED/CUR 94 4.7978723 2.7379444 0 10.0000000
Ri19JES NOW INFO IYS DESIIND/REG 95 6.7789474 2.1247225 2.0000000 10.0000000
@19DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSI ARE DESIGNED 93 2.0215054 2.7025692 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C20SES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/COR 94 6.9787234 2.2287405 0 10.0000000
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RIOSJES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 95 8.4000000 1.5116568 3.0000000 10.0000000
G200ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 93 1.4623656 2.16974M2 -5.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MIUNGPRO" SOLV 96 8.5208333 1.4214830 4.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEN SOLV/C 94 6.3297872 1.8723414 1.8750000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAKING/PROLEM SOLV/R 95 7.8552632 1.4131925 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 93 1.5698925 2.0313827 -5.1250000 7.5000000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. POSITI=0 ------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Libet N MNO Std Dw Minim.u N*Xl.u
C13QI S ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 72 7.7638889 1. 2 3.0000000 10.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 72 8.8888889 1.1695136 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 72 1.1250000 1.8303967 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C14QMS INCLD OTNR DEC88 MPAIG/CJE 72 8.2500000 1.5175035 4.0000000 10.0000000
R14OES INCLD OTHR DECSN MAKNG/REQ 72 8.9444444 1.1854623 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q14DELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 72 0.6944444 1.6669014 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C15QUES DECISM MAKMG TECH/CUR 72 7.7500000 1.7502515 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15QUES DECIS MNAJOIG TECH/REQ 72 8.8611111 1.1664990 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECIS8 MAKING TECHNIQUES 72 1.1111111 1.8197319 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C16QUS USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/AR 72 5.7777778 2.0639237 2.0000000 10.0000000
R16WS USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 72 7.9305556 1.3873309 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q16ELTA DELTA-USE MONT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 72 2.1527778 2.1405523 -2.0000000 8.0000000
C17MES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 72 5.4166667 2.2250178 1.0000000 10.0000000
R170ES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 72 7.3194"4 2.0267673 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 72 1.9027778 2.2464979 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CISQUES STING IIEAJNS STAT TECH/CUR 72 5.2500000 2.5105412 0 10.0000000
R18.UES STRNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 72 7.4444444 1.8905912 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q1SDELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECHS 72 2.194444 2.4184670 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C19QUES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 72 5.3611111 2.1513543 0 10.0000000
R19QUES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 72 7.0416667 1.7875745 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-HOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 72 1.6805556 2.1871996 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CR 72 7.3611111 1.8637049 3.0000000 10.0000000
R20OLJES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 72 8.6111111 1.2396678 5.0000000 10.0000000
QZOELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 72 1.2500000 1.9044056 -5.0000000 7.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROSLM SOLV 72 8.5972222 1.4306477 5.00D00 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEM SOLV/C 72 6.61631% 1.5293960 3.1250000 9.8750000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC NAJCING/PROSLEN SOLV/R 72 8.1302083 1.0499073 5.1250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 72 1.5138889 1.6127730 -2.5000000 5.8750000
LEGAL ISSUES lEANS AND DELTAS
----------......-----------. POSITI -------------------------------------------
Variable Label N NMO Std Dev Minimu Maximu
C21ES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/CUR 8 6.6250000 1.6850180 4.0000000 9.0000000
RI21ES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/REQ 8 6.8750000 2.8504386 1.0000000 10.0
021DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UM 8 0.200000 3.7321001 -7.0000000 4.0000000
C22QUIS PUNISHMENT UNDR UCMJ/CUR 8 5.6250000 2.2638463 2.0000000 9.0000000
R22UWS PUNISHMENT UNDR UCMJ/REQ 8 6.5000000 2.5634798 1.0000000 9.0000000
Q2ELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UCMJ 8 0.8750000 4.0861264 -6.0000000 7.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUR 8 5.7500000 1.9086270 4.0000000 9.0000000
R23JES INITIATE ACT UCMJ'VIOLTN/REQ 7 6.5714286 2.6992062 1.0000000 8.0000000
023DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCMJ 7 0.7142857 3.1471832 -5.0000000 4.0000000
C24•ES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 7 5.0000000 2.8284271 1.0000000 9.0000000
R24CLES ADMIN SEP AUTN & PROC/REQ 7' 5.8571429 2.6726124 1.0000000 8.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 7 0.8571429 1.9518001 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIAB NOP & PROF/CUIR 8 5.0000000 1.92724M 2.0000000 8.0000000
R25QES KNOW LIMN OSP & PROF/REQ 8 7.3750000 1.9955307 4.0000000 10.0000000
QODELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAS OF HOW & PROF 8 2.3750000 1.9226098 0 6.0000000
C26OLJES KNOW ENVIRON II6PCT ISS/CUR 8 4.1250000 2.2951813 0 7.0000000
R26JES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REO 8 7.3750000 1.3024702 5.0000000 9.0000000
26ELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT I15 8 3.2500000 2.6049404 0 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 8 6.6250000 1.9955307 3.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 7 5.2380952 1.7555656 3.6666667 7.8333333
LEGMR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSJES/R 7 6.5952381 2.0203986 2.6666667 8.8333333
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 7 1.3571429 2.5611567 -1.8333333 5.1666667
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.............................. POS[TICO ................................................................
Variable Label N Neon Std Dev Miniu NMaxi
C21Q•ES KNO VIOLTI OF UOIJ/CUR 97 7.9278351 1.65357M3 4.0000000 10.0000000
R21OES KNOW VIOLTN OF UOIJ/REQ 97 8.5257732 1.2755128 4.0000000 10.0000000
C21DELTA DELTA-KNOU VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 97 0.5979381 1.3968700 -3.0000000 4.0000000
C22QMS PUNISHMENT UM)R UCNJ/CUR 97 8.2577320 1.5960782 4.0000000 10.0000000
R22UES PUNISHMENT UNDR UC0J/REQ 97 8.4123711 1.6121452 0 10.0000000
Q2205LTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UClJ 97 0.1Y46392 1.4954111 -7.0000000 4.0000000
C230AES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUR 97 8.1958763 1.5919012 4.0000000 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UCIJ VIOLTI/REQ 97 8.5979381 1.5656455 0 10.0000000
Q23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCMJ 97 0.4020619 1.4190651 -7.0000000 3.0000000
C24QUES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 97 7.2680412 1.8343679 2.0000000 10.0000000
RZ4WJES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 97 7.9072165 1.7504908 0 10.0000000
Q24OELTA DELTA-AWNZN SEP AUTH & PROC 97 0.6391753 1.9482127 -9.0000000 5.0000000
C25QUES KNOlW LIAB NOSP & PROF/CUR 96 6.8645833 2.2600409 0 10.0000000
R25StSES KNOOW LIAB HO5 & PROF/REQ 96 7.9583333 2.2191353 0 10.0000000
G25OELTA DELTA-KNOOW LIAB OF HOSP & PROF 96 1.0937500 2.2246378 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C260ES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/CUR 97 6.7422680 2.0880531 2.0000000 10.0000000
R26QLES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/lEG 97 8.1237113 1.8329037 0 10.0000000
Q2MDELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 97 1.3814433 2.1671953 -8.0000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 97 7.1855670 1.8161882 2.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 96 7.569"44 1.5045091 3.6666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 96 8.2708333 1.3790941 1.5000000 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 96 0.7013889 1.4381837 -6.5000000 4.6666667
LEGAL ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
S.................POSIT1=0N . .. .. .. . .. ...........................................
Varfabte LabeL N Mean Std Dev Minima Maxim
C21QUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCN4/CUR 44 6.8863636 2.3149254 0 10.0000000
R21OUES KNOl VIOLTN OF UCJ/REQ 44 8.3181818 1.8397766 2.0000000 10.0000000
G21DELTA DELTA-KNM VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 44 1.4318182 2.1609400 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C2201ES PUNISHMENT UNDR UCMJ/CUR 44 6.4090909 2.6529333 0 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHMENT UNDR UCMJ/REO 44 8.2500000 1.9897996 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q220ELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UCNJ 44 1.8409091 2.3121839 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UClJ VIOLTN/CUR 44 6.2045455 2.6639675 0 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/REQ 44 7.9318182 2.0161871 2.0000000 10.0000000
QZ3DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCMJ 44 1.7272727 2.5732401 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C24OJES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 44 5.5454545 2.8156915 0 10.0000000
R24GJES AD*4IN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 44 7.7045455 2.2984276 2.0000000 10.0000000
024DOELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH I PROC 44 2.1590909 2.5964482 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C28QUES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/CUR 44 6.7954545 1.9034143 1.0000000 10.0000000
R2SQUES KNO LIA8 HOSP & PROF/REQ 44 8.7500000 1.16389M 5.0000000 10.0000000
G2SOELTA DELTA-KNO LIAM OF HOSP & PROF 44 1.9540055 2.0340651 0 7.0000000
C26CUES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/CUR 44 5.8181818 2.2232673 0 10.0000000
R260UES KNOW ENVIRON IMPCT ISS/REQ 44 8.0454545 1.6699052 2.0000000 10.0000000
G2MELTA DELTA-KNO ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 44 2.2272727 2.5596478 -4.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 44 7.4772727 1.7452745 3.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 44 6.2765152 2.0118972 0.8333333 9.6666667
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 44 8.1666667 1.5135051 3.1666667 9.8333333
LEADELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 44 1.8901515 1.8958486 -3.0000000 6.0000000
............................. PO.lTI•D1R -...............................................................
--------------------- POSITluDIR -----------------------------------------------------------
Varabte Laboet N Newn Std Ow Minima Maxima
C21OES KUN VIOLTN OF UCNJ/CUR 143 7.0489"10 2.1074271 1.0000000 10.0000000
R21OES KUN VIOLTN OF UC14J/REQ 142 8.3450704 1.7424438 2.0000000 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCOJ 142 1.2605634 2.2079148 -6.0000000 9.00000001
C22UES PUNISHMENT UNDR UCNJ/CUR 143 6.7482517 2.2811800 1.0000000 10.0000000
12202S PUNISHMENT UNDR UCNJ/ItE* 143 7.940559 1.9274745 2.0000000 10.0000000
G2DELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UCNJ 143 1.1958042 2.4645622 -7.0000000 - 8.0000000
C23GUE INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUR 143 6.67M3217 2.4797813 0 10.0000000
R230 ES INITIATE ACT 11044 VIOLTN/REQ 143 7.9720280 2.0243032 0 10.0000000
M230LTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER U¢NJ 143 1.2937063 2.5724219 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C240UE ADNIN SEP AUTN & PROC/CUR 143 6.1818182 2.4912138 0 10.0000000
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R24QMS ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 143 7.6923077 2.0631945 2.0000000 10.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 143 1.510.M 2.660246 -7.0000000 8.0000000
C25MES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/CUR 143 7.055941 2.1122587 0 10.00000010
R25ES KNOW LIA8 NHSP & PROF/REQ 143 8..75524 1.6728079 1.0000000 10.0
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAB OF HOSP & PROF 143 1.3916084 1.9753230 -4.0000000 10.0000000
C26OWS KNOW ENVIRON INWCT ISS/03 143 6.2797203 2.3358974 0 10.0000000
R26QMS KNOW ENVIRON INP ISS/REG 143 7.8391608 1.9049615 1.0 10.0000000
026DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 143 1.559406 2.30009 -4.0000000 10.0
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 143 7.055941 1.9054267 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSAS/C 143 6.6655012 1.9003435 1.1666667 10.0000000
LEGA AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 142 8.0645540 1.5945198 2.8 3 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 142 1.3720657 2.0406300 -5.5000000 7.0000000
LEGAL ISSUES MEANS AIN DELTAS
...-.-.......--- .. PSI1M---------POIiP ------------------------------------------------------
.............................. .IT1• .................................................................Vari-able Labe N Mea Std Dev Mlini. Maimu
C21@.S KNOW VIOLTN OF UCUJ/CUI 16 7.1875000 1.8337121 4.0000000 10.0000000
RI21ES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/REQ 16 8.6250000 1.5438048 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 16 1.4375000 1.31498 0 4.0000000
C22MES PUNISHMUENT UNDI UOJ/0E 16 6.7500000 2.6956755 2.0000000 10.0000000
R22UJES PUNISHMENT USSR UCMJ/REQ 16 8.0625000 2.5682355 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q22ELTA DELTA-PUNISHIIENT NDER UCNJ 16 1.3125000 2.1203380 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C23UES INITIATE ACT UOIJ VIOLIN/OR 16 6.6875000 2.5747168 2.0000000 10.0000000
R23QUES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VJOLTN/REQ 16 8.1250000 2.4460853 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCNJ 16 1.4375000 1.8962683 -1.0000000 6.0000000
C24OWS ADNIN SEP AUJN&£ PROC/CUR 16 6.5625000 2.3935678 2.0000000 10.0000000
R24OWS ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 16 7.5000000 2. 1 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 16 0.9375000 1.87806 -1.0000000 6.0000000
C25ES KNOW LIM NOW & PROF/CUR 16 7.2500000 1.3904436 5.0000000 10.0000000
R25CES KNO LIM NOS & PROF/REQ 16 8.3125000 1.7017148 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2SOELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAM OF NOW & PROF 16 1.0625000 1.6918924 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C26J$S KNOW ENVIRON D "CT ISS/O.3 16 6.1250000 2.305789 3.0000000 10.0000000
R26GUES KNOW ENVIRON [UCT ISS/REG 16 7.81250010 2573953 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT 15 16 1.6875000 1.8874586 -1.0000000 6.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 16 7.1875000 1.8337121 4.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSES/C 16 6.7604167 1.95029 3.5000000 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 16 8.0729167 2.0110516 3.5000000 10.0
LEGGELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 16 1.3125000 1.544254 -1.0000000 4.
............................ ... TI•T• ................................................................
------- SIOHR----------------------------------------- O UOM...............................
Varlabte Label N Mean Std Dey Miniu Maximu
C21Q S KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/CLR 95 7.0736842 1.9691347 1.0000000 10.0000000
R21lMS KNOW VIOLTU OF UOQJ/REa 95 7.9052632 2.3158735 0 10.0000000
21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 94 0.8617021 2.8M90 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C22OWS PUNISHMENT UIDI UCMJ/CUR 95 6.6736842 2.3404042 1.0000000 10.0000000
R220UES PUNISHMENT UNOR UCMJ/REQ 95 7.5368421 2.5921753 0 10.0000000
QUDELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UER UCMJ 94 0.83170 3.1841951 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C23 S INITIATE ACT UOIJ VIOLIN/CUR 95 6.7368421 2.4373448 1.0000000 10.0000000
R23OLES INITIATE ACT UCKJ VIOLIN/REQ 95 7.7894737 2.6S33589 0 10.0000000
G2DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UOIJ 94 1.0811064 3.3106526 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C24QJES ADNIN SEP AUTN & PROCI/CR 95 5.98%737 2.4034317 1.0 10.0000000
R24GUES ADNIN SEP AUTN & PROC/REQ 95 7.2315789 2.6914073 0 10.0000000
GR4ELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTNH PROC 96 1.2659574 3.2301521 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C25$PJE KNWi LIAB NOS & PROF/CUR 95 6.3263158 2.Z26438 0 10.0000000
R253S KNOW LIM lOP I& PROF/REQ 95 7.8947368 2.2335626 0 10.0000000
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAO OF NOW & PROF 94 1.6063030 2.802261 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C26GES KNOW ENVIRON INPC 133/CUR 95 5.98%4737 2.2854523 1.0000000 10.0000000
R26OL3 KNOW ENVIRON DUCT 133/REQ 95 7.6526316 2.3464252 0 10.0000000
02IDELTA DELTA-KMNW ENVIRON IMPACT I33 94 1.02127 2.a391646 -8.0000000 9.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSS 96 7.1041667 1.9653802 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAC AGGREGATE--LEGAL IS S/C 95 6.4649123 1.9219238 1.33333 9.3
LEGAGE AGGREGATE--LEGAL 13315/U 95 7.6684211 2.24490 0 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 94 1.2358156 2.6743181 -8.0000000 8.6666667
LEGAL ISSUES MENS M• DELTAS
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--.---------------.----------- POSITluXO ----------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N NeOW Std Dav Minimu Maximu
C21QUNS KNOW VIOLTM OF UCJ/CUR 72 7.7916667 1.8303967 3.0000000 10.0000000
R21OUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 72 8.7500000 1.4703645 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q21DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 72 0.9583333 1.6481958 -6.0000000 5.
C22QUES PUNISHIENT UNDR UONJ/CUR 72 7.7638889 1.9391668 3.0000000 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHMENT UNDR UCNJ/REQ 72 8.4166667 1.7340825 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UCNJ 72 0.6527778 1.8474171 -6.0000000 5.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUR 72 7.9027778 1.8926077 2.0000000 10.0000000
R23QES INITIATE ACT UCOJ VIOLTNIREQ 72 8.7083333 1.5422455 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UOIJ 72 0.8055556 1.8126231 -6.0000000 6.0000000
.C24QUES ADMIX SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 72 7.1250000 1.9351275 2.0000000 10.0000000
R24Q•ES ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REQ 72 8.0833333 1.5722058 4.0000000 10.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC 72 0.9583333 1.8342401 -5.0000000 5.0000000
C25JES KN(W LIAR HOSP & PROF/CUR 72 6.6944444 2.224314" 0 10.0000000
R25GUES KNOW LIAB HOSP & PROF/REQ 72 8.3333333 1.6950633 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q2GOELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAB OF HOSP & PROF 72 1.6388889 2.1117=82 45.0000000 10.0000000
C26QES KNOW ENVIROR I Ci•T ss/CI 72 5.9166667 2.1477141 0 10.0000000
R26GUES KNIOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/REG 72 8.1666667 1.7841240 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT ISS 72 2.2500000 2.0945940 -3.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 71 7.5492958 1.5927401 3.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGR EGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 72 7.1990741 1.6859539 2.1666667 9.8333333
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 72 8.4097222 1.3388786 4.3333333 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 72 1.2106481 1.5216212 -4.1666667 5.0000000
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
------------------- POSITI-' .0 ----------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Neon Std Dev Minium Maximu
27QUES INPCT OSHA REQ HOIP OP/CUR 8 5.1250000 2.9489708 0 10.0000000
27OJES IMPC OSHA REQ NOSP OP/RE 8 8.0000000 1.6035675 5.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 8 2.8750000 2.416614 0 8.0000000
289.5S EVAL PROP TO AOUi TECH/CUR 8 5.7500000 2.1213203 2.0000000 8.0000000
28QUES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/REQ 8 7.0000000 3.2071349 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH 8 1.2900000 3.7701838 -6.0000000 7.0000000
290S OPP & LIN DOO/DON MATRL/CUR 8 6.0000000 2.5634796 2.0000000 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATRL/REQ 8 7.7500000 2.3145502 4.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 8 1.7500000 3.0118812 -1.0000000 8.0000000
30QUES OVMSEE EQUIP WONT PRO/CUR 8 6.1250000 3.0908852 2.0000000 10.0000000
30GUES OVNSEE EQUIP NONT PRG/REQ 8 7.3750000 1.9955307 5.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MONT PROGRAN 8 1.2500000 3.0118812 -3.0000000 6.0000000
31GUES EMUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 8 5.1250000 2.1671245 2.0000000 8.0000000
3155S ENSUR EXC SECRTY REQ/REL 8 6.5000000 1.3093073 4.0000000 8.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQO a 1.3750000 2.2638463 -1.0000000 6.0000000
32U5S OV.SEE FACILITIES NGMT/CUR 8 5.1250000 2.2951813 3.0000000 9.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGNT/REQ 8 6.3750000 2.1339099 3.0000000 9.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MONT 8 0.5000000 0.5345225 0 1.0000000
PMGNT OPERATIONS MONT ISUE 8 7.1250000 2.0310096 4.0000000 10.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/C 8 5.5416667 2.065875 2.0000000 7.3333333
PNMGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/U a 7.1666667 1.3627703 4.8333333 8.8333333
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERAVIONAL HURT ISSUES 8 1.6250000 2.4876680 -1.0000000 6.8333333
S.............................. PO$..lm.O ......................................................................
.-.............. PSTsO-----------PSTO --- -----------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Naen Std Dev Minium Naxima
2755S IMCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 96 6.5937500 2.3241439 0 10.0000000
27OJS INWCT OSMA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 96 7.4"79167 2.7062104 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HONP 96 0.8541667 2.2194317 -7.0000000 8.0000000
28WU1 EVAL PROP TO AMUR TECH/CUR 97 6.6907216 1.7342195 1.0000000 10.0000000
28GUES EVAL PROP TO AQU TECH/REQ 97 7.5463918 1.6394906 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO A1UR TECH 97 0.8556701 2.0206728 -8.0000000 6.0000000
2991ES OPP & LIM 0OD/DON NATRL/OJR 97 5.9278351 2.2325594 0 10.0000000
29QUE1 OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATtL/REG 97 7.3505155 1.6896822 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DO/DON NATRL 97 1.4226804 2.0958046 -6.0000000 6.0000000
30QUES OYUSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR 97 6.2474227 2.2823185 0 10.0000000
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300UES OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/REQ 97 6.8659794 1.8575794 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MUNT PROGRAM 97 0.6185567 1.7879417 -4.0000000 5.0000000
31GUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REt/CUR 97 6.4639175 2.0819755 1.0000000 10.0000000
310UES ElSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 97 7.3195876 1.8738685 2.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REGS 97 0.8556701 1.5810709 -3.0000000 7.0000000
32UJES OVRSEE FACILITIES MGAT/OJR 97 6.5257732 2.0212042 2.0000000 10.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NONT/REQ 97 7.2164948 1.9323281 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MUT 97 0.4020619 0.4928614 0 1.0000000
PHONT OPERATIONS MT ISSUES 97 7.Z371134 1.5862245 1.0000000 10.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONSAL MUST ISSJES/C 96 6.4218750 1.6920787 2.1666667 9.6666667
PNAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/R 96 7.2934028 1.5464193 1.6666667 1O.0000000
PISELTA AGGEGATE DELTA--OPERAT OIAL WOGT ISSUES 96 0.87I5278 1.5160890 -4.333 6.0000000
--.......-..----- •.------------------------------............---............ me.................. .... ...........
OPERATIONS IMAAGEMENT ISSUES MEANS AMS DELTAS
-.............................. POSTI --OH . . . ... . . ..----------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Labet N PaM Std oev Miniu Paximu
27OUES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUI 44 5.4090909 2.1708232 1.0000000 9.0000000
27QUES IMPCT OSHIA REQ lOOP OP/REO 44 7.6818182 1.9621147 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON NOP 4 2.2727273 2.2962420 -4.0000000 8.0000000
28QUES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 44 6.0681818 2.2140957 1.0000000 10.0000000
28NUES EVAL PROP TO AOUR TECH/REQ 44 7.6818182 1.5215159 4.0000000 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AOUR TECH 1.6136364 2.2435013 -3.0000000 8.0000000
2901ES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATRL/CUR 4 4.8409091 2.3619383 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DO/DON NATRL/REQ 44 7.5909091 1.7825795 3.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOG/DON MATRL 44 2.7500000 2.4411682 -2.0000000 8.0000000
30QUES OVRSEE EQUIP MUST PRG/CUR 4 5.3636364 2.4692613 0 10.0000000
30GUES OVCRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/REQ 44 6.9772727 1.8106742 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MUNT PROGRAM 44 1.6136364 2.2641381 -3.0000000 7.0000000
311UE$ ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 4 5.1590909 2.3619383 0 10.0000000
31031S ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 4 6.8636364 2.3878657 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC RE3S 4 1.7045455 2.1084497 -3.0000000 7.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGMT/CUR 4 4.6818182 2.7767534 0 10.0000000
32OIES OVRSEE FACILITIES NONT/REQ 44 6.7500000 2.5069670 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MNUT 4 0.2500000 0.4380188 0 1.0000000
PHGKT OPERATIONS MNUT ISSUES 4 7.5454545 1.4856608 4.0000000 10.0000000
PHAOC AGGREG.TE--OPERATIONAL UNST ISSUES/C 44 5.2537879 2.0030625 0.6666667 9.3333333
PKAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MU ISSUES/R 44 7.2575758 1.6311940 1.3333333 9.8333333
PISELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MUNT ISSUES 44 2.0037879 1.9177158 -1.6666667 6.833333
-..............................-P---T- -R ...........P. . .. . .. . .. ..............................
Varfabte Label N Nean Std Dev inin NMaxism
27QUES IDUCT OSHA REQ NOIP OP/OUR 143 6.3216783 2.5248104 0 10.0000000
27QUE MiCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 143 7.9510490 1.8559810 1.0000000 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON IOSP 143 1.6293706 2.5472391 -7.0000000 10.000000
280UES EVAL PROP TO ACUR TECH/CUR 143 6.17482W2 2.1471064 0 10.0000000
2831ES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 143 7.8951049 1.7104208 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO ADAR TECH 143 1.7202797 2.0841643 -3.0000000 8.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 143 5.3146853 2.5520486 0 10.0000000
29GUES OPP & LIM DOD/DON MATRL/REQ 143 7.6083916 1.7882046 1.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/PON MATRL 143 2.2937063 2.73689%9 -4.0000000 9.0000000
300UES OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR 143 5.5244755 2.5282410 0 10.0000000
305UES OVlSEE EQUIP NGUT PRG/REI 143 7.1258741 2.0413581 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP UNST PROGRAM 143 1.6013966 2.4670786 -5.0000000 9.0000000
31O31 ENSJ EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 143 5.2097902 2.6928522 0 10.0000000
31QUES EOSUl E)IC SECRTY RER 143 6.82W1748 2.2683204 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 143 1.6153846 2.7086795 -6.0000000 9.0000000
325ES OVtSEE FACILITIES NGNT/CUR 143 4.8391606 2.8449371 0 10.0000000
32QMS5 OVISEE FACILITIES NMNT/REQ 143 6.3966014 2.7453927 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC WST 143 0.3006993 0.4601740 0 1.0000000
PIoST OPERATIONS MUNT ISSUES 143 7.2447552 1.8045981 1.0000000 10.0000000
PNAOC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL M4ST ISSUES/C 143 5.5641026 2.0816588 0.333 9.6666667
PM AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MUST I35lUE$/R 143 7.3006993 1.6799074 1.0000000 10.0000000
P"IELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OFERATIONAL MUNT ISUES 143 1.7365967 2.0952861 -4.0000000 8.3333333
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT IMUES MEANS AM DELTAS
221
.............................. POSITi PS ------------------------------------------------------------ --------
Variable Labet N NeOn Std Dev Miniu maxmu
27QUES INPCT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/CUR 16 6.5000000 2.8751812 2.0000000 10.0000000
278JES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 16 7.6875000 2.6512576 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 16 1.1875000 2.2573953 -2.0000000 6.0000000
2861ES EVAL PROP TO AMR TECH/CUR 16 5.8125000 2.6132674 2.0000000 10.0000000
2MUIES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 16 7.2500000 1.9W32633 4.0000000 10.0000000
280ELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH 16 1.4375000 2.4212600 -3.0000000 6.0000000
29UES OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUO 16 4.6250000 2.9636689 0 10.0000000
295.1S OPP'& LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REQ 16 6.4375000 2.8975564 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP, LIN TO DOD/DON NATRL 16 1.8125000 2.7378520 -2.0000000 8.0000000
30RS lVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUR 16 5.4375000 2.6825050 1.0000000 10.0000000
3OWES OVRSEE EQUIP MGUT PRO/REQ 16 6.4375000 2.5024968 0 9.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MUNT PROGRAM 16 1.0000000 2.2211108 -2.0000000 6.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY RE/CUR 16 S.0000000 2.8284271 0 10.0000000
315UES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 16 6.1875000 2.5876308 0 9.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REOS 16 1.1875000 2.0726392 -2.0000000 6.0000000
32IES OVRSEE FACILITIES GMOT/CUR 16 5.7500000 2.5429641 0 10.0000000
32GUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGOT/REQ 16 7.0625000 2.2647664 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NGHT 16 0.3125000 0.4787136 0 1.0000000
P4GMT OPERATIONS NGNT ISSUES 16 6.9375000 1.2365948 4.0000000 9.0000000
PMAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MOrT ISSUES/C 16 5.5208333 2.3663341 1.6666667 10.0000000
PMAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/R 16 6.8437500 2.2463705 0.6666667 9.0000000
PMOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES 16 1.3229167 1.9976549 -2.1666667 5.8333333
-.............................-POSITIO.TMER...................................................................
Variable Label N Neon Std Dev Miniu Maxim
27 UES iCT OSHA REG HOSP OP/CUR 95 5.6842105 2.5775758 0 10.0000000
27GJFS INPCT OSHA REQ NOSP OP/REQ 95 7.1368421 2.7966946 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON iOSP 94 1.4893617 3.1099724 -8.0000000 10.0000000
280UES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/CUR 95 5.8947368 2.4902947 0 10.0000000
280US EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 95 7.3789474 1.9849377 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AGUE TECH 94 1.5212766 2.5473103 -7.0000000 8.0000000
296JF5 OPP & LIN DO/DON MATRL/CUR 94 4.7978723 2.6174755 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIN DO/DON NATRL/REQ 93 6.9354839 2.3022033 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DO/DON MATRL 92 2.1304348 2.5942345 -7.0000000 9.0000000
300UES OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PRG/CUN 5 5.3789474 2.4546046 0 10.0000000
300UES OlVSEE EQUIP MGNT PRG/REQ 95 6.5894737 2.3406434 0 10.0000000
300ELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MUST PROGRAM 94 1.2446809 2.5765116 -7.0000000 8.0000000
31GUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 95 5.6631579 2.3861771 0 10.0000000
31G6ES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REGQ/EQ 95 6.9789474 2.2830502 0 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC IEQS 94 1.3510638 2.5649334 -7.0000000 7.0000000
321ES OVRSEE FACILITIES NONT/CUR 9S 5.6626316 2.5464553 0 10.0000000
32GlJES OVRSEE FACILITIES NMUT/REQ 95 6.7894737 2.315754 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MONT 96 0.2291667 0.4225030 0 1.0000000
PHUS OPERATIONS MOMT ISSUES 96 6.9095833 1.7917636 1.0000000 10.0000000
PKC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MUNT ISSUES/C 94 5.4893617 2.0241683 0.5000000 9.8333333
PMAGR AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/R 93 6.9372760 1.9245920 1.3333333 10.0000000
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL lMUT ISSUES 92 1.4583333 2.37T7336 -7.3333333 7.0000000
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.OSIT -----------------------------lXO .....................................................................
Variabte Labe" N Nan Std Dev Minium Mlaxlu
27 ! INPC"T OSHA REQ MOW OP/UR 72 6.0833333 2.2874428 0 10.0000000
27J1ES IMPCT OSHA REGQ HOP OP/REQ 72 7.9722222 2.1294196 0 10.0000000
27DLTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHIA ON NOP 72 1.8888889 2.1200289 -3.0000000 10.0000000
26M5 EVAL PROP TO AGUE TEH/CUHO 72 6.6388889 1.76272M8 2.0000000 10.0000000
286115 EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/REQ 72 7.9444464 1.4131065 5.0000000 10.0000000
28MILTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AUfE TECH 72 1.3055556 1.7493571 -3.0000000 6.0000000
2961U1 OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRUL/M 72 5.569444 2.2940608 0 10.0000000
29aUt OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/REO 72 7.3472222 1.4453395 4.0000000 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DO MATRL 72 1.7777778 2.2593918 -3.0000000 9.00000o0
3011 OS MU EQUIP MONT Plt/CUR 72 6.1250000 2.2947429 0 10.0000000
3061 UNSEE EQUIP MONT P16/RE 72 7.2638889 1.5563867 3.0000000 10.0000000
222
300ELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP iCHT PROGRAN 72 1.1388889 2.3031244 -4.0000000 9.0000000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 72 6.5416667 1.949629 2.0000000 10.0000000
31QUES ESUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 72 7.5555556 1.573595 3.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 72 1.0138889 2.1196137 -4.0000000 5.0000000
32QUES OVSEE FACILITIES M TO.JNUR 72 6.2361111 1.9822668 2.0000000 10 f)OOOQ
32UES OVRSEE FACILITIES HMIT/REQ 72 7.2777"77 1.5493954 3.0000000 10..000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MGWT 72 0.2361111 0.4276716 0 1.0000000
PHlaT OPERATIONS MCMI ISSUES 71 7.2253521 1.5231282 2.0000000 10.0000000
PMAG AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NGNT ISSUES/C 72 6.1990741 1.6434150 2.6666667 9.5000000
P1MM AGGR GATE--OPERATIOMAL NGHT ISSUES/R 72 7.5601852 1.2566896 4.1666667 10.0000000
PHSELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NMUT ISSUES 72 1.3611111 1.7077106 -2.6666667 6.1666667
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-............--------------- POSITInt .' ..................................................................
Variable Label N Nam Std Dev linimnu Maxim.
33QLJES KIUM SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 8 7.2500000 2.0528726 4.0000000 10.0000000
33UES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 8 8.6250000 1.1877349 7.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOU & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 8 1.3750000 2.5035689 -2.0000000 6.0000000
34QUES DEVLP & COHN COWS VISN/CUR 8 7.8750000 1.8077215 4.0000000 110.0000000
3WJUES DEVLP & COHN COND VISN/REQ 8 8.7500000 1.7525492 5.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COHN COHNAND VISION 8 0.8750000 1.8077215 -2.0000000 4.0000000
3SQUES IMP:UR IND & WORK GRP/CUf 8 8.1250000 0.9910312 6.0000000 9.0000000
35UES INPOU 1ND & WORK GRP/REQ 8 9.1250000 0.9910312 8.0000000 10.0000000
350ELTA DELTA-EMPOUER INV & WORK GRQOPS 8 1.0000000 1.4142136 0 4.0000000
36OUES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 8 7.7500000 1.8322508 4.0000000 9.0000000
360UES DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/REQ 8 9.1250000 1.1259916 7.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 8 1.3750000 2.1339099 -1.0000000 6.0000000
37QUES WILDING TRUST/CUR 8 8.6250000 0.5175492 8.0000000 9.0000000
37QUE$ WUILDING TRUST/REQ 8 9.7500000 0.4629100 9.0000000 IO.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 8 1.1250000 0.8345230 0 2.0000000
380UES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 8 6.0000000 1.6903085 4.0000000 9.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 8 9.6250000 0.5175492 9.I,4.I000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 8 1.6250000 1.5979898 0 5.0000000
39QtJES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 8 7.7500000 1.6690459 4.0000000 9.0000000
39UES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 8 9.5000000 0.5345225 9.0000000 10.0000000
390ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 8 1.7500000 1.5811388 0 5.0000000
40QES BUILDING TEAa•IK/CUR 7 8.1428571 0.6900656 7.0000000 9.0000000
40ES BUILDING TEAMWORK/RG 7 9.7142857 0.4879500 9.0000000 10.0000000
4ODELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAINRK 7 1.5714286 0.9759001 0 3.0000000
41CUES DEVLP P06 ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 8 8.3750000 0.7440238 7.0000000 9.
41OUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/RFQ 8 9.62S0000 0.7440238 8.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROSNENT 8 1.2500000 0.7071068 0 2.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 8 8.7500000 0.7071068 8.0000000 10.0000000
42ES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 8 9.8750000 0.3535534 9.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 8 1.1250000 0.8345230 0 2.0000000
43MJES BPLY COOD NECUSM/CUR 8 8.0000000 1.4142136 5.0000000 9.0000000
43QUES EMPLY COORD NECHNSH/REQ 8 9.1250000 1.12S9916 7.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EIPLOY COORD MECHANISRS 8 1.1250000 1.1259916 0 3.0000000
44UES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 8 8.3750000 1.1877349 6.0000000 10.0000000
44aUES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 8 9.2500000 1.1649647 7.0000000 10.0000000
644ELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 8 0.8750000 1.8077215 -2.0000000 4.0000000
45GJES UNORSTWN ROLE CO & XO/CUR 8 7.6250000 1.3024702 5.0000000 9.0000000
4SUES UNDUSND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 8 8.5000000 2.3299295 3.0000000 10.0000000
45OELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 8 0.8750000 3.1367636 -6.0000000 4.0000000
46QUES PROM INNOVT & RISK BNVRICUR 8 7.8750000 0.8345230 7.0000000 9.0000000
466UE PROM INNOVT & RISK BHVR/REQ 8 9.2500000 1.0350983 7.0000000 10.0000000
46OELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 8 1.3750000 1.5069406 -1.0000000 3.0000000
RGNBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 8 8.7500000 1.2817399 7.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC ACGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 7 7.9387755 1.0147120 5.7857143 8.7857143
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 7 9.2244896 0.6930517 8.1428571 10.0000000
RUDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 7 1.28S7143 1.3727176 -0.3571429 3.5000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
------............ OITnO----------POI~C --------------- -------------------------------------------
Va-tabLe Labet N Mean Std hev Minim. 14ximu
330E= NOW UP REQ OP FOEC/CUR 97 8.4845361 1.7918415 0 10.0000000
223
33OUES IOWO SUP REQ OP FORC/EQ 97 8.8556701 1.6519540 0 0.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 97 0.3711340 1.7097733 -8.0000000 6.0000000
344LIES DEVLP & COMM4 CaO VISN/CUR 97 8.2783505 1.561125 3.0000000 l0.O64000
34QUES DEVLP & COMM CON) VISN/REQ 97 9.2164948 1.1108068 5.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & C0P COMMAND VISION 97 0.9381443 1.3602576 -2.0000000 6.0000000
35JES IMPOR IND & WORK GRP/CUR 97 8.6082474 1.410946 3.0000000 10.0000000
35GUES IMPOWR IND & WORK GRP/REQ 97 9.1546392 1.1487331 4.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-EMPOSR INV & YORK GROUPS 97 0.5463918 1.1367041 -3.0000000 4.0000000
360UES DEVLP NGW-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 96 8.6458333 1.4435276 4.0000000 10.0000000
36OUES D.VLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 96 8.8750000 1.3158917 4.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 96 0.2291667 0.9997807 -4.0000000 2.0000000
37QUES BUIL DING TRUST/CUR 97 8.7628866 1.3827296 4.0000000 10.0000000
37.iES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 97 9.4536082 1.0105755 4.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 97 0.6907216 1.1026561 -2.0000000 5.0000000
38MUES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 97 8.3711340 1.5297030 3.0000000 10.0000000
38MES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 97 9.3402062 1.0496686 4.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 97 0.9690722 1.4101833 -'i.0000000 6.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 97 7.9587629 1.8080694 2.0000000 10.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 97 9.1649485 1.0376296 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 97 1.2061856 1.5474316 -2.0000000 7.COOOo
40OOUES BUILDING TEAMWORK/CUR 97 8.5360825 1.4723978 4.0000000 10.0000000
40UES BUILDING TEAMWORK/REQ 97 9.3917526 1.0057823 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMWORK 97 0.8556701 1.3843597 -2.0000000 6.0000000
41MAES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 97 8.5979381 1.4695506 5.0000000 10.0000000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 97 9.5463918 0.8167596 6.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 97 0.9484536 1.2193845 -2.0000000 4.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 97 8.2680412 1.4826459 4.0000000 10.0000000
420UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/kiQ 97 9.381,433 1.1034350 4.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 97 1.1134021 1.2737436 -2.0000000 6.0000000
43QUES EMPLY CORD X ECHNSM/CUR 97 7.9690722 1.6295041 4.0000000 10.0000000
43OUES EMPLY COORD MECHNSM/REQ 97 8.6804124 1.2628208 4.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD NECHANISMS 97 0.7113402 1.3990976 -4.0000000 4.0000000
44U•ES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 97 8.4948454 1.4514627 4.0000000 10.0000000
44LIES DEVLP SUWORDINATES/REQ 97 9.2577320 1.0923822 6.0000000 10.0000000
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SiUORDINATES 97 0.7628866 1.2142659 -3.0000000 5.0000000
450UES UNDRST*D ROLE CO & XO/CUR 97 8.8350515 1.4410674 2.0000000 10.0000000
45QiS UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 97 9.3402062 1.3298386 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE Of CO/XO 97 0.5051546 1.5950686 -10.0000000 4.0000000
46CUS PROM INNOVT & RISK HV`R/CU.R 97 8.3505155 1.5278064 4.0000000 10.0000000
46QJES PROM INNOVT & RISK BKW/REQ 97 8.9278351 1.2S20602 6.0000000 10.0000000
46OELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 97 0.5773196 1.4421848 -4.0000000 4.0000000
RGNBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 97 8.2577320 2.0170025 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 96 8.4248512 1.2268203 4.6428571 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/R 96 9.183779M 0.8722814 5.7142857 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 96 0.7589286 0.9572074 -2.5000000 4.4285714
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR IS$LES NEJ=S AND DELTAS
-.............................. POSITI=ON --------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Ninmm Niscmu
33GUES DOO SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 44 7.2954545 1.9834143 3.0000000 10.0000000
33aLES DOO SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 44 8.5227273 1.4861M4 3.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KOOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 44 1.2272727 2.1334941 -4.0000000 5.0000000
34OES DEVLP & COWE COM VISM/OUR 4 7.1818182 1.8460861 3.0000000 10.0000000
34OS•S DEVLP & COW COWS VISN/REQ 44 8.5909091 1.6749617 3.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COlE COMMIA VISION 44 1.4090909 2.5180112 -4.0000000 7.0000000
35GUES IMPOWR IND & WORK GRP/CUR 44 7.8181818 1.7556914 3.0000000 10.0000000
35EAS IMPOSE IND & WORK GRP/REO 44 8.4772727 1.8234727 2.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-BMPOS•R INV & WORK GROUPS 44 0.6590909 1.7907148 -4.0000000 4.000000
36OPES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 4 7.4772727 1.7717241 1.0000000 10.0000000
36UES DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/REO *4 8.2045455 1.67S8867 2.0000000 10.0000000
360ELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE *. 0.7272727 2.1389373 -4.0000000 9.0cO0000
375U3 BUILDING TRUST/CUR 44 8.6136364 1.2615220 5.0000000 10.0000000
375JES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 44 .1818182 0.9218971 7.0000000 10.'v00000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 44 0 5681818 1.3188742 -3.0000000 4.0000000
380UES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 44 8.i1227273 1.5772899 2.0000000 10.0000000
38JES MANAGING CNANGE/REQ 44 9.0454S45 0.8614359 7.0000000 10.0000000
380ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHUAGE 44 1.0227273 1.7452745 -1.0000000 7.0000000
39555 MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 4t 7.5681818 2.0618092 1.0000000 10.0000000
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39SQES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 44 9.113636" 0.953905 7.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 44 1.5454545 2.2041667 -3.00000 9.0000000
40GUES BUILDING TEAORK/CUI 4 8.4318182 1.4531078 4.0000000 10.0000000
4OQUIES BUILDING TEAMIORREQ 44 9.2954%5 0.8781467 7.0000000 10.0000000
MiDELTA DELTA-PJILDING TEAMORK 44 0.8636364 1.6366572 -3.0000000 6.0000000
41UES DEVLP PO0 ORGAN CLINAT/CUI 44 8.1818182 1.6321296 2.0000000 10.0000000
41IS DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/REG 44 9.1136364 1.3156643 3.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROMNT 4 0.9318182 1.8602041 -4.0000000 7.0000000
42MJES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/OiR 44 8.2954545 1.3043674 5.0 10.0000000
42MUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 44 9.1818182 0.9467872 6.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 44 0.8863636 1.5879768 -4.0000000 5.0000000
43lES auPIY COORD NECNSNWCOR 44 7.0000000 2.1020477 0 10.0000000
43JES EMPLY COO1D NECNMNS/REQ 44 8.2500000 1.6996632 0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLO OOD MECHANISMS 44 1.2300000 1.9183932 -2.0000000 7.000000
"Q44JES DEVLP SUSORDINATES/CJI 44 8.227272i 1.2734066 4.0000000 10.0000000
44GJES DEVLP SUEORDIMATES/REG 44 8.8181818 1.5291391 2.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 44 0.5909091 1.4991188 -5.0000000 3.0000000
4S5QES ULNRSTNW ROLE CO & XO/CUR 44 7.3181818 2.4756745 0 10.0000000
45WJES UNDRSTUD ROLE CO & XO/RlQ 44 8.8181818 1.6881630 2.00000010 10.000000
4SDELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANOING ROLE OF CO/XO 4 1.5000000 2.7995016 -5.0000000 10.0000000
460JES PROM INNOVT 4 RISK BHVR/CUR 44 7.6818182 1.7222582 2.0000000 10.0000000
46QUS PROM INNOVT & RISK BHYR/REQ 4 8.4545455 1.591467T 2.0000000 10.0000000
"4DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 44 0.7727273 1.9964137 -4.0000000 6.0000000
RGN3EH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 44 8.0454545 1.2931761 6.0000000 10.0000000
RGAU AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 44 7.7938312 1.2793508 4.0000000 9.9285714
RGAOR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/R 44 8.790584 1.0419967 5.7857143 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 44 0.9967532 1.4718490 -3.5714286 5.0000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-..............................POSITi,,IR .. . ...............................................................
Variable LabeL N Meun Std Day Minima Mkmxi.
33GUES iNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 143 7.3426573 2.1100193 0 10.0000000
33DMS KNW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 143 8.4265734 1.6032077 1.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOiW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 1&3 1.0839161 2.0192611 -4.0000000 7.0000000
34atJES DEVLP & COHN COS) VISM/CUR 143 7.5524476 1.9161226 0 10.0000000
34UES DEVLP & COWn COD VISN/REQ 143 8.7342657 1.6697434 0 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COHN COSAMMND VISION 143 1.1818182 1.981209 -8.0000000 7.0000000
35GJES IMPOIWR IND & WORK GAP/CUR 143 8.0489510 1.667116 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QlES IMPOR IND & WORK GAP/REQ 143 8.9230769 1.1872380 5.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-EIWOER IRV & WOW GROUPS 143 0.8741259 1.6778051 -3.0000000 7.0000000
36GUES DEVLP NON-PARCNL PERSP/CUR 141 8.0851064 1.797669 0 10.0000000
36GUES DEVLP MON-PARCil PERSP/RE 142 8.7676056 1.2864018 5.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 141 04.8943 1.749304 -3.0000000 8.0000000
370ES WILDING R1USl/CUO 143 8.4685315 1.3521199 4.0000000 10.0000000
37QiES BUILDING TRUST/REo 143 9.2307692 1.1176705 5.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUS 143 0.7622378 1.388876 -3.0000000 5.0000000
38QIJES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 143 8.2307692 1.4903082 4.0000000 10.0000000
38ES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 143 9.1958042 1.1086011 6.0000000 10.0000000
3BDELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 143 0.9650350 1.4747288 -3.0000000 6.0000000
39UES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 143 8.0839161 1.5267405 4.0000000 10.0000000
39gJES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 143 9.2587413 1.0662114 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 143 1.1748252 1.5119928 -2.0000000 6.0000000
40QUES BUILDING TEAISOK/CUR 142 8.309692 1.5120467 4.0000000 10.0000000
4OQUES BUILDING TEAW.,ORK/REQ 143 9.2587413 1.0326589 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-UUILDING TEAMWORK 142 0.9436620 1.4624115 -3.0000000 S.000000
41@UES DEVILP P03 ORGAN CLIFAT/CUR 143 8.2727273 1.4688396 4.0000000 10.0000000
41AIES DEVLP Pas ORGAN CLINAT/REQ 143 9.3706294 0.9395708 7.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROINENT 143 1.0979021 1.5073280 -3.0000000 S.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUlt 143 8.1958042 1.4644075 4.0000000 10.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/RIQ 143 9.3216783 0.946461 6.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 143 1.1258741 1.4185250 -2.0000000 5.0000000
43QUES IMPLY COOD MECUIIS/CUR 143 7.8181818 1.6768362 3.0000000 10.0000000
43UE3S BPt" COW IECHNSI/REt 143 8.861538 1.158634 5.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-iEWaOV COOWD MECUANISM 143 1.0279720 1.6612572 -4.0000000 6.0000000
"44ES DEVLP IORODINATES/1JR 143 8.3426573 1.5659443 3.0000000 10.0000000
"44WA DEVLP SUBORDINATES/15F 143 9.1748252 1.0435225 6.0000000 10.00000100
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP ISUORDINATES 143 0.8321678 1.4485836 -2.0000000 5.0000000
OWES UNIDSITO ROLE CO i XO/CUO 143 7.8391608 1.6343597 2.0000000 10.0000000
225
4SQUES UNIRSTNO ROLE CO & XO/REQ 143 9.0209790 1.3346336 2.0000000 10.000000
45OELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 143 1.1818182 1.8638003 -8.0000000 6.0000000
46UES PROM INNOVT & RISK SNVR/CUR 142 7.8732396 1.700M762 3.0000000 10.0000000
46JES PROM INNOVT & RISK BIHVR/REQ 14,2 8.760563. 1.3417M71 S.o000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 142 0.8573239 1.689710 -5.0000000 5.0000
RGNBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 143 7.9650350 2.0008063 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 139 8.0246660 1.26754,80 4.6428571 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 141 9.0278622 0.8971218 6.0714286 10.000O000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 139 1.0015416 1.253342 -2.0000000 4.5000000
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. POSITIOPS ....................................................................
VariabLe Label N Mean Std Dev Miniu Naxim
33OLES KNOW SUP REQ OP FOIC/CJE 16 8.6250000 1.8211718 4.0000000 10.0000000
33QUES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 16 9.5000000 0.8944272 7.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 16 0.8750000 1.8211718 -3.0000000 5.0000000
34UES DEVLP & COHN COND VISN/CUR 16 7.6250000 1.9958290 4.0000000 10.0000000
34QUES DEVLP & COHN COM VISM/REQ 16 9.0625000 1.5692355 4.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COHN COPEAND VISION 16 1.4375000 1.7114808 0 5.0000000
35OUES IMPOUR IND & WORK GRP/CUIR 16 7.5625000 2.3935678 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QUES IMPOIM IND & WORK GRP/REQ 16 8.6875000 2.5223997 2.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-EMPOWER INV & WORK GROUPS 16 1.1250000 1.6683325 -2.0000000 4.0000000
36OUES DEVLP NONI-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 16 8.1875000 2.0402206 3.0000000 1O.0000000
360ES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 16 8.5625000 2.0320351 3.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 16 0.3750000 2.0289570 -2.0000000 4.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 16 a.6250000 1.3102163 7.0000000 10.0000000
37.UES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 16 9.3125000 1.014785 7.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 16 0.6875000 1.138368 -1.0000000 3.0000000
3801ES MANAGING CHAMGE/CUR 16 8.2500000 1.5275252 5.0000000 10.0000000
38ES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 16 9.3750000 1.0878113 6.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 16 1.1250000 1.6683325 -2.0000000 4.0000000
390UES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 16 8.1250000 1.2041595 6.0000000 10.0000000
39aUES MANAGING CONFLICT/REO 16 9.3125000 1.4008926 5.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-IMNAGING CONFLICT 16 1.1875000 1.7591980 -4.0000000 3.0000000
40OES BUILDING TEANWORK/CUR 16 8.2500000 1.9493589 3.0000000 10.0000000
40OSES BUILDING TEAMWORK/REQ 16 9.1250000 1.5438048 5.0000000 10.0000000
400ELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMWORK 16 0.8750000 1.7841896 -2.0000000 6.0000000
41GUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 16 8.7500000 1.2909944 6.0000000 10.0000000
41UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REO 16 9.5625000 0.8139410 8.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 16 0.8125000 1.6007811 -2.0000000 4.0000000
425.3S MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 16 8.6250000 1.4083087 5.0000000 10.0000000
42UJES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 16 9.5625000 0.7274384 8.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 16 0.9375000 1.5692355 -2.0000000 5.0000000
43UES EMPLY COO D MECNNSM/CUR 16 7.6875000 1.8518009 4.0000000 10.0000000
43QJES EMPLY COOrD MECHNSM/REQ 16 8.6875000 1.9224550 3.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD MECHANISMS 16 1.0000000 2.3664319 -4.0000000 6.0000000
44OUES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 16 8.7500000 1.3904436 6.0000000 10.0000000
44OUS DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 16 9.0000000 1.5916449 5.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 16 0.2500000 1.5705625 -2.0000000 3.0000000
455UES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/CUR 16 6.9375000 2.6949026 3.0000000 10.0000000
45GUES UMSRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REt 16 8.8750000 1.8574176 3.0000000 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 16 1.9375000 2.7439327 -2.0000000 7.0000000
46CUES PROM INNOVT & RISK BHVR/CUR 16 8.0000000 1.8257419 5.0000000 10.0000000
46UES PROM INNOYT & RISK BUHR/REG 16 8.5000000 1.8973666 4.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 16 0.5000000 2.0976177 -3.0000000 5.0000000
RGMBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 16 8.3125000 2.3584953 3.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGAN IZATIONAL. BEHAVIOR/C 16 8.1428571 1.4254728 4.9285714 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 16 9.0803571 1.2418099 5.7857143 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 16 0.9375000 1.4809160 -1.5000000 4.2142857
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 1SSJES MEANS AND DELTAS
------------------- POSITlmOTNER --------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe LabeL N MOWn Std Oev MInlu Maimu
33MUES KOIOW SUP REG OP FORC/CUR 95 7.8526316 1.8960677 3.0000000 10.0000000
330U35 KNOW SUP REG OP FORC/REG 95 8.5263158 1.841518 2.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 94 0.6808511 2.1109686 -6.0000000 7.0000000
226
34WES OEVLP & COW cOcD VISN/CUR 95 7.6000000 1.87M 72 1.000000 10.0000000
34"5s DEVLP & caRm cci. viSWREv 95 8.5789%74 1.8712776 0 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COW CWM VISION 94 1.0000000 2.1800661 -6.0000000 7.0000000
3SJES INPO61R 10 & WOaR GRP/COR 95 8.3157895 1.63%53M 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QUES IONK 10 & WORK GRP/REG 95 8.9052632 1.5372930 3.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPOMER ivN & WORK OPS 96 0.5957"7 1.8334945 -5.0000000 5.0000000
36QJES DEVLP NOM-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 91 8.1538462 1.9432108 0 10.0000000
369US DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/UEM 91 8.6043956 1.5906006 0 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE go 0.4666667 1.455105 -3.0000000 S.0000000
370UES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 94 8.7446809 1.311123 5.0000000 10.0000000
37WiES BUILDING TIWST/REQ 95 9.3157895 1.0941154 4.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-UUILDING TRUST 93 0.5698925 1.5421459 -5.0000000 5.0000000
38"OS MANAGING CHANGE/CUO 95 8.2315789 1.5049750 4.0000000 10.0000000
38MES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 95 9.1789474 1.1758107 4.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 94 0.9574466 1.6258324 -5.0000000 5.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/UR 95 7.9052632 1.4736962 4.0000000 10.0000000
39SJES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 95 9.0210526 1.4511840 4.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 94 1.1276596 2.0066237 -5.0000000 5.0000000
400M BUILDING TEA.NORI/CUR 95 8.5473684 1.4124705 5.0000000 10.0000000
400UES BUILDING rEAMMKIREQ 95 9.2315789 1.1527269 4.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING ITAISORK 9, 0.7021277 1.6052969 -5.0000000 5.0000000
419UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 95 8.4862105 1.3357854 4.000000 10.0000000
41QES DEVLP Po0 ORGAN CLINAT/REo 95 9.2000000 1.1260928 4.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROSIENT 94 0.7234043 1.5821875 -5.0000000 6.0000000
429S MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 95 8.2421053 1.441894 4.0000000 10.0000000
42QES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 95 9.1263158 1.4309602 2.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 94 0.9042553 1.7168936 -5.0000000 6.0000000
439ES EMPI,, CORD NECNSN/CUOR 95 7.5684211 1.9276964 0 10.0000000
43QJES EMPLY COORD MECHNSM/RQ 95 8.6315789 1.7013926 2.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD MECHANIM 94 1.0851064 2.0407651 -4.0000000 7.0000000
4445S DEVLP SUIORDINATES/CUR 95 8.3263158 1.5672316 4.0000000 10.0000000
440UES DEVLP 9UR INATES/REQ 95 8.9789474 1.4802167 4.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 96 0.659"745 1.846M98 -4.0000000 6.0000000
455UES UNDRSTNI ROLE CO & XO/CUl 95 7.8621053 2.1552301 1.0000000 10.0000000
45"S UNDESTND ROLE CO A XO/tRE 95 8.5052632 2.5047771 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 94 0.6702128 3.15338"6 -10.0000000 9.
46QUES PlOM INNlOVT & RISK BHVR/Ofl 95 7.9052632 1.8684029 2.0000000 10.000000.
46QUS PROM INNOVT & RISK SUVR/tRE 95 8.6631579 1.5952758 4.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-kRN INN=. & RISK BEHAVIOR 94 0.7659574 1.9696018 -5.0000000 7.0000000
RONSEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 96 8.2812500 1.6267703 3.0000000 10.0000000
RGAOC AGGREGATEE-ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/C 90 8.1158730 1.285472 4.5714286 10.0000000
RGAOR AGOREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/R 91 8.8720565 1.1798342 4.4285714 10.0000000
RtDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIORAL BEHAVIOR 89 0.7624396 1.4306306 -3.9285714 5.0714286
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AMD DELTAS
--------------------- PO8IT1.NO----------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label I IsNw ltd 0e Minimum Nalimu
33ES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORCICUR 72 8.0138889 1.9751488 2.0000000 10.0000000
33GUES KNOW SUP RE OP FOEC/RAE 72 8.7083333 1.5052724 3.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 72 0.694444 2.1795392 -5.0000000 6.0000000
3(4UE DEVLP & COMi COD VIS/CUR 72 7.8611111 1.5410400 4.0000000 10.0000000
340US OEVLP & COW CON) VISN/REQ 72 8.9861111 1.2614887 4.0000000 10.0000000
34CELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COciK CWNAN VISION 72 1.1250000 1.5916817 -2.0000000 6.0000000
3565U8. IMPOlt IND) & WRA GRP/CUR 72 6.3472222 1.3017834 4.0000000 10.0000000
35C5S INPOUR IND & WORK GAP/REQ 72 9.1388889 1.0916528 6.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-EMPOMER IV & WORK GROUPS 72 0.7916667 1.4135910 -3.0000000 6.0000000
36UES DEVLP NON-PACKL PERISP/CUR 71 8.4647887 1.3291349 4.0000000 10.0000000
36M52 DEVLP N•-PARCN. PERSP/ItQ 71 9.0140645 1.177078 6.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCUIAL PERSPECTIVE 71 0.5492958 1.5286664 -3.0000000 6.0000000
370ME SBUILDING TlUST/CUI 72 8.6388889 1.2368241 5.0000000 10.0000000
37WMs WILDING TRUSTIN/ 72 9.4166667 1.0174533 5.0000000 10.0000000
3701LTA DELTA-WILDING TRUST 72 0.777778 1.3W5504 -4.0000000 4.0000000
38M5S NANAGING CANGE/OCJ 72 8.2222222 1.3132287 5.0000000 10.0000000
38ES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 72 9.3333333 0.9494M3 6.0000000 10.0000000
3aDELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 72 1.1111111 1.4588"2 -3.0000000 5.0000000
39QES ANAGMING CONFLICT/CUR 72 8.0694444 1.4273623 4.0000000 10.0000000
39WEU MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 72 9.2777778 0.9673868 6.0000000 10.0000000
39DGLTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 72 1.2083333 1.6092821 -3.0000000 5.0000000
40GUE BUILDING T!EANSOS/UC 72 8.4166667 1.3295133 4.0000000 10.0000000
227
4OSES BUILDING TEADQORUREQ 72 9.5277778 0.8716541 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-IUILDING TEAMWORK 72 1.1111111 1.5249618 -3.0000000 6.0000000
41ULES DEVLP PC$ ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 72 8.3472222 1.2577615 4.0000080 10.0000000
41OES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REP 72 9.5138889 0.9037178 6.0000000 10.0000600
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROSIENT 72 1.1666667 1.4042190 -3.0000000 6.0000000
42UAS MOTIVATING PEOPLE/UR 72 8.19444"4 1.4304425 4.0000000 10.0060000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 72 9.40277r8 0.9108 6.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-NOTIVATING PEOPLE 72 1.208=3 1.6092821 -3.0000000 6.0000000
43UES BNPLY COORD IECNNUI/¢JR 72 7.80SSS6 1.497M814 4.0000000 10.0000000
430AS EMPLY COW MECNNSM/REQ 72 8.9166667 1.1352235 5.0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-SPLOY C ECANIUSM 72 1.1111111 1.4909975 -2.0000000 5.0000000
4403S DEVKP UBOINATES/COR 72 8.2361111 1.3685919 4.0 10.0000000
44WAS DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REG 72 9.1805556 1.0254012 6.0000000 10.0000000
"4DOELTA DELTA-DEVE-LOP SUB0RDINATES 72 0.9444444 1.5644725 -3. 5.0000000
45QUES UMORSYI ROLE CO & XO/CUR 72 8.5555556 1.4426979 3.0000000 10.0000000
45tJES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 72 9.6111111 0.316885 6.0000000 10.0000000
4SDELTA DELTA-UNDERSTAMDING ROLE OF CO/XO 72 1.0555556 1.5280374 -3.000.. 6.0000000
46QUJS PROM INNOWT & RISK BNVR/CUR 72 8.069444 1.6126820 4.0000000 10.0000000
4661S PROM INNOVT & RISK SHVR/REQ 72 8.9722222 1.1002204 6.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 72 0.9027778 1.5397066 -3.0000000 6.
RONSEN ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR 72 8.3472222 1.8926077 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGA•C AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL UEHAViOR/C 71 8.2364185 1.1062104 4.1428571 10.00000
RAGOM AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BERAVIOR/R 71 9.2102616 0.8404746 6.0000000 10.0000000
RODELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 71 0.9738431 1.2403705 -2.7142857 5.4285714
NAN/GER NMAAENENTRM ISSUES NEAKS AND DELTAS
.............. STst .--------------------------PS a '-- ---- ---- ---- ---- --
S............................ POSIT1"*........................................................................Variable LabeL N Maun ltd Dev Mnimau Maxim
474UES MG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CU 8 7.0000000 1.5115S79 5.0000000 10.0000000
470UES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 8 8.1250000 1.88S0919 5.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 8 1.1250000 1.5526475 -1.0000000 4.0000000
481UES WG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 8 7.8750000 1.4577380 6.0000000 10.0000000
48UES NNG NIL PER BY RES PROC/REQ 8 8.6250000 1.4078860 6.0000000 10.0000000
4DELTA DELTA-MAUAGING NIL PERSONNEL 8 0.7500000 0.8864053 0 2.0000000
490JES EVAL MONMP STAF NEEDS/CUR 8 6.5000000 2.5634798 2.0000000 10.0000000
49QUES EVAL MANWPR STAF NEEDS/REQ 8 7.8750000 1.5526M75 6.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVWA MANPSER STAFFING NEEDS 8 1.3750000 2.3260942 -1.0000000 6.0000000
50UES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 8 4.2500000 1.3887301 3.0000000 7.0000000
SOhUES MNdAMM LAMOR RELATIONS/REA 8 6.5000000 2.7774603 0 9.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 8 2.2500000 2.7124054 -3.0000600 6.0000000
5111S NMAN NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 8 7.5000000 1.4142136 5.0000000 9.0000000
51JS MANS MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/•Q 8 8.3750000 1.304702 7.0000000 10.0000n00
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 8 0.8750000 1.3562027 -1.0000000 3.0000000
52UES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 8 8.1250000 1.2464235 6.0000000 10.0000000
525U15 PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 8 8.8750000 1.1259916 7.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE EThICAL PRAC IN OPS 8 0.1250000 0.3535534 0 1.0000000
AMPOWER NANPUWR/NUMAN RES MONT 8 7.6250000 1.9955307 5.0000000 10.0000000
ANAIC AGGREGATE--NANP6ER NGNT/MRN ISSUE$/C 8 6.8750000 0.995027M S.3 8.1666667
ANISE AOGNGATE--NANPWOER MGOT/HEM ISSUES/N 8 8.0625000 1.3121456 6.3333333 9.6666667
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOER MONTINRNS 1151 8 1.1875000 1.4892139 -1.3 3.1666667
S.............................. •ITI• ........................................................................
------ STI-------------------------------------------- PtTw ..................................
Variable Label N Nun Sltd Dev Minium Maximu
4765 NUB CIV PER BY REQ PROC/CUR 97 6.7010309 2.047177T 1.0000000 10.0000000
470215 - CIV PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 97 8.226801 1.3731439 3.0000000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 97 1.5257732 1.6776272 -2.0000000 6.0000000
485M11 WOG NIL PER BY Ne PROC/CUR 97 8.1237113 1.494465 4.0000000 10.0000000
48511S RIG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 97 8.7216495 1.2394746 5.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-KAMAING NIL PERSONiEL 97 0.597V381 1.2471617 -3.0000000 5.0000000
49655 EVIL NAPR STAF NEEDS/OR 96 7.4062500 1.8097870 3.0000000 10.0000000
49NUE EVAL MANPWR STAF NEE1S/E 96 8.4895W3 1.28959 4.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL WMAN ER STAFFING NEW 96 1.0033333 1.5672078 -2.0000000 6.0000000
50015 NAVA LAMOR RELATIONS/CR 95 S.52I61 2.7438213 0 10.0000000
NUhS MANAGE LAW RELATIONS/REQ 95 7.2000000 2.4564288 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-NANAE LAB RELATIONS 95 1.6736842 2.5700W48 -7.0000000 7.0000000
51um NANSW LTI-CUILT DIVwSY/CUR 97 7.5567010 1.894862 2.0000000 10.0000000
228
51UES OANI MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REG 97 8.2474227 1.7442222 1.0000000 10.00000
51DELTA DELTA-ANAGE UtLTI-CULT DIVERSITY 97 0.6907216 1.6352932 -4.0000000 6.0000000
52SUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 96 8.5104167 1.5148027 4.0000000 10.0000000
52QUES PROM ETNICL. PRAC IN OPS/REG 96 9.1250000 1.3078709 4.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 97 0.4639175 0.50128Mh 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER NANIPOi•R/IUI RES NGNT 97 8.0309278 1.710S896 3.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--MANPOWER MONT"/HA ISSUES/C 94 7.2819149 1.5531266 3.1666667 10.0000000
ANAGR AGGREGATE--MAMPWOER NGMT/NIR ISSUES/It 94 8.3604255 1.210496 4.1666667 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MORT/OAN ISSU 94 1.0585106 1.231483S -2.0000000 4.6666667
MANPOWER NANAGEMENT/HlN ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-.............................. POSITION ---------------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N NeM, Std Dev NMnima Maxinm
...main ...............e.....a...Q o ..nem.......* ....0...., .... .... ...., ........ 0..... .* ...... *......
47QUES NNG CIV PER iB REG PROC/UR 4 5.5454545 2.4252024 0 10.0000000
47W1ES MUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 4 7.8636364 2.5932911 0 10.0000000
470ELTA DELTA-NANAGING CIV PERSONUEL 44 2.3181818 3.0558577 -7.0000000 7.0000000
4MUES lUG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 4 7.6136364 1.5584117 4.0000000 10.0000000
48QUES IG NIL PER-BY REG PROC/REQ 44 8.7727273 1.4763821 2.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 44 1.1590909 1.7776805 -5.0000000 5.0000000
49OWES EVAL NANPM4 STAF NEEDS/CUR 44 6.9545455 1.967806" 0 10.0000000
49UES EVAL NANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 4 8.6136364 1.6025548 0 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 44 1.6590909 1.9161879 -3.0000000 7.0000000
SOQUS MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 44 4.1590909 2.6320315 0 10.0000000
SOQJES MANAGE LADMR RELATIONS/REQ 44 6.8409091 2.9722999 0 10.0000000
50DELTA DELTA-NMiAGE LADOR RELATIONS 44 2.6818182 3.5533610 -4.0000000 9.0000000
51US MANS NULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 44 7.4318182 1.7035903 2.0000000 10.0000000
51URS NANi NULTI-CULT DIVRSTT/REQ 44 8.0454545 1.9760725 0 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 44 0.6136364 1.5282747 -4.0000000 4.0000000
52UES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 4 8.2272727 1.4445348 4.0000000 10.0000000
521ES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 44 9.0227273 1.2102015 5.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 4 0.4772727 0.5052578 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER MAMPO/ER/UNAN RES MUST 44 8.2040455 1.5638287 4.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--NANPOIER NUST/NUI ISSUES/C 44 6.6553030 1.5132480 2.0000000 9.83333
ANAGR AGGREGATE--NANPUOER MKT/1HAM ISSUES/It 4 8.1931818 1.5642746 2.666667 10.0000000
AIOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NIT/HAM ISSU 44 1.5378788 1.7151339 -3.1666667 4.833333
S .................. • ........... POS..luOIR.....................................................................
------ 
----- :----------- POSITINOIR---------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Swd Dev minima Maxima
470tES MIG CIV PEU ST R G PROC/CUR 143 6.8181818 2.2940105 0 10.0000000
470ES MiG CIV PER BY RIE PROC/REQ 143 8.4265734 1.6804154 0 10.0000000
47)ELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 143 1.6063916 2.3013620 -6.0000000 9.0000000
4MUES NIG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 143 7.9790210 1.6845133 .. 000O0OO 10.0000000
48QUES PiG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 143 8.7342657 1.3051957 5.0000000 10.0000000
4IDELTA DELTA-IMNAGING NIL PERSONNEL 143 0.7552448 1.6151431 -4.0000000 7.0000000
49AJS EVAL NANPSU STAF NEEDS/ORit 142 7.4507042 1.9965011 1.0000000 10.00000001
490UA EVAL MIE SUTAF NEEDS/REQ 142 8.5845070 1.3113955 4.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 142 1.1338028 1.9686510 -4.0000000 7.0000000
SOUS MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 143 5.664336 2.6525551 0 10.00000001
5GUJES IANA LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 143 7.538"15 2.33699M5 0 10.0000000
5ODELTA DLTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 143 1.9720280 2.7165224 -6.0000000 8.0000000
Sl1UES MANG NLTI-CULT DIVISTY/CUR 143 7.2867133 2.054220 2.0000000 10.0000000
51UES MANS NMLTI-OI.T DIVRBTY/NEG 143 8.0349650 2.1767419 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-MANASE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 143 0.7482517 2.1012020 -8.0000000 7.0000000
52UES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 143 8.2867133 1.545654 3.0000000 10.0000000
52UES PROM ETNICL PRAC IN OPS/REl 143 8.9300699 1.563898 0 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PEAC IN OPS 143 0.5104895 0.5016470 0 1.0000000
AMPOWER NANPOUER/HUMAN RES MONT 143 8.2517483 1.7501249 2.0000000 10.0000000
AUIC AG0REQATE--$IJIPOWER MNUT/NIN ISSUES/C 142 7.32394 1.6679614 3.1666667 10.0000000
ANAIR AGGREGATE--MAINPEA MUIT/lIN ISRES/It 142 8.3779343 1.3686107 3.1666667 10.0000000
AOiELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MNA N= T/IW I= 142 1.1455399 1.58375 -4.1666667 5.3333333
MANPOWER MAIINAGENT/I•U IES MREANS A DELTAS
-------------------- o --------.................................................................
Varimabe Label I Mean VI Dev Minima Mai
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4NJES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/OR 16 5.3750000 3.0956959 1.0000000 10.0000
47QUE5 PUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 16 7.9375000 2.322933 1.0000 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-NANAGIN(, CIV PERSONNEL 16 2.5625000 2.8511694 -2.0000 7.000010010
48SJES ISIS NIL PER BY REG PROC/OUR 16 7.25000010 2.1756225 3.0000000 10.0000
48QUES NNS NIL PER BY REO PROC/REQ 16 8.0625000 1.806Z392 4.0000000 10.0000000
4SDELTA DELTA-RANAGIMS NIL. PERSONNEL 16 0.8125000 2.2867371 -5.0000 5.0000
49555 EVAL KANPUR STAF NEEDS/OUR 16 7.4375000 1.9311050 3.0000 10.0000000
4955 EVAL KNAPUR STAF NEEDS/REQ 16 8.5625000 1.213 6.0000 10.0000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL NANPOWER STAFFING NEES 16 1.12s0000 2.02970 -2.0000000 6.0000000
SMSS HAMAM LABOR RELATION/CUR 16 4.5000000 3.1411251 0 10.0000
50558 HNJUAM LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 16 7.1875000 2.9033027 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-NANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 16 2.6875000 2.5223997 -2.0000 7.0000000
SIGUES NANG MUILTI-CULT DIVUSTY/OUR 16 6.75000010 2.1134490 3.0000000 10.0000
SIQUES MANG MULTI -CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 16 7.3750000 2.578759% 0 10.0000
SIDELTA DELTA-MAMAGE MULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 16 0.6250000 2.9636689 -9.0000000 4.0000000
SM5S PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 16 7.6875000 1.771419 5.0000000 10.0000000
52GLIES PROW ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 16 8.7500000 1.6931233 -5.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 16 0.3125000 0.4787136 0 1.00000010
ANPOWER HANPOUERIIUNAA RES MNT 16 8.187500 1.7594980 5.0000000 10.000100100
AMAC AGGREGATE--MANPOWER NONT/HU I55155/C 16 6.5000000 2.0566063 3.5000000 10.0000000
AMAU AGGRESATE--NANPUi0ER MNGT/HRN 15555S/U 16 7.9791667 1.8795931 3.1533 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- NANPOWJER MONT/HUN4 ISSU 16 1.4791667 2.011886 -2.5000000 5.1666667
............... OIW E ----------PSluHE --------------------------------------------------------
Varfable LabeL N HMG Std Owv Ninium N&Xima
47OU5Z NCG CIV PER BY REQ PROC/CUR 95 6.0210526 2.0751415 2.0000 10.0000000
47555S lUG CIV PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 95 7.5578947 2.327978 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 94 1.5744681 2.9711493 -8.0000 8.0000000
48JE5 MG NIL PER BY REQ PROC/OUR 95 7.9368421 1.5215510 4.0000000 10.0000000
485.5 NCG NIL PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 95 8.3473684 1.9967678 0 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-HANAGINS NIL PERSONNEL 94 0.4148936 2.2785M9 -8.0000000 5.0000
49558S EVAL KANIPUR STAY NEEDS/CUR 95 7.2210526 1.8287 3.0000000 10.0000000
49GUES EVAL HANPIR STAF N EED S/REQ 95 8.38a%737 1.739M69 1.00000100 10.0000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 94 1.180851 2.422828 -8.0000000 6.0000000
50555S MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 95 4.5578947 2.5794432 0 10.0000000
500111 HANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 95 6.6421053 2.9460243 0 10.0000000
5ODELIA DELTA-WANAE LABOR RELATIONS 94 2.1595745 3.5235100 -7.0000000 9.0000000
515115 NANG MULTI -CULT DtEWITY/OR 95 7.2B42105 1.8830891 3.0000000 10.0000000
SIUMS HANG NUILTI-OJILT DIVRSTY/REG 95 7.8421053 2.0489530 0 10.0000000
SIDELTA DELTA-HUANAG IULTI-CUlLT DIVERSITY '94 0.5744681 2.4951106 -9.0000000 6.0000000
52M11 PROW ETNICL PIIA IN OPS/OR 95 3.4026316 1.4274544 4.00001000 10.00001000
520 113 PROM ETNICL, PRAC IN OPS/REG 95 8.936842 1.8m472 0 10.0000
52DELTA DELTA-PROHOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN CPS 96 0.4375000 0.4966825 0 1.0000000
ANPOlER NMAIWOER/NUMAN RES WONT 96 8.1979167 1.6066951 2.0000000 10.0000000
AAC AGGRESATE--WAJIPOIJER NONT/HUN 155115/C- 95 6.912280 1.3405924 3.0000000 10.0000
AJIAGN ASGRESATE--MNAJPWOER WONT/NU ISS155/U 9 7.9526316 1.790790 1.00100000 10.00000010
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MNAOWOER MONT/NUN1 ISM 94 1.0656028 2.122758 -7.6666667 6.1666667
MANPOWER MANAGENNT/HRK ISSUES MEAN AN DELTAS
-------------------... P0SIT~mO ----------------------------------------------------------------
Vari*Abl Label Ný Se. td 0ev Mini.. Noxio
47551S lUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/OUR 72 6.888888 1 .=1063 2.0000000 10.0000000
47555E NNG CIV PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 72 8.3194444 1.3089765 5.00000010 10.0000000n
471DELTA DELTA-NANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 72 1.4305556 2.1677949 -4.0000000 8.0000000
4=55 NM NIL PER BY REQ PROC/CUR 72 8.0555556 1.3882 5.0000000 10.001001000
48555 WOI NIL PER BY REQ PROCIREO 72 8.6944444 1.2060749 5.0000000 10.0000000
48DILTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 72 0.638888 1.6640825 -5.0000000 4.0000000
49053 EVAL NANPUR STAF NESDS/CUR 72 7.3750000 1.7477350 3.00900000 10.0000000
49QUI5 EVAL NANMII STAF MESDS/REQ 72 8.3472=2 1.3443646 4.00000100 10.0000000
4906LTA DETA-EVAL MNAPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 72 0.97222 1.906048 -4.0000000 5.0000000
50555$ MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 72 5.1405556 2.5025417 0 10.0000000
50555 NANAGE LAMO RELATIONS/REO 72 7.1805556 2.1580M7 0 10.0000000
5UELTA 96LIA-HIWIME LAMOR RELATIONS 72 2.0000000 2.5342721 -3.0000000 10.0000000
SUM RANG IEI~LTI-COLT DIVRSTY/CUR 72 7.6527M7 1.6M8649 3.0000000 10.0000000
SQUMS NANG MULTI-CUlLT DIVNSTY/RI 72 8.3611111 1.52=511 2.0000000 10.00000010
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51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 72 0.708=33 1.7315425 -4.0000000 6.0000000
S20ES Plt6 ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUI 72 8.4722222 1.5288053 3.0000000 10.0000000
S2QES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 72 9.1944444 1.2176968 5.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PRIOMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 72 0.4583= 0.5017575 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER NANPVIER/HUIAN RES 14NT 72 8.2500000 1.3609235 4.0000000 10.0000000
NACC AGGREGATE--NANPOWER MGNT/IM! ISSUES/C 72 7.2708m 1.3953975 3.6666667 9.8
ANAGR AGGREGATE--NANPWOER MNlMT/NRR ISSIES/R 72 8.3495370 1.1168645 5.0000000 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NONT/ARN ISSU 72 1.0787037 1.5257242 -3.833333 5.1666667
COMMNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
S............ --------------- POSIT1i1 .' .. .. .. .. .. ...................................................
VariabLe Label N Mem Std Dev Minimo Naximu
C53QES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 8 8.1250000 1.6420806 6.0000000 10.0000000
RS3MJES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 8 9.6250000 0.5175492 9.0000000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 8 1.5000000 1.4142136 0 3.0000000
C54QJES POS & NEG FEEDBACK/CUR 8 8.0000000 1.0690450 " 6.0000000 9.0000000
R54OJES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 8 9.3750000 0.7440238 8.0000000 10.0000000
GS4OELTA DELTA-POS & NEG FEEDBACK 8 1.3750000 1.3024702 -1.0000000 3.0000000
C55QUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CU0 8 7.5000000 1.9272482 4.0000000 9.0000000
RSSES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 8 8.6250000 1.5059406 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 8 1.1250000 1.3562027 0 4.0000000
CNGUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 8 7.6250000 1.0606602 5.0000000 8.0000000
R56QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 8 9.6250000 0.5175492 9.0000000 10.0000000
Q56DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY a 2.0000000 1.3093073 1.0000000 5.0000
C57QUES ULD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR 8 6.8750000 2.2320714 3.0000000 9.0000000
RS7ES BILD WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 8 9.3750000 0.7"40238 8.0000000 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 8 2.5000000 2.5071327 0 7.0000000
C58UJES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL SRP/CUR 8 8.7500000 0.7071068 8.0000000 10.0000000
It8UES REP CROR TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 8 9.2500000 1.164967 7.0000000 10.0000000
Oa€DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 8 0.5000000 1.1952286 -1.0000000 2.0000000
C5901ES CLIMATE OF OPEN COMVCUR 8 7.7500000 0.8864053 6.0000000 9.0000000
R59SUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CMU/REQ 8 9.3750000 1.0606602 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUNICATIONS 8 1.6250000 1.5979898 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C6 0UES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 8 8.3750000 0.9161254 7.0000000 10.0000000
R6OUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 8 9.3750000 0.9161254 8.0000000 10.0000000
60ODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 8 1.0000000 1.1952286 0 3.0000000
cowN CCIUSNICATION 8 9.1250000 0.9910312 7.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COMMUNICATIONS/C 8 7.8750000 0.7647362 6.6250000 8.8750000
CONAGR AGGREGATE--CGNJN ICATIONS/R 8 9.3281250 0.6645941 8.000000 10.000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CO¢IEUICATIONS 8 1.4531250 1.1532901 -0.1250000 2.7500000
S...................................TlsCO....................................................................
---------------------- POSITICO---------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N Neen Std Day Mininm Maxim
----------------- eeoe es - ---------eo ----------e..o, e ---- W . ....' . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .....e . e .e e e • • ........ o•e.... ..
C53UES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 97 8.5979381 1.3667159 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 97 9.1443299 1.0991445 5.000000 10o0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 97 0.5463918 1.3151411 -3.0000000 4.0000000
C54GE$ P05 & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 97 8.2969691 1.4660388 4.0000000 10.0000000
R54QUES POS A NEC FEEDSACK/REQ 97 9.2680412 1.0258M2 S.0000000 10.0000000
S54DELTA DELTA-POS & NEC FEEDBACK 97 0.9690722 1.204693 -2.0000000 6.0000000
C55UES DELVW EFF ORAL PRES/4UR 97 8.0103093 1.5240765 3.0000000 10.0000000
P55MES DELVE EFF ORAL PIES/REQ 97 9.1752577 1.0607614 5.0000000 10.0000000
05SDELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 97 1.1649485 1.5790320 -3.0000000 7.0000000
C6SUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 97 8.2680412 1.5035753 4.0000000 10.0000000
I56OES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 97 9.4020619 0.975315 6.0000000 10.0000000
G6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 97 1.1340206 1.3816420 -1.0000000 5.0000000
C57QUES 5D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CUR 97 7.9690722 1.4022112 4.0000000 10.0000000
070=S LD 30WORK & SIURT IELTN/hEG 97 8.9793814 1.0799M46 5.0000000 10.0000000
057DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPORT RELAT 97 1.0103093 1.645476 -3.0000000 6.000000
C58¢SES REP ORE TO EXTRUL GRP/OUR 97 8.1340206 1.5453483 4.0000000 10.0000000
3580•[S REP ORGi TO EXTRNL ERP/R•G 97 8.927551 1.2437127 3.0000000 10.0000000
GMDELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL SRPS 97 0.793814 1.3458125 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C59QJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COISCUVR 97 8.8865979 1.2406004 6.0000000 10.0000000
ft"GSES CLIMATE OF OPEN C036/REQ 97 9.3814433 0.9513510 6.0000000 10.000000
9"DELTA DELTA-CLINATE OF OPEN CINJMICATIONS 97 0.49484S4 1.0320258 -2.D000300 4.0000000
C60S,1S CONDJCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 97 8.1134021 1.5196030 4.0000000 10.000000
R600IS5 CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REO 97 9.1237113 0.9616836 6.0000000 10.0000000
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6WODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 97 1.01030M3 1.4178538 -3.0000000 6.0000000
Caml COMMUNICATION 97 5.9381443 1.8530068 1.0000 10.0000000
COMMAC AGREGATE--COIIMUNICATIONS/C 97 8.2847938 1.1179965 5.1250000 10.0000000
CONMAR AGGDEGATE--CM NUN ICATIONS/R 97 9.1752577 0.8601152 5.6750000 10.000o000
COM)ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CONIUM[CATIONS 97' 0.890"n39 1.0372706 -1.2500000 4.7500000
COIIMNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.-.-............. PS~wN----------POIIO ---------------------------------------------------------
Varilbte LabeL N men Std Dev Ninf a NMxiomn
CS3QUES WITING EFFECTIVELY/UR 44 8.3409091 1.2378372 5.0000000 10.0000000
RS3GUES WITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 44 9.0681818 1.3011216 S.000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 44 0.7227272? 1.6616556 -5.0000000 4.0000000
CS4UEOS PO & MEG FEEDBACK/CI•R 4 7.7954545 1.6222228 3.0000000 10.0000000
R54QUJS P05 & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 44 9.0909091 1.1374836 5.0000000 10.0000000
054DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 44 1.2954545 2.0182832 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C55@ES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 4 8.0000000 1.5551864 3.0000000 10.0000000
R55QUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 44 9.1590909 1.0771017 5.0000000 10.0000000
55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 44 1.1590909 1.6836171 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C56GLES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CO 14 8.2045455 1.8313331 1.0000000 10.0000000
RS6SJES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 44 9.2954545 0.9296047 6.0000000 10.0000000
S6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 44 1.009091 1.997M847 -2.0000000 9.0000000
CSU7WES B3D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/CIR 44 7.59091 2.1708232 1.0000000 10.0000000
RS7OES WLD WORK & SUPRT RELTM/REQ 44 8.7272727 1.3701746 5.0000000 10.0000000
G57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 44 1.1363636 2.2473851 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C58WUES REP CRE8 TO EXTUNL GRP/CUIE 44 7.3863636 2.4132956 1.0000000 10.0000000
RI58OMS REP MOMR TO EXITEM. S1P/RIEQ 44 8.3636364 2.1790857 0 10.0000000
a58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL CRPS 44 0.972727 2.3673028 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CS9OUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CO/CUR 44 8.4090909 1.4194362 5.0000000 10.0000000
RS9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN COIM/lEQ 44 9.2272727 1.0535353 S.0000000 10.0000000
059DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUICATIONS 44 0.8181818 1.6033791 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C60QJES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 44 8.0227273 1.3891379 4.0000000 10.0000000
R6OQJES CONUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 44 9.1363636 1.0474978 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q60DELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 44 1.1136364 1.5584117 -3.0000000 5.0000000
CamI COSIMUNICATION 44 8.9318182 1.3876151 5.0000000 10.0000000
COAMGC AGGREGATE--CCIOMIICATIONS/C 44 7.9687500 1.3149202 4.7500000 10.0000000
CMAGR AGGREGATE--COSUIAICATIONS/R 44 9.0085227 1.0030469 5.2500000 10.0000000
COIWELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CCIJUNICATIONS 44 1.0397727 1.4494317 -3.7500000 4.1250000
S.............................. P ........ I ..................................................................-
......... ........... POSITIODIE-a----a--------------------------------------------------------
Variabte Labet N NMn Std Dv Minima Maxima
------. ---. ----------------i ------- a ..... .., .......... . .... ..ee ... e .... 0 ................... a .e ...... . . . e.... 
C53JEPS WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 143 8.4335664 1.3868570 3.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 143 9.3076923 0.9585109 5.0000000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 143 0.8741259 1.3419931 -3.0000000 7.0000000
CS44IES P06 & MEG FEEDBACKI/CUR 143 8.2867133 1.392VA40 4.000000 10.0000000
RS0UES POS & MEG FEEDBACKIREG 143 9.1048951 1.2317015 0 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 143 0.8181818 1.5950468 -10.0000000 S.0000
CS5iES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 143 8.2027972 1.4070218 4.0000000 10.0000000
R55UES DELVE EFF ORAL PRIES/REQ 143 9.0839161 1.097M96 4.0000000 10.0000000
SSOELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 143 0.8811189 1.5943983 -3.0000000 6.0000000
C56GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 143 8.3496503 1.5631344 3.0000000 10.00000
RS6SJES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REG 143 9.3146853 0.8992922 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q56DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 143 0.9650350 1.6290176 -3.0000000 7.0000000
CSTGI.S RD WORK & PRT NELTN/aWEt 142 7.5563380 1.8585614 3.0000000 10.0000000
RST7JES OLD WORK SUPT UELTN/REQ 142 8.6549296 1.5530605 2.0000000 10.0000000
457DELTA DELTA-WILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 142 1.0965915 1.9653374 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C58WE REP OROW TO EXTRNL URP/CJR 143 7.6993007 1.9174339 2.0000000 10.0000000
RSOUES REP CRON TO EXTRUL GiP/REQ 143 8.5244755 1.6480128 3.0000000 1O.0000000
QS8DELTA DvLTA-REPiEUNT ORG TO EXTERNAL UPS 143 0.521748 1.8435830 -5.0000000 6.0000000
CS9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CW1S/CUE 143 8.4895lOS 1.249603 5.0000000 10.0000000
R59hhS CLIMATE OF OPEN COhh/REQ 143 9.1118881 1.0421058 5.0000000 10.0000000
QEDELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COIMUNICATIONS 143 0.6223776 1.1371090 -2.0000000 3.0000000
C60•UIS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 142 8.1056338 1.4227520 S.0000000 10.0000000
R60MES COIMCO= MEETINGS EFF/REQ 143 8.9660140 1.13823"4 4.0000000 10.0000000
WOELTA DLTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 142 0.8802817 1.4463571 -4.0000000 5.0000000
COlM COMIMICATIOl 143 8.5944056 2.1004284 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMC AMGREGATE--CWUNICATIONSI/C 141 8.1542553 1.1593600 5.2500000 10.0000000
232
COMM AGGREGATE--WCUNJICATIOMS/R 142 9.0123239 0.9504933 5.6250000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CMMICATIONS 141 0.8546099 1.15095 -2.0000000 3.3750000
............................... •............................... •........m.................................
COUNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
.............................. POSITUiOPS ------------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe LabeL N ome Std Dev Niniu Naxiu
. .... 0...........0........ o..........................................-..................... 0......o.........
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 16 8.3125000 1.3524669 5.0000000 10.0000000
EQ3BUES URITING EFFECTIVELY/REO 16 9.1875000 0.8341663 8.0000000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DtLTA-WEITING EFFECTIVELY 16 0.8750000 1.3102163 0 5.0000000
CS4UES P0S & MEG FEEDBACK/COR 16 8.4375000 1.262630 6.0000000 10.0000000
R54UES POS & NEG FEEDBACK/lEO 16 9.1875000 0.8341663 8.0000000 10.0000000
054MELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDSACK 16 0.7500000 1.0000000 -1.0000000 2.000
C55OUS DELVR EFF ORAL PIES/CUE 16 7.9375000 1.3889444 5.0000000 10.000000
ISSQES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 16 8.7500000 1.0645813 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 16 0.8125000 0.9610708 -1.0000000 2.0000000
CSU6ES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CWE 16 8.2500000 1.5705625 6.0000000 10.0000000
ES56OS LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REI 16 9.1875000 1.7969682 3.0000000 10.0000000
056DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 16 0.9375000 2.1437895 -4.0000000 4.0000000
C570UES LD WOK & SUPRT RELTM/CUR 16 8.0000000 1.4605935 5.000000 10.0000000
RS7JES BoD UORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 16 9.0625000 0.9287085 8.0000000 10.0000000
057DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 16 1.0625000 1.1814539 -1.0000000 3.0000000
C58DUES REP ORGU TO EXTUIL GRP/CUR 16 7.3125000 2.1515496 4.0000000 10.0000000
EIt5JES NEP ORON TO EXTRNL GRP/IEQ 16 8.2500000 1.9148542 4.0000000 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 16 0.9375000 1.5692355 -1.0000000 4.0000000
C59QJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COISqC.uR 16 8.3125000 1.4476993 5.0000000 10.0000000
R59OJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COMl/REQ 16 9.0625000 1.481834 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COINUNICATIOMS 16 0.7500000 0.9309493 0 2.0000000
C600UES CODUCT MEETINGS EFF/OJE 16 7.5625000 1.364734 4.0000000 10.0000000
I6OQUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 16 8.0625000 1.9,82896 3.0000000 10.0000000
a60DELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 16 0.5000000 1.3165612 -3.000000 2.0000000
CON" COMMJNICATION 16 8.7500000 1.8797163 3.000000 10.0000000
CO=AGC AGGREGATE--COMNUNICATIONS/C 16 8.0156250 1.0437063 6.3750000 10.0000000
COMAGM AGGREGATE--COIU1JNICATIONS/R 16 8.8437500 1.0892467 5.8750000 10.0000000
CONSELTA AGGREGATE DELTA- -COMMUNICATIONS 16 0.8281250 0.9000868 -0.7500000 3.0000000
-.............................-P0ITI.OTER.........R........................................................
Varfabte LabeL N Mean D" Nenim Naxiu
C53SJES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/OR 95 8.536421. 1.2531707 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53OWS WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 95 9.2000000 0.997356 5.0000000 10.0000000
GHDELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 94 0.6702128 1.546056 -3.0000000 5.0000000
C54OJES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 95 8.1368421 1.2932766 5.0000000 10.0000000
.548JES P05 & MEG FEED3ACC/DEQ 95 9.0631579 1.1467858 5.00O0000 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 94 0.9361702 1.6383083 -3.0000000 5.0000000
CSSOUES DELVE EFF ORAL PIES/CUR 95 8.0000000 1.4731642 4.0000000 10.0000000
ESSOUES DELVR EFF ORAL PIES/REG 95 9.0000000 1.1108747 5.0000000 10.0000000
055DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 94 1.0106383 1.5691562 -2.0000000 6.0000000
CS6OES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CWE 95 8.3789474 1.3541029 5.0000000 10.0000000
256GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 95 9.3157895 0.9369643 5.0000000 10.0000000
056ELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 94 0.9468065 1.4837253 -2.0000000 5.0000000
CSTBUES BID WORK & SUPRT 3ELTN/CUR 95 7.5789474 2.0451237 0 10.0000000
AM=03 5 LD 1WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 95 8.8105263 1.4164290 0 10.0000000
57DELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAY 94 1.2446809 1.6440585 -2.0000000 9.0000000
CS80U REP ORON TO EXTRUL URP/COR 95 7.6631579 1.8137215 1.0000000 10.0000000
i5JES REP ORU TO EXTEt.L QP/REG 95 8.5263158 1.5077255 0 10.0000000
058DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL URPS 94 0.8723404 1.7733635 -6.0000000 6.0000000
CS9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CO R 95 8.6105263 1.3706245 3.0000000 10.0000000
R59BES CLIMATE OF OPEN COMM/RQt 95 9.2842105 0.9186387 6.0000000 10.0000000
ODMLTA DELTA-CLINATE OF OPEN COMUNICATIONS 94 0.6806511 1.2288010 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C60BUS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUW 95 8.0842105 1.3421415 4.0000000 10.0000000
60EUES WCOUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 95 9.0105263 1.250487= 2.0000000 10.0000000
GI6OKLTA DELTA-CONOUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 94 0.9361702 1.6184966 -7.0000000 5.0000000
WONN COUICATIO 96 8.8854167 1.6343020 3.0000000 10.0000000
¢OIW C AOlREATE--WNIECATkIONS/C 95 8.1256842 1.1470207 4.7500000 10.0000000
C€KME AGI[GR E- -W•IUICATIONS/R 95 9.0263158 0.841670S 6.2500000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--CKUiNICATIONS 94 0.9122540 1.178299 -1.750000 5.0000000
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COMMJNICATIONS IMES MEANS AID DELTAS
---------------------- PoSITluXo --------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte LabeL N Neon Std 0ev NMni NMAxius
C53GUES URITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 72 8.4027778 1.2633481 5.0000000 10.0000000
R53CS WllTING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 72 9.2777778 0.9072823 7.0000000 10.0000000
G53DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 72 0.8750000 1.299379 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C54•ES POS& £MEG FEEDBACIC/R 72 8.2361111 1.3053849 5.000000 10.0000000
RS4QENS PM0 & MEG FEEDMCK/REQ 72 9.3750000 0.846923 7.0000000 10.0000000
Q54DELTA DiELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 72 1.1388839 1.2368241 -2.0000000 4.0000000
C55ES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 72 7.971 1.5741953 3.0000= 10.0000000
R55GUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 72 9.1111111 1.0421478 7.0000000 10.0000000
055DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 72 1.1388889 1.8637049 -2.0000000 7.0000000
CS6U6ES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 72 8.1805556 1.3356055 5.0000000 10.0000000
R56GUES LISTENING EFJIECTIVELY/RE0 72 9.4722222 0.855m331 7.0000000 10.0000000
QS5DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 72 1.2916667 1.51U6003 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C57UIES BID WORK & SUPRT RELTMI/CR 72 7.3750000 1.7796779 0 10.0000000
R570JES ID WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REQ 72 8.8194,44 1.2140769 5.0000000 10.0000000
i57DELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & PPORT RELAT 72 1."44444 1.7911275 -3.0000000 5.0000000
C58UES REP ORUN TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 72 7.3196444 2.0680425 0 10.0000000
R58JES REP ORiN TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 72 8.5694444 1.6769052 0 10.0000000
Q58ELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL UPS 72 1.2S00000 1.9M827,8 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C59UES CLIMATE OF OPEN CONN=/OJR 72 8.6527778 1.3125582 4.0000000 10.0000000
R59GUES CLIMATE OF OPEN CMI/IREO 72 9.5000000 0.7872219 7.0000000 10.0000000
QS9DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUSICATIONS 72 0.8472222 1.3391160 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C6OLRS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/COR 72 8.1388889 1.4661010 4.0000000 10.00000
R6OLM CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 72 9.2777778 0.8916233 7.0000000 10.0000000
QGODELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 72 1.1388889 1.5592121 -3.0000000 5.0000000
CoMM CWOMUIICATION 72 8.8472222 1.5713968 3.0000000 10.0000000
COMIC AGGREGATE--COMMUNICATIONS/C 72 8.0347222 1.1016198 5.0000000 9.7500000
COMMR AGGREGATE--COIUJICATIONS/R 72 9.1753472 0.7860076 6.7500000 10.0000000
COI4ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COIJUNICATIOKS 72 1.1406250 1.1945330 -1.7500000 4.5000000
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS AND DELTAS
-............................ -O- -- -----CO/X . . . ..----------------------------- - ---------------------
VariabLe Labet N Mean std Dev Minnim Mxui
CIUES INTERP FINAN STATENSTS/CUR 245 5.8571429 2.3850628 0 10.0000000
RMIES INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS/REQ 245 7.424489 1.7200041 0 10.0000000
OlDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAl STATENNITS 244 1.5450820 2.3381820 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2WES RECOG FUNLNO SOURCES/RCU 246 6.4715447 2.4588871 0 10.0000000
R2SUES RECOG FUSNOD SOURCES/ 2.46 8.044715T4 1.624410 0 10.0000000
G2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 24 1.5731707 2.4245201 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C3UES EVAL OPEr & CAP SUDGETS/CUR 246 6.2439024 2.5293105 0 10.0000000
R3SES EVAL OPER & CAP UUDGETS/REQ 246 7.6341463 1.9702617 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP DUDETS 246 1.3902439 2.5718544 -6.0000000 10.0000000
CGES RES MONT ADV & DRWKJCUR 243 5.3045267 2.7966604 0 10.0000000
MGMES U.S POIT ADV & DIUI/IREQ 242 7.1735537 2.8566809 0 10.0000000
QWELTA DELTA-RESOUIRCE NNT DV & DRAWBCKS 242 1.8677686 2.6619674 -7.0000000 10.0000000
CSUES NUX EN FROM REIMIR/CR 240 4.7125000 3.0867259 0 10.0000000
35,35 MAX EN FROM REINUR/REQ 239 6.33472= 3.0356577 0 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-MAX 8E FROM REIMiR 239 1.6108787 2.9006922 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C6MES ORK W/PROCUORNT SYS/CO 246 5.0569106 2.52432 0 10.0000000
MIQUES WORK W/PROCUOMfIT SY$/RE 246 6.5894309 2.1319078 0 10.0000000
QEDELTA DELTA-WORK V/PROCURENEHT SYSTEM 246 1.5325203 2.7054290 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C7SES COS-BENFT ANAL TECN/CUR 246 5.9796748 2.6255405 0 10.0000000
RT7ES COST-VENFT ANAL TECN/REI 246 7.2967480 2.2272316 0 10.0000000
4TDELTA DELTA-COST/IENEFIT ANAL TECN 246 1.3170732 2.6582703 -9.0000000 10.000000
FIGMINT FINANCIAL/RESOURCE NMNT 246 7.8495935 1.6356175 3.0000000 10.0000000
FINAiC AGIREGATE--FINANCIAL/C 239 5.6927675 2.1969961 0.1428571 10.0000000
FINAOR AGIIRIATE--FINANCIAL/R 239 7.2175732 1.77503 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGIGEGATE DELTA--FliNICIAL 238 1.5228091 2.185739 -5.5714286 9.5714286
........... NDUCN010.............................................................
%wiable Ldot U Men Std Dev NMnitm Mimla
...............................................................................
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CIlUES INTERP FINAN STATENNTS/CUR 229 4.7248908 2.4527715 0 10.0000000
RICUES INTERP FINAl STATEMNTS/REQ 229 7.3537118 1.9649689 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA-INTERP FINAN STATENNTS 228 2.6271930 2.5836758 -4.0000000 8.0000000
C20JES RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/CUR 229 4.9301310 2.5121478 0 10.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUENDG SOURCES/REQ 229 7.8340611 1.8205628 0 10.0000000
02DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 228 2.903508 2.6213938 -3.0000000 9.0000000
c3OJES EVAL OPER & CAP iUDGETS/AUJR 229 4.6812227 2.5664239 0 10.0000000
R3MJES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/REQ 228 7.507719 2.159M891 0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP UDGETS 227 2.8017621 2.66"1501 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C4UES RES MGNT ADV & DRIBK/CUR 229 4.8296943 2.4191833 0 10.0000000
R4GUES RES MT ADV & DRIBK/REQ 229 7.5065502 2.3742406 0 10.0000000
"Q4DELTA DELTA-RESOURCE NGNT ADV & DRAWBACKS 228 2.6754386 2.7058286 -10.0000000 10.0000000
CSQUES MAX SEN FROM REINBR/CUR 229 4.1135371 2.7585974 0 10.0000000
RSQUES MAX OEN FROM REINUR/REG 229 6.8733624 2.9059282 0 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-MAX SEN FROM REIIBR 228 2.7543860 3.0619489 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C6QUES WORK W/PROCIJRNNT SYS/CUR 228 4.0394737 2.5314278 0 10.0000000
R6OUES WORK W/PROCURMNT SYS/REQ 229 6.8122271 2.4323530 0 10.0000000
Q6DELTA DELTA-WORK U/PROCUREMENT SYSTEM 227 2.7973568 2.8569729 -f.0000000 9.0000000
C7OIES COST-SENFT ANAL TECH/CUR 229 5.0611354 2.6648657 0 10.0000000
R7QUES COST-SENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 229 7.4716157 2.227288M 0 10.0000000
Q7DELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 228 2.4298246 2.6531315 -5.0000000 10.0000000
FINSMGNT FIMANCIAL/RESOURCE MNOT 230 8.0173913 1.7730767 1.0000000 10.0000000
FIMAGC AGGREGATE-- FINANCIAL/C 228 4.6240602 2.1334817 0.2857143 9.7142857
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIAL/R 228 7.3439850 1.8531706 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 226 2.7104930 2.3296149 -3.2857143 8.2857143
PROGRAM PLANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
---------------------------- HONCHOl1CO/XO -----------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std DOev Miniu Kaxiu
i....... ...... le ................................. o ... ........... i.. eio......... e ....... o.. .. ga. o o .. s. .. a
CSQUES MANONG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 246 5.8943089 2.3829771 0 10.0000000
RSaUES NANONG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 2" 7.5894309 1.8555295 0 10.0000000
Q8DELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 246 1.6951220 2.3352963 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C90JES NETHOS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 246 6.4105691 2.1414591 0 10.0000000
R9QIUES NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 246 7.8211382 1.6314887 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 246 1.4105691 2.1509680 -6.0000000 7.0000000
CIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 246 5.642276" 2.3513091 0 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 245 7.4734694 1.9638929 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 245 1.8244894 2.2881135 -4.0000000 10.0000000
C1I1UES EDP IMIR PRIM & MTHD/CUR 246 7.3861789 1.7616238 1.0000000 10.0000000
RI1UES DIP INPROV PRIM & NTHD/IREO 246 8.5934959 1.4946839 3.0000000 10.0000000
QI1DELTA DELTA-EMP INPROV PRIM & NTHD 246 1.2073171 1.9508521 -6.0000000 7.0000000
C12GUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 244 7.8319672 2.1641587 0 10.0000000
RI2UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 244 8.3278689 2.0038754 0 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 2"4 0.4959016 1.8801496 -7.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 246 7.7723577 1.553U715 2.0000000 10.00oo00o
PPEAAC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 24 6.6467213 1.8031378 1.4000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 243 7.9794239 1.4171574 3.4000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 243 1.3374486 1.7670179 -4.8000000 6.0000000
S ............................... o.,,,.o co/.o................................................................
---............ No"lNLCm----------MOCO.00X -----------------------------------------------------
Variabte Label N Mean Std Dev Minima Maxim
C8WUES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 229 5.2707424 2.5089436 0 10.0000000
RSQUES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/REQ 229 7.7248908 1.8983697 0 10.0000000
QBmELTA DELTA-MAMAGING PLANNING PROCS 228 2.4912281 2.3680904 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C9QUE3 METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 229 5.6157205 2.3971688 0 10.0000000
R9QUES METNDS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 229 7.9213974 1.6866155 0 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METHDS EVAL PROGRAMS 228 2.3421053 2.2185797 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CIOGUES EVAL & APPL1 MARKET ANAL/CUt 229 4.8733624 2.6567751 0 10.0000000
RIOQIES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/RE• 228 7.4a24561 2.0272698 0 10.0000000
OIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 227 2.6211454 2.6"19175 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C11QUES EMP IMPROV PRIM & NTND/CUR 229 7.0218341 2.0097251 1.0000000 10.0000000
RllQUES EMP IMPROV PRIM & MTND/REQ 229 8.4017467 1.5146062 2.0000000 10.0600O
QI1DELTA DELTA-EMP INPROV PRIM & MTND 228 1.4122807 1.874058S -5.0000000 9.0000000
C12•WS DEPT & FUiC NIL FAC/CUR 228 7.3070175 2.0888932 1.0000000 10.0000000
R12QIM DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 229 8.4934496 1.6157669 0 10.0000000
Q12ELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUEC NIL FAC 227 1.2114537 2.0218390 -10.0000000 7.0000000
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PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 230 8.0478261 1.5476054 2.0000000 10.0000.00
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 228 6.0131579 1.9801666 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 228 8.0035088 1.4627191 1.0000000 10.00000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL 226 2.0079646 1.8591563 -4.4000000 7.4000000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
.ICI=C---------------------------- .................................................................
Variebte Label N NMan Std Dev Minium Naxiu
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 216 7.8943089 1.5296419 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 246 8.7642276 1.2846427 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 246 0.8699187 1.5568642 -S.OO)O0 7.0000000
CIU4ES INCLD OTHR DECS9 MAIKG/CUR 245 8.2"80 1.5672181 1.0000000 10.0000000
R14OWES INCLO OTHR DECSN MAKNG/REQ 245 8.7306122 1.4145329 0 10.0000000
Q14OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 245 0.4857143 1.4360693 -8.0000000 6.0000000
C15OUES DECISN MAING TECH/CUR 246 7.7154472 1.6513214 3.0000000 10.0000000
R1SQIES DECISMN MNAJG TECH/REQ 2,6 8.55284SS 1.3321963 3.0000000 10.0000000
Q15DELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 246 0.8373984 1..56448 -5.000000 7.0000000
C16QUES USE MWNT NFO- SYS TECH/CUR 245 5.8285714 2.21470M0 0 10.0000000
R16iUES USE MONT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 2" 7.8442623 1.7333357 1.0000000 10.0000000Q16DELTA DELTA-USE NGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 244 2.0000000 2.1848713 -3.0000000 8.0000000
C17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 246 5.6463415 2.2877060 0 10.0000000
RI7MUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 246 7.1504065 2.0055382 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 246 1.5040650 2.304.8272 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C18QUES STRNG WEANlS STAT TECH/CUR 246 5.4878049 2.4339968 0 10.0000000
R18QUES STRMG WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 245 7.1591837 2.0929153 0 10.0000000
Q18DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECNS 245 1.6612245 2.4131484 -7.0000000 9.0000000
C19QIES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 246 5.3963740 2.3008067 0 10.0000000
R19QUES NOV INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 246 6.8699187 1.9164S65 0 10.0000000Q19DELTA DELTA-NOV INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 246 1.4715447 2.2235296 -7.0000000 8.0000000
C20QUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/CUR 246 7.4634146 1.8173436 2.0000000 10.0000000
R2O0JES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 246 8.4268293 1.2716419 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q2OOELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 246 0.9634146 1.6371587 -5.0000000 6.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAKNG/PROBLM SOLV 246 8.3699187 1.5001189 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 244 6.7156762 1.5703374 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGRGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 243 7.9403292 1.2342663 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 243 1.2222222 1.5548262 -5.1250000 5.8750000
S........................... nmC.O1-NO CO/.O .................................................................
------------------- HOCN OCNO qo/xo -----------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Lalwt N Men Std Dev Mini. MaximA
C13QUES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 229 7.5283843 1.74096 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13.ES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 229 8.8253275 1.0902541 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q13•ELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 228 1.311403= 1.6215650 -5.0mm00O0 7.0000000
C14aUES INCLD OTlR DECSN MAKNG/CUR 229 7.9606987 1.4699419 3.0000000 10.0000000
R4IUES INCLO OTHI DECSN MAING/tEG 229 8.7336245 1.1860873 5.0000000 10.0000000
014CELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSI MAKING 228 0.7850877 1.4639114 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C15OWES DECISM MAIiGG TECH/CUR 228 7.5438596 1.7058611 3.0000000 10.0000000
R15AES DECISN NMAOIS TECH/REQ 228 8.6140351 1.2938947 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q15ELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 227 1.0837004 1.6094435 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C16QUES USE MGNT INFO SYS TECN/CUR 229 5.2707424 2.4145157 0 ¶0.0000000
R16GUES USE NaHT INFO SYS TEIH/REQ 229 7.9126638 1.6 3 1.0000000 10.0000000
0l16ELTA DELTA-USE NMGIT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 228 2.6666667 2.4229689 -4.0000000 10.0000000
CIm7JES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 229 5.2445415 2.5307804 0 10.0000000
R17UES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 227 7.1497797 1.9765299 0 10.0000000
Q17I[LTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 226 1.9026549 2.6431113 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C1IQUES STENG WEAIOSS STAT TECN/CUR 229 4.9344978 2.6073592 0 10.0000000
RI1MS STrRN WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 229 7.2663755 2.0676615 0 10.000000
O1IDELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TEICS 228 2.3508772 2.7057858 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C19SES NOV INFO SY5 DESIGNED/UR 225 4.7675439 2.4911118 0 10.000000
R19QUES HW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REG 229 7.1135371 1.9969559 1.0000000) 10.0000000
Q19DELTA DELTA-NOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESiGNlD 227 2.3656388 2.5647819 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C20WIES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/OC 228 6.6929M2, 2.2197638 0 10.0000000
R2OMES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 229 8.388663 1.5423966 3.000000 10.0000000
aO0ELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 227 1.7136564 2.1123192 -5.000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION NAKNO/PROBM U0LV 230 8.2478261 1.848962 1.0000000 100000000
DECAIC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKINI/PUROWI SOLY/C 227 6.2411894 1.7142136 1.8750000 10.0000000
DECAM AGGREGATE--DEC MAKINM/PROLE• SOLV/R 226 7.9994469 1.2103430 4.0000000 10.0000000
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DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 224 1.7712054 1.7177431 -4.5000000 7.S000000
LEGAL ISSUES lEANS AND DELTAS
-----.-- ......-------------- H ONCH01 ,O/XO ------------------------------------------------------------------
Variabte LabeL N meum Std DOev Minimum mxiu
C21WJES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJICUR 246 7.89w3740 1.6956840 3.0000000 10.0000000
I2IQUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 246 8.3252033 1.8449974 0 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCMJ 246 0.4268293 2.0001867 -9.0000000 7.0000000
C2MES * PUNISHMENT UlNR UCMJ/CUR 246 7.9430094 1.7902266 2.0000000 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHMENT UDA UO4J/REQ 246 b.0609756 2.0344837 0 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNER UCOJ 246 0.1178862 2.1262032 -8.0000000 8.0000000
C23AUES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CUR 246 7.9837396 1.8338484 2.0000000 10.0000000
R23OLtES INITIATE-ACT UCKJ VIOLTN/REQ 246 8.3414634 2.0094847 0 10.0000000
Q23DELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UOIJ 246 0.3577236 2.1670259 -9.0000000 8.0000000
C24•ES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 246 7.1:38211 2.0311965 1.0000000 10.0000000
R24aIS ADN SEP AUTV & PROC/REQ 246 7.6260163 2.1300508 0 1O.0000000
Q24DELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 246 0.5121951 2.2726981 -9.0000000 8.0000000
C2SUES KNOW LIA MOSP & PROF/CUR 245 6.8163265 2.1622077 0 10.0000000
R2SUES KNOW LIAO NOSP & PROF/REQ 245 8.093776 1.9761289 0 10.0000000
Q25DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAR OF HOW A PROF 245 1.2775510 2.1030097 -8.0000000 10.0000000
C26UES KNOW ENVIRON IPCT ISSU/OR 246 6.3373984 2.1712368 0 10.0000000
R26@.ES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/REQ 246 7.9674797 1.9626511 0 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIROM IMPACT ISS 246 1.6300813 2.3606791 -8.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 245 7.2367347 1.7767503 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 245 7.3585034 1.6224115 2.1666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/i 245 8.074299 1.7045093 0 10.0000000
LEG)ELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 245 0.7163265 1.8229103 -8.0000000 7.0000000
........................... OC 1.O../...................................................
VariabLe Label N maon Std Dev MNnui Maxinm
C21OWES KNOW VIOLTN OF UOIJ/CUR 229 6.7161572 2.1011173 0 10.0000000
R21QES KNOW VIOLTN OF UOEJ/REQ 228 8.3508772 1.7534482 2.0000000 10.0000000
021DELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UCNJ 227 1.6299559 2.1666379 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C22GUES PUINISHMEINT UNOR UOU/CI/ 229 6.28E2096 2.4233678 0 10.0000000
R220UES PKNISHEN•T UNDR UCMJ/REQ 229 8.0131004 2.0868854 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q22DELTA DELTA-PUiNISHMENT UIDER UCMJ 228 1.7412281 2.4564331 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUR 229 6.2052402 2.4897630 0 10.0000000
R23UES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTV/REG 228 7.9561404 2.1276048 0 10.0000000
0230ELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UDIJ 227 1.7621145 2.5565759 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C24CUES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/CUR 228 5.7236842 2.5077783 0 10.OObOOOO
R24GUES ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC/REO 228 7.7192982 2.1691013 1.0000000 10.0000001
024dELTA DELTA-ADNIN SEP AUTH & PROC 227 2.0088106 2.5779720 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C25inJ[ KNOW LIAR MOSP A PROF/CUR 229 6.7074236 2.1758215 0 10.0000000
R25UES KNOW LIAR OSP & PROF/REQ 229 8.3668122 1.812708 0 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAB OF HOSP & PROF 228 1.6754386 2.3540971 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C266UES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT IS/OCUR 229 6.0043668 2.3442685 0 10.0000000
R260UES KNOW ENVIROM INPCT ISS/REQ 229 7.869956 1.9467358 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q26DELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT IS$ 228 1.881578W 2.4276333 -4.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 230 7.1652171 1.9080635 1.0000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL fSSUES/C 228 6.2741220 1.9412638 0.8 3 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 227 8.0594714 1.7063886 1.1666667 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 226 1.7861357 2.0511327 -5.1666667 8.6666667
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT ISSUES HEAM AND DELTAS
S ..................... w....... NNiCNl1-O/NXO ...................................................................
VareabLe Label N mome Std Oaw Minim Maxi
27QU31 IPCT OSMA REn NOP OP/CUR 245 6.3265306 2.2884936 0 10.0000000
270UEs IMMCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 245 7.5551020 2.4765342 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSaA ON NOSP 245 1.2285714 2.5116124 -8.0000000 10.0000000
2UES EVAL PROP TO AUX TECH/CUO 246 6.6219512 1.89934U2 0 10.0000000
2ftUEO EVAL PROP TO AGUJR TECN/REQ 246 7.6626016 1.6987341 0 10.0o0000
28DLTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECl 246 ".04065m 1.964969 -8.0000000 8.0000000
29[S OP9 & LIM DOD/DON NATAL/OJR 245 .15312 2.3212M3 0 10.0000000
237
29OLIES OPP & LIN DOD/DOW MATRL/REQ 245 7.2040816 1.872794 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 245 1.3510204 2.2848505 -7.0000000 9.0000000
30QUES OVRSEE EQUIP MGMT PRG/CUR 246 6.2357724 2.2395728 0 10.r)000000
3U0ES OVRSEE EQUIP MGHT PRG/REQ 246 6.9308943 1.9564912 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NMT PROGRAM 246 0.6951220 2.1248137 -7.0000000 9.0000000
31UJES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 246 6.4837396 2.0278016 0 10.0000000
31MUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 26 7.2682927 1.9360097 1.0000000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REGS 246 0.7845S2S 2.0559335 -7.0000000 9.0000000
32OUES OVRSEE FACILITIES NGNT/CUR 246 6.4552846 2.0313945 0 10.0000000
32JES OVRSEE FACILITIES MONT/REQ 246 7.0731707 2.0708698 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NGMT 246 0.3 0.4723656 0 1.0000000
PHONT OPERATIONS MGMT ISSUES 245 7.1387755 1.6337647 1.0000000 10.0000000
PHAC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MMNT ISSUES/C 244 6.3285S19 1.7017165 0.8333333 10.0000000
P5M11 AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES/Rt 244 7.2773224 1.6330087 1.0000000 10.0000000
PISELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL MMNT ISSUES 244 0.9487705 1.82755 -7.3333333 8.3333333
-..............------------ HONCHOl uNOCO/XO ......................................----.........................
Varfabte Label N Neow Std Dev Minim-, oMaima
27QUES IMPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 229 5.8864629 2.6316628 0 10.0000000
27QUES IMPCT OSHA REQ OSP OP/REQ 229 7.7641921 2.1655865 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA-IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 228 1.8947368 2.5321490 -5.0000000 10.0000000
28QUES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/CUR 229 5.8820961 2.2863214 0 10.0000000
28WUES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECl/REQ 229 7.6812227 1.7987026 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AMR TECH 228 1.8157895 2.3618323 -6.0000000 8.0000000
29QES OPP & LIM DOD/DON MATRL/CUR 229 4.7510917 2.5312193 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LIM DOD/DON NATRL/REG 228 7.4956140 1.9247926 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIN TO DOD/DON MATRL 227 2.74"934 2.5461933 -3.0000000 9.0000000
30OWS OVRSEE EQUIP MONT PUG/CUR 229 5.1790393 2.5058348 0 10.0
30QUES OVRSEE EQUIP MIT PRG/REQ 229 6.9781659 2.0571770 0 10.00000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP VMUT PROGRAN 228 1.8157895 2.4226021 -5.0000000 8.
31UES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 229 4.9519651 2.5840873 0 10.0000000
31QUES ENSUE EXEC SECRTY REQ/REQ 229 6.8034934 2.2904811 0 10.000l000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE EXECUTION OF SEC REQS 228 1.8684211 2.4710238 -5.0000000 9.0000000
32QUES OVRSEE FACILITIES MGMT/CUR 229 4.6375546 2.7521260 0 10.0000000
32QUES OVlSEE FACILITIES MONT/REQ 229 6.5720524 2.6090776+ 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC NMT 230 0.2565217 0.4376656 0 1.0000000
PHONT OPERATIONS MONT ISSUES 230 7.2739130 1.7178023 1.0000000 10.0000000
PNAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL NONT ISSUES/C 229 5.2147016 2.0697798 0.33 9.8333333
PKASE AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MOT ISSUES/R 228 7.2112573 1.697463 0.6666667 1O.0000000
PMDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL NGIT ISSUES 227 2.004053 2.0426211 -4.0000000 7.1666667
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES NEANS AND DELTAS
--------------------- rno~oimw/x -------------------------------------------------------------
Variable LabeL N Na Std Dev Mnimu Maxiu
33QUES KOW1 SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 246 8.2804878 1.8600487 0 10.0000000
330AES KOW1 SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 246 8.6585366 1.6528M80 1.0000000 10.0000000
330ELTA DELTA-*NOE & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 246 0.3780488 1.9079228 -6.0000000 7.0000000
34QUS DEVLP & COM COW VISM/CUR 246 8.1178862 1.6333030 3.0000000 10.0000000
34O1S DEVLP & COW COW VISN/REQ 246 8.9227642 1.4048495 2.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COMM COMMAND VISION 246 0.80=8780 1.7007011 -8.0000000 6.0000000
3501S IMPONR IND & WORK SRP/CUR 246 8.4674797 1.4725236 2.0000000 10.0000000
35QU3S IMPOWE INO & VORK GRP/REQ 246 9.0121951 1.2792910 3.0000000 10.0000000
350ELTA DELTA-EMPOMER INV & WORK GROUPS 246 0.5447154 1.5212886 -5.0000000 7.0000000
36QUES DEVLP NON-PARCML PERSP/CUR 241 8.5062241 1.5414288 0 10.0000000
36UAES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 242 8.8057851 1.4169570 0 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NOM-PAROCNIAL PERSPECTIVE 241 0.3029046 1.4036974 -4.0000000 7.0000000
37RUES BUILDING TRUST/CUR 246 8.7479675 1.2622849 4.0000000 10.0000000
37WES 1 WILDING TRUST/REQ 246 9.3699187 1.0753972 4.0000000 10.0000000
37MLTA DELTA-WILING TRUSt 246 0.6219512 1.3368276 -S.0000000 5.0000000
38QS MANAGING CANG/CUl 246 8.3780488 1.3907001 3.0000000 10.0000000
3ME , MNAGING CNANGE/REQ 246 9.2804878 1.079M 4.0000000 10.0000000
38ELTA DELTA-NANAGING CNANG 246 0.9024390 1.4703304 -5.0000000 6.0000000
390UE$ NANAGING CONFLICT/CJR 246 8.0528455 1.5522374 3.0000000 10.000000
390tUES NMANING CONFLICT/LREQ 246 9.1585366 1.1863459 4.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 246 1.1056911 1.7181528 -5.0000000 6.0000000
400tMXS WUILDING TEA1SRCCUR 245 8.5836735 1.4077285 4.0000000 10.0000000
238
400QES BUILDING TEAMORIK/REQ 246 9.3963740 1.0120889 4.0000000 10.0000000
4)DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEA4WORK 245 0.8122449 1.5140913 -5.0000000 6.0000000
41@UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 246 8.5650407 1.3285858 4.0000 10.0000000
41SES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 246 9.4268293 0.994Z342 4.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRIOMENT 246 0.8617886 1.4160095 -5.0000000 6.0000000
42GUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CIR 246 8.36M8537 1.3066318 4.0000000 10.0000000
42QES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 246 9.3008130 1.1459596 4.0000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 246 0.9349593 1.5212231 -5.0000000 6.0000000
43OUES EMPLY COORD MECHNSN/CUR 246 7.9593496 1.5539200 0 10.0000000
43LES ENPLY WORD NECHNSN/REQ 26 8.735772 1.3337460 3.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY MORD NECHANISMS 246 0.7764228 1.4910663 -4.0000000 5.0000000
"44UES DEVIP SUBORDINATES/CUR 246 8.4796748 1.3929630 4.0000000 10.0000000
449UES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 246 9.154s715 1.2022599 4.00000 10.0000000
44OFLTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 246 0.6747967 1.4624326 -5.0000000 5.0000
4SQUES UNRSTMD ROLE CO & XO/CUR 246 8.83 1.3941081 2.0000000 10.0000000
45QES UIJDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 246 9.1869919 1.7067968 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 246 0.3536585 2.1017308 -10.0000000 6.0000000
46UES PROM INNOVT & RISK BHVR/CUR 246 8.2967480 1.5796375 2.0000000 10.0000000
460UES PROM INiOVT & RISK BHVR/REQ 246 8.8414634 1.3534794 4.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 246 0.547154 1.6696671 -5.0000000 7.0000000
RGNDEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 246 8.3963740 1.8126062 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 240 8.3886905 1.17S486 4.1428571 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/I 242 9.0879575 0.9743193 4.4285714 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 240 0.6968095 1.2021450 -3.9285714 5.4285714
. ......... 0.......-.....--.-------.-..-0.-...-..0.0....0- -....----...........-.--. o...........0...-....-.....
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-- ..-. . .O 1O / .. ..----------- .mC.O1.N...o..C/o-----------------------------------------------------------------
VariabLe Label N NMn Std Dev Minniu Nazism
m..............0......................-.-.......-................. . • ......... me ...........................-..
335JES KNOU SUP REG OP FORC/CUR 229 7.3187773 2.0409506 0 10.00000O0
33QJES KOOU SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 229 8.5895197 1.59%1434 0 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 228 1.2763158 2.0517448 -8.0000000 7.0000000
34OIJES DEVLP & COHN CONS VISN/CUR 229 7.314105 1.8771040 0 10.0000000
34QUES DEVLP & COWS COWS VISN/REQ 229 8.7467249 1.7210131 0 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COWSI COIMAND VISION 228 1.4429825 2.0503129 -6.0000000 7.0000000
3SQUES IMPOR. IND & WORK GRP/CUR 229 7.9650655 1.6984520 2.0000000 10.0000000
3SOUES IMPOlR IND & WORK GRP/REQ 229 8.8908297 1.4723635 2.0000000 10.0000000
3SDELTA DELTA-EMPOWER INV & WORK GROUPS u2 0.9296246 1.6242615 -4.0000000 5.0000000
36WUES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 226 7.8982301 1.8531166 0 10.0000000
36QUES DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 226 8.6725664 1.4169920 2.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA OELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 225 0.7822222 1.7580540 -4.0000000 9.0000000
37MJS BUILDING TRUST/CUR 228 8.5043860 1.3553542 4.0000000 10.0000000
37UES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 229 9.2838428 1.0185779 5.0O00000 10.0000000
370ELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 227 0.7797357 1.3353379 -3.0000=(0 5.0000000
38UE S MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 229 8.082969M 1.5635985 2.0000000 10.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CHANGE/REQ 229 9.200873 1.0403268 5.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 228 1.1228070 1.5658264 -3.0000000 7.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 229 7.8777293 1.683015 1.0000000 10.0000000
39SUES MNAGING CONFLICT/REQ 229 9.2183406 1.0659872 5.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 228 1.3464912 1.7096151 -4.0000000 9.0000000
40QUES BUILDING TEA.NSIRK/CUR 228 8.2S87719 1.489659 3.0000000 10.0000000
400UES BUILDING TEAMJORK/REQ 228 9.2500000 1.0510117 4.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMIJK 227 1.0000000 1.4963061 -3.0000000 6.0000000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLINAT/CUR 229 8.2270742 1.4841149 2.0000000 10.0000000
41OLES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 229 9.3318777 0.9684803 3.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 228 1.1096491 1.5455760 -4.0000000 7.0000000
42OMES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 229 8.131004 1.4660932 4.0000000 10.0000000
42OUE$ MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 229 9.3231"41 1.0045671 2.0000000 10.0qO4000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 228 1.2017544 1.4552341 -2.000000 5.0000000
43QUES EMPLY WmORD NECHNSM/CUR 229 7.4628821 1.909041 0 10.0000000
43OUES EMPLY COORmD NECHNSM/REQ 229 8.711790W 1.446=T81 0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COOMD NECH4UISNS 228 1.2587719 1.89798" -4.0000000 7.0000000
44OUES DEVLP SUBORDICIATES/CUR 229 8.2270742 1.5477660 3.0000000 10.0000000
4JUES DEVLP SUSORDINATES/REQ 229 9.0742358 1.2420S90 2.0000000 10.0000000
44OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 228 0.8508772 1.5831294 -4.000000 6.0000000
45AUES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/CUR 229 7.2489083 1.9943035 0 10.0000000
4SOES UNDRSTNO ROLE CO & XO/REQ 229 8.8820961 1.6381105 0 1O.0X)0000
45KDLTA OELTA-UIDERSTANOING ROLE OF CO/O 228 1.6403509 2.2336126 -8.0000000 10.00n0000
460.ES PROM INNOVT & RISK B3WC/OR 228 7.6666667 1.7417732 2.0000000 10.0000000
46OUES PROM INNOVI & RISK BHVR/REQ 228 8.7105263 1.4280000 2.0000000 10.0000000
239
46DELTA DELTA-PUCK IMNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 227 1.0484581 1.7377472 -5.0000000 6.0000000
ROUBEN ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 230 7.9434M7 1.9404511 1.0000000 10.0000000
ROWAS AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 223 7.869638 1.2716970 4.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGR AGGIREGATE- -ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/R 224 8.9675638 0.9751206 4.6428571 10.000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 222 1.1225869 1.2935115 -2.1428571 5.0714286
MANPOWER NANAGEENT/Nh ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
-............................ -NONCO1CO/XO . .................................................................
Variable Label N MGM, Std Dev Nnium Maximu
4MUES HUG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 246 6.7032520 1.997m370 1.0000000 10.0000000
47aJES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 246 7.9512195 1.86196M8 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 246 1.2479675 2.2459705 -7.0000000 8.
48QES MuG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 246 8.1504065 1.4277640 4.0000000 10.0000000
48iUES tISG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 246 8.5243902 1.5190675 1.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 246 0.3739837 1.7327500 -8.0000000 5.0000000
49UES EVAL MAMPWR STAF NEEDS/OZR 244 7.5778899 1.68"4973 3.0000000 10.0000000
49UES EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 244 8.3770492 1.4334503 1.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 24 0.7991803 1.769M432 -8.0000000 5.0000000
50GUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 244 5.3442623 2.6458151 0 10.0000000
SOBJES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 244 6.9754096 2.6068268 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 244 1.6311475 2.893730M -7.0000000 10.0000ooo
51IGES NANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 246 7.59349S9 1.7442028 2.0000000 10.00OOOOl
51UES MANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REQ 246 8.1382114 1.8286839 0 10.0000000
5IDELTA DELTA-MANAGE NULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 246 0.5447154 1.957724 -9.0000000 7.0000000
52QES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 245 8.5673469 1.4173092 3.0000000 10.0000000
52GUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REG 245 9.0571429 1.4643300 1.0000000 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 246 0.4756098 0.5004229 0 1.0000000
AMPOWER MANPOVER/IHUMAN RES MONT 246 8.1991870 1.5296256 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANASC AGGREGATE--MANPOER NT/HIM ISSUES/C 242 7.3154270 1.4055153 3.5000000 10.0000000
ANMAG AGGREGATE--MAMPUOER NGMT/NUN iSSUES/I 242 8.1721763 1.4218433 1.0000000 10.0000000
AiDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NONT/UiN ISM 242 0.8567493 1.5867138 -7.6666667 5.3333333
S........................... ao.c.ol-vo.co/xo ...................................... . ...........................
.............. NMN-q-lx----------NCO110/O ------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N NMen Std Dev Minimau Maxiu
47QUES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 229 6.2445415 2.4263771 0 10.0000000
.4735ES NNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 229 8.3056769 1.8668420 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-NANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 228 2.0789%74 2.5191591 -8.0000000 9.0000000
48OUS NNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 229 7.7379913 1.6991735 3.0000000 10.0000000
48GUES lNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 229 8.7379913 1.4361857 0 10.0000000
4aDELTA DELTA-MAMAGING NIL PERSONNEL 228 1.0043860 1.6986592 -6.0000000 7.0000000
49gLES EVAL AMP STAF NEEDS/CUR 229 7.0480349 2.0609907 0 10.0000000
49QLIES EVAL MANPM STAF NEEDS/REI 229 8.5895197 1.4318048 0 10.000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 228 1.5482456 2.128545 -6.0000000 7.0000000
SOQUES ANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/CUR 229 4.8558952 2.6772634 0 10.0000000
503S MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 229 7.3187773 2.5093940 0 10.0000000
SODELTA DELTA-MNAGE LABOR RELATIONS 228 2.4956140 2.881850 -6.0000000 9.0000000
515UES MANG MULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/CUR 229 7.1804061 1.9961317 2.0000000 10.0000000
51UES ANG SMULTI-CULT DIVRSTY/RE[ 229 8.0043668 2.099491 0 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE MULTI-CULT DIVERSITY 228 0.8289474 2.0717621 -9.0000000 6.0000000
52SUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OP/CUR 229 8.1484716 1.5741218 3.0000000 10.0000000
S2OUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/REQ 229 8.9650655 1.5328573 0 10.00009010
S2DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 230 0.4478261 0.4963550 0 1.0000000
ANPOtER MANPOWIER/HLUKAN RES M4NT 230 8.1565217 1.7538046 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE--MANPOJER. NGMNTHRN lSSUES/C 229 6.8697234 1.6478131 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGR AGGREGATE--NANPUOER NGNT/HRN ISSUES/R 229 8.3202329 1.4580131 1.0000000 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MGNT/NRN ISU 228 1.4627193 1.6822179 -4.1666667 6.1666667
CCOMUNICATIONS ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
................-......... IONCNllOCO/XO ...................................................................
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minium Maximu
C533JS WRITING EFFECT IVELY/CUR 246 8.5528455 1.3011973 4.0000000 10.0000000
R53GUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 246 9.1869919 1.0447114 5.0000000 10.0000000
053DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 246 0.6341463 1.3264548 -5.0000000 4.0000000
240
CS4IUS POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 246 8.3252033 1.2616538 4.0000000 10.00.00
R54QMS POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 246 9.2479675 1.029976 5.0000000 10.0000000
054DELTA DELTA-POS & MEG FEEDBACK 246 0.9227642 1.2738060 -5.0000000 5.00000
CSSQUES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 246 8.0650407 1.4582060 3.0000000 10.00000
R55UES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 246 9.0772356 1.1526943 4.000000 10.0000000
G55DELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 246 1.0121951 1.6499393 -4.0000000 7.00000O0
CS6QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/UR 246 8.3292683 1.4116005 4.0000000 1O.00o0000
RS6QUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 246 9.4065041 0.9462053 5.0000000 10.0000000
QS6DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 246 1.07723m 1.5031023 -2.0000000 6.0000000
CS7QES BLD iRK( & SUPRT RELTM/CUR 246 7.8536585 1.5942905 0 10.0000000
R57UES .LD WIORK & SUPRT RELTN/,EQ 246 8.9166992 1.1992753 4.0000000 lO.0000000
057DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 246 1.0650407 1.6149295 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C58GUES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 246 7.8495935 1.7652368 0 10o.0000000
OW8IES REP ROWG TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 246 8.622764 1.5914572 0 10.0000000
QSIDELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GUPS 246 0.7926829 1.6689564 -6.0000000 8.0000000
CS9ES CLIMATE OF OPEN COWCU/O 246 8.7642276 1.258% 3.0000000 10.0000000
RS9QUES CLIMATE OF OPEN COhI/REQ 246 9.3373984 0.9625560 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COIJUNICATIONS 246 0.5731707 1.1748731 -4.0000000 5.0000000
C60GUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 246 8.1707317 1.4211655 6.0000000 10.0000000
R60QUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 246 9.1016260 1.0506739 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q600ELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 246 0.9308943 1.4566178 -4.0000000 5.0000000
COW COMMUNICATION 246 8.9430894 1.6723480 1.ooo0ooo 10.000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COMMIICATIONS/C 246 8.2388211 1.0687476 5.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGR AGGREGATE- -COPIUNICATIONS/R 246 9.1148374 0.8821636 5.2500000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COiMUIICATIONS 246 0.8760163 1.0871461 -3.7500000 4.5000000
S........................... .OUC.OI,,.O CO/XO................................................................
----- ------------- ONCNOI.KOco/XO-----------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Nen Std De° Nfnim Naxjimm
C53OWES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 229 8.3711790 1.3433556 3.0000000 10.0000000
R53QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REO 229 9.2707424 0.9805431 S.0000000 10.0000000
Q53DELTA DELTA-WIRITING EFFECTIVELY 228 0.9035088 1.4387299 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C54QUES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/CUR 229 8.0786026 1.5081433 3.0000000 10.0000000
R54GES POS & MEG FEEDBACK/REQ 229 9.1004367 1.1560101 0 10.0000000
QSDELTA DELTA-POS & NEG FEEDBACK 228 1.0263156 1.7508237 -10.0000000 7.0000000
CS5QUES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/CUR 229 8.0305677 1.5229041 3.0000000 10.0000000
R55QJES DELVR EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 229 9.07a6026 1.014383 5.0000000 10.0000000
QSSOELTA DELTA-OgLV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 228 1.0526316 1.5781666 -2.0000000 7.0000000
C56QLES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/CUR 229 8.2338079 1.5801210 1.0000000 10.0000000
R56QiES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 229 9.3013100 0.9601937 3.0000000 10.0000000
G56DELTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 228 1.0701754 1.680522 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CS?0UES BLD ORK a SUPRT RELTN/COR 228 7.3771930 2.0560016 0 10.0000000
RSTJES B3D WORK & SUPRT RELTN/REL 228 8.6929M25 1.4759582 0 10.0000000
Q57DELTA DELTA-BUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAT 227 1.3215859 2.0149049 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CS8QUES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRPfCUR 229 7.5371179 2.0486779 1.0000000 1O.0000000
R58QUES REP CRGN TO EXTRML GRP/REQ 229 8.5589520 1.6416377 0 10.0000000
Q58DELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL URPS 228 1.0263158 1.9119W64 -4.0000000 7.00000O0
CS9QES CLIMATE OF OPEN COi/CUR 229 8.4104803 1.3367525 5.0000000 10.0000000
R59QJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COWS/REQ 229 9.2052402 1.0116725 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q59DFLTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUNICATIONS 228 0.792456 1.2675539 -2.0 5.0000000
C60OUES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CUR 228 7.9956140 1.412484 4.0000000 10.0000000
RMCGDS CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 229 9.0000000 1.221158 2.0000000 10.0000000
Q60OELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 227 1.0088106 1.5342439 -7.0000000 6.0000000
CW COMMUNICATION 230 8.6608696 1.9192746 1.0000000 10.00000
COMAGC AGGREGATE- -COMMUNI CAT IONS/C 227 8.0121145 1.2116880 4.7500000 10.0000000
CONAGR AGGREGATE--COiMUNINCATIONS/R 228 9.02686G 0.9039222 5.6250000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMSUNICATIONS 226 1.0171460 1.2401486 -2.0000000 5.000000
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT MEANS AMD DELTAS
.--... --......... HOCO=0---------HOCOC ----------------------- I---------------------------------
Variable Label v mean Std Day Ninim.. Nudf
CIQUES INTERP FINAN STATEMPTS/OR 154 6.3311688 2.3095573 0 10.0000000
RIDUES INTERP FINAN STATEISITS/REQ 154 7.5454545 1.8008383 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA OELTA-INTERP FINAN STATEMNTS 153 1.1764706 2.1737599 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C2QUES RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/CUR 155 7.0836710 2.2475234 0 10.0000000
R2QUES RECOG FUMDNG SOIRCES/RPEO 155 8.2645161 1.5567100 0 10.0000000
Q2DELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOJRCES 155 1.1806452 2.1606606 -5.0000000 8.0000000
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C3UES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/OR 155 6.81293 2.3487689 0 10.0000
R30LIES EVAL OPER & CAP ElDGETS/REG 155 7.7677419 2.0284322 0 10.0000000
Q3DELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 155 0.9549W6 2.2341562 -6.0000000 8.0000000
C4QUAS RES MGMT AMV & DRWWBK/O 153 5.666666? 2.7672901 0 10.0000000
R4QUES RES MGMT ADV & DRWBK/REQ 152 7.2763158 2.8030196 0 10.0000000
"D4ELTA DELTA-RESOMCE NMOT ADY & DRA1BAOCS 152 1.6052W3 2.42%466 -7.0000000 8.0000000
CSQUES MAX DEN FROM REINBUR/O.3t ¶51 4.9801325 3.056063 0 10.0000000
RSQUES MAX DEN FROM REINBR/REQ I50 6.3666667 2.979601 0 10.0000000
5OELTA DELTA-MAX BEN FROM REIIUR 150 1.3666667 2.757372 -6.0000000 9.0000000
C6QUES WORK W/PROCWRMNT SYS/OJR 155 5.3677419 2.504591 0 10.0000000
R64MS VORK W/PROQ.RMIT SYS/REG 155 6.6835710 2.1065 0 10.0000000
OdDELTA dELTA-WORK U/PROO.REIENT SYSTEM 155 1.3161290 2.3734321 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C7QUES COST-BEMFI ANAL TECH/CUR 155 6.3032258 2.554278M 0 10.0000
U7UES COST-BEMFT ANAL TECH/REQ 155 7.4322581 2.1862004 0 10.0000000
G7DELTA DELTA-COST/SENFIT ANAL TECH 155 1.129032 2.4593043 -9.0000000 8.0000000
FIJUONT FINIANCIAL/RESOIJRCE MMN 155 7.9032258 1.6267815 3.0000000 10.0000000m
FINAGC AGGREGATE--f INANCIAL/C 150 6.1180952 2.1041077 0.128714 10.0000000
FINAGR AGGREGATE--FIMNUCIAL/R 150 7.3352381 1.7427319 0 10.0000000
FINDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 149 1.211888M 1.9332208 -4.5714286 7.5714286
......... NCO20....................... 0CO= --------------- .............--------------
Variable Label N Newi Std Dev kinijm Maxism
clUews INTERP FINAN STATEMNTSICUR 320 4.818750 2.4130572 0 10.0000
RiOUES INTERP F LEAN STATEISITS/hiA 320 7.3156250 1.8579001 0 10.0000000
QIDELTA DELTA- KNTERP FINAN STATEIWIS 319 2.495297 2.5596146 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C2UJES RECOG P1310MG SOURCES/CUR 320 5.0718750 2.5047584 0 10.0000000
R20LES RECOG FUNDNG SOURCES/REQ 320 7.7875000 1.7789696 0 10.0000000
Q20ELTA DELTA-RECOG FUNDING SOURCES 319 2.7147335 2.6570428 -4.0000000 10.0000000
C3QUES EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS/CR 320 4.8500000 2.5699005 0 10.0000000
R30LIES EVAL OPER & CAP SUDGETS/REQ 319 7.4796238 2.0753249 0 10.0000000
Q30ELTA DELTA-EVAL OPER & CAP BUDGETS 318 2.6100629 2.7547766 -5.0000000 10.0000000
C4@.JES RES MONT ADV & DEWBItC/O 319 4.7899W8 2.5159416 0 10.0000000
R40MS RES MOGNT ADV & DRWBIC/REQ 319 7.3666 2.5561728 0 10.0000000
"QDELTA DELTA-RESOURCE MNGT AWV & DRNkACKS 318 2.5723270 2.7867626 -10.0000000 10.0000
CSQUES MAXKDN FROM REIMORICURt 318 4.1540881 2.8547651 0 10.0000000
RSOUES MAX BEN FROM REIMER/REG 318 6.7075472 2.9614367 0 10.0000000
OSDELTA DELTA-M4AX BEN FROM RERUNR 317 2.5488959 3.0855380 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C6GUES WORK U/PROCURISIT SYS/CUR 319 4.1786834 2.5233595 0 10.000000
R6QUES WORK U/PROCURMMT SYS/REG 320 6.7031250 2.3666948 0 10.0000000
Q6OELTA DELTA-WORK W/PROO*UUII SYSTEM 318 2.5408805 2.973790 -7.0000000 10.0000000
C74SJE COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/CER 320 5.1656250 2.6665M5 0 10.0000000
R7GUES COST-BENFT ANAL TECH/REQ 320 7.3562500 2.248920 0 10.0000000
07DELTA DELTA-COST/BENEFIT ANAL TECH 319 2.2037618 2.7607739 -8.0000000 10.0000000
FRIPIONT F1NANCIALIRESOURCE MONT 321 7.9439252 1.7419374 1 .coooOO 10.0000000
FINAGC AWREGATE-- FIANCIAL/C 317 4.7228481 2.1491148 0.1428571 10.0000000
FIMAGR AGGREGATE--FINANCIA/it 317 7.2528166 1.8471037 0 10.0000000
FIISELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--FINANCIAL 315 2.5219955 2.3877814 -5.5714286 9.5714286
PROGRAM PUANNING AND EVALUATION MEANS AND DELTAS
-------.-..-.---------- NCNO2CO-...........---.-.----.................................-------
Variable Label N MNOW Std Dev Minium Maxima
O8QUES MANGNG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 155 6.2322581 2.2M0579 0 10.0000000
R8GUES MANONG PLANNING PROCS/REG 155 7.68371 1.7973821 0 10.0000000l
QIDELTA DELTA-NMAAGING PLANNING PCS155 1.4516129 2.1867177 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C9U.ES METHWS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 155 6.7032258 2.019%46 2.0000000 10.0000000n
R9SES METHOS EVAL PROGRAMS/REQ 155 7.8709677 1.6104758 3.0000000 10.0000
Q9DELTA DELTA-METISS EVAL PROGRAMS 155 1.1677419 1.9131105 -4.0000000 7.0000000
ClOSUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 155 5.9225806 2.2892620 0 10.0000
RIOQUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/REQ 154 7.4025974 1.9806 0 10.0000
GIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 154 1.4675325 1.9542775 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CISJES EMP INPROV PRIM & MTND/CUR 155 7.625806 1.6985417 2.0000000 10.0000000
RlIlSES NIP IIUPtOV PRIM & MISD/REQ 155 8.5548387 1.5714248 3.0000000 10.0000000
011DELTA DELTA-NIP INPROY PRIM & NTSD 155 0.9290323 1.9174851 -6.0000000 6.0000000
C12OWS DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 153 8.156862 2.0555370 0 10.0000000
312535 DEPT & FUNC NIL FA/REQ 153 8.4117647 1.995167 S 10.0000000
Q120ELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 153 0.2549020 1.7188177 -7.0000000 7.0000000
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PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 155 7.8516129 1.515262m 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/C 153 6.9529412 1.7127640 1.6000000 10.0000000
PPEAGt AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/R 152 8.0144737 1.3841299 3.4000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL 152 1.0671053 1.61693 -4.8000000 6.0000000
Variable Label N Keen Std Dev Nintum Maximu
CUES NANONG PLANNING PROCS/CUR 320 5.2843750 2.4819664 0 10.0000000
RUSES NANGMG PLANNING PROCS/REG 320 7.6406250 1.9148585 0 10.0000000
OMELTA DELTA-MANAGING PLANNING PROCS 319 2.3824451 2.4167534 -4.0000000 9.0000000
C90ES NETHDS EVAL PROGRAMS/CUR 320 5.7000000 2.3590020 0 10.0000000
R9MES NETDIS EVAL PR0GRAIPr/REQ 320 7.8687500 1.6819972 0 10.0000000
Q9DELTA DELTA-NETNDS EVAL PgJ.iRANS 319 2.1943574 2.2964476 -6.0000000 9.0000000
CIOGUES EVAL & APPL MARKET ANAL/CUR 320 4.9562500 2.5836401 0 10.0000000
RIOQUES EVAL & APl. MARKET ANAL/REQ 319 7.5141066 1.999753= 0 10.0000000
QIODELTA DELTA-EVAL & APPL MARKET ANALYSIS 318 2.5660377 2.644149 -6.0000000 10.0000000
CI1QUES EMP IIPROV PRIM & NTHD/CUR 320 7.0093750 1.949994 1.0000000 10.0000000
R11JUES EMP INPIW PIM & NTHD/REQ 320 8.4750000 1.4747616 2.0000000 10.0000000
QIIDELTA DELTA-EMP IMPROV PRIM & mTiD 319 1.4890282 1.8896201 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C12QUES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/CUR 319 7.300•04 2.1302772 0 10.0000000
RI2UES DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC/REQ 320 8.4062500 1.7430448 0 10.0000000
Q12DELTA DELTA-DEPT & FUNC NIL FAC 318 1.1226415 2.0376712 -10.0000000 10.0000000
PROGRAM PROGRAM PLANNING & EVAL 321 7.9314M42 1.5756866 2.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGC AGGREGATE--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL/C 319 6.0470219 1.9398945 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEAGR AGGREGATE--PROGRAM PLAN & EVAL/R 319 7.9799373 1.4648U12 1.0000000 10.0000000
PPEDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--PROGRAN PLAN & EVAL 317 1.9451104 1.8758668 -4.4000000 7.4000000
DECISION MAKING MEANS AND DELTAS
Variable Label N Neon Std Dev Minimu Next.u.
C13OES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 155 8.0516129 1.5109709 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13QES ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 155 8.8000000 1.2659374 5.0000000 10.0000
Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSESS AVAIL INFO 155 0.7483871 1.3512551 -5.0000000 6.
C14GJES INCLO OTHR DEC51 NAKMG/CUR 154 8.4480519 1.512677 1.0000000 10.0000000
R14GUES INCLD OTHR DECSN NAKNOG/RE 154 8.740297 1.4854642 0 10.0000000
Q14ELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECS1 MAKING 154 0.2922078 1.2931460 -8.0000000 5.0000000
C15UES DECISM MAKNG TECH/CUR 155 7.858065 1.544769 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISUES DECISM NAKING TECH/REQ 155 8.5419355 1.3055263 4.000000 10.0000000
G1SELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 155 0.6838710 1.5150965 -5.0000000 7.0000000
CI6ES USE MGNT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 154 6.0259740 2.2490319 0 10.0000000
RI60MES USE NGNT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 153 7.8039216 1.7772644 2.0000000 10.0000000
016DELTA DELTA-USE NGNT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 153 1.7516340 2.1283829 -3.0000000 8.000000O
C17QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CUR 1SS 6.0000000 2.1712406 0 10.0000000
RI7QUES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIOUS/REQ 15s 7.1741935 1.957829u 0 10.0000000
Q17DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 155 1.1741935 2.1895513 -5.0000000 8.0000000
C18EU.S STRNG WINOIS STAT TECH/CIA 155 5.8580645 2.2460317 0 10.0000000
R18OUES STRNG ,EAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 154 7.2467532 1.9278207 1.0000000 10.0000000
018DELTA DELTA-STRENGTHS & WEAK OF STAT TECH$ 154 1.3701299 2.1265557 -7.0000000 6.0000000
C19OUES HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 155 5.5741935 2.2989224 0 10.0000000
R19OWES HON INFO SYS DESIGNEW/REQ 155 6.8580645 1.9016012 0 10.0000000
019DELTA DELTA-HOW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIN0ED 155 1.2838710 2.2149282 -7.0000000 8.0000000
C200UES ANALYZE RISK 9 ALT/CUR 155 7.7032258 1.7513416 2.0000000 10.0000000
E2OIUES ANALYZE RISK & ALT/REQ 155 8.4193548 1.2214052 5.0000000 10.0000000
Q20DELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 155 0.7161290 1.4313505 -2.0000000 6.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKMG/PROSLN SOLV 155 8.2774194 1.4m66225 3.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROSLEN SOLV/C 153 6.9517974 1.4953412 2.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROGLEN SOLV/R 152 7.9531250 1.2089118 3.8750000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROB SOLV 152 0.9958882 1.3929=82 -5.1250000 5.2500000
Varaebte Label N Neaw Stl Dev Minimu Nexit"
C13OSJE ASSESS AVAIL INFO/CUR 320 7.5562500 1.682630 2.0000000 10.0000000
R13OWS ASSESS AVAIL INFO/REQ 320 8.7906250 1.1596290 4.0000000 10.0000000
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Q13DELTA DELTA-ASSSSS AVAIL INFO 319 1.2"45141 1.6807790 -5.0000000 7.0000000
C14GUES INCLO OTiR DECSN MAKNG/CUR 320 7.9437500 1.5075437 3.0000000 10.0000000
RI4QUES INCLD OTHR DECSN NAKNG/REQ 320 8.7281250 1.2155560 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q14OELTA DELTA-INCL OTHER DECSN MAKING 319 0.7931034 1.5029790 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CISGUES DECISN MAKNG TECH/CUR 319 7.5235110 1.7316637 3.0000000 10.0000000
RISQUES DECISN MAOKNG TECH/REQ 319 8.6018809 1.31809 3.0000000 10.0000
QISDELTA DELTA-DECISN MAKING TECHNIQUES 318 1.0880503 1.6713720 -4.0000000 6.0000000
C16QUES USE NIGT INFO SYS TECH/CUR 320 5.3343750 2.3349746 0 10.0000000
R16SES USE NMGT INFO SYS TECH/REQ 320 7.9125000 1.6395867 1.0000000 10.0000000
QI6DELTA DEL"^.-USE MORT INFOR SYSTEM TECH 319 2.5956113 2.36r7829 -4.000000 10.0000000
C17MUES STA) TOOLS IN DECISIONS/CWE 320 5.1875000 2.4830144 0 10.0000000
RWhiJES STAT TOOLS IN DECISIONS/REQ 318 7.1383648 2.0078018 0 10.0000000
QI7DELTA DELTA-STAT TOOLS IN DECISION MAKING 317 1.9495M 2.5724886 -5.0 10.000000
CI8ES STRNG IEAKOIS STAT TECH/CUR 320 4.9125000 2.6066890 0 10.0000000
RI8UES STRNG WEAKNS STAT TECH/REQ 320 7.1937500 2.1510277 0 10.0000000
QISELTA DELTA-STRENGTNS & WEAK OF STAT TECKS 319 2.296706 2.72320 -10.0000000 10.0000000
C19SJES NWO INFO SYS DESIGNED/CUR 319 4.8620690 2.4352825 0 10.0000000
R19OSEs HOW INFO SYS DESIGNED/REQ 320 7.0500000 1.9852118 1.0000000 10.0000000
QI9DELTA DELTA-NW INFO SYSTEMS ARE DESIGNED 318 2.2012579 2.4796455 -5.0000000 9.0000000
C20WES ANALYZE RISK 9 ALT/WE 319 6.7962382 2.1278000 0 10.0000000
R200UES ANALYZE RISKA ALT/REQ 320 8.403120 1.4908255 3.0000000 10.0000000
QODELTA DELTA-ANALYZE RISKS & ALTERNATIVES 318 1.6194969 2.0490508 -5.0000000 8.0000000
DECISION DECISION MAKNG/PROGLM SOUGV 321 8.3271028 1.7718760 1.0000000 10.0000000
DECAGC AGGREGATE--DEC AKING/PROBLEM SOLV/C 318 6.2633648 1.6858M 1.8750000 10.0000000
DECAGR AGGREGATE--DEC MAKING/PROBLEM SOLV/R 317 7.9763407 1.2298342 3.6250000 10.0000000
DECDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--DEC MAKING/PROS SOLV 315 1.7218254 1.7220383 -4.5000000 7.5000000
LEGAL ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
..................... ONCHO2mCO ..............................................................
Variable Label N Nen Std Dew Miniýu maxiu
C210ES KNOW VIOLTN OF UOIJ/CUR 155 8.0967742 1.5490852 4.0000000 10.0000000
RI21UES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REQ 155 8.2903226 1.8897115 0 10.0000000
OZIDELTA DELTA-KNOW VIOLLIN OF UOIJ 155 0.1935484 1.900432 -8.0000000 4.0000000
C220JES PUNISHMENT UNDR UCJ/ICUR 155 8.2129032 1.7207183 2.0000000 10.0000000
R22QUES PUNISHMENT UNDt UCMJ/REQ 155 8.0516129 2.1252763 0 10.0000000
Q ELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDEO UGI 155 -0.1612903 2.05598 -8.0000000 8.
C23UES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/CIt 155 8.3032258 1.6091225 2.0000000 10.0000000
R23MES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/REQ 155 8.4129032 2.037910S 0 10.0000000
Q20ELTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER UCIU 155 0.1096774 2.00803195 -9000000 8.0000000
C24•SE ADNIN SEP AUTN & PiOC/CUR 155 7.3870968 1.9014250 1.0000000 10.0000000
I24.1S ADEIN SEP AUTO & PROC/REQ 155 7.6580645 2.154543 0 10.0000000
024DELTA DELTA-AMUIN SEP AUTN & PROC 155 0.2709677 2.2340624 -9.0000000 8.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIAB NOSP & PROF/WE 154 7.0519481 2.1656625 0 10.0000000
R2SGUES KNOW LIAB NOW & PROF/REQ 154 8.0064935 2.0879259 0 10.0000000
Q2SDELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAB OF NOP & PROF 154 0.95455 1.9648576 -8.0000000 8.
C26QUES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT IS$/CUR 155 6.7570968 2.0353596 2.0000000 10.0000000
R26SJES KNOW ENVIRON INPCT ISS/ItQ 155 8.0838710 1.9835520 0 10.0000000
026DELTA DELTA-KNOW EWNIRON IMPACT ISS 155 1.2967742 2.2452669 -8.0000000 8.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 155 7.2322581 1.8474952 1.9000000 10.0000000
LEGAGC AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 154 7.6569264 1.4940255 3.6666667 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/E 154 8.0930736 1.76619W7 0 10.0000000
LEGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL IMES 154 0.4361472 1.7356318 -8.0000000 4.6666667
Vaeiable Label N ean Std Dev Nlnim Maximaý
C21GUES KNOW VIOLTN OF UCMJ/CUR 320 6.9562500 2.0734079 0 10.0000000
3215I8S KNOW VIOLTN OF UCNJ/REO 319 8.3605016 1.7568754 1.000000 10.0000000
Q2IDELTA DELTA-KOIM VIOLLIN OF UCMJ 318 1.3993711 2.17838W3 -9.0000000 9.0000000
C22QWS PUNISHMENT UNOR UCNJ/COR 320 6.6281250 2.3292786 0 10.0000000
R220AS PUNISHIMNT UNOR UONJ/QEE 320 8.0312500 2.0277754 1.0000000 10.0000000
Q220ELTA DELTA-PUNISHMENT UNDER UOIJ 319 1.4137931 2.4310487 -8.0000000 9.0000000
C23QUES INITIATE ACT UCMJ VIOLTN/CUR 320 6.5562500 2.4372935 0 10.0000000
R23OIES INITIATE ACT UCNJ VIOLTN/REQ 319 8.0313480 2.0829395 0 10.0000000
Q3LTA DELTA-INITIATE ACT UNDER LOU 318 1.4811321 2.530M -9.0000000 9.000000
C24aUES ADMIN SEP MJTN & PROC/CUR 319 5.974608 2.4481734 0 10.0000000
324QUE$ ADNIN SEP AUTM & PROC/REQ 319 7.6771160 2.1469175 0 10.0000000
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024DELTA DELTA-ADMIN SEP AUTH & PROC 318 1.6961132 2.5436374 -8.0000 9.0000000
C25QUES KNOW LIAR NOSP & PROFIOA 320 6.6250000 2.157589 0 10.0000
R25QUES KWNO LIAR HOSP & PROF/RtEQ 320 9.3312500 1 .7994143 0 10.0000000
Q25ELTA DELTA-KNOW LIAR OF NWU & PROF 319 1.717868 2.3152544 -7.0000000 10.0000
C26QLES KNOW ENVIRON INPC IRS/CUR 320 5.8812500 2.3067894 0 10.0000000
R26OWS KNOW ENVIRON IHPC 155/REQ 320 7.8406250 1.9369950 1.00000010 10.0000000
G26ELTA DELTA-KNOW ENVIRON IMPACT 155 319 1.9717868 2.435a806 -7.0000 10.0000000
LEGAL LEGAL ISSUES 320 7.1875000 1.m3829 1.0000000 10.0000
LEGAGC AGGEGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/C 319 6.4393939 1.8943030 0.~3 10.0000000
LEGAGR AGGREGATE--LEGAL ISSUES/R 318 8.055014 1.6751710 0.~3 10.0000
LEGDELTA. AGGREGATE DELTA--LEGAL ISSUES 317 1.6161420 2.0181077 -7.6666667 8.6666667
OPERATIONS MANAGMNENT ISSUE MEANS AND DELTAS
....... Hs~o.o........................................... MH2w----------------------------------
Variable Laiel N NOWn Std Dev Nin~in maxim.
27OWES IMMC OSHA REQ HOSP OP/CUR 154 6.6558442 2.1492661 0 10.0000000
274MS IMPC OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 154 7.5454545 2.5771518 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA- IMPACT OP- OSHA ON NOSP 154 0.889104 2.426869 -8.0000000 8.0000000
28MSE EVAL PROP TO AOUR TECH/CUR 155 6.7612903 1.9038030 0 10.0000000
28QUES EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH/REQ 155 7.62580M 1.709972 0 10.0000000
28DELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP TO AQUR TECH 155 0.8645161 1.9173758 -8.0000000 8.0000000
29GUES OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATRL/CUR 154 6.1038961 2.2204=0 0 10.0000000
29GUE5 OPP & LIN DOD/DON MATUL/REa 154 7.2662338 1.9030152 0 10.0000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LINI TO DOD/DON NATRL 154 1. 162377 2.03=413 -6.0000000 6.0000000o
30S15S OVUSEE EQUIP MONT PUS/CUR 155 6.3935484 2.2976464 0 10.0000
30OES OYRSEE EQUIP NONT PUG/REQ 155 6.0367097 2.03055W3 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP MNWT PROGRAM 155 0.4451613 1.784218 -6.0000 5.000
31oUS EmHu EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 155 6.7225806 1.9964913 0 10.0000
31QUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY RtEQ/REQ 155 7.27M977 2.0743006 1.0000 10.0000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE XEMCUTION OF SEC RECS 155 0.5483M7 1.83824n9 -6.0000000 7.0000
320ES OVRSEE FACILITIES M WT/CUR 155 6.7741935 1.91W9702 0 10.00000010
32JES OYRSEE FACILITIES NUIT/REQ 155 7.0709677 2.1034968 0 10.00000010
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MWN 155 0.4000000 0.4914860 0 1.0000000
PHNGT OPERATIONS MONT ISSUES 155 7.1806452 1.6095130 1.00000010 10.0000000o
PIIAGC AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSWES/C 153 6.5697168 1.6421012 0.8333333 10.0000000
PKAlli AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUIES/R 153 7.2614379 1.7075859 1.0000000 10.0000
PMSELTA AGGREGATEJDELTA--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUES 153 0.6917211 1.6033786 -5.1666667 6.0000000
...................... NONCHO2=NO---------------------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mean Std Dev Minim. Mmxl..
27MR: 11MPCT OSHIA REG HOSP OP/CUR 320 5.8531250 2.5694717 0 10.0000000
27OUES 11MPCT OSHA REQ HOSP OP/REQ 320 7.7093750 2.2057007 0 10.0000000
27DELTA DELTA- IMPACT OF OSHA ON HOSP 319 1 .86 8 2.53W171 -8.0000000 10.0000
28GUES EVAL PROP TO AMUR TECH/CUR 320 6.0250000 2.1870236 0 10.0000000
28QUES EVAL PROP TO AGUR TECH/REQ 320 7.6937500 1.7652049 0 10.0000
2IDELTA DELTA-EVAL PROP To AGUR TECH 319 1.680250 2.V746799 -7.0000000 8.00001000
290UE5 OPP & LIN DOD/DON NATRL/CUR 320 4.9437500 2.5195085 0 10.0000000
29QUES OPP & LINI DOD/DON MATRL/REG 319 7.3824451 1.902779 0 10.0000000
29DELTA DELTA-OPP& LIM TO DOD/DON NATUL 318 2.437169 2.61293 -7.0000 9.0000
30OWJS OVESEE EQUIP MORT PUG/CUR 320 5.4031250 2.4616156 0 10.0000000
30ONS OVUSEE EQUIP MONT PUG/RE0 320 7.0093750 1.9M13385 0 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE EQUIP NMNT PROGRAM 319 1.6175549 2.4784237 -7.0000000 9.0000000
31WUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTY REQ/CUR 320 5.271675 2.48175 0 10.0000000m
3IGUES ENSUR EXEC SECRTT REQ/REQ 320 6.9343750 2.1434612 0 10.000000
31DELTA DELTA-ENSURE E)MCUTION OF SEC REGS: 319 1.6739812 2.4495501 -7.0000000 9.0000000
32qUIES OVESEE FACILITIES NMOT/CUR 320 5.0000 2.6463437 0 10.0000000 n
32QJES QIRSEE FACILITIES NQNT/UEQ 320 6.7156250 2.4309%08 0 10.0000000
32DELTA DELTA-OVERSEE FAC MNTW 321 0.2461059 0.4314135 0 1.0000000
PUNT OPERATIONS mON ISSUES 320 7.215625 1.7075546 1.0000000 10.0000000
POWI AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT 13SUES/C 320 5.4161458 2.002654 0. 3 9.~
PKAGE AGGREGATE--OPERATIONAL MONT ISSUEl/R 319 7.2377220 1.6438697 0.6666667 10.0000000
PNDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--OPERATIONAL HINT lISSES 318 1.825995 2.0708064 -7.3 w S.3333
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR lISSES MEANS AMD DELTAS
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VariabLe Label N Noen td Daev inima Maxiu
33QJES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/CUR 155 8.6258065 1.6754468 0 10.0000000
33QlES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/REQ 155 8.7161290 1.6700371 1.0000000 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KMOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 155 0.0903226 1.6450151 -6.0000000 6.0000000
340UES DEVLP & COWU COND VISM/CUR 155 8.5419355 1.4014M75 3.0000000 10.0000000
34Q0.ES DEVLP & COWq COED VISN/REQ 155 8.9483871 1.4540295 2.0000000 10.0000000
34DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COWsi COIMMAND VISION 155 0.406516 1.5148476 -8.0000000 4.00000001
350QES IMPOUR IND & WORK GRP/CUR 155 8.8000000 1.2452507 3.0000000 10.0000000
350.E$ 11i6A INM & WORK GRP/REQ 155 9.0774194 1.1651625 4.0000000 10.0000000
35DELTA DELTA-ENPOiRR INV & WORK GROUPS 155 0.2"4194 1.1817634 -4.0000000 4.0000000
36OW1S DEVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/CUR 151 8.7947020 1.2874672 4.0000000 10.0000000
360iJ5S DEVLP NOM-PARCHL PERSP/REQ 152 8.8815739 1.2812153 4.0000000 10.0000000
36DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NON-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 151 0.0927152 1.1156522 -4.0000000 3.0000000
37012S BUILDING TRUST/CUR 155 8.9419355 1.2O19395 4.0000000 10.0000000
37QUES BUILDING TRUST/REQ 155 9.4193548 1.0056397 4.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 155 0.4774194 1.0527360 -3.0000000 4.0000000
38QUES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 155 8.5870968 1.3853927 3.0000000 10.0000000
38MUES MANAGING CHANG-/REQ 155 9.3419355 1.0284190 4.0000000 10.0000000
30DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 155 0.754387 1.2910377 -3.0000000 6.0000000
390U1S MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 155 8.2967742 1.5254303 3.0000000 10.0000000
39QUES MANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 155 9.1741935 1.1905929 4.0000000 10.0000000
39DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 155 0.877419% 1.5132981 -5.0000000 6.0000000
40QLUES BUILDING TEAIWORK/CUR 154 8.797013 1.3400803 4.0000000 10.0000000
409UES BUILDING TEANIORK/REQ 155 9.4193548 0.9926415 6.0000000 10.0000000
40DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAI61RK 154 0.6168801 1.2741679 -3.0000000 6.0000000
41UJES OEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUR 155 8.8000000 1.2862914 5.0000000 10.0000000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN ,CLIMAT/REG 155 9.4709677 0.8995647 6.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIRONMENT 155 0.6709677 1.2012422 -4.0000000 4.0000000
4201ES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 155 8.506452 1.3036959 4.0000000 10.0000000
42QUES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 155 9.3548387 1.0915373 4.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 155 0.7741935 1.2718143 -4.0000000 6.0000000
43011S EMPLY COOED MECHNIS/CUR 155 8.1806452 1.4879209 2.0000000 10.0000000
4301ES EMPLY COOE NECNNSM/RM 155 8.7161290 1.40"87 3.0000000 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COO MECHANISNM 155 0.5354839 1.3640915 -4.0000000 4.0000000
44015S DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 155 8.6580645 1.3884435 4.0000000 10.0000000
44GUES OEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 155 9.1354839 1.2487782 4.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVeLOP SUBORDINATES 155 0.4774194 1.3257465 -5.0000000 4.0000000
45QUES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & )(O/CUR 155 9.1225806 1.2656064 2.0000000 10.0000000
450UES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & 10Q/REQ 155 9.2000000 1.6530177 0 10.0000000
45OELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/NO 155 0.077419 1.8605106 -10.0000000 4.000000
46OWES PROM INNOVT & RISK, BNV/CUR 155 8.6000000 1.4576266 4.000000 10.0000000
46GMES PROM INNOVT & RISK 3KW/REQ 155 8.9096774 1.2606314 s.000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 155 0.3096774 1.510000 -5.0000000 5.0000000
ROIUNH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 155 8.4903226 1.7483489 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/C 1bu 8.65Z.71 1.30.4938 4.6428571 10.0000000
RGAM AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BENAVIOR/It 152 9.1296992 0.928S686 5.7142857 10.0000000
RGOELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 150 0.4766667 0.9732590 -3.5714286 3.1428571
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR ISSUES MEANS AD DELTAS
VariabLe Label N Nmn Std Dev Minim NMaxiu
33UES KNOW SUP REQ OP FORC/ICUR 320 7.4250000 2.0374242 0 10.0000000
33QUES KNO SUP REQ OP FORC/REG 320 8.5812500 1.6012216 0 10.0000000
33DELTA DELTA-KNOW & SUPPORT OPF FORCES 319 1.1596746 2.1030415 -8.0000000 7.0000000
3401ES DEVLP & COMM COi VISM/CUR 320 7.3375000 1.8396112 0 10.0000000
34011S DEVLP & COM Cl VISM/RIEO 320 8.7843750 1.6170350 0 10.0000000
34OELTA DELTA-DEVELOP & COWM COMMAND VISION 319 1.4545455 1.9771421 -6.0000000 7.0000000
35U$1S IMP IND & WORK GRP/CUR 320 7.9468750 1.6834962 2.0000000 10.0000000
35GUE$ IMPOWR INO & WORK GRP/REQ 320 8.8937500 1.4647236 2.0000000 10.0000000
3501LTA DELTA-EFPOMER INV & WORK GROUPS 319 0.9498433 1.7020128 -5.0000 7.0000000
3601158 DOVLP NON-PARCHL PERSP/AU 316 7.9335W 1.8358030 0 10.0000000
360115 DEVLP !ON-PARC PERlP/IEQ 316 8.6740506 1.4751134 0 10.0000000
3SELTA DELTA-DEVELOP NOW-PAROCHIAL PERSPECTIVE 313 0.7460317 1.7500524 -4.00000 9.0000000
371UES 1UILDING TRUST/CUR 319 8.47%626 1.3383759 4.0000000 10.0000000
370111 BUILDING TRUST/REQ 320 9.28437M0 1.0669176 4.0000000 10.0000000
37DELTA DELTA-BUILDING TRUST 318 0.8050314 1.4430088 -5.0000000 5.0000000
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38.UES MANAGING CHANGE/CUR 320 8.0656250 1.4996661 2.0000000 10.0000000
38UES MANAGING CANiGE/REQ 320 9.1937500 1.0711192 4.0000000 10.0000000
38DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CHANGE 319 1.1316614 1.6062674 -5.0000000 7.0000000
39QuES MANAGING CONFLICT/CUR 320 7.8093750 1.6279031 1.0000000 10.0000000
39UEs M ANAGING CONFLICT/REQ 320 9.1937500 1.0999964 4.0000000 10.0000000
39DiLTA DELTA-MANAGING CONFLICT 319 1.3887147 1.7855107 -5.0000000 9.0000000
4OSUES BUILDING TEAWORK/Ot 319 8.2476489 1.4766907 3.0000000 10.0000000
402UES BUILDING TEAMWRK/REQ 319 9.2821317 1.0500197 4.0000 10.0000000
400ELTA DELTA-BUILDING TEAMWORK 318 1.0408805 1.5910520 -5.0000000 6.0000000
41QUES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/CUO 320 8.2093750 1.4350864 2.0000000 10.0000000
41UES DEVLP POS ORGAN CLIMAT/REQ 320 9.3375000 1.0317074 3.0000000 10.0000000
41DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP POSITIVE ORG ENVIROIMENT 319 1.1316614 1.5826002 -S.0000000 7.0000000
42UES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/CUR 320 8.0937500 1.4612953 4.0000000 10.0000000
42JES MOTIVATING PEOPLE/REQ 320 9.2906250 1.0740190 2.0000000 10.0000000
42DELTA DELTA-MOTIVATING PEOPLE 319 1.2037618 1.5739182 -5.00000 6.0000000
43QES EMPLY COODR NECHiSWCUR 320 7.4968750 1.8245941 0 10.0000000
43JQES EMPLY COORD MECHNSM/REG 320 8.7281250 1.3798220 0 10.0000000
43DELTA DELTA-EMPLOY COORD 1ECHANISMS 319 1.238245 1.8187471 -4.000000 7.0000000
44QIJES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/CUR 320 8.2125000 1.4935074 3.0000000 10.0000000
"4•4UES DEVLP SUBORDINATES/REQ 320 9.1062500 1.2091442 2.0000000 10.0000000
44DELTA DELTA-DEVELOP SUBORDINATES 319 0.8965517 1.5936057 -4.0000000 6.0000000
45QMS UNDRSYND ROLE CO & XO/CUR 320 7.5593750 1.9223743 0 10.0000
4SQUES UNDRSTND ROLE CO & XO/REQ 320 8.9625000 1.6904211 0 10.0000000
45DELTA DELTA-UNDERSTANDING ROLE OF CO/XO 319 1.4075235 2.3073726 -10.0000000 10.0000000
"460UES PROM INNOVT & RISK BHVR/CUR 319 7.6990596 1.7148168 2.0000000 10.0000000
46OWES PROM INNOVT & RISK SHYR/REQ 319 8.7147335 1.4461408 2.0000000 10.0000000
46DELTA DELTA-PROM INNOV. & RISK BEHAVIOR 318 1.0188679 1.7658924 -5.0000000 7.0000000
RGNBEH ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 321 8.0280374 1.9354809 1.0000000 10.0000000
RGAGC AGGREGATE--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/C 313 7.8922866 1.2449284 4.0000000 10.0000000
RGAOR AGGREGATE--ORGANI ZATIONAL BEHAVIOR/t 314 8.9961328 0.9951476 4.42714 10.0000000
RGDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 312 1.1071429 1.3352377 -3.9285714 5.4285714
MANPOWR MANACSENT/iHR ISSUES MEANS AND DELTAS
----------------------- NNCHOZCO----------------------------------------------------------------
Varfable Label N Nmn Std v DMinila Noxiu
47MUES HNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 155 6.806W516 2.0067962 1.0000000 10.0000000
470JE5 MNG CIV PER BY REG PROC/REQ 155 7.8451613 1.9243550 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-MANAGING CIV PERSONNEL 155 1.0387097 2.1526714 -7.0000000 6.0000000
48OWES NNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/CUR 1SS 8.3161290 1.4176752 4.0000000 10.0000000
48QUES MNG NIL PER BY REG PROC/REQ 155 8.4903226 1.4918294 2.0000000 10.0000000
48DELTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 155 0.1741935 1.6041682 -8.0000000 5.000000
490gS EVAL MANPUR STAF NEEDS/CUR 154 7.7922078 1.599327 3.0000000 10.000000
49QUJS EVAL MANPUR STAF NEEDS/REQ 154 8.3415S8 1.3879965 4.0000000 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 154 0.5519481 1.6008258 -5.0000000 4.0000000
SOUES MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/C¢UR 153 5.6013072 2.6836245 0 10.0000000
SOQUES MANAME LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 153 6.8562092 2.7611456 0 10.000000
SODELTA DELTA-MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS 153 1.2549020 2.7084891 -7.000000 9.0000000
51NS HANG MJLTI-CULT DIVESTY/CUR 155 7.7741935 1.68=727 2.0W0000 10.0000000
SIQUES MAUG MJLTI-CULT DIVRSTY/REG 155 8.1225806 1.8633007 1.000000 10.000000
SIOELTA DELTA-MANAGE KSLTI-CULT DIVERSITY 155 0.3483871 1.6810384 -6.0000000 4.0000000
52QUES PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/CUR 154 8.7077922 1.399931S 4.0000000 10.0000000
529JS PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/IG 154 9.0519481 1.4178701 2.0000000 10.0000000
S20ELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN OPS 1SS 0.5354839 0.5003560 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER MAXPOUER/IUNAN RES MONT 155 8.1806452 1.5645047 2.0000000 10.0000000
ANAGC AGGREGATE- -ANPOIER MNAT/URM ISSUES/C 152 7.4890351 1.3791348 3.5000000 10.0000000
ANAGN AGGREGATE--NANPWI NGMT/URN ISSUES/R 152 8.1184211 1.4244051 2.6666667 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER NONT/NM0N ISU 152 0.6293860 1.4056280 -5.0000000 3.6666667
Vwfarbte Label N Nou StRd Dkv NMniu maxiu
47OUES NG CIV PER BY REG PROC/CUR 320 6.3250000 2.3018324 0 10.0000000
479UES MG CIV PER BY REQ PROC/REQ 320 8.2562500 1.8323012 0 10.0000000
47DELTA DELTA-RNAMMING CIV PERSOIEL 319 1.9435737 2.4820006 -8.0000000 9.0000000
48UES NUG NIL PER BY EQ PROC/CUR 320 7.7750000 1.6205963 3.0000000 10.0000000
483UE3 WUG NIL PER BY REG Pi00C/Il 320 8.6937500 1.474960M 0 10.0000000
4OD[LTA DELTA-MANAGING NIL PERSONNEL 319 0.9216301 1.75821g9 -8.0000000 7.0000000
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49GUES EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/OUR 319 7.0940439 1.9619775 0 10.0000000
49QUES EVAL MANPWR STAF NEEDS/REQ 319 8.5454545 1.4548670 0 10.0000000
49DELTA DELTA-EVAL MANPOWER STAFFING NEEDS 318 1.455W748 2.0856152 -8.0000000 7.0000000
50611S MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/OR 320 4.587175 2.6343207 0 10.0000
500135 MANAGE LABOR RELATIONS/REQ 320 7.2781250 2.4573139 0 10.0000000
SIDDELTA DELTA-MANACE LABOR RELATIONS 319 2.4294671 2.941870 -7.0000 10.0000000
51SJES MANG MULTI-CUJLT DI VRSTY/O.E 320 7.2125=0 1.9423913 2.0000000 10.0000000
SIGUES MANG MJLTI-CIJLT DIVRSTY/REQ 320 8.05000010 2.01187M 0 10.0000000
51DELTA DELTA-MANAGE MULTI-OJLT DIVERSITY 319 0.8420 2.1442940 -9.0000000 7.0000
526.35 PROM ETHICL PRAC IN OPS/OJR 320 8.2000 1.532510 3.0000000 10.0000
52013S PROM ETHICI. PRAC IN OPS/REG 320 8.9937m0 1.5353591 0 10.0000000
52DELTA DELTA-PROMOTE ETHICAL PRAC IN CPS 321 0.4267913 0.495357 0 1.0000000
ANPOWER MANPOWER/HUMAN RES MNUT 321 8.1775701 1.677869 2.0000000 10.0000000
MAC AGGREGATE--MNUPOWER MGMT/KPM ISSUES/C 319 6.9127482 1.520 2.0000 10.0000000
ANAGR AGGREGATE- IIAIPWOER MWINTMU ISW.JES/R 319 8.3040752 1.4456183 1.0000000 10.0000000
ANDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA-- MANPOWER MINT/NRN ISSU 318 1.390052 1.7154348 -7.6666667 6.1666M7
COMMUNICAT IONS ISSUES MEANS: AND DELTA$
...... HNO2............................................ NM:O=D----------------------------------
Variable Labet N Mea Std Dev Mini.. Maxi"a
C5301ES WRITING EFFECTIVELYICIR 155 8.6774194 1.2940196 4.0000000 10.0000000
R536JES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 155 9.212903 1.068966 5.00001000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 155 0.5354a39 1.3449155 -5.0000000 4.0000000
CS4OMJS P05 & NEG FEEDBACKICOR 155 8.4774194 1.196129 4.0000000 10.0000000
RS4QUES P05 & NEG FEEDBACK/REQ 155 9.2516129 1.0665733 5.0000000 10.0000000
054DELTA DELTA-POS & NEG FEEDBACK 155 0.7741935 1.2036114 -5.0000000 4.0000000
C5SSJES DELYR EFF ORAL. PRES/OJE 155 8.2=3710 1.3228994 3.0000000 10.0000000
R5501ES DELVE EFF ORAL PRES/REQ 155 9.0645161 1.2309716 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q5SOELTA DELTA-DELV EFF ORAL PRESENTATION 155 0.780652 1.5343300 -4.0000000 7.0000000
CS6GUES LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/OUR 155 8.5141935 1.328491 5.0000000 10.0000000
R56OW5 LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 155 9.3741935 0.9679835 6.0000000 10.0000000
Q56DETA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 155 0.8000000 1.3551250 -2.0000000 5.0000000
C57VUS 3WD WORK ASUPRT RELTN/OUR ¶55 8.1032258 1.486m22 0 10.0000000
ESlUJS SWD WORK &SUPRT RELTN/REQ ¶55 8.9419355 1.1466422 5.0000000 10.0000000
057DELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & SUPPORT RELAY 155 0.838709 1.4615588 -3.0000000 5.0000000
C580155 REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/CUR 155 8.2258065 1.6017376 0 10.0000000
ES0UJES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL URP/REQ 155 8.7032258 1.7364473 0 10.0000000
OSSDELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EX(TERNAL URPS 155 0.4774194 1.4475=3 -6.0000000 5.0000000
C59OIJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COWUI/R 155 8.9483871 1.1327105 6.0000000 10.0000
RS9QIES CLIMATE OF OPEN COU/REQ 155 9.3419355 1.0028447 5.0000000 10.0000000
059DELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COIUMUNICATIONS 155 0.3935484 1.0224542 -4.0000000 3.0000
C60QLIES CONDUCT MEETINUGS 1FF/OUR ¶55 8.3290323 1.3441053 4.0000000 10.0000000
R605.35 CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 155 9.1032258 1.0701025 4.0000000 10.0000000
Q60ELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 155 0.7741935 1.2819650 -4.0000000 4.0000000
cowS COMMUNICATION 155 9.0516129 1.6584M2 1.0000 10.0000
CONAGC AGCREGATE--COMUWNICATIONS/C 155 8.4524194 0.9661762 5.25000 10.0000000D
CONAGR AGGREGATE--COMMUNJICATIONS/R 155 9.1241935 0.9232408 5.2500000 10.0000000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMMUNICATIOUS 155 0.6717742 0.9736951 -3.7500000 3.7500000
---..............NOCO=0----------NOCON -- ----------------------------------------------------
Variable Label N Mea Std Ow Ninirni Maxima
CS3QUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/OUR 320 8.3625000 1.3272523 3.0000000 10.0000000
R53GUES WRITING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 320 9.2543750 0.9680507 5.0000000 10.0000000
QS3DELTA DELTA-WRITING EFFECTIVELY 319 0.8746082 1.3951672 -4.0000000 7.0000000
C54QMJS POS & NEG FEEDBACK/OUR 320 8.0750000 1.460237 3.0000000 10.0000000,
R54MUS POS & NEC FEEDBACK/REQ 320 9.1406250 1.1066511 0 10.0000000
QS4DELTA DELTA-POS & NEC FEEDBACK 319 1.068965 1.646878 -10.0000000 7.0000000
C55OWJS DELV E1FF ORAL PRES/OUR 320 7.9343750 1.5512376 3.0000000 10.00100000
3550133 DELVRE1FF ORAL PRES/REG 320 9.0843750 1.0120309 5.0000000 10.0000000
0SSNLTA DELTA-DELY 1FF ORAL PRESENTATION 319 1.1536050 1.6401731 -2.0000000 7.0000
C56631 LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/OR 320 8.1437500 1.5530206 1.0000000 10.0000000
3561111 LISTENING EFFECTIVELY/REQ 320 9.346875 0.9476863 3.0000000 ¶0.0000000
05MLTA DELTA-LISTENING EFFECTIVELY 319 1.2068966 1.677022 -4.0000000 9.0000000
CS7VUES BLO WORK 9 SUPRY RELTN/CUR 319 7.3918495 1.9554944 0 10.0000000
6763 OLD WORK & SUPRY RELTN/REQ 319 8.7460615 1.4257054 0 10.0000000l
SiDELTA DELTA-WUILD WORKING & OL44RT RELAY 318 1.35M4906 1.9514066 -4.0000000 9.0000000
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C58QUES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/CJR 320 7.4437S00 1.9976377 1.0000000 10.0000000
R5S8QUES REP ORGN TO EXTRNL GRP/REQ 320 8.5531250 1.5527273 0 10.0000000
OSaDELTA DELTA-REPRESENT ORG TO EXTERNAL GRPS 319 1.1128527 1.9049235 -4.0000000 8.0000000
CS9OUES CLIMATE OF OPEN COII/CUR 320 8.4218750 1.3530957 3.0000000 10.0000000
R59OJES CLIMATE OF OPEN COW/REQ 320 9.2406250 0.9801668 5.0000 10.0000000
0590ELTA DELTA-CLIMATE OF OPEN COMMUNICATIONS 319 0.8213166 1.209505 -2.000000 5.0000000
C600JES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/CIU 319 7.9686520 1.4403076 4.0000000 10.0000000
R60UES CONDUCT MEETINGS EFF/REQ 320 9.0281250 1.1674086 2.0000000 10.0000000
"OI)ELTA DELTA-CONDUCT MEETINGS EFFECTIVELY 318 1.0628931 1.5793843 -7.0000000 6.00000000
CIOW COIMMUNICATION 321 8.6884735 1.8547636 1.0000000 10.0000000
COMAGC AGGREGATE--COMMUNICATIONS/C 318 7.9728774 1.1914528 4.7500000 10.0000000
COMAGR AGGREGATE--COMMUNICATIONS/R 319 9.0474138 0.8780580 5.6250000 10.00000
CONDELTA AGGREGATE DELTA--COMNUICATIONS 317 1.0764984 1.2259005 -2.0000000 5.0000000
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APPIDIZX J
XEDICZL 8ERVICE CORPS SUBBPECIILTY DISTRIBUTIONS
1.- Health Care Administration:
0031 Financial Management
0032 Material/Logistics Management




1800 Health Care Administration
1801 Patient Administration
1802 Medical Logistics
1803 Medical Data Systems
1804 Medical Construction Liaison Officer
1805 Plans, Operations, Medical Intelligence
























t-TESTS FOR IGNIFXCANCEB B3M WHN &GGRBGATE NENS
__....__ _Also Si ificuf t i 0.05
0 am It Activity Significwaoe etuemn t C R
. tu Dlote (df) !
Financist Nanagemnt NC NC -2.2736
(199)
NC DC -2.9,69 *
C 140)
NC NICAN -2.5728 *
(77)
NC NSCNCA -7.5502 *
C84.4)
NC NSCNCA 6.3255 *
(242)
DC NSCH.A 5.1241 * *
____________________________ _____(183) ______ ________
""SCAN NCNCA 3.0305 * *
(120)
Program, Plannin & MSCWCA NC 5.2532 *
EvaLuation (234)
NSCUCA DC 4.1109 * *
______________ ______(175) _ _ _ _ _ _
NSCNCA NS CA 2.1718 *
(37)
NSCKCA NC -5.8041 * *
(140)
Decision Making & ProbLm NSACCA NC 4.1375
solving (240) ........ ..
MSNA DC 4.2572 * *
(162)
NSCHCA NC -6.1215 *(81)
NICAN NC -2.4811 *(76)
NC mC 0.0005 *
Legal Issul s NC NUCAN -2.2181
... (76;)
MC DC -2.6242 *
1(145)
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_Also Signific t 0 0.05
Nanago mit Activity Signifcanoe Betusn J t C aSotemI (df)
INC NSC'c I -4.8312 *
(78)





Operations Management VC NC -1.9943 *
Issues (200)
NC HSCAN -3.1318 *
(73)
VC NICHCA -6.0570 *
(79)
NC YAW= 5.7457 *
(235)




Organizational OeveLopment "C NSCHCA 3.1936 0(206)
mC NSCNCA -3.4522
(137)
Nanpower & Human Resource NC NSCHCA 5.7788
Management (243)
DC NISCHCA 4.483 *
(186)
RSCAN MIUC 2.2092 *
(119)
NC MSCHCA -4.97 *
(140)
Communications NSCHCA 2.0200 *S.. . . . .. (242)




RANK ....... _ Also Significant 3 0.05 Level
Uangemnt I Significant Between Deltas Significant t C R
Activity Gmoue ,,_ _ _ _ 1_ r-I) '__'_ _ _
Financial ADN i LCD 0.0336
Managenent ,__ (51) ....
Legal ADM CAPT 0.0041(13.2)
ADM CDR 0.0007 *(25)
ADN LCOR 0.0002(41.2)
I T 01 D•I L• 0.0133 *
Operations AMLCOR 003S..... ~(31.S) ....
Organizational ADM LCDR 0.0364_ *
ehavi or (49) 1
ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION Also Significant 2 0.05
Level
Management Activity Groups Significant Between Deltas Significant t C R! (dr)




CO OTHER 0.029 *
(166.6)
Prograwming, PLanning CO ON 0.0094
& EvaLuation_ (136)
Decision Making CO DN 0.0187
........ _ j-(138)














ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION Also Signficant a 0.05
Mo/xo & CO Lev ,l ...... ......
Management Activity Significant Between Dettes Significant t C R
Group~s __ C(dr)
Financial Management CO/X 1 NON CO/XO 0.0000
(462)
CO NON CO 0.0001
(352)
Programming, Planning & CO/XO NON CO/XO 0.0001 *
EvaLuation W(467)
CO ON CO 0.0001
(341)
Decision Making CO/XO MOM CO/XO 0.0003(465)
CO WON CO 0.0001 0
(361)
Legal Issues COIXO NON COIXO 0.0001
(469)
CO WON CO 0.0001
(347) ,, _ _ __ _
Operations Management CO/XO WON CO/XO 0.0001
(454)
CO NON CO 0.0001
(37")
Organizational Behavior CO/X mom CO/XO 0.0003
_ _ _ __ (460) _ _ _ _ _ _
CO NONCo 0.0001 *
(388)
Manpower CO/XO NON CO/MO 0.0001 *
_________ ______ (468) _ _ _ _ _
CO NON CO 0.0001(357)
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